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WHO SHOULD READ THE PARTY ORGANIZER 
AND WHY

'"JpHE Party Organixer should be read by every functionary 
of the Party, by every member of a Party Committee, 

Bureau, Commission and Department, and finally by every 
leading and active Party member.

The material and articles in the Party Organizer are of im
mediate practical value for the Party Committees, depart
ments, units and classes on Party Structure. The Party Or
ganizer is a guide to action in the solution of tens of hundreds 
of day-to-day organizational problems confronting the Party. 
The Party Organixer must and will serve the Party Commit
tees and Organizers as the practical guide in tightening up the 
Party apparatus and developing the structure of our Party on 
the basis of Bolshevik organizational principles.

For Party Members Only

The Party Organizer is an inner-Party organ. It is to be 
read by Party members only. The practice of selling it to non- 
Party workers, especially at mass meetings, must be discon
tinued. While there is nothing conspirative nor confidential in 

Party Orgatuzer, nothing th.it we need to hide from the 
masses, we must, however, difFerentiate between agitational and 
propaganda literature for the non-Party m.nsses and inner- 
Party literature for Party members written for the purpose 
of improving the Party.

Who Should Write the Party Organizer
The Party Organizer is supposed to be a monthly maga

zine. Yet it comes out only every now and then. For eight 
months the Party Organizer did not appear, yet not a single 
D. O., not a single Party Committee, not a Party mem
ber inquired why it does not appear or when will it appear. It
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Organize functioning unit buros.
Organize Hunger Marches.
Organize Lower Rent movements.
Concentrate on Shops.
Organize Shop Committees.
Organize Shop Nuclei. Etc., etc., etc.

Not only must our leading Party Committees tell the lower 
units how to accomplish their various tasks, but each of the 
tasks must be carefully and systemaUcally frefared. The first 
step in any campaign or any organizational improvement is to 
make the Party leadership or the Party active (leading cadre) 
thoroughly clear and acquainted with the problem.

Each important organizational change or inner-Party im
provement (even though it comes from the CC as our in
struction) must be thoroughly discussed in the leading com
mittee or the Buro, with the most important functionaries and 
active comrades, and finally in the units.

The discussion should be so carried out that each succeed
ing discussion may have the benefit of previous discussions 
through resolutions, outlines and introductory summaries of 
discussions.

Following such ideological preparation and clarification the 
necessary changes should be put into effect under careful 
supervision. The changes must be periodically reviewed and 
studied, corrected and supervised. Especially is this important 
now in the series of organizational improvements which the 
Central Committee and District Committee are conducting 
in order to adjust the Party organizationally to its multiplying 
tasks in the present situation.

Today when a Party Committee proposes an organizational 
improvement or an important campaign they must always keep 
in mind that its effective realization depends on their ability 
to tell the lower units how and why.
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the role and tasks of the unit

(From The Organizer, District No. 2)

lay
:ciai

'J^HE organizational principles of the Comintern i-/ 
emphasis on the proper structure and 
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At first it is important that the report on activities of mem
bers shall be made at the unit meeting and the Buro should 
further arrange that reports of certain committees shall also 
be made at the unit meeting. This change is absolutely needed 
but it must only be made after a thorough discussion in the 
unit and further, it must be made gradually.

The District Committee and the Section Committees will 
pay close attention to this change. Unit Buros shall keep the 
Section Committee closely informed on the progress of this 
work. While the change in the role of the Unit Buro is the 
most important, the District Committee has made a series of 
decisions that flow out of this change and help to further im
prove the life of the units. They are as follows:

1. One meeting in one room.
2. Meeting of buros in private homes.
3. Shop and factory nuclei start their meetings not later 

than 7 P. M.
4. Street nuclei meeting not later than 8 P. M.
5. Meetings shall not last more than 2^ hours.
6. The Unit Buro appoints chairmen of the meeting. A 

good chairman is a prerequisite for efficient work at the meet
ing.

7. The Buro should set a time limit for every point on the 
agenda and this time limit must be observed.

8. The Buro reports on the problems on which it was de
cided to have a discussion.

9. The communications from the Section or District shall 
not be read unless they are marked by the committee “To be 
read at unit meeting.”

10. Payment of dues and financial transactions shall be a 
point on the agenda in the middle of the meeting. No dues 
payment shall be allowed during the meeting while the other 
points on the agenda are being taken up.

J
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DISTRICT LEADERSHIP AND GUIDANCE
How THE DISTRICT EURO SHOULD FUNCTION
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3 months, you wouldn’t (or perhaps you would) cite a list 
of resolutions to explain the importance of the Unemployment 
Campaign, T.U.U.L., L.S.N.R., etc.—but, you would say 
that during the next three months you can plan certain cam
paigns, establishment of day-to-day tasks, improve inner life 
and structures of the Party, build new units, sections, etc., and 
approximately achieve so much result, and then you would in
dicate where and how much result you expect and why. And 
that is precisely what a Plan of Work means.

Then if you are asked how you were to proceed you would, 
or at least should, point out that each dept, would outline its 
tasks and work out a Plan and each section would do the same 
and also each unit. Then each committee and department, see
ing that they have so many tasks and in order not to forget some 
and to treat all in proper sequence, would first of all divide 
responsibility among its members and work out a Calendar 
Plan of dates when each task would be taken up and elaborated 
and decided upon by the given committee or department meet
ing.

A Calendar Plan should be worked out by each District on 
the Unemployment activities, etc. A Calendar Plan for the 
month should be worked out by the Euro for its agenda and 
not Work out the agenda the last minute. A Calendar Plan 
should be worked out for all inner-Party meetings so that you 
tion’t have so many conflicts.

The importance of Planned work is that at the end of the 
Plan you can check up and see to what extent it was realized 
and why not. Every District shall formulate its Plan of Work 
m such a way that it ends March 31, after which date the en~ 
tire Party shall be fut to work on a synchronized Z-Month 
Plan of Work. And thereafter a new Plan every 3 months, 
starting from the C.C. down to each unit.
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assignment of party tasks
(Resolution of District Buro, C.P.U.S.A., Dist. 2)

'yHE major task of our Party is the building of the revolu- 
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Every Party member must agitate for the revolutionary 
unions in the mass organizations where he is a member and 
in the shop where he is working.

Every Party member must attend Party unit meetings and 
pay dues.

Every Party member must give at least one evening to 
direct Party work under the guidance of the unit in addition 
to the unit meeting.

The above in general are the tasks of each and every in
dividual member of the Party without exceptions. These are 
the tasks that fall under the general policy of “Every Party 
Member Must Build the T.U.U.L.”

Assignment of Tasks Among Party Members
In addition to giving each individual Party member the tasks 

outlined above, it is of utmost importance that the members 
of our Party be given as their major task some specific 
activity in the building of the revolutionary unions, the Party, 
and other mass organizations.

To this end the District Committee has adopted as a prin
ciple the division of our comrades among the various activi
ties of the Party in such a way that the largest possible number 
of comrades are released for the direct and indirect work of 
^luilding the revolutionary unions and the Party.

We have in our District over 100 different mass organiza
tions. Up to the present time the individual comrades de
cide for themselves in which of these organizations they 
"^ould devote the major part of their time.

Bolshevik organizational principles provide that the Party 
. r^ough the Units and Sections shall determine the specific ac- 

tii^ity and the organization for each individual comrade.
In this way the Party assigns a gven number of comrades 

'yhose major task shall be actively in the I.L.D., the revolu
tionary unions, the cooperatives, the Party unit, the fraternal 
ci'ganization, etc.

On this basis the District Committee in consultation with 
tne leading fractions of our mass organizations has assigned 
® ^®finite number of comrades for each organization under
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our guidance or in which we are conducting work. The ac
tual number of comrades to be active in the given m^ or
ganizations is based on the actual needs of the organization 
and the number of available comrades best fitted for that par
ticular activity.

On the basis of the list of comrades submitted by the lead
ing fractions of the mass organizations the Section Committees 
shall choose those comrades who shall give their major activity 
in the given organizations.

Great care must be exercised in the. assignment of tasks so 
as to divide the most capable and responsible forces among the 
most important organizations. -While the revolutionary 
unions must be supplied with the best forces available, care 
must be taken to retain reliable and developed comrades in 
the Section leadership as well as to include leading comrades 
in the unit bureaus so that the Party organizations are organ
ically connected with the life and struggles of the revolution
ary unions.

It must be borne in mind that the building of the T.U.U.L. 
unions is not confined to the unions alone but that the com
rades actively engaged in concentrating on the factories and 
shops ,are also directly engaged in the work of building the 
revolutionary, unions.

Checking up the.Activities
The reorganization of activities and assignments pn this 

basis will be a process that must"be carefully supervised by the 
units and Sections and extreme care must" be used to prevent 
mechanical application. However, with this system in actual 
operation the Party units will have a complete record of the 
activities of all members and will be in a position to actually 
check up on the activities and determine the results of these' 
activities and the development of the individual comrades.

The units as well as the fractions in the mass organizations 
will regulate the activities on the basis of the amount' of time 
each comrade has been assigned to the given organization.
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PARTY MOBILITY

/~\NE of the larger asp>ects of safeguarding the Party consists 
m improving the inner life and the structure of our units. 

The perspective must be to have units of 10 to 15 members 
so as to enable them to meet in private homes.

In those cities and Districts where we have the old practice 
of meeting in halls the first step shall be to get the unit buros 
to meet in homes. Following this or simultaneously the small
er units and without exception the shop units shall meet in 
private homes.

All units without exception immediately must be reduced to 
a maximum of 25 and gradual steps by transfer and reorgani
zation to 15. This shall be done by not increasing the mem- 
ber^ip in units of 10 to 15 and by organizing pew units and 
transferring members from larger units.

The organizer of a small unit can memorize the names 
and addresses of his members and can generally check up on 
these activities much better, and what is more important, can 
notify them personally of meetings, tasks, etc.

The units further should be sub-divided into worta’ng groups 
of 3 to 5 with a captain in charge. These groups shall be 
given specific tasks as .groups and function regqlarly—^let us 
say one group shall be given as a task to sell the Daily Worker 
at a certain factory, or two groups together shall be responsi
ble for the organization of street meetings, etc.

This subdivision within the units gives the Party still fur
ther safety and the necessary mobility. We don’t have to 
wait until the unit meeting to mobilize the Party nor depend 
on the mail to bring them to a meeting.

Frequent emergency mobilization of the Party must be 
carried thru the system of personal notifications.

AGAINST BUREAUCRACY
^NE of the im^rtant obstacles to the development of new 

Party cadres is the presence of bureaucracy in the leader
ship of some of our Districts. While bureaucracy manifests
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itself in many forms, the most outstanding expression lies in 
the narrow leaders}^.

In some of our Districts and Sections we still find the one- 
man leadership and sometimes its extension to two or three 
comrades. In these cases the leader of the given Party com
mittee being undeniably the most developed comrade, com
pletely fails to draw the local comrades into the leadership, 
into sharing of responsibility and the jelaboration of policies 
and solution of problems. This type of a leading comrade prep- 
pares all materials and proposals alone and presents them to 
the Party committee without previous discussion or collabor- 
tion with other- committtee members.

In some cases two or three of the most developed comrades 
take upon themselves the right to make all decisions before
hand and monopolize the leadership among themselves. Under 
these conditions the remainder of the local comrades are either 
politically terrorized into silence or made to kct the part of 
messenger boys for the “leadership.” In some cases this prac
tice results in bitter antagonism where the smallest shortcom
ings and petty matters are made into issues over which a strug
gle develops against the leadership. In other cases the situa
tion is accepted as the road of least resistance.

And' in all such cases the politital and theoretical develop
ment of new cadres is criminally, if not intentionally, ne
glected.

Collective Leadership
Our all too insufficient cadre of leading comrades who have 

had the opportunity of developing their capabilities in the 
course of Party activity must undertake to share their develop
ment and experience with the rest of the Party. Every leading 
Party comrade must systematically and consciously assist the 
lesser developed members of a given committee or unit in 
carrying out their tasks and becoming a part of the leadership. 
Collective leadership implies close collaboration of all the com
rades of a given Party committee.

The District Organizer must discuss the Party problems 
and tasks with the comrades before the committee meetings. 
He must deal with the newer Party members in a comradely
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spirit and consciously strive to teach them how to solve prob
lems, how to apply the line of the Party in practice, how to 
become Party leaders and organizers.

CENTRAL CONTROL COMMITTEE 
DOCUMENT ON FINANCES

MAIN REQUIREMENTS AS TO ORGANIZATION 
FINANCES

The Central Control Commission of the Party 'has repeat
edly circularized all Districts with the demands for proper 
financial policies and records, and while, no doubt," certain 
improvement can be recorded, especially as far as the District 
offices themselves are concerned, many serious shortcomings 
still fiersist quite generally.

It is the duty of every Party member who is charged with 
financial questions or records, be it in the Party or in any other 
workers’ organizations, to know and to observe certain main 
requirements, the disregard of which is hound to bring bad 
results.

Financial Policies

The extreme financial difficulties, under which the Party 
and other revolutionary workers’ organizations are operating, 
has produced a “hand-to-mouth, we’ll-get-through-somehow” 
policy with attendant laxity and irresponsibility, which militate 
against a fundamental all-around improvement of the situa
tion, and which are absolutely impermissible.

Failure to look ahead, to plan in advance and to estimate 
the income as well as the expenditures (cutting the latter down 
to the lowest possible figure), results in waste and inefficiency 
and incomplete utilization of resources; while.the impermis
sible irresponsibility of failing to meet‘financial promises and 
obligations not only further disrupts the finances by destroy
ing sources of income and credit, but invariably damages the 
organizational and ideological influence of the organization.

To get out of this vicious circle, to establish the foundation 
for an improvement of the financial situation, it is
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necessary to pay the greatest attention to financial policies: 
proper budgets must be drawn up and strictly carried out, ut
most economizing must be enforced (cutting of staffs, cut
ting of rents and of all other expenses), and strict financial 
responsibility must be established.

Budgets

At the outset it must be understood that the drawing up of 
a proper budget is not a matter of mere figures, of mere aver
aging of income and expense items for the preceding period 
and their correction to the current conditions as they happen 
to be. All this has to be done, of course; without this the 
budget would be hanging in the.air.

The important part, the constructive side of the budget, 
however, lies in a thorough and systematic analysis and plan
ning of the organization finances.

All sources of income must be carefully scrutinized. Con
crete steps and methods must be outlined for raising the regu
lar income from dues, per-capita tax, literature and supply 
sales, etc. Plans must be drawn up in advance for getting 
regular contributions (sustaining fund), for certain periodic 
financial drives, for big income producing affairs and meet
ings, etc.

After that, the expense side must be gone over item by item, 
and they must be cut down to where they will be within the 
income possibilities of the organization. Special attention must 
be given to the main regular expense items, such as wages, 
rentals, traveling expenses and subsidies.

The practice of putting on full-time functionaries without 
considering the financial possibilities for their wages, of say
ing that one “is entitled to $30-$40 per week” when there is 
not enough income for even $10 per week, in some instances 
not even for meals,—^this practice is absolutely impermissible 
and invariably results in the demoralization not only of the 
individual comrades involved, but also of the work to which 
they have been assigned.

Wages, which have been agreed upon, within the Party 
scale of $25-$40 for ftiU-time responsible functionaries, and
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commensurate with prevailing general rates for technical as
sistants, must be •paid.

This means that the number of full-time functionaries and 
technical assistants must be cut to come within the budget 
limits (even though it may require some retrenchment in ac
tivities also) and at the same time steps must be taken and 
plans made for voluntary (free service) and for part-time 
workers.

Financial Records
In the circumstances of living “from hand to mouth,” of 

never having any surplus funds on hand, and of accruing 
large amounts of “unpaid wages,” quite often it has been 
found that responsible functionaries have completely neglected 
to keep proper financial records and vouchers.

This is absolutely impermissible, and no argument can stand 
in the support of such neglect, not even the excuse of ignor
ance.

The Central Control Commission demands that the follow
ing minimum requirements in this respect must be satisfied 
without fail and without any exceptions by every Party mem
ber who, as responsible functionary or as technical assistant, 
has to deal with organization finances in all Party units and 
committees as well as in any other workers’ organizations or 
institutions.

Any Party member who fails to comply with these mini
mum requirements after their publication in the Party Or
ganizer will be subject to disciplinary action.

Cash Received
1. For every amount of money received, an ofilcial receipt 

in duplicate must be issued; original—to payer; duplicate—to 
be kept for entry and auditing purposes.

2. All receipts are required: (a) To be numbered in ad
vance; (^b) To show from whom money was received; (c) 
When; (d) Hbw much; (e) What for; and (f) The official 
signature.

3. If a receipt is issued in error, it should be marked “void,” 
and the original should be attached to the duplicate with indi
cation of the number of corrected receipts or other reasons 
for cancellation.
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4. From every receipt issued (for every amount of money 
received) an analyzed entry must be made in a columnar cash 
book, showing—(a) Date; (b) Receipt number; (c) Name 
and explanation; (d) Analysis of what the money was re
ceived for (through special columns and a general column); 
and (e) Total amount collected on each receipt.

It is desirable to show also which moneys were deposited in 
the bank, and which were used for direct payments.

The special columns should be reserved for frequent items, 
a column for each kind, such as—dues, initiations, assessments, 
literature, donations. All other items, for which no special 
columns are provided, are to be shown in the “general” col
umn together with full explanation needed for an analysis of 
this column at the end of each month.

Cash Paid
5. For every amount of money paid out, a proper evidence 

of payment must be obtained (or provided for, as in case of 
payment by check) together with full explanation of what it 
was for (either on the receipt itself, or on the check-stub).

6. When payment is made directly (not through bank 
check), failure to obtain a properly signed detailed receipt is 
entirely impermissible. The only exceptions to this rule are— 
(a) Traveling expenses, on which, then, there'must be a de
tailed voucher signed by the comrade who made the trip, giv
ing dates, fares (from —, to —), other detailed expenses, 
and also the purpose of the trip; and (b) Small items of post
age, supplies, etc., where the obtaining of a receipt is prac
tically impossible, in which cases the comrade himself should 
make out a signed voucher giving full itemized information; 
—but this should be the exception, not the rule.

7. When payments are made by checks, the returned cashed 
check is sufficient evidence of payment, except (a) When it 
is drawn to “Cash” or similar designation of “pay to the bear
er”; (b) When it is drawn for traveling expenses; and (c) 
When it is drawn for an irregular extraordinary expenditure. 
In all these cases there must be filed with the returned check 
also receipts and vouchers as described in point No. 6.

8. For every amount of money paid out, an analyzed entry
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must be made in the columnar cash book, in the same manner 
as described for cash received under point No. 4. (If pay
ments are made sometimes by checks and sometimes by cash, 
which is not advisable, then there should be a separate “total” 
columns for each kind of payments).

Assets and Liabilities

9. On the back pages of the cash book (or in a separate 
book, or in an orderly file), there should be kept an up-to-date 
record of all assets (furniture, typewriters, accounts receivable, 
loans receivable, etc.), and also of all liabilities (loaned prop
erty, loans payable, accounts payable, unpaid wages, etc.)

Monthly Statements

10. A monthly statement of at least the cash received and 
cash i>aid must be drawn up every month, in an analyzed form 
along the following lines: Cash Received'. Dues Rec’d, Initia
tions Rec’d, Assessments Rec’d, Literature Sales, Button & 
Supplies Sales, Proceeds from Mtgs. etc.. Donations Rec’d, 
Subsidies Rec’d, Loans Payable Rec’d, Loans Receivable Re
paid, Transfers & Exchanges Rec’d;—Tot.".l Rec’d during 
the month. Balance at the beginning of the month;—Grand 
Total.

Cash Redd'. Dues Pd., Initiations Pd., Assess. Pd., Literature 
Purch. Wages Paid (with notation of amount unpaid). Trav
eling Expenses, Rent, Light, OflSce Maintenance, Stationery 
& Supplies, Postage, Telegraph, Telephone, Loans Receivable 
Given, Loans Payable Repaid, Transfers & Exch. Paid;— 
Total paid during the month. Balance at the end of the 
month;'—Grand Total.

R is understood, of course, that further subdivisions and 
other accounts are to be kept to meet the peculiarities of each 
office or institution.

It must also be understood that full amount of dues, initia
tions, etc., must be shown. If any items are covered by sub
sidies, then the total amount of the subsidy must appear in 
cash received, and it must be shown also in the cash paid 
(added to the separate items on which the subsidy was applied).
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Transfer of OfiSces to New Functionaries
11. The rather common practice of leaving one’s post with

out proper transfer of office to the new functionary is abso
lutely impermissible. The old functionary must turn over to 
the new functionary in an orderly and systematic manner— 
(a) Full information and materials about current and pend
ing work; (b) Full information as to future plans and as to 
the office routine; (c) All financial information, books, prop
erties, accounts, etc.

12. Every effort should be made by the old functionary to 
have his books up-to-date and to turn over to the new func
tionary an audited statement showing income and expenses, 
balance on hand, assets and liabilities, etc.

13. Only in exceptional circumstances can the old func
tionary be permitted to leave without turning over audited 
books and accounts. In such cases, however, there should at 
least be established a clear and definite cut-off; that is, from 
what point the new functionary takes over the receipt book 
and other books (in what condition); how much cash on 
hand and how much in the bank (a bank statement must be 
obtained, even though it should be in the middle of the month, 
and a reconciliation be made with the check book); also sched
ule of other assets and of all liabilities.

14. The responsibility of the old functionary then remains 
for whatever discrepancies may be disclosed in his work and 
books by an audit, which must be arranged within a few days. 
The cut-off is very important for the determination of the 
responsibilities of the old functionary.

15. The new functionary must keep in mind that he is not 
starting with a “clean slate,” but that there is such a thing as 
continuity of the office. It means that he is taking over not 
only the assets of the office or institution, but also its liabilities 
and obligations.
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MATERIAL FOR PARTY STRUCTURE 
CLASSES

SOME RULES FOR CONDUCT OF PARTY 
STRUCTURE CLASSES

(1) Content of the subject, methods of conducting class, 
material to be read, composition of students and the instruc
tors must be thoroughly discussed beforehand.

(2) The instructor wherever possible should be organi
cally connected with the organizational problems of the Party.

(3) The students shall be picked by the Party Committee; 
to be composed mainly of unit organizers, organizational sec
retaries, etc. This should not eliminate having additional 
classes of volunteers.

(4) The class should consist of fifteen to a maximum of 
twenty students.

(5) The class must be conducted on the laboratory sys
tem, that is, the students shall gain their knowledge mainly 
by systematic reading, observation and experiments which are 
to be guided by the instructor. While introductory lectures 
are necessary, it must be strictly understood that the class is 
not conducted on the basis of lectures.

(6) The subject shall be divided into a number of topics. 
Reading material indicated for each topic. The instructor 
gives an introductory lecture for each topic which is followed 
by a ten to twenty minute report by one of the students, after 
which a discussion takes place into which all students must 
be involved if necessary by direct questions. The instructor 
sums up after each topic.

LITERATURE ON PARTY STRUCTURE AND 
ORGANIZATION PROBLEMS

^ J^'HE Central Committee is at present preparing consider
able material on Party Organization Problems. In the near 

future a number of pamphlets, among them, the Party Work
ers Handbooky will be published.

I'or immediate use for the Org Departments and Party
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Structure classes, the following material is on hand and will 
be sent to the Districts or outside sections at ten cents per 
copy:

The Structure of the Russian Communist Party.
The Org Resolution of the Thkri Congress of the Cl.
About the ^ork of Factory Nuclei.
Several other titles are in preparation. Vassilies/s Pamphlet 

is in the hands of every District Organizer who must see 
that every Section Committee has at least one copy available. 
This pamphlet is to be used by instructors of classes only.

MASS WORK
TO LEARN FROM THE MASSES

“Did you have, contact with young workers before you 
joined the League?” Answer: “Oh, yes.” “Did you retain 
and develop those contacts after you joined the League?” 
Answer: “No, I did not.” These are answers to questions 
put to one of the students at the New York District Train
ing School on their day of graduation.

This peculiar situation of young* workers joining the 
League and then losing their contact with the masses is not 
only a specific League occurrence, but it is also in many in
stances true of the Party. How shall we explain the fact that 
workers who come to the Party as a result of the Party’s 
general mass activities, after they are attached to a Party unit 
and become active in the unit, lose their contact with the 
masses? This is primarily due to the fact that the life and 
activities of the units separated from the mass activities of the 
Party, that the unit does not establish itself as a leader in the 
class struggle in its respective territory. The result is that 
many new members lose their mass contacts and lose the habit 
of mingling with the masses and begin to lead the same sec
tarian life that the Party unit is leading.

Instead of nursing and developing the mass contacts brought 
in by a new member, the life and activities of the unit is, in
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many instances, carried on in such a manner that these valu
able contacts are lost.

Another young fellow who is in the Party for about nine 
months stated, “I was sitting at a meeting and I wondered 
what the heck was going on.” If at times, there was a politi
cal discussion in the unit, it was carried on in such an abstract 
manner that it was of no benefit to the Party membership in 
so far as increasing its understanding how to better orientate 
themselves on questions and make them more fit for mass 
work.

The above incidents are given in order to emphasize the 
various p>oints stated in the Plenum resolutions which must 
result in organizing the work of the Party units in such a 
manner that the question of activities, the building of shop 
nuclei, the following up of mass contacts, will result in the 
establishment of the unit as a leader in the class struggle. 
Coupled with that, systematic political education carried on 
by the units must be most intimately linked up with the day 
to day activities of the Party.

* * * ♦

At the above mentioned graduation of the students of the 
N. Y. District Training School, the main discussion as to what 
the students have gotten out of the school concentrated around 
the question in what way, the school made them more fit for 
mass work. Linked up with this was a second question, what 
were some of their non-Bolshevik habits which would make 
it difficult for them in their contact with the masses. The 
students, in a very self-critical manner, stated that the ten
dency to be impatient with the masses, clannishness, a “know 
it all” attitude, a tendency to issue instructions instead of con
vincing the masses and learning from them would make it 
difficult for them in their contact with the masses. All of 
these, of course, are definite bureaucratic tendencies.

In our contact and work amongst the masses, we must al
ways be guided by the following Leninist conception:

“First of all, that the Party must have a good ear
for the voice of the masses, must pay close attention to
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their revolutionary instinct, must carefully enquire 
whether the policy is sound—and must, therefore, be 
ready, not only to teach the masses, but to learn from 
them.

This means, in the second place, that the Party must 
from day to day win the confidence of the proletarian 
masses; that, by its policy and its activities, it must secure 
the support of the masses; that it must not order but fer- 
suade, helping the masses to become aware by their own 
experience that the Party policy is right; that it must, 
therefore, be the guide, the leader, the teacher of the 
proletariat.” (Stalin).
~Not only to teach the massesy but to learn from them, is a 

Leninist approach to the winning of the masses and estab
lishing contact with them. Not to order, but to fersuade, 
another fundamental conception of winning the masses to an 
understanding of the correctness of the Party policy.

RECRUITING WORK
T)ARTY members must be most persistent in moulding the 

minds of individuals on political questions, taking advantage 
of the slightest opportunity for that—the dinner, the way 
home, special walks with individual workers who display in
terest in the Communist Party and the revolutionary trade 
unions. In recruiting members at the time of mass campaigns 
the Communist Parties must endeavor right now to carry the 
daily agitation among individuals to join the farty in the fac
tory. The existing factory can be strengthened and new ones 
organized primarily and chiefly by means of persistent individ
ual recruiting work in the factories. The influence of the Party 
can be given organized forms with the help of such work and 
the new elements who will join the Party as a result of it will 
lot be people who enter after an enthusiastic speech by some 
Communist orator only in order to withdraw the next day, 
but sound revolutionary elements who will have a clear un
derstanding as to why they join the Communist Party and 
what they are going to do when accepted..
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If working class members will be. recruited on the basis not 
only of a simple explanation of the aims and objects of the 
Communist Party but also by drawing sympathizing workers 
into the daily work of the basic factory organizations, the best 
results will be obtained and the most progressive elements of 
the working class will join the Party, and people capable of 
carrying out the instructions’of the Party in the factory with 
regard to the mobilization of the masses and their preparation 
for the common struggle of-4be-"woridng class will be best 
abk to do so.

BEWARE OF ISOLATION
TN one city in District-------where we have three Unemploy-

ment Councils of about 400 members, the City Commit
tee of the Unemployed Councils decided to mobilize the un
employed and march them to the City Hall to demand jobs 
from the official in charge.

The City Committee, comp>osed of the leaders of the un
employed movement simply forgot to take the necessary or
ganizational steps to mobilize the unemployed. No mass meet
ing was called, no ^leaflets were distributed, no agitation car
ried on. j

At the City Hall Mout sixteen of the leading members of 
the Unemployed Cpuncil appeared. Realizing their isolated 
position they quickly decided to call themselves the elected 
delegation of the unemployed. were all given jobs and
put to work by the city the same day.

The Unemployment Councils were left without a leader
ship at least for a period. There would be a different story to 
tell if they organized afleast the 40D members to accompany 
them to the City Hall.

QUOTATIONS FROM LENIN
“To folks who are used to morning gowns, slippers, to a 

family life of sensuous indolence, formal statutes (constitu
tion) seems as something repressive,’ narrow, burdensome and 
base, bureaucratic and feudalistic, restraining the free pro
cess of intellectual debate.

Discipline and organization, so indigestible to the bour
geois intellectual, are particularly easily assimilated by the 
proletariat because of the veiy fact of factory training.”
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agitprop activity
RAISING THE POLITICAL LEVEL OF COMRADES

TT is about time that we stopped repeating the time worn
phrases of “politically backward” and .need of “raising the 

political level” of our Party comrades. The leading Party 
Committees must work out .plans with their agitprop depart
ments and begin doing something in the direction of helping 
our comrades in their theoretical development.

Here are a few elementary, suggestions that are prerequi
sites before any further serious steps can 'be taken:

(1) Every Party member must unconditionally have at 
least one evening a week for reading.

(2) Every new Party member must be given ,at least two 
evenings for reading and class work.

(3) Agitprop departmepts and directors must understand 
that inner-Party education, classes' and personal guidance to 
self-education is one of their jnajor tasks.

^4) The tendency to keepY^e active comrades busy at 
practical tasks seven evenings )a week must be stubbornly 
combatted by the Party committees, units and members.

(■5) Party education, whethef in form df classes or in
dividual- readirtg is Party 'work and must be treated as such, 
must'be regulated and comrades be assigned to classes, assigned 
evenings for readings, as a matter of discipline.

DO YOU READ THE COMMUNIST?

place your sub with the Unit literature agent

$2.00 per year—$1.25 for 6 months
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FROM INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES
HOW A UNIT OP THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 

SOVIET UNION WORKS

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is entirely or
ganized on the basis of shop, factory, (nine, collective farms 
and institutions. In the larger enterprises the basic unit is the 
Department Nucleus. In the average factory the Party mem
bership is around 10% of the workers (1928).

General membership meeting of the nucleus is held about 
once each month. The Nucleus Buro composed of from 
7 to 15 members is elected by the membership meeting every 
six months. The Nucleus Buro meets weekly.

The leading functionary of the nucleus is the secretary of 
the Buro. The small committee which acts on problems be
tween Buro meetings is called the “troyka”; it is equivalent 
to the secretariat and is composed of the Secretary, head of the 
organization department and head of the agitprop.
\ The Nucleus Buro makes plans, conducts activities and 
mkkes final decisions binding on all members of the Nucleus.

Nucleus Buro selects the Org Commission and the Agit
prop Commission which meet weekly. These departments or 
commissions are composed of from 7 to 9 members.

The Nucleus Buro upon its election draws up a six-months 
plan of work based on the tasks of the Nucleus in the next 
sbc-month period. This Plan of Work is worked out in some 
detail for the first 3 months and is further elaborated in a 
monthly x:alendar plan to indicate what problems will be taken 
at the various meetings of the Nucleus Buro. Using the 
Nucleus Buro plan of work as the basis, the Org and agitprop 
commissions work out a plan of work as well as a calendar 
plan. In the Plan of Work the main tasks of the departments 
are indicated and one or more of these tasks is assigned to each 
member of the departments.

The fractions in the unions (the shop committees), in the 
I.L.D. (Mpor), etc., also work out plans of work for the 
respective mass organizations, all of which are organized on a 
factory basis. The Nucleus Buro decides who shall head the 
various mass organizations as well as who shall compose the 
leading committees of the mass organizations.
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(This IS done by proposing a list of Party and non-Party

Son anJfi Proposals as the basis for dis-
cuKion and final decision on each point of the agenda.
overZZTrT f patronage
SSi T. ^he patronage
committee will draw up proposals, consider them in the com-
mittee and bring final proposals to the Buro for approval.

If the educational work in the factory is to be improved, 
the agitprop wiU work out a plan for classes, shop pap^r, lec
tures, etc., and bring the plan to the Buro. If there is a situa-

others too

"he this case
the work of the Org. Dept, is so subdivided that one comrade
rad^^fhe N supervising the tasks of all com-

At the end of 3 months the Buro hears the reports of its 
secreta^ and its departments on the activities fo" Se pas^
3 months and the degree to which the Plan of Work was
aTo^

At the end of six months, election takes place for the new 
^on r/th T discussion oflhe mT

6 lit;.®:
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COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL 
DOCUMENT

Conditions of Admission to the Communist International
(Adopted liy the Seeond Consfrese held In Moscow August, 1020)

The First Constituent Congress of the Communist Inter
national did not draw up precise conditions of admission to 

the Third International. At the moment of its convocation 
only Communist currents and tendencies were existent in the 
majority of countries.

The Second World Congress of the Communist Interna
tional, however, assembles under different conditions. There 
are now in most countries not only Communist tendencies and 
groups, but definite Communist Parties and organizations.

The Communist International more and more frequently 
receives applications from parties and groups that, but a short 
time ago, belonged to the Second International, and now seek 
to Join the Third International without really being Commu
nists. The Second International has completely collapsed, and 
the various intermediary factions and groups of the “center” 
are trying to lean upon the growing Communist International, 
hoping at the same time, however, to preserve a certain meas
ure of “autonomy” that will enable them to pursue their old 
opportunist or “centrist” policy. The Communist International 
has become the fashion. The desire of these leading groups of 
the “center” to join the Third International is indirect evi
dence of its influence on the majority of the class-conscious 
workers of the world, and that its power is strengthening 
every day. The Communist International consequently runs 
the risk of being weakened by the adhesion of wavering, luke
warm groujis that have not as yet abandoned the ideology of 
the Second International.

It must be remembered that in some of the larger Parties 
[i.e., in Italy, Norway, etc.) the majority of whose members 
adhere to the Communist attitude, there still remain consider
able reformist and social-pacifist elements that await only the 
moment to revive in order to begin an active “sabotage” of 
the proletarian revolution, and thus give a new lease of life 
to the bourgeoisie and the Second International.

No Communist must forget the lesson of the Hungarian 
Soviet Republic. The Hungarian Communists paid dearly for
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their unity with the so-called Social-Democrats of the Left.
For these reasons the Second World Congress of the Com

munist International considers it essential to lay down definite 
conditions for the affiliation of new Parties, as well as to point 
out to Parties already affiliated the duties which affiliation 
involve.

The Second Congress rules that the conditions of affiliation 
to the Communist International shall be as follows:

1. General propaganda and agitation must be of a definite 
Communist character and correspond to the program and de
cisions of the Third International. The Party Press must be 
edited by reliable Communists who have proved their loplty 
to the cause of the proletarian revolution. The dictatorship of 
the proletariat must not be spoken of as a mere hackneyed 
formula. The facts of everyday life must be systematically 
recorded and interpreted by the Party Press in such fashion as 
to make the necessity of proletarian dictatorship self-evident to 
every worker, soldier and peasant. All periodical and other pub
lications of the Party must be under the control of the central 
executive of the Party, independently of whether the Party is 
legal or illegal. Wherever the adherents of the Third Interna
tional can gain access and by whatever means of propaganda 
are at their disposal—in the columns of newspapers, at public 
meetings, within the Trade Unions and Co-operatives ^it is 
essential that they denounce not only the capitalists, but also 
their allies, the reformists of every color and jshade.

2. Every organization desiring to join the Communist Inter
national must be bound systematically and regularly to remove 
from all responsible positions (in the Party, committee, edito
rial staff, trade union, parliamentary group, co-operative society 
and municipal council) all reformists and supporters of the 
“center” and to replace them by tried Communists, even at 
the risk of supplanting, for a time, “experienced” men by 
rank and file workmen.

3. The class struggle in almost every country of Europe 
and America is reaching the threshold of civil war. Under 
such conditions the Communists can have no confidence in 
bourgeois laws. They should create everywhere a parallel il
legal machinery which at the decisive moment will do ite duty 
by the Party and in every way possible assist the revolution. In
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every country where, in consequence of martial law or other 
exceptional laws, the Communists are unable to carry on their 
work lawfully, a combination of legal and illegal work is 
absolutely necessary.

4. A persistent and systematic propaganda is necessary in the 
army, where Communist groups should be formed in every 
military unit. Wherever, owing to repressive legislation, agi
tation becomes legally impossible, it is necessary to conduct 
such agitation illegally. Refusal to carry on or participate in 
such work should be considered as treason to the revolutionary 
cause and incompatible with affiliation to the Third Inter
national.

5. A systematic propaganda is necessary in the agricultural 
districts. The working class cannot achieve victory unless it 
gains the sympathy and support of the agricultural workers and 
unless other sections of the population are equally utilized. 
Communist work in the agricultural districts is of paramount 
importance at the present moment. It should be carried on by 
Communist workmen of both town and country who have 
connections with the rural districts. To neglect this work or 
to leave it to untrustworthy semi-reformists is tantamount to 
renouncing the proletarian revolution.

6. All Parties desiring to join the Third International must 
renounce not only avowed social-patriotism, but the false and 
hypocritical social-pacifism as well. They must systematically 
demonstrate to the workers that without the revolutionary 
overthrow of capitalism, neither international arbitration nor 
conferences regarding the limitation of armaments, nor the 
“democratic” reorganization of the League of Nations will be 
capable of saving mankind from new imperialist wars.

7. Parties desirous of joining the Communist International 
must recognize the necessity of a complete and absolute rup
ture with reformism and the policy of the “centrists,” and 
must advocate this rupture amongst the Party membership. 
Without this condition a consistent Communist policy is impos
sible. The Communist International unconditionally and per
emptorily detnands that such break take place with the least 
possible delay. The Communist International cannot toler
ate the suggestion that such avowed reformists as Turatti, Mo
digliani, Kautsky, Hillquit, Longuet, MacDonald and others
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should be entitled to membership in the Third International. 
This would make the Third International merely a counter
part of the Second.

8. On the question of colonies and oppressed nationalities, 
an especially distinct and clear line of conduct is necessary in 
the case of Parties in countries where the bourgeoisie possesses 
colonies or oppresses other nationalities. AH Parties belonging 
to the Third International shall be in duty bound to denounce 
without reservation the colonial policy of their respective im
perialists, and to support, not in words only, but in deed, the 
movement for Colonial independence. They must demand the 
withdrawal of their imperialists from such colonies, cultivate 
among the workmen of their own country a genuine fraternal 
attitude towards the working population of the colonies and op>- 
pressed nationalities, and conduct a systematic propaganda in 
their own army against every semblance of oppression of the 
colonial population.

9. All Parties belonging to the Communist International 
must carry on systematic and persistent Communist work in 
the Trade Unions, Co-operative Societies and other class or
ganizations of the workers. It is necessary to form Communist 
groups within those organizations in order, by persistent and 
lasting work, to win them over to Communism. These groups 
must consistently expose the treachery of the social-patriots 
and the vacillation of the “centrists.” These groups must be 
completely subordinated to the Party as a whole.

10. All Parties belonging to the Communist International 
are bound to conduct a relentless struggle against the Yellow 
Amsterdam “International” of Trade Unions. They must 
propagate insistently amongst the organized workers the- ne
cessity of a breaking with the Amsterdam International and 
joining up with the new Red International of Trade Unions 
adhering to the Communist International.

11. Parties desiring to join the Third International must 
inspect their parliamentary groups in order to remove there
from aU unreliable elements and must subordinate such groups 
to the direct control of the Party executive. They must de
mand of their representatives that they shall devote their ac
tivities entirely to the interests of real revolutionary propa
ganda.
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12. All Parties belonging to the Communist International 
should be based on the principle of democratic centralization. 
In this acute period of civil war, the Communist Party will be 
able fully to discharge its duty only if it is thoroughly well 
organized, if it possesses an iron discipline, and if its executive 
enjoys the confidence of the Party members, who are to en
dow the executive with complete power and authority.

13. The Communist Parties operating in colonies where 
Communist activity is legal should make a periodical inspection 
of their membership roll in order to eliminate the petty middle- 
class elements which may penetrate the Party ranks.

14. Parties desiring to join the Communist International 
must render every possible assistance to the Soviet Republics in 
their struggles against counter-revolutionary forces. They 
should conduct an ^organized and definite propaganda to in
duce the workers to refuse to make or handle any kind of mili
tary equipment intended for use against the Soviet Republics, 
and should also carry on, by legal or illegal means, a propa
ganda among any troops sent against the Workers’ Republics.

15. Parties which have hitherto stood upon the old Social- 
Democratic programs must immediately draw up a new Com
munist program applying to the special conditions of their 
country and in accordance with the resolution of the Com
munist International. Such program shall be endorsed by the 
next Congress of the Communist International or by its Ex
ecutive Committee. In the event of the program of any Party 
being rejected by the Executive Committee, the Party con
cerned shall have the right of appeal to the Congress of the 
Communist International.

16. Resolutions adopted by the Communist International 
and its Executive Committee are binding on all affiliated Par
ties. The Communist International, operating in a period of 
acute civil strife, must be centralized in a more effective man
ner than was the Second International. At the same time the 
Communist International and its Executive Committee must, 
in all spheres of their activity, have regard to the variety of 
conditions under which the different Parties have to work and 
struggle, and obligatory resolutions should be passed only on 
questions on which such obligatory resolutions are practical.

17. In conformity with the foregoing conditions, all Parties
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about to join the Third International must change or amend 
their names and be known as: The Communist Party of such- 
and-such country, section of the Third Communist Interna
tional. This is more than a mere matter of name and form; 
it is a political question of great importance. The Communist 
International has declared war upon the whole capitalist sys
tem and the old Yellow Social-Democratic parties. It is of vital 
importance that the workers should be able to distinguish 
clearly between the Communist Parties and the old official 
“Social-Democratic” and “Socialist” parties, which have de
serted the cause of the working-class.

18. All the leading Press orgaps of every Party are bound 
to publish the more, important documents .of the Executive 
Committee of the Communist International.

19. All those Parties which have joined the' Communist 
International, as well as those which have expressed a desire 
to do so, are obliged, as rapidly as possible, and in no <;ase later 
than four months after the Second Congress of the Commu
nist International, to convene a special congress in order to dis
cuss these conditions. In addition to this, the Executive Com
mittee of these Parties should take care to acquaint all the 
local organizations with the regulations of the Second 
Congress.

20. All those Parties which at the present'time are willing 
to join the Third Intfefnational, but have so far not changed 
their tactics in arty radical manner, should, prior to joining the 
Third International, take' care that not less than tv^o-thirds of 
their Committee members and of all their central institutions 
consist of comrades who have made an open and definite dec
laration, prior to the convening of the Second Congress, as to 
their desire that the Party shoidd affiliate to the Third Inter
national. Exceptions are permitted only with the approval of 
the Executive Committee of the Third International. The 
Executive Committee has the right to make an exception also 
for the representatives of the “center,” as mentioned in para
graph 7.

21. Those members of the Party who reject the conditions 
and the theses of the Third International are liable to be ex
cluded from the Party. This applies particularly to delegates at 
the Special Congress of the Party.
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PARTY LIFE AND PARTY ORGANIZER

aim of the Central Committee is to make the Party 
Organixer, a monthly magazine for inner-Party discussion, 

clarification and guidance in improving the structure, func
tions and work of the Party. If the Party Organizer is to 
serve this purpose it must be the collective work of the entire 
Party and must be regularly read by every active member of 
the Party.

The February issue was written in its entirety by the com
rades in the Central OflSce. Moreover, the circulation of the 
Party Organizer Was limited only to about 20% of the Party 
members, due to very poor efforts of the Districts to circulate 
it in spite of the extremely low price of 5c per copy.

The problems raised and treated in the Party Organizer 
are daily being discussed in the Party Life column of the 
Dmly Worker. Leading and active Party comrades are urged 
to write for the Party Life column as well as for the Party 
Organizer.

The Party has acquired rich experiences in its recent activi
ties. The Party has made substantial progress in new terri
tories, among native American workers and farmers, among 
Negro masses, etc. Hundreds of new problems arise daily in 
our activities. Our methods of work are improving in many 
Districts, especially in new territories.

On the other hand sections of the Party are going back
ward, bureaucracy develops in some Party Committees, the 
turn to mass work is hindered by inadequate leadership, by 
“leftist” and opportunist practices, etc. Exchange of experi
ences, merciless self-criticism, development of new methods 
of work and analysis of our weaknesses must proceed side by 
side with our increased activities in all fields of work.

The Party Organizer and Party Life in the Daily Worker 
must become a decisive factor in transforming our Party into 
the leader of mkss struggles of the American workers.

1
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MID-WESTERN ORG-AGITPROP CONFERENCE 

By R. B.

'T^HE Org-Agitprop Conference of the mid-western Dis- 
tricts clarified a whole series of key problems and created a 

firmer basis for the improvement of the Party organization 
as the leader of the multiplying mass struggles. The Con
ference confined its discussions to the inner-Party organiza
tional problems, inner-Party education, development of cad
res, new members and literature Connecting, however, all 
these problems with the day-to-day activities of the Party.

The discussion on the' work of the basic unit, ‘the Unit Buro, 
departments of Party committees, planned work and meth
ods of -leadership, reflected the> fact that oUr District and 
Section Committees are paying close and systematic attention 
to these problems and that considerable improvements in the 
structure and work of the Party are being achieved.

The discussions on Agitprop activities, however, indicate 
that this most vital activity is still in its most elementary stage 
of development and serously affects the successful carrying 
out of the activities and campaigns of the Party.

Organizational Unclearity

The Conference.established-'that .our Party has not carried 
into effect the Org Resolution .o£ the Third Congress of the 
Comintern, the Resolution on Bolshevization of the Parties of 
the Communist International adopted at the'Fourth Congress 
of the C. I., the resolutions of thd second-Org Conference of 
the C. I. held in April, 1926. Further, the Conference clear
ly proved that the above resolutions are but little known even 
to our leading Party Committees. Consequently the -present at
tempts to improve the structure of the Party in line with the 
needs of the growing mass activities does not proceed on the 
basis of a clear and uniform plan provided by the Comintern.

Social democratic forms, practices and conceptions are still 
present in the Party and particularly express themselves in the 
lower units and departments of Party committees.
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Basic Unit of the Party

While the Conference established the role, tasks, struc
ture and methods of work of the basic unit, the discussion 
revealed a whole series of social democratic conceptions and 
practises still in existence.

The discussion emphasized the discrepancy between the 
activity, initiative and influence of a Party unit in a small 
town and a Party unit in a large city. The Party unit in 
a small city (where usually there is but one unit) actually 
plans, prepares and leads the struggles of the workers and 
conducts work on its own initiative even though this work 
is only of an elementary nature. The unit in a large city 
like Chicago, Detroit or Cleveland, however, functions solely 
as a working 'group that carries out the instructions in most 
cases of the District Committee. In either of the cases the 
Unit Buro may not function; however, in the small city the 
geographic isolation from the District puts before the unit the 
problem- of developing its own initiative and activity within 
their territories.

The Unit Buro

The task of developing the initiative of the lower unit re
volves-around the establishment of unit burqs and the clarifi
cation of the role of the unit Buro. lo most of our Districts 
the conception prevails that the Unit Buro is a sub-committee 
of the unit that prepares the agenda for the unit meeting on 
the basis of all too-detailed org letters and instructions from 
the District Committee.

The Conference established that the Unit Buro is a leading 
Party Committee in the same sense as the Section Committee 
or the District Committee, that the Unit Buro is elected every 
six months and composed of the best comrades in the unit. 
The Unit Buro subdivides its tasks on a departmental basis 
and selects the Uhit functionaries to be in charge of the vari
ous phases of activity. The Unit Buro meets weekly, plans 
the activities of the unit for the given week and assigns tasks 
to all Unit members for the week.

The Unit Buro draws up a plan of work for the unit out-
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lining the tasks of the unit in the given territory or factory. 
The Unit Buro makes decisions that are binding on the mem
bers of the unit. The functioning Unit Buro carrying out a 
concrete plan of work in its given territory or the factory un
der proper and correct guidance of the Section Committee, 
is the key to the development of the initiative and effective 
work of the basic units of the Party. (The problems of 
departments of the Party Committees, Plans of Work, Org 
Letters and methods of leadership will be taken up in sepa
rate articles.)

PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION
ON THE INNER LIFE OF COMMUNIST PARTY 

UNITS

/^NE of the principal tasks in Bolshevization of our Party 
is to overcome the organizational looseness and opportun

ist attitude to Party discipline, the remnants of which still 
cling to our Party. The weakest link in the structure of our 
Party is the basic unit. The weekly dues payments, the week
ly unit meetings, the organization of unit buros and the ac- 
tivization of all members are some of the measures taken by 
the Party to put our basic units on a Bolshevik organizational 
basis.

In examining the life of our units, a decisive improvement 
is obvious over the old forms, methods and activities. However, 
our units still have many serious shortcomings, most of which 
are of an organizational character. Most of the weaknesses 
hinge around the unsatisfactory functioning of the unit buro. 
The Unit Buros in a Bolshevik Party are actually the leading 
committees of the basic unit, they make decisions within the 
scope of their activity that are binding on the unit members. 
The unit buros possess authority and power to make decisions 
on all phases of work and determine which of the unit prob
lems shall be discussed and decided upon by the membership 
meeting of the unit.

The unit membership meeting has the power to review, re-
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verse or approve the decisions of the unit buro. However, 
such actions do not take place under normal conditions unless 
the buro is composed of comrades who are incompetent or 
have serious political differences with the unit as a whole.

The above is a correct application of the principle of demo
cratic centralism in a Communist Party. Our unit buro up 
to the present time met and discussed all the problems and for
mulated proposals for each of these problems which were 
brought into the unit and again discussed point by point and 
finally voted upon. The result was that the initiative and the 
authority of the unit buros was not developed and their ef
fectiveness was destroyed. Today we still have the situation 
where the agenda of a unit meeting contains 10 to 15 points 
and the meeting lasts 3 to 4 hours most of which is spent on 
details of relatively small importance, each of which should 
have been finally decided upon by the buro.

The unit buro being composed of the most developed, ac
tive and reliable comrades is best fitted to take action on the 
detail routine problems of the unit as well as to outline the 
main political activities. This method of work leaves the unit 
meeting free from details and creates the possibility for a 
thorough discussion of the main problems.

The unit membership must recognize that after a unit buro 
is elected as the leading committee of the unit it must have the 
necessary authority and power to make binding decisions. The 
essence of the principle of democratic centralism consists in the 
democratic election of the leadership and accepting and ful
filling of the decisions passed by this leadership whether on the 
unit, section, district or national scale.

The meeting of the unit membership is held for the pur
pose of clarifying the membership on the main tasks of the 
Party and assignment of work and activity to members for the 
period between meetings. Only such problems are placed be
fore the membership meeting which will result in the im
provement of the work, raising of Bolshevik efficiency and 
the theoretical level of the unit. By improving the inner life 
and functions of our unit, we create the basis whereby we
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can draw the majority of our members into active participation 
in Party work.

The new Party members who enter our units must see and 
feel that membership in a Communist Party is a serious mat
ter. Our Party machinery must work with clbcklike precision 
and Bolshevik efficiency on the basis of political clarity and 
iron discipline of all its members. The non-Party workers 
who accept the leadership of the Party also expect and want 
to see our Party work carried out in a true Bolshevik manner.

WE NEED A CHANGE IN -5UR METHODS 

By E. S.

gINCE the Twelfth Plenum our Party made tremendous 
gains toward Bolshevization. Our mass basis broadened, 

new blood began pouring in, and the inner life of our units 
improved considerably. Yet organizationally, we still lag 
fearfully behind, and one of the contributing factors is the 
bureaucratic machine and practices still persisting in the 
Party.

Figures tell the story. The Party apparatus in P-------proper,
with a dues-paying membership *of 250, consists of five Dis
trict departments, three Section committees', eleven Unit Bu- 
ros, a number of language bureaus and top fractions in un
ions, ILD, etc. Thus the total of functionaries reaches 
close to 125. But these comrades are also leading workers 
in the mass organizations (at least nominally). Each de
partment, committee or organization necessitates a number 
of meetings. As a result we find the Party composed of 
functionaries and Party work embodied in meetings, no pos
sibility of continuity of campaigns and the need for mobili
zation of the Party for one task at a time at the expense of 
the rest. I shall cite here at least two recent examples of 
this method. The work among the language speaking work
ers was neglected for a while. The District decided to im
prove the situation, and an apparatus of close to forty com
rades was built up. The Dtnly Worker went into a subscrip-
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tion drive, and again a new apparatus of forty was created. 
But these comrades of necessity are the same active com
rades available.

This apparatus only hinders the work of the Party. It 
tends to inactivity, since no results can be achieved under such 
conditions, to isolation from the masses and even inability to 
speak to workers. They find themselves confronted with a 
dilemma which they cannot solve, which may be summarized 
as follows: Is it possible for one to be at two to three meet
ings in one night? Why is a member of the Party supposed 
not to read the Party literature or why must he isolate him
self from the workers as soon as he enters the Party? The 
inevitable result is that this worker either drops out of the 
Party or joins the cadre of the “passives.” This method of 
work will be suicidal, if the Party is compelled to work un
der changed conditions.

Some suggestions. The Party must adopt the principle of 
less meetings and more direct contact with workers. While 
it is necessary to have functioning departments in the District 
and Sections, the Units need not departmentalize the work. 
A Unit Buro of three can take care of all its work, provided 
it uses the calendar plan and division of work among mem
bers of the unit. The principle of three to a committee 
(Troika) would greatly diminish our apparatus. If a plan 
of action is adopted for a certain period (month or two), 
it shall no longer require fneetings to discuss the same plan 
over and over again, but shall be a matter of carrying the 
plan into life. We must make our fractions real Party frac
tions, dealing with the Party campaigns and bringing them 
forward systematically in the mass organizations.

THE THREE MONTH PLAN OF WORK

TDEGINNING April first our entire Party will begin func- 
tioning on a more or less uniform quarterly plan of work. 

Each District Committee, Section Committee and Unit shall 
work out a Plan of Work for the months of April, May and 
June. Likewise each department of the respective District 
and Section committee shall do the same.
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The purpose of a synchronized (starting and ending simid- 
taneously for the entire Party) Plan of Work is to enable 
the Central Committee to give better guidance to the activi
ties and to check up on the shortcomings, achievements and 
work of the Party.

The Plans of Work will coincide with the semi-annual 
elections of Section Committees and Unit Buros. While the 
elections take place every six months, the Plans of Work and 
and begin every three months, so that the Units, Sections and 
Districts can regularly and more frequently review their work, 
analyze the weaknesses and take steps in the following three 
months to improve the work.

SAFEGUARDING THE PARTY

/"^NE of the chief recommendations in Ham Fish’s report 
was to increase the powers of the Department of Justice to 

spy on the Communists. But everybody knows that such rec
ommendations do not have to wait for any approval from 
Congress but are put into action first, and approved after
wards. At the same time the police terror is increasing great
ly in many Districts. In one District, the police arrest any 
new functionary “just to get acquainted.” In another, the 
police chief told our comrades “I thought you fellows were 
modem and here you go talking about old things like the 
Constitution!”

As far as our inner organization is concerned, this means 
to us just one thing: we must tighten up our whole apparatus! 
Looseness of methods, carelessness, negligence, all these must 
go. All information such as names and addresses of members, 
lists of contacts and sympathizers, inner Party documents, etc. 
must be kept in such a way that they cannot get into the hands 
of the police. No functionary should ever have any papers, 
address lists, etc. upon his person when he goes to a demon
stration, or on the picket line. And don’t think that this ap
plies to the Party organization only. It applies every bit as 
much to the revolutionary unions and other sympathetic or
ganizations.
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Some functionaries still carry around all their Unit (or Sec
tion) records in their pockets or brief case, day in day out. 
This practice must be stopped at once. Bring with you to your 
meeting only those papers winch are absolutely essential at that 
meeting. Remember that our own carelessness and negli
gence may be more dangerous than the activity of any stool.

In general the period we are approaching requires that our 
functionaries learn new methods of work, new habits of 
personal conduct, stricter discipline, and more rigid execu
tion of instructions, in order to safeguard the Party apparatus. 
We shall touch on some of these phases in later issues of the 
forty Organvcer.

CENTRAL CONTROL COMAflSSION 
DOCUMENT

Points on Party Discipline

'C'VERY Party member should be thoroughly familiar with 
the extracts from the Statutes of the Party which are 

printed in all membership books.
Every Party member should know the following points per

taining to Party discipline, and should be guided by them at 
all times:

T[4-l. The Communist Party, like all sections of the 
Comintern, is built upon the principle of democratic 
centralization. . . . Election of the subordinate as well as 
the upper Party organs at general meetings of the Party 
members, conferences and conventions of the Party. . . . 
Acceptance and carrying out of the decisions of the 
higher Party committees by the lower, strict Party dis
cipline, and immediate and exact application of the de
risions.

^12-1. The strictest Party discipline is the most solemn 
duty of all Party members and all Party organizations. 
The decisions of the C.I. and the Party Convention of 
the C.C. and of all leading committees of the Party, 
must be promptly carried out. Discussion of questions.
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over which there have been differences, must not continue 
after the decision has been made.
The “leading committees” of the Party are: (1) The Unit 

or Nucleus Buro; (2) The Section Committee and Section 
Bureau; (3) The District Committee, Bureau, Secretanat and 
the District Control Commission; (4) The Central Com
mittee, Polbureau, Secretariat and the Central Control Com

mission.
The decisions and instructions of the central bodies of the 

Party are obligatory to all other committees and to the whole 
membership of the Party. It is the duty and the right of the 
District leading bodies to concretize and to apply these de
cisions and instructions as far as the Sections, Units and mem
bership in’^heir respective Districts are concerned. The »me 
rule applies down the line to the Sections, Units and individual 
members. Refusal to act in accordance with the line laid 
down by higher committees of the Party, or refusal to cany 
out specific decisions and instructions, issued by the leading 
committees of the Party within their respective jurisdictions, 
are absolutely impermissible.

This is fundamental in a revolutionary fighting organiza
tion, like the Communist Party; and from this it naturally 
follows that, after a decision has been made, it is not per
missible to continue discussion as to whether the decision is 
correct and as to whether it should be applied and carried out 

or not.
It must be understood at the same time, however, that ques

tions and explanations as to the basis and the meaning of a 
decision, and discussion as to the best ways and means for 
applying and carrying out a decision, are still in order^ and 
necessary. Sincere and whole-hearted execution of decisions 
presuppose real understanding and acceptance of same, and 
cannot be secured in a mechanical manner.

Appeals

Every member, as well as a lower Party committee, have 
the right to appeal against a decision (including disciplinary 
measures) to a higher Party committee, with the understand-
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ing, of course, that every appeal must be based upon sincere 
grounds and arguments.

In order to expedite the handling of an appeal, a copy of 
it should be simultaneously furnished to the committee, against 
whose decision it is directed.

It must also be distinctly understood that the making of an 
appeal does not release the member (or committee) from 
obligation to carry out the decision in the meantime, if im
mediate execution is called for. An exception to this rule is 
possible only when the committee, against whose decision the 
appeal is directed, specifically agrees to await the outcome of 
the appeal, before insisting upon the carrying out of its de
cision.

Charges and Investigations

Charges and suspicions must not be raised and spread in an 
irresponsible manner, but must be made to the proper Party 
committee preferably in writing; and after a decision on 
same has been reached, they can not be raised and voiced 
again, except to a proper Party committee and upon new 
facts and evidence.

Neither can an individual member of the Party proceed to 
make investigations against another member, without first 
consulting a proper Party committee and getting its permis
sion and instructions.

Before disciplinary action is taken against any member of 
the Party, he (or she) is entitled to a hearing; and all essen
tial facts must be established, upon which a decision can be 
based.

All decisions for expulsion must be fully reported to the 
District Control Commissions, and by the latter to the Cen
tral Control Commission; and wherever there exists the pos
sibility of non-approval by these higher Party committees, 
the decisions must be considered only as recommendations, 
which are not to be put into effect until they are properly 
passed upon by the District and Central Control Commissions.

The spreading of various charges and suspicions, instead of 
their being brought to the proper Party committees for in
vestigation and decision, is very detrimental and disruptive to 
the Party organization and Party work.
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recruiting and keeping new
MEMBERS

HOW TO ACXIEPT NEW MEMBERS

E must learn from our past mistakes. Don’t recruit just
application cards. Concentrate on good fighting proletar

ian types of workers. All new members must be accepted in the 
nucleus by a vote of the nucleus. To handle this, every nuc
leus must have a Membership Committee of three. This 
Committee meets before the nucleus meeting and calls in the 
applicant to question him, If not satisfied with the first ex
amination, delay entry one week and visit home of applicant 
but inside of two weeks every applicant must be acted upon. 
In this way we help to keep out unfit elements. However, we 
warn against unnecessary delay.

Before being accepted every applicant must pay initiation 
fee (50c or 10c) and 10c for membership card. After the 
applicant has attended one meeting and has been accepted, he 
must get his membership book without delay. Every new 
member must be given free a copy of “Revolutionary Greet
ings,” together with the new membership book.

The following should be the guiding points:
1. Proper functioning of Nucleus-Buro-apparatus, so as to 

organize work of meeting, etc.
2. Every meeting must start at 8 P. M. sharp and adjourn 

not later than IIP. M.
3. The Nucleus Buro is to assign an old member to every 

new member for periods ranging from one to two months. 
This must not be done mechanically. The new member must 
not know about it. The old member should be held responsi
ble for getting to know him, helping him, show him how to 
work, suggesting what to read, etc. When it comes to choos
ing committees for distribution of literature, visiting, new 
members, etc., the Buro should assign these same two com
rades.

How to Keep New Member*
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4. At every nucleus meeting have at least one hour for poli
tical discussion on subject suggested by the District or Section.

5. Before the Nucleus meeting, the Agit-Prop director 
should have an informal meeting of all new members on 
basis of the questions sent out by District Agit Prop.

HOLDING NEW MEMBERS 

By H. G.

TF our Party did not lose new members, its fighting power
would be increased. Now, accepting this, and granted that a 

worker has joined, how is he to be retained in the Party and 
developed.?

Firstly, it must be realized that it is a political Party. The 
Party is not a trade union open to all, regardless of ideology.

A new member is attracted to our Party by its ideal of 
Communism. It is necessary to develop that germ of Com
munist ideology into a thoroughly theoretically grounded 
Marxist-Leninist political conception. Theory must not be 
the monopoly of the Party leadership, but diffused through
out the Party which is the leadership of the class.

Secondly, never forget that, while the‘”new member is on 
probation before the Party, the Party is very definitely on trial 
before the new member. It must justify the appeal it made 
to him to join. It must not conduct itself through the acts 
of members he meets and the Unit he attends, in ways which 
discourage and destroy the Communist ideal which attracted 
him to join.

Thirdly, while the worker has joined the Party, there are 
forces against which he had to struggle and overcome, to join 
—forces which still exert pressure to make him drop out 
again. Individual attention given by the Party comrades and 
Unit will help in maintaining and increasing the’ attraction of 
the Party to him.

Fourthly, the Unit, and the comrades in the Unit, are ab
solutely required to differentiate between new members and
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old members in all phases of relations between the Party 
and the individual, members. By this we do not mean Aat 
new members are to be looked upon with suspicion. The 
stupid “bull horrors” of old members and their repellant cold
ness toward new members has driven countless workers away 
from our Party and must be stopped. To bring the new mem
ber firmly “to anchor” in the Party, he requires special treat
ment. What are some of the things to be done?

a) An old comrade must, wherever possible, be appointed 
by and held responsible to the Unit as a “friendly guide to 
personalize relations with the new member, to “buddy up” 
with him as much as possible in Party work and in sfare time, 
to explain things he doesn’t understand or direct him to those 
who can, to find out what arguments by his family or friends 
influenced him against the Party—and to overcome them 
sympathetically but persistently (riot forgetting that old ties, 
especially family ties, are not easily disregarded), to discover 
his capacities and their limitations, to make him feel at home 
in the Party, win his confidence for the Party as his greatest 
loyalty. When such is done, the Unit must give due consid
eration to reports and recommendations from the old member 
as to what is required to keep and develop the new member. 
This is a very serious task for old members, and must not 
be treated frivolously. ,

b) Cut'riut any “snobbery.” Because a Worker doesn’t un
derstand what the “Third Period” is, he is not to be laughed 
at. He may fight better than those who laugh.

c) While we must draw in new members into active work 
the nonsense of smothering new members with work and 
electing them to responsible posts the functions of which they 
don’t know, the first time they appear in the Unit, must be 
stopped. In a New York unit, the first time a man and his 
wife who had just joined the Party, attended a unit, they 
were both made functionaries of the Unit and given assign
ments of work and meetings enough to keep both occupied 
seven (perhaps eight) nights a week. What must .workers 
think of the Party which promotes them so quickly to posi-
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tions know that it knows they cannot effectively occupy? 
Which abruptly orders them to change the whole arrangement 
of their private life?

(d) The new member is—strange to say—usually more 
respectful toward discipline than many old members, and 
more reluctant to decline tasks asked of him even when they 
seem unreasonable, or beyond his capacity. He takes the 
Party seriously, and it should exercise great care to avoid driv
ing him away by violating what he regards as common sense. 
His capacities and limitations, physical, family and ideological, 
should be especially considered. There is too much taking 
for_ granted that if a comrade can walk and carry a Party 
card, he is both physically and politically' equipped for any 
herculean task.

■(e) The nature of the study and reading of new members 
must be carefully estimated. Further, it is nonsense for litera
ture agents in the unit to force new members to buy litera
ture they cannot assimilate. A worker takes home to his wife 
(tyho may be hostile to the Party) a piece of literature—in one 
case it was an Inprecorr with Varga’s Economic Report — 
which neither can understand. Elementary classes, discussions 
on current policy, and simple reading must be provided, and 
new members are usually extremely^'anxious to learn.

(f) The new member is ordinarily* enthusiastic about the 
Party and tries—sad to say more spiritedly than old members 
—to convert all his friends. He furnishes the Party contacts 
and expects it to help him. If it does not do so, he becomes 
disheartened. If it does not aid him to make over “his world” 
and does not give him a “new world,” he turns back to the 
old World, the non-party world.

(h) The life of the Unit is the occasion that the new mem
ber has to judge from as to whethfer he wants to participate. 
If it is disorderly, boresome, pointless or carried on stupidly 
or Bureaucratically, he is repelled and drops out in self de
fense. Never forget that, even though old members may be 
hardened by long suffering to bad unit meetings, the new 
member will not stay to endure the ordeal.
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BLOCKING THE DOORS OF THE PARTY

The letter below from a symfathi&er of the Party in a 
small town is typical of hundreds of workers and poor farntr- 
ers who are persistently trying to join our Party. This letter 
was accompamed by seven applications for Party membership. 
This is the fourth time these workers are trying to jom the 

Party.
Three times the District Committee placed obstacles in th^ 

way. This is a clear example of how bureaucratic methods 
in some of our Districts block the doors of the Party to new 
members.

Each week hundreds of applications of workers are sent to 
the Districts and most of them meet the same fate. A for
mal letter is sent to them with formal bureaucratic instruc
tions that cannot be carried out even by the old units in the 
larger cities.

In most DistricU there are hundreds of applications for 
Party membership lying in the apparatus while these workers 
anxiously wmt and finally realize that the Party apparently 
does not want new forces.

The Letter

The Communist Party,
New York City.

We, the undersigned workers and farmers, wish to join the 
Party of our class. Please send us more information on how 
to go about it.

Since the Daily Worker has been introduced here in----------
a number of workers here have signified a desire to organize. 
As the best informed among them previously had known of 
any form of radicalism only thru reading the old Appeal to 
Reason years ago, or seen accounts of Communist demonstra
tions in the capitalist press, we thought it best to start a study
club. Mrs. V-------is allowing us to meet in her home, which
is not large enough, but we cannot afford to hire a place.
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I lent some of my books and each member is to explain to the 
club something from them that he has read, in this way we 
are hoping to train our speakers at the same time that we are 
studying the subject. We meet Thursday evenings and next
week R------- will attempt to explain “commodities” after
reading the first chapter of Marx’s Capital. The week after 
that L. B. will talk on “The Communist Manifesto” and 
“Principles of Communism.” The meetings are the first 
ever to be held in this country in Open Forum Style so far 
as any of us know. Undoubtedly we are proceeding in a 
manner that is very incorrect, but it is the best we know how 
to do, and so far we have been unable to get much coopera
tion from D------- (probably on account of our great distance

95 miles and our small size—1250 population in village).
Most of us thought we would like to join the Party and 

have therefore signed the enclosed application, but we are all 
so poor that I doubt if any of us will be able to pay any dues
for some time to come. For instance, Mrs. V-------, a widow,
owns a farm of 27 acres entirely within the village limits, so 
that her taxes are very high and she is afraid that she will be 
unable to pay her taxes on it this year. A friend asked my 
father if she had anything to live on, saying that he had been 
to see her on business and found her grinding roasted corn to
make “coffee” with. Her son K------- is a cripple, his legs
paralyzed from the knees down so that he cannot walk .with
out crutches (had infantile paralysis when 18 months old). 
He earns a little money repairing automobiles when he can 
get such jobs to do, and in the summer does what work he 
can on the little farm; he pitches hay while sitting down, 
picks cucumbers on his hands and knees while carrying the 
pail in his teeth, etc. However he is a hot talker and I think 
he will make an effective speaker when he learns a little more 
about communism.

R---------- has his aged and childish mother to support on
the miserable pay given to unskilled labor around here, but I 
am told that they have been unable to pay any rent on the 
miserable shack they live in for the past five years. He seems 
to regard $1.25 per day as good pay when he can get it, for 
much of the time this winter the only work he could get was
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at “cleaning fence rows” at which the men can seldom make
more-than 35c per day. Mr. A-------, a neighbor to Mrs. B,
is now out of work entirely. E. used to e a wo -
bly,” but thinks the Communists are better; he is a laborer on 
K-’s farm. Perhaps we are not very good material tor 
the Party, but I hope that you can use us to get something 
started, there are others who would like to join, but it is im
practical until we can get a place that is larger and more cen
trally located.

If we can’t get into the Party, perhaps we can organize 
something else. Comrade M-------asked me to organize an un
employed council, but would not tM me how to do tt; and be
sides, practically all of the poor folks here are working long 
hours for little or-NO pay (e. g. cutting stove-wood on shares 
in'order to keep warm and cook).

This is my fourth afflication to the Party. In answer to 
my last one (last summer) I received a letter from you say
ing that you had sent instructions to D—- to admit me. 1
received a request from D-------for Initiation Fee and Dues,
but as I had been unemployed for 18 months (I have no li
cense and don’t know where I can get the money to get one— 
am at present living oS from dad) I could not pay even 10c 
per week” regularly, and they answered they would admit me 
to a unit when they organized one in my neighhorho^. I hope 
tllat you can get one started soon,'either here or in K , or 
that you cari at least give us instructions for doing more effec
tive work than we'can do in our little' study club. All the 
small towns around here are in hard circumstances. A neigh
bor who used to live in W-------came back from a visit there
yesterday and said that they had to feed 170 pupils at the 
schools there every day—which, in spite of the chronic pov
erty of these small cities, seems to shock all the 100 per
centers immensely—to think that “Americans” have to ac
cept charity on such a scale. Hoping you will be able to help 
us work more effectively, I remain

Comradely yours.

O. H. O.
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MASS WORK
WORK AMONG NEGRO MASSES 

(Examples of how not to work)

COME of our leading comrades, although realizing the 
^ necessity of doing work among the Negroes, have the con
ception that this work could only he done as long as a Negro 
comrade is in charge. Comrade W. S. in a District found it 
very difficult to have the District Committee establish a District 
Negro Department. The comrades declared that they were 
short of leading forces and that the only capable comrade to 
head the department was a Negro League comrade who was 
involved in League work. This we objected to along with the 
League. The result was that the comrade was removed from 
District Negro work and no one else was put in his place and 
the department was liquidated. No white comrade could even 
be found to head this department.

Now the League .has sent a Negro D. O. and the District 
Committee sees fit to establish a District Negro Department 
by placing the League D. O^. at, the head. Because Ije is a 
Negro comrade. The comrades have the conception .that he 
most head the Negro Department. This is‘ wrong.. A com
rade w'ho is a l^e&gue D. O. properly discharging his duties 
cannot give any time to establishing and activizing such an 
(important department as the District Negro Department. 
White comrades can be trained for this work.

— 2 —

Comrade J. said we are too formal about our work among 
the Negroes. He said we have a Section in which live very 
few Negro workers, yet we have elected a Section Negro work 
Director and in reality there is no work to be done among the 
Negroes in our Section.

It is essential to elect a Section Negro work Director and 
committee for those sections which are isolated from the Ne
gro population because in those sections the white workers
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must be drawn in to support the struggle for Negro rights. 
The Section Negro departments and the District Negro depart
ments do not only work among the Negroes but they are for 
transmitting of the general Party pmpaigns and activities 
among all workers and especially to draw in the white work
ers in the struggle of the Negro masses.

— 3 —

In a certain section, the Unemployed Council has a great 
following among the Negro workers. At the Lenin Mem^l 
meeting over 200 of these workers were in attendance. The 
comrades of the section remarked that just as soon as we get 
time, we are going to build the L.S.N.R. group out of these 
workers. These workers have Leen drawn into the Unem
ployed Council because of its activities in fighting against evic
tions. They are to be engaged in the every day struggles and 
campaigns of the councils and are not to be drawn into L.S. 
N.R. groups. We do not recognize transfers of such sorts. 
It is true that these workers will give support to the paper and 
the L.S.N.R. but not so mechanically do we just transfer

them.
In the New York District it became a debatable question as 

to whether the Party or the L.S.N.R. should be in the fore
front in waging a struggle against an attempted lynching of a 
Negro worker in New^ Jersey. The majority of the com
rades were of the opinion that the L.S.N.R. should be in the 
lead as this would give it an opportunity to bufid a group in 
the District and that the Party could give support.

While debating this question all comrades were, however, 
agreed that 2 leading Negro comrades should be sent to New 
Jersey to organize this struggle. The question of selecting a 
white comrade for this work never even entered their mind. 
So accustomed are we to relegating work among Negro masses 
to Negro comrades that even the defense of a Negro in dan
ger of lynching is left to Negro comrades.

The Party is the leader in the struggle for Negro rights. 
The work of the party in this fight is not relegated to the 
L.S.N.R.
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6 P. M. COMMUNISTS

(The Task of a Communist in the Shop)

HE majority of our Party members become Communists
only after working hours, around 6 P. M. In attempts to 

realize the slogan of “Rooting the Party in the Shops” our 
Party Committees overlook the fact that the majority of our 
comrades are actually in the shops. Because we don’t have 
the required number (from 3 to 5) in a given shop to form 
a Shop Nucleus, we fail to give tasks to the individual com
rades working in the factories and mines. The problem of 
how our comrades shall carry on communist agitation and 
propaganda in the shop® only arises after a nucleus is formed. 
If no shop nucleus exists comrades are attached to street 
nuclei and given various tasks that at best begin after work
ing hours.

This is one explanation why we have so few shop units and 
a further explanation why we are unable to win new members 
from the shops where individual comrades are working. We 
have today individual Party members in no less than 5,000 
factories, mines and mills (taking into consideration the un
employed, housewives and miscellaneous).

Our Party Committees (District Committee, Section Com
mittee, Unit Buro) must establish that the first and main task 
of each comrade is to carry on work in the shop where he or 
she is employed. This must become a definite part of the plan 
of work of each Party unit.

Detailed weekly guidance and instructions are to be given 
to each member what to do in the shof and how to do it. 
The Unit Buro shall ascertain in what shop each comrade 
is working, what are the conditions, grievances, etc., and 
give close guidance and advice to each comrade on how the 
work is to be carried on inside the shop.

The Unit Buro shall arrange discussions in the Unit meet
ings of the activities, problems, difficulties and methods of 
conducting work in the shops. The Unit Buro shall fur-

How to Work in a Shop
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ther check up on the activities of the comrades in the 
shops to determine what assistance is needed and what pos
sibilities exist in the shops that perhaps require the assistance 
of a shock brigade or the concentration of the entire unit, 
issuing of a shop leaflet, holding shop gate meetings, etc.

Too often our lone Party comrade in the shop is entirely 
isolated. He often considers the workers too “backward,” 
“indifferent,” “contented,” and “hopeless.” He fails to be
come “one of the crowd,” fails to cultivate intimate friend- 
shijM with the workers next to him. At noon he sits in a 
corner and reads a pamphlet while eating his lunch. Rid
ing home in the street car he again reads or silently contem
plates on the “terrible backwardness of American workers,” 
and finally, .when he meets the Party comrades in the unit or 
some committee he breathes a sigh of relief, he feels at 
home” at last.

Win the Individual Worker

While it is important to leave the Daily Worker and leaf
lets in the dressing room, toilet, on the conveyor, this is not 
enough. Our comrades must mingle with the workers freely, 
become a part of the workers, discuss all problems with them 
and carefully guide the discussions into economic and political 
channels. Especially must the Communist mingle with his 
fellow workers at noon “time and participate in the general 
discussions and conversations that take place.

The more advanced workers are to be singled out and cul
tivated, and should be given a copy of the Daily Worker, in
vited to meetings, etc.

A worker recruited direct from the shop is the most valu
able recruit for the Party. The close contact based on 
friendship and daily meeting in the shop is retained with him. 
He joins the same unit and personally knows at least one com
rade who brought him into the Party. Such a worker remains 
in the Party and creates the basis for the formation of a 
Shop Nucleus, Shop Paper, Shop Committee, and he further 
has the advantage of knowing other workers in the shop who 
can be brought into the Party.
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While we cannot underestimate our general activities, un
employed work, mass meetings, demonstrations, mass organi
zations, etc., we must remember that the working class is in 
the shops, that our primary approach to them is through our 
comrades and sympathizers in the shops and by unit concen
tration on the shops and this primarily on the living economic 
issues such as wage cuts, speed-up, etc,, which we hest learn 
hy studying how to approach the worker in our otun sho-^s.

i

against: B\3Ik^,A\3CSkACY
To wliom it may concernt

T5 ECENTLY a leading functionary of the Party was re- 
moved from his post because of serious bureaucratic ten

dencies. This comrade to this day is not convinced that he acted 
like a bureaucrat. He explains his inability to establish collective 
leadership and mobilize the membership for work on the 
grounds that the local comrades “disliked” him, that they were 
not bolsheviks, they failed to carry out decisions, etc. Bureau
cracy is one of those diseases that the person who has it never 
is aware of.

We have lots of elements of bureaucracy among our lead
ing comrades. This is largely due to our inexperience and 
immaturity. It is because we have relatively few mature bol
sheviks. Bureaucracy manifests itself in numerous forms. 
There are some comrades that become extremely dignified 
when assigned to a responsible post. They feel that all com
rades “below” them must show great respect and honor • to 
them, accept their opinion and shortcomings as the last and 
final word on every subject.

This dignity and artificial importance repels the proletarian 
rank and file of the Party. Sometimes we see a case where a 
comrade from the shop approaches a District leader for advice 
and is sternly told to go to the Unit or Section organizer, often 
on the pretext that “I’m very busy” and with an air of im
portance that would fit a young Napoleon.
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The most serious effects of bureaucratic tendencies among 
the leading comrades results in that they stand as barriers to the 
development of collective leadership and firih authority for the 
Party Committee. The rank and file of our Party are sim
ple, frank, honest and unassuming proletarians. On the 
whole our comrades are good, loyal and disciplined^ 
members ready to carry out work assigned to them if it is 
explained how the work is to be done. Our comrades both, 
thru proletarian instinct and as Communists, recognize the 
need and the role of Party leaders and leading Party Com

mittees.
However, our comrades expect our leaders to be bolsheviks, 

to possess ability, initiative, .energy, self-sacrifice, devotion as 
well as a proletarian comradely attitude to rank and file com
rades. Party functionaries must bear this in mind always. A 
Party functionary is not only a political leader and organizer 
but also a bolshevik teacher. His task is to systematically 
develop new forces, draw new comrades into leadership and 
establish his authority on the basis of effective mobilization of 
the Party for action.

SYMPATHIZERS’ MAILING LIST

T7VERY unit must have a list of sympathizers and contacts 
from its territory.

The systematic canvassing of working class neighborhoods 
which is carried on prior to election campaigns, Red Sundays, 
Daily Worker drives, signature campaigns, etc., must be util
ized to make contacts for further work.

When canvassing the comrades find a sympathetic worker, 
his name and address must be saved for the units and efforts 
made to bring him into the union, ILD or Party. A list of 
names of sympathizers is useful when calling open forums, 
mass meetings, etc. Such lists can further be supplemented by 
issuing blank cards at meetings and asking workers to sign 
them.
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AGITPROP ACTIVITY
INNER PARTY EDUCATION

inner Party education is not separated from the mass 
work of the Party. On the contrary. It must be so under

stood and organized that it will activize the Party membership 
by taising their political level.

At the time of the Zinoviev-Trotzky bloc the opposition was 
quoting Lenin to prove their anti-Leninist position. Comrade 
Stalin at that time told them that this method will not help. 
Why? Because, as comrade Stalin pointed out, the publica
tion of Lenin’s writings accessible to the entire Party mem
bership, enables it to understand and judge the Leninist posi
tion of the Central Committee as against the non-Leninist 
position of the Zinoviev-Trotzky bloc which was distorting 
Leninism.

Democratic centralism is based on agreement with the line 
of the Party. Understanding of the line of the Party creates 
conviction. This in turn creates enthusiasm and devotion to 
the tasks growing out of the general line of the Party. The 
understanding of the basis of the line of the Party, how to 
apply it in practice, prevents the development of deviations, of 
attempts to revise, to develop a different line, or crystallize and 
organize an opposition to the line of the Central Committee.

The popularization of Marxism-Leninism, not merely for 
the top, but for the entire party membership, is one of the very 
most important conditions in enabling the Party membership 
to understand the line of the Party in order to increase their 
mass activities.

Why are mistakes repeated, continued and persisted in? 
Mainly because of lack of a Bolshevik method of self-criti
cism. Leninist self-criticism is based on an analysis of the basic 
causes which gave rise to the mistakes. It means to analyze the 
objective conditions in which the mistakes were born, as well 
as the subjective factor (organization, political maturity) 
which accentuates the mistakes. Only in such an approach 
lies the guaranty of not repeating the mistakes, of overcoming 
the difficulties. Without Lenimst trainingy there can be no 
Bolshevik self-criticism.
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Bolshevik self-criticism is not merely based on the fact that 
one is more virtuous or honest than the other or more ready 
to admit the mistakes. Why is it that many tvith the best 
intentions and even anxiety to admit misakes, so readily con
tinue and deepeathe very mistakes they a while ago repudiated? 
Any wonder, that very frequently mistakes are admitted, 
merely to relieve our conscience so that we may continue mak
ing the very same mistakes with an easy conscience. Where 
lies the guarantee that self-criticism will not degenerate into 
catholic confessionalism, that one will not react subjectively 
to criticism, to one’s mistakes? This guarantee is to be found 
in the acquiring of the Marxian-Leninist method.

Achievements in certaip fields of Party work are the ex
clusive property of the limited circle of the fortunate ones. 
Mistakes made in, one District are repeated in another. Why 
such a state of aifairs? Because of the inability to exchange 
experiences. The failure to exchange experiences is not main
ly due to technical organizational shortcomings in relating 
them, but primarily because of the failure to generalize these 
experiences in order to draw lessons from them.

Why is it that so many comrades in the shop don’t “notice” 
bad conditions, fail to sense the moods of the masses? Not 
only because of isolation from the masses, but also because of 
insufficient political training to be alert to the conditions and 
understand their meaning and grasp their significance.

We speak of local initiative, of developing local struggles 
on the basis of local issues. But so many issues exist and very 
few are “noticed.”

The inner Party education must be so understood and or
ganized that it really improves the mass work of the Party 
on the basis of raising the political level of the entire Party 
membership. We cannot develop the inner Party education on 
the basis of “Thou must study.” We must also remember 
that study is not an easy matter. It requires concentration, at
tention and time. We must therefore so organize and de
velop our inner-Pary education, that it will both create the 
understanding and need of study and make possible organiza
tionally the carrying through our organizational program.
In the next issue we shall deal with the methods of education.
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MATERIAL FOR PARTY STRUCTURE 
CLASSES

BOLSHEVIK ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES

From an Outline on Party Structure from the Soviet Party
Schools

Importance of working class organixaiion. “The |X)wer of 
the working class lies in its organization.” “Unorganized the 
proletariat is like nothing, organized it is everything.” “Or
ganization increases the power of the proletariat tenfold.” 
(Lenin: Spontaneity and consciousness in the labor movement.')

The orgaruxational forms of the Party are determined by 
its role in the revolution. The Bolshevik Party has been built 
up. as a militant Party to direct the proletarian revolution, 
while the Menshevik Party as well as the social democratic 
and “socialist” Parties in the capitalist countries have developed 
as Parties playing the role of an opposition to the bourgeoisie. 
Hence the united, monolithic, centralized, disciplined, iron 
Party of the Bolsheviks and the loose, flabby, makeshift Party 
of the Mensheviks.

Flexibility of organization. The organization forms of Bol
shevism are not the end, but a means to the end. The Party 
must adjust the organizational forms and methods of its work 
to the tasks and conditions of the concrete situation (the il
legal and semi-legal period of struggle, the civil war, the pe
riod of peaceful reconstruction, etc.) The Party is a “living 
organism” and its organization must therefore be flexible 
while always retaining unity of leadership, will and action.

While changing the forms and methods of its work in one 
or another degree, the Communist Party is built upon the fol
lowing fundamental organizational principles that have been 
adopted by the Comintern for all of its sections:

1. Democratic centralism, by which is meant:

(a) A uniform principle and form of organization of all 
the Party organs from top to bottom.

(b) The existence of an authoritative Party center, direc-
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tion from one center, and all lower Party organs being obliged 
to comply with the decisions of the leading Party organs.

(c) Full initiative allowed to the local Party organizations 
within the limits of the general Party directions and decisions 
(autonomy in the solution of local problems).

(d) Electiveness of all Party organs.

The principle of democratic centralism during the different 
periods in the history of the Russian Communist Party and the 
different practical forms in which it manifested itself during 
the epoch of the absolute monarchy (illegal party) and dur
ing the civil war (strict centralism, appointeeism. Party mob
ilizations, appointments to different places, fighting orders).

2. Inner-Party democracy. All higher Party organs are 
elected and are responsible to the lower organs, freedom of 
criticism within the Party, encouragement of initiative and ac
tivity, (training of activists), collective direction and collective 
execution. The question of discussions in the Party.

Different views and tendencies on the question of inner- 
Party democracy: “broad democracy,” “consistent democracy” 
of the economists and Mensheviksj the Trotzky opposition in 
1923, the neo-Menshevist opposition. Distortions of the prin
ciples of inner-Party democracy and democratic centralism: 
suppression of criticism, formal elections, etc. on the one hand, 
and anarcho-syndicalist tendencies and the struggle against 
them, on the other.

3. Party discipline. Payment of membership dues, attend
ance of meetings and conferences, fulfillment of assignments, 
subordination to Party decisions (majority rule). Also: devo
tion, thoughtfulness, consistency, self-sacrifice, responsibility 
of every member for the Party and of the Party for each 
member.

Combination of discipline with freedom of discussion, pro
vided minority accepts the rule of the majority. The mistake 
of opposing inner Party democracy to firm Party direction and 
discipline (Trotzky’s view of discipline). The particular im
portance of Party discipline during the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and of the struggle against breaches of discipline.
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4. Party unity. The ideological and organizational unity of 
the Party as the basis of Party organization. The essence of 
cliquism and Lenin’s struggle against it. Federalism and its 
incompatibility with the organizational principles of Bolshe
vism in relation to the structure of the Party. The inad
missibility of fractions and groupings within the Party. The 
main opposition tendencies within the Party unity. The neces
sity of the monolithic solidarity of the Party during the strug
gle for power and particularly during the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. The inadmissibility of legalizing other Parties un
der the dictatorship of the proletariat. The necessity of main
taining the Russian Communist Party as the only and abso
lutely united Party.

5. Active membershif. The Second Congress of the Party 
as one of the stages in the struggle for active membership; 
the .dispute over paragraph 1 of the constitution. The im
portance of the dispute over paragraph 1 and the connec
tion between the question of active membership and the com
position of the Party and the rate of its growth. The changes 
of paragraph 1 at the subsequent Congresses. Active mem
bership and fhe responsibility of every Party member for the 
work with which he is charged. Accountability before Party 
organs, and the control of the latter over the fulfillment of 
the Party work by the Party members.

6. Industrial frincifle. Essence of industrial principle and 
history of organization of factory nuclei by the Russian So
cial Democratic Labor Party. The factory and mill as the 
foundation and citadel of the Party. The distinction from 
the West European social democratic Parties in organizational 
forms (street, local, territorial units). Reasons why social 
democratic parties organize nuclei on territorial basis (adap
tation to election campaigns). Industrial principle in organiza
tional nuclei and the question of the Bolshevization of the 
Comintern Parties.
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FROM INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES
A LESSON FROM SOVIET ELECTIONS ON PLANNED

WORK

QOVIET elections take.place in the factories. Just prior to 
the Soviet elections, let us say in Leningrad, in each factory 

there is a discussion of the report of tjip Deputies to.the Soviet 
from the given factory. The final discussion and actual elec
tion takes place in a hall with all workers from the factory 
present and they always participate 100%.

Prior to the general meeting and elections the nominations 
and discussion take place on the departmental basis. The 
workers from a given department of the factory may spend 
a number of evenings at these discussions.

In the course of the discussions of the year’s work of the 
city Soviet the workers formulate instructions to the incoming 
Soviet Deputies. These instructions range from building a 
municipal hospital to improvement of street car service. The 
instructions are gathered from all departments, read and ap
proved by the general meeting and given to the newly elected 
Soviet Deputies as instructions of the workers' that must be 
carried out by l6cal or city Soviet. The sum total of instruc
tions from all the factories are thoroughly studied and classi
fied in the meetings of the Sdviet Deputies and divided accord
ing to the departments of the Soviet, as tasks that must be 
carried out during the course of the year;.

Just before the year expires and new elections take place, 
the Soviet compiles a book of all the instructions it has received 
and indicates which of the factories made each instruction. 
The instructions are numbered and next to each instruction is 
a column which shows which of the instructions were carried 
out, which were begun, which were not taken care of and 
why. Thus at the end of the year the workers in a given 
city have a complete list of all their instructions together with 
a report of how and to what extent they were carried out.

In addition to the yearly publication of the instructions and 
results the Soviet Deputies report at least once each month 
to the factory from which they were elected (and in which 
they continue working) how the instructions are being carried
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out. Workers at these meetings of course ask questions as to 
what is being done about his particular instruction, so that 
there is a close control and check up by all the workers.

Our Plans of Work
The Plans of Work of our Party must be formulated by 

the respective Party Committees,- departments and units. Each 
plan of work must briefly indicate what is to be^ accomplished 
in the forthcoming three month period, the points are to be 
numbered and the plan is to be used as a guide to the activi
ties of that period.

Frequent check-up must be established at least monthly, so 
as to assure that all tasks are being carried out.

At the end of the 3-month period the Plan of Work must 
be analyzed point by point and indicated which point was car
ried out, which begun and to what extent realized, and which 
neglected and why.

SOME PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION 

(F.rom Vassiliev’s Pamphlet)

What Kind of Workers the Party Needs at Present

The circumstances of sharpening class struggle which are 
growing up demand a new qualification of the leading 

Party workers. As before, we need Speakers, writers, treas
urers, formulators of resolutions and so on. But above all we 
now need organizers closely connected with the masses, de
votedly giving themselves to the cause of the revolutionary 
organization of the masses, not reckoning with any difficul
ties and hindrances, not reckoning with days and hours of 
holidays and with questions of personal comfort and 
well being. “It is essential to have a system of recruiting re
sponsible comrades from those Communists who live the work
ers’ life, know it inside out, know how to define without mak
ing mistakes in relation to any question, at any moment the 
mood of the masses, their real desires, the demands of the 
masses, who know how to determine, without any tints of false 
idealism, the level of their consciousness and the strength of
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the influence of this or that prejudice or survival of former 
times, who know how to win for themselves unlimited confi
dence of the masses by comradely relations with them, by tak
ing pains to satisfy their needs.” (From the resolution on the 
trade union question of the 11th Congress of the C.P.S.U., 
point drafted by Comrade Lenin).

In the concrete conditions of the moment we must add to 
those demands put forward by Comrade Lenin another de
mand—the ability unceasingly and mercilessly to struggle 
against social-fascism, social-democracy and the whole Sec
ond International at present acting as the fundamental force 
of the fascist dictatorship and bourgeois reaction, as the open 
enemies of the working class. Further, more than was ever 
the case, the successes of the working class movement must 
now be measured by the degree of the breaking up and dis
organization of the Second and Amsterdam Internationals. 
Party leaders incapable of guaranteeing the development of 
these successes must be changed for those who have given proof 
of their ability to carry out the tactic of the united front in 
winning over to the side of the revolution the masses of social- 
democratic workers and members of reformist and yellow 
unions, whilst at the same time carrying on a merciless con
secutive ideological and organizational struggle against the so
cial-fascist leaders.

SHOP PAPER MANUAL
A Hand Book for Comrades Active in Shop Paper Work

NOW AVAILABLE
Must be studied by every comrade who is in any ,way connected 
with the task of getting out shop papers.
All the difficulties encountered in this work will be greatly 
overcome thru the application of the practical suggestions and 
guidance compiled in this booklet.

ONLY TEN CENTS PER COPY

Orders must he sent to 
WORKERS LIBRARY PUBLISHERS 
P. O. Box 148, Station D, New York City
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PREPARING FOR MAY DAY

ON the eve of the great international proletarian holiday 
the workere of the world are faced with major burning 

problems of unemployment, hunger, terror, wage-cuts, revo
lutions and the impending attack against the Soviet Union.

May Day must be a day of struggle against capitalism on 
all fronts on these issues. The preparations for May Day 
must “take the form of intensification of all our day to day 
activities with special emphasis on the organization of workers 
in the shops into May Day Committees, TUUL Unions, Shop 
Committees, Grievance Committees and the organization of 
Unemployment- Councils, League of Struggle for Negro 
Rights, and all our. mass organizations, at the same time re
cruiting the best elements into the Party.

Over a million workers took ^ctive part -in ojir. uneipploy- 
tnent struggles and ^activities. T®^®' .thousands of workers 
are and were on strike under.our leadership since last May 
Day. Tens of thousands of Negro workers actively partici
pated or .sympathized with our movement for Negro Rights.

A hundred thousand workers voted Communist last year. 
About 150 thousand .foreign Jborn workers read our press and 
take part in our struggles. 40,000 copies of the Daily Work
er reach, about twice that number of workers each and every 
day. Another 100,000 read Labor Unify, Liberator, Labor 
Defender, Young Worker, etc.

These masses of proletarian fighters must be mobilized to 
DOWN TOOLS and take part in our May Day demonstra
tions in the form of May Day strikes, marches, parades, dem
onstrations and mass meetings. Preparations for these vast 
demonstrations can only be conducted successfully on the 
basis of continued and intensified struggle reaching a high 
peak of international proletarian unity on May Day.

The United Front Conferences must include representa-
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lives from all workers’ organizations and groups, especially 
from the shops.

Test of Our Organizational Ability
Mobilization for this year’s May Day will be a real test of 

our organizational ability. As Communists and Bolsheviks 
we are leaders and organizers of the masses.

Ever growing masses of workers accept our leadership. We 
must undertake this responsibility and organize these masses for 
struggle.

Half a million workers took part in our Feb. 25th demon
strations.

On May Day we must not only double, triple and quad
ruple this number biit organize them into powerful disciplined 
marches and parades.

Not only ^ust May Day witness a' vast quantitative increase 
but in addition we must achieve a profound qualitative im
provement in our work.

Primarily the Party Committees (Central Committee, Dis
trict Committees, Section Committees, Unit Buros) are re
sponsible for these tasks, but each individual Communist must 
acquaint himself with our organizational problem in mass work. 
Each comrade must thoroughly study the C.C. Org. Direc
tives for* May Day and Regulations for Marches and Dem
onstrations.

Have You Read the Shop Paper Manual
All the diflSculties encountered in this work will be 

greatly overcome thru the application of the practical 
suggestions and guidance compiled in this booklet. Must 
be studied by every comrade.

ONLY TEN CENTS PER COPY

BUY IT FROM YOUR LITERATURE AGENT
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PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZATION
NEW FORCES CAN BE DEVELOPED 

Paul Cline 

{Kansas')

“■fT^E have great objective possibilities—^wonderful pros- 
^ ’ pects to build the Party—^workers are ready for strug

gle and organization—^new Units can be organized—hist we 
cannot take advantage of these ofportunities unless you send 
us a cafable, developed comrade to take charge of this work’*

This is the burden of scores of letters pouring into the 
Central Office from the Districts, into the District offices from 
the Sections and into Sections from the Units.

Comrades, this “ingrown-toe-nail” approach to the problem 
of shortage of functionaries must be rooted out of the Party. 
It is a false mechanical approach having nothing in common 
with Leninist organizational practice. Districts, Sections and 
Units must once and for all realize that the solution to their 
“functionary problem” will come not as a result of making 
stirring appeals for help from above, but as a result of pain
staking efforts to develop new forces from below! Only by 
turning in this direction can we increase the quantity as well 
as quality of our functionaries. Only in this way can we 
refreshen the leading cadres with new, healthy, energetic 
elements, so badly needed, especially in the main cities of the 
larger Districts.

In some of the younger Districts decided progress has been 
made towards developing new functionaries. In one of the 
Western Districts, four of the leading functionaries are in 
the Party less than a year. The Dmly Worker agent has 
been a Party member only seven months, yet the District is 
right near the top in the Dmly Worker drive. The District 
T.U.U.L. Secretary has been in the Party eight months and 
the I.L.D. Secretary—three months. Also two of the Section 
organizers in important areas have each been in the Party five 
months. Yet new effective methods of work are being devel
oped here and the Distnet is making good progress.
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What Is To Be Done
(1) The Districts, Sections and Units must understand 

that the functionary shortage is country-wide, and that the 
only way to overcome this shortage is by developing local 
material. It is true that the Center and Districts can transfer 
comrades about, but the sum total of forces is not increased 
regardless of how much shifting is done.

(2) The Party must realize that within the ranks of the 
new members and the more advanced proletarians who must 
be drawn into the Party, there is an inexhaustible supply of 
functionary material. This material must be consciously 
sought for, dug out, sorted out, and developed.

(3) The alertness and readiness of the District Organizers, 
Organization Secretaries, and other leading comrades to detect 
new members with qualities of leadership, and to develop these 
qualities, is of key importance.

(4) Assigning these new promising comrades important 
work and then letting them sink or swim on their own efforts— 
is usually disastrous. District Organizers, Organization Sec
retaries, Section organizers and other leading comrades who 
are too busy doing work to spend time in helping and advising 
the new functionary, are guilty of crass organizational op
portunism, are allowing the whirl and pressure of daily work 
to get the best of them.

(5) Self-study groups and individual studying for these 
promising comrades must be particularly encouraged. The 
article in the March Orgamzer on “Raising the Political Level 
of the Comrades,” applies especially here.
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FUNCTIONING UNIT BUROS 

By J. H.

(Chicago)

There prevailed a tendency, which to a certain extent is 
still propogated among certain comrades, that the reason 

why certain Units do not function or rather function very 
poorly is that the Unit members are “no good!”

Under the heading of “no good” quite a lot of explanation is 
given—“the comrades are sick”—“the comrades are lazy”— 
“the comrades are busy in fraternal organizations”—“going 
to work early in the moining,” etc.—^up to the point of saying 
that the comrades are not developed politically enough to un
derstand the tasks of the Party and of every individual mem
ber.

While all these explanations for inactivity might be true in 
cases of some individual comrades, they are entirely in
correct for the Unit as a whole, and even in the case of the 
individual comrades on whose behalf the explanation of “no 
good” was formulated, the situation is not as alarming as the 
reports indicate.

The fault for the inactivity of a Unit or certain members lies 
within the leadership of that particular'Unit. The Unit Buro 
should be thp body which stabilizes and divides the work among 
the Unit members. A good Unit knows its members and acts 
accordingly. When certain comrades go to work early in the 
morning, it is not advisable to assign them for morning dis
tributions, or let us say to sell Dmly Workers. Comrades who 
can’t go in the morning are to be utilized in the evening. The 
point in question is that the Buro should know its members and 
divide the work accordingly.

The explanation of “laziness” or that comrades will try to 
avoid work under various pretenses is incorrect. A Party mem
ber is more than willing to do something for the Party and is 
anxious to do his share of work for the Party, and when a com
rade refuses to do work, it is usually due to his unclarity on the 
subject and too often is due to the bureaucratic and mechani
cal method of assigning work to him.

A good functioning Nucleus Buro should know thorough-
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ly its members and assign tasks to them according to their 
time, capacity and ability—should work out a concrete plan 
of action on not only what is to be done, but also how it should 
be done.

A glaring example of the above mentioned can be taken 
from Section No. 5, Chicago. Unit 503 was considered the 
worst unit in the Section, due to individual squabbles as to “why 
pick on me,” and “why shouldn’t comrade so-and-so do it?” 
etc. The opinion of the Unit Buro was to transfer out nearly 
all the members from the Unit and to get in new ones. 
However, before the Section committee had an opportunity to 
put the recommendation of transferring comrades who did not 
live in that territory into effect, a sudden change occurred, and 
now we see that not only did Unit 503 collect a large number 
of signatures for the mayoralty campaign, developed a weekly 
Z)«i/y Worker route, and is having good political discussions at 
every unit meeting, but at the last meeting a challenge for revo
lutionary competition in the Lenin Recruiting drive was made 
to unit 502, which is considered one of the best.

The reason for this change can be mainly attributed to the 
Unit Buro—^which is carrying through the tasks that a Unit 
Buro should carry through—^it is planning out work and divid
ing it most effectively among its members.

SAFEGUARDING THE PARTY—H

It is necessary for every Party member to he a Commu
nist all the time, but it is not necessary for a Party member 
always to advertise that he is a Communist. When organizing 
in a shop, for example, a Party member may tell sympa
thetic workers that he is a Communist, but when the boss 
or the foreman is around, he keeps that information to him
self.

But there are other ways of advertising, besides just talk. 
For instance, in preparing for a demonstration some time 
ago, in which we expected to be attacked by the police, the 
New York District Buro had to issue categorical orders to 
the membership to come to the demonstration wearing hats 
and dressed like ordinary American workers. Why was this 
necessary? Because the {jolice had come to connect this
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going-without-hats, and a certain type of careless dress and 
get-up (women as well as men) with Communists, and when 
the fighting began, they were in the habit of specially pick
ing out and smashing the heads of the Communists, instead 
of the whole mass of the workers becoming involved in the 
defense of their demonstration.

Dress may seem like a little personal thing that is nobody 
else’s afiFair. But the fact is that those Party members who 
do not do so now (especially the youth), should dress like 
ordinary American workers. From the practical viewpoint 
alone, they will find it will improve their approach to the 
workers. But in addition to this, it is high time that all our 
members learned to go around without being identified as 
Communists. When we are at meetings, or in action, we 
show ourselves; but when doing preparatory work, or going 
to or from meetings, it is absolutely unnecessary, and under 
some conditions, positively harmful for us to identify our
selves as Communists. W^e must learn to come and go from 
meetings without attracting any special attention.

And in this connection, we cannot condemn too strongly 
the practice prevailing everywhere among our comrades, of 
all piling into two or three steady restaurants for coffee after 
every meeting. In the first place it advertises the fact that 
they have just come from a meeting nearby. In the second 
place, devoted comrades who would rather die than let in 
a dick to a Party meeting, will calmly spill out everything 
over their “coffee-and,” and will engage in hot arguments 
about what was proposed, what was voted down, and what 
is going to be done, without the slightest regard as to who 
may be sitting at the next table.

We must all begin to act a little more like serious Bolshe
viks, and rid ourselves of all these personal prejudices, fail
ings, and indulgences that hinder or endanger the work of 
our. Party.

[c lOI 3
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RECRUITING AND KEEPING NEW 
MEMBERS

THE CX5MPLAINT OF A NEW MEMBER

ARE re-printing a letter of a new member which ap- 
^ ^ peared in the German Party Organizer. The complaint 

of this new Party member of our German brother Party holds 
even more true for our Party in dealing with new members.

“In the period of a year, I was approached by various 
members of the Communist Party to join the Party. On 
the basis of their agitation and my own convictions, I finally 
decided to Join the Party.

“But the moment I joined it, their interest in me disap
peared completely. They ‘work’ on one to join the Party 
and they are interested in him only up to the point of his 
joining, then their aim being realized, they busy themselves 
with other tasks. In my opinion, this is absolutely wrong. On 
the contrary, it is precisely with the joining of the new mem
ber to the Party that the interest should increase.

“Paragraph one of the Party Statutes which speaks of the 
participation in the daily activities of the Party as a condition 
for membership in the Party, has very little meaning if the 
Party satisfies itself with merely collecting dues from the 
new members. In this way, the xomrades are being trained 
to beconle indifferent and therefore later on one should not 
complain of the passivity and lack of interest of the new 
members.

“I believe that with very little effort the new members can 
be made to become part and parcel of the Party. When the 
membership card is being given to the new member, he should 
be urged to state what special knowledge or capacities he has, 
whether he has contact with farmers or other sections of the 
population, what is his free time, what are his inclination for 
work, and whether he has special desires for particular phases 
of Party work.

“When in the Party work, if there is a comrade who takes 
it upon himself to work with the respective new member, he 
should help him out to participate in the respective Party ac-
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tivities and also give him the necessary pamphlets and litera
ture which would assist the new Party member to participate 
in Party work.

The Comrade who ivrot^ tlus letter offered valuable p’o- 
fosals which, when afflied, will help our Party to solve the 
problem of constant **turn~oveP' of membership in the Party. 
Comrades must write for the ''Party Orgam%eP’ about the 
concrete measures taken in the Districts to meet the justified 
complaints of the new members.

HOW TO EXTEND THE INFLUENCE OF THE PARTY 
IN THE SMALL INDUSTRIAL TOWNS

S. N.
(yPilkesbarre)

trow are Party Units formed and the influence of the 
Party extended in towns where we had no Units in the 

past? In the Anthracite Section we have gained 75 new 
members and five new Units since the first of the year and 
the basis has been laid for three Units which will be organ
ized in the next two weeks. Here are a few concrete experi
ences of our Party’s work in the Anthracite:

An unemployed conference was called in M., Pa., (a town 
of 6,000), on January 25th. A call was issued, leaflets 
were given out for this conference \yhich were short and con
tained a few plain demands. These leaflets were given out in 
towns within a radius of 25 miles of the meeting place. At 
the conference we spoke about the conditions of the miners very 
concretely. After the meeting we asked the workers present 
to leave their names if they wanted to help in building our 
movement. We were surprised to see so many workers pres
ent from the small surrounding towns. Some of these small 
towns we had to look up on the map as we did not know where 
they were. We told these workers we would come to them 
and organize them.

We did not wait, but went to these places within two days, 
and succeeded in organizing a Unit of 13 members in K., Pa., 
(town of 6,000), which has now grown to 20, amd there we 
got contacts for another nearby town and we now have appli
cations of 6 workers in C., Pa., (a town of 12,000), to form
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a Party Unit. In cases where workers come to our meetings 
and give us contacts, it is most important to act qmckly; do 
not let the contacts remain mere contacts.

Many comrades say, “what is the use of organizing these 
new workers into the Party, if they don’t know much about 
the Party, and haven’t read Marx and Lenin, they will not 
stay.” This is wrong and results in only further wait
ing until somebody comes to “lead” these workers.

The problem is how to develop this new fighting ma
terial and keep them in the Party. Especially in the Anthra
cite is this a problem where the section covers 125 miles. The 
Units are far apart and the Section Committee which is lo
cated in W. cannot solve the problems for the lower Anthra
cite which is 75 miles away from the Section committee. This 
in itself brings the danger that we will have “one man lead
ership” and we will not develop new forces.

We are trying to solve this problem in the follovifing man
ner: the Section Committee will have to be small but com
posed of reliable comrades, one or two from the Lower An
thracite and from S— and the rest from W . This Sec
tion Committee will meet once a month and will take up the 
problems confronting the whole Section. Contacts with the 
Units will be established thru the Section Organizer, by call
ing a meeting of the Unit organizers in the 3 different regions 
of the Section. At the meetings with the Unit organizers, 
problems confronting this particular region will be discussed 
and work for the Units planned for the following two weeks. 
Along with the Unit organizer, one or two comrades from 
each Unit are to attend these regional conferences, and after 
the particular problems for that region are solved, then some 
basic principle question will be taken up and discussed. This 
will give the new comrades an elementary understanding of 
our movement and will make them more capable to carry 
on the work of the Party. With this training of Party func
tionaries it would be very good if the \Vorkers School or the 
Organization Department would send a comrade here for a 
period of one month or sbe weeks to conduct a circuit school 
on a systematic plan, covering town by town. Unit after Unit. 
This would hasten the political understanding of the new 
iiiembers.
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Another question that we are confronted with is “Why is 
not the Party the driving force in building the National Min
ers Union?” Many comrades solve this question by saying, the 
Party members do not want to do union work, or they are 
afraid of this work. This is absblutely wrong. The reason 
is, the wrong form of our Party orgamzation. For example, 
we have a Unit of 30 members in S—, housewives, building 
trades workers, printers, and miners, all in the same Unit. The 
comrades who are miners work in four or five difiterent mines. 
To merely tell this Unit to build up the Union, or to keep on 
repeating that “every Communist must be a member of a 
trade union,” and to expect to build the union in this manner, 
means to adopt-a purely mechanical approach. With our Party 
Units organized on the basis of towns there can be no serious 
talk of building the organizing committees of the National Min
ers Union, or opposition groups within the United Mine Work
ers of America.

We have had a few experiences that many of these com
rades are willing to carry on Party work. The comrades or
dered 2,000 Dehly Workers, and worked up to 3 A. M. dis
tributing leaflets for the February 25th' demfonstration, which 
shows that with concrete guidance the comrades are willing 
to work. Now our task is* to organize these comrades’on the 
basis of mines where they work. Then we will be able to 
concretely take jip the tash of building the union and opr Party. 
We will come face to face with the problems of the miners 
and- we will be comfelle(^ to aolve them. When our Party is 
organized on the basis of mine Units, we will have more 
Units of the Party, it is true, but we will be able to give them 
leadership through the organizers’ regional conferences men
tioned above.
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MASS WORK
EXPERIENCES OF THE WORKERS* EX-SERVICEMEN

LEAGUE

By E. LEVINE

The following experiences of the Workers’ Ex-Service
men League and the response of individual ex-servicemen 

should be given particular attention by every comrade in the 
Party and particularly Party functionaries.

Last March, when .the veterans’ bureaus and the Ameri
can Legion were planning to interfere with our May Day 
demonstrations in New York .City, ex-servicemen in these or
ganizations opposed any interference and partly, as a result 
of that, the opposition was a complete failure. In our May 
Day demonstrations there were over 200 workers, ex-service
men, as a definite section, with slogans along this line:

“In the last war we fought for the bosses; in the 
nex^ war we will fight on the side of the workers and 
.for the defense of the Soviet Union.”

In the election campaign iri New York City the Workers 
Ex-servicemen Lek^e was dite of the unitfed front org^i- 
zations supporting the Tarty campaign. In New’ Brunswick, 
N. J., where the Party had difficulties” in holding meetings, 
the Ex-servicemen, with 'the assistance of' other workers, fi
nally established the precedent thal meetings of the Commu
nist Party would be held. The Ex-servicemen not only par
ticipated in physically defending the meetings but their speak
ers from the platform pointed out the need of supporting 
the Communist Party as against the capitalist parties.

The hunger marchers in New York City to Albany were 
given invaluable assistance and tlie entire march was disci
plined and mflitant due .to the Tact that a large number of 
Ex-servicemen' a^d Workers Ex-Servicemen’s League mem
bers participated in it. From; the very beginning the bosses tried 
to interfere with the hunger march, refusing permits to hold 
demonstrations in Yonkers, the first city in the line of the
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march. After several attempts'of the^ Unemployed Councils 
and other workers’ organizations to hold preliminary meetings, 
the Ex-servicemen were finally able to get a permit and held a 
demonstration with over 5,000 workers at the time the hun
ger march came through Yonkers.

In Albany the Ex-servicemen showed a real revolutionary 
resistanpe and fighting spirit which contributed to keeping the 
hunger marchers well organized even though they were bru
tally attacked by the State police.

In the State of Washington, in the logging country, the 
rank and file members of the American Legion unanimously 
passed resolutions-supporting the National Unemployment In
surance Bill, over the head of their ofiScers.

These few instanbes are concrete examples of thfe possi
bilities of organizing a mass organization of the Workers Ex- 
servicemen who will not only fight for their immediate de
mands, such as the cash payment of the bonus in full and 
against the last bonus steal, but are willing and ready to unite 
with the other workers in their every-day struggles.

This condition creates for us thd next step'in building up 
mass organizations among the four and one-half'million war 
veterans and other Ex-Servicemen, and to'corinfect if up with 
the every-day strugglfes 6f thH “workers. The Workers Ex- 
servicemen’s* Lea^e’is the first step fowards building up such 
a mass organization.

Special offer for

COMMUNIST
$1.40 PER YEAR

Good Only Up to July 1, 1931

HAVE YOU SUBSCRIBED?
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ORGANIZATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN THE SOUTH

ONE of the hardest jobs in the south is to overcome the bit
ter antagonism that the white workers have for the Negro 

workers. Capitalist propaganda sure has worked. Negro 
workers are not only super-exploited by the white ruling class, 
but are in fear of the white workers. Hundreds of Negro 
workers will tell you: “We are, with your program 100 per 
cent — all of us. If necessary, we are ready to die. But we 
want to be sure the white workers won’t turn on us.” The 
Negro workers, never having had the slightest reason to think 
they have, or ever would have economic, political or social 
equality in the South, are fast becoming conscious of the ne
cessity of drawing in 'the white workers into the struggle 
for their immediate demands and equal rights. The large 
majority of Negro workers of the South’ are probably ready 
now to join our Unemployed Councils, revolutionary unions 
and other organizations.

It is of little use to say to the white southern worker, “Ne
gro workers must have economic, social and political equality,” 
unless we can show him why; and this must be done through 
actual, co^icrete experience. For instance, two weeks ago we 
had a.mass meeting of white and Negro workers, called by 
the Unemployed Council. Even one of the Party members 
objected to putting- a Negro ^worker on the Committee to 
present demands to the city council, saying: “The white work
ers won’t stand for it.” However, when it was brought out 
at the meeting that the Negro workers who were present were 
also unemployed, starving and cold, were also exploited and 
oppressed by the same ruling class, the workers unanimously 
voted to have one put on the Committee. Later, when the 
Committed met, it wa^^brought out that the uity council might 
be willing to allow the white members of the Committee in, 
but keep the Negro member out. Again the Party member, 
and the other white workers thought in that case, only the 
white workers should go in. However, when it was explained 
that the committee was elected by and represented both the 
white and Negro workers, and should stick together, that the 
Committee shouldn’t fall for this discrimination and trick of 
the Council, etc., the white workers agreed that they shbuld 
all either go in or all stay out.
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Yesterday, two of the white members of the Committee 
met with the Negro member. Their conversation was as fol
lows:

White worker: “The white and colored workers are going 
into this thing together. We’re going to enlarge the Execu
tive Committee. If the colored workers want 10 members on 
the Committee, they should go on. If they want 20 members 
on' it, they should go on. We’re going to work this out 
together.”

Negro worker: “If the white and colored workers are go
ing to organize and stick together, if it’s like you say, we sure 
will get somewhere.”

The South should be hooded with leaflets and articles in 
all our papers and magazines, explaining in the simplest terms 
why the boss-class-is trying to keep white and Negro workers 
apart, and the need for them “to organize and stick together.”

WORK AMONG NEGRO MASSES
HOW THE LEAGUE OF STRUGGLE FOR NEGRO 

RIGHTS IS BEING BUILT

JN ORDER to carry out the correct line which was laid 
down at the St. Louis Convention of the League of Strug

gle for Negro Rights, and recently .restated in the Central 
Committee Resolution on the Negro question, it is evident that 
our methods of work must be radically changed.

One of the grave dangers pointed out by many comrades 
is the apparent “Jim-Crow” character of the L. S. N. R. 
afiiliated groups. Comrades state that it is difiicult to draw 
white workers into the groups but easier to obtain mass or
ganizations of white workers to affiliate to the L. S. N. R.

A group affiliated to the L. S. N. R. with a membership of 
20 Negro workers and two white workers instituted new 
methods to draw individual white workers into their groups to 
support the struggle for Negro rights. The members of this 
group popularized the March 14th issue of the Liberator 
among the foreign-born workers. This issue carried a cut 
and a news article on the mass trial of Comrade Yokinenj 
the attempt of the government officials to deport Yokinen was
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mentioned in the news article. The members of this group 
were able to convince 10 white workers of the necessity of 
their joining their group and sup^rting the struggle for Ne
gro rights and the campaigns initiated locally by the group. 
A special meeting was called by the group to discuss the de
portation of foreign-born workers and the Special persecution 
of the Negro workers. A special call was sent to the white 
workers living in a certain territory to attend this meeting 
and participate in the discussion.

Points raised during the discussion such as the concerted 
drive of American-capitalists against all workers, pointed out 
the necessity of a joint struggle of black and white. At this 
meeting 8 or 10 Negro workers joined the group and five 
foreign-bom white workers.

In a large industrial center the Negiro reformists were con
ducting a sharp campaign against the foreign-born workers 
and raised the slogan for the Negro workers, ‘ Don t trade 
where you can’t work.” Five members of the L. S. N. R. 
group began to visit Negro and white workers who live with
in a territory covering four square blocks. A leaflet was issued 
exposing the role of the Negro reformists and their collabora
tion with the white ruling class. To a special meeting called 
to discu^ this drive of the Negro reformists, the white work
ers in attendance, outnumbered the Negroes. Many of them 
joined the L. S. N. R. and immediately began to assist in 
disttibuting leaflets and visiting workers with whom they were 
acquainted, with the intention of drawing them into the group. 
One worker writes that a white worker who joined'Ae group 
stated that* an editorial in the Liberator entitled. Save Yo- 
kinen. Demonstrate March 28th,” was instrumental in caus
ing him to see the necessity of his joining the group.

WORK AMONG WOMEN 

How to Work in the Shops 
By A. D.

During international Women’s Day campaign we have 
had experience how to begin work in shops where we had 

practically no contacts. We want to give here an example of 
work in a factory in Cleveland.
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The Department for Work Among Women in Cleveland 
in drawing up the plan of work during the campaign chose 
three factories for concentration, in the different sections. A 
plan of work for each factory was worked out by the Depart
ment. One member of the department was assigned to each 
factory. This comrade brought to the Section Committee the 
plan of work for the factory, and the Section was the instru
ment which coordinated the wojk of' the Woman’s Depart
ment, the Industrial Union, the Young Communist League 
and the Councils of Unemployed in the factory.

Through periodic meetings held at the factory gate and 
distributing the Working Woman, Daily Worker, etc., 
the committee wn3 able to make contacts—some of the com
mittee assigned for work at the factory rode home after work 
with the more sympathetic women, and were able to find out 
the real conditions of the women in the factory, their prob
lems and special grievances. These grievances were put in 
special leaflets given out by the Section at the factory gate. 
The contacts of the leaflet were concrete in form, as for 
example; The issue of women being forced to stay out of 
the factory until noon if late one minute and being deducted 
one half day’s pay. Forfeiting the two weeks’ yearly vacation 
if they did not return to th6 factory at 12 o’clock on thb day 
that they were late. The women were callfed upon to demort- 
strate at the factory On March 6th at noon against these con
ditions' imposed upon theni. The- response of the •women was 
so good that without a single Party member or TUUL mem
ber inside of this factory we were able to get the w'omen to 
literally cover the factory with leaflets on,the inside, and to 
arouse sentiment and discussion on this issue. The bosses called 
out squads of police which surrounded the factory and locked 
the doors so as not to permit the women to go outside to the 
demonstration and to listen to th^ speakers. Women came to 
the •windows and asked the speakers to address them because 
they could not get out. This is, of course, only the very be
ginning of real work at this factory, and the contacts made 
during the time will only be of value if they are systematically 
followed up through personal approach and in a quiet manner, 
beginning to group two, three or more women and to discuss

.
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with them their problems in the shops and how to further 
carry on organization among them.

This will not be difficult providing the comrades assigned 
for this work will recognize that it takes time and systematic

meetings and demonstrations. The Department for Work 
Among Women in thd Districts should periodically get the 
report from the comrades assigned to work at factories as to 
the progress, and to develop z'plzn for future activities.

HIDE it is necessary to understand what is a shop com
mittee, it is far more important to know the process of 

bidlding a shop committee. First, if we recognize that the 
shop committee is a high form of organization, a basic form of 
the united front from below in the factory, is the form of 
organization in the factory through which the Communists 
and the revolutionary unions carry forward the struggle for 
every-day demands of the* workers in the factory, that the 
sl^9P coipmittee, whether a department .shop committee, or a 
shop ^committee, elected^ to represent the shpp as a whole, is the 
fighting, elected, leading cojximittee of the workers,—then 
it is not difficult to understand the necessity of organizing the 
workers in unorganized factories into more elementary forms 
of organization which will lead to the more complete form— 
the shop committee.

However, it is also necessary, while setting up the more 
elementary form of united front organization, which has the 
shop committee as its organizational objective, to keep always 
to the forefront the building of the revolutionary unions, in 
the factory, mine, etc. A mine local for every mine is the 
basic unit of the-National Miners’ Union, but the Mine (Shop) 
Committee is not elected by the Union, but by the miners 
working in the mine, on the basis of the united front, on a 
program of action based on the conditions in that mine. Thus

effort to get real results in the shops and will not rely only on

SHOP ACTIVITY
WHAT IS A SHOP COMMITTEE

Jack Johnstone
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we have the Mine Committee as the basic organization for 
united struggle, elected by the workers in a mine irrespective 
of union membership, and as the basic dues-paying membership 
unit of the National Miners Union. The Mine Local, through 
its program, officers, executive committee and membership 
meetings, always strives to draw every worker in the mine 
directly into the union.

As in mining, so in steel, auto, packinghouse, etc., although 
the process of building shop committees may differ in each in
dustry, this depending on prevailing conditions.

What are the preliminary steps that must be taken in the 
building of a shop committee.? First and foremost is to know 
something about the conditions in the factory—the hours of 
work, speed-up, etc., which means making contacts with the 
workers. The care taken to make and give guidance to the 
first contacts is just as important as the developing and broad
ening out process that results in building of a shop commit
tee, resulting in strike struggle.

As a rule, the calling of mass meetings is not the first ap
proach, but is the high spot in a cam,paign. To reach the 
workers in a given factory where we have no contacts de
pends on the ability of the comrades from Units, Unions, or 
Leagues assigned to that particular factory. For example, the 
making of contact in one factory by a D^y Worker or Labor 
Unity agent, who entered into conversation with those who 
bought his papers; by another comrade who spent his meal-hour 
eating and talking with the workers in the restaurant. Another 
enterprising young comrade got contacts by playing ball with 
the workers outside the factory gates. Contacts can also be 
made by general leaflets, etc. There are hundreds of ways 
of approaching the workers and making contacts, the best mass 
approach, however, is unemployment which deeply affects the 
workers and is feared by the whole working class.

However, there is one elementary task that our Party has 
not yet learned in the building of shop committees and that is 
the Vioriing out of dceiy tasks for the individual members of 
our Party in the factory where they work. Concentration 
does not mean the neglect of this important work. For ex
ample, our Party in District 2 is located in 1200 factories, 
most of them individual Party contracts in the factory. In the 
factory, most of them are inactive, outside the factory they
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may be very active, yes, they may be even trying to get contacts 
in other factories, but the very obvious task of carrying on 
Communist activity inside the factory in which they work is 
lost sight of completely. They are too busy. They have 
tasks for every night in the week; Unit Buro on Monday, Unit 
meeting on Tuesday, Section Committee meeting on Wednes
day, sell the Daily Worker on Thursday, concentrate on 
another factory on Friday, winding up the week with a Red 
Saturday and Sunday house-to-house canvass—all of which 
is good, according to a plan. But what about the 8 to 10 
hours they work in a factory every day—nothing! Despite
the fact that this work is their individual concentration point 
for from 40 to 60 hours per week. So, we have contacts in 
many factories, and an analysis of the membership of the 
Unions, Leagues and sympathetic workers’ organizations would 
show that we have tens of thousands of contacts that are not, 
but can be utilized.

From the making of contacts to the development of a shop 
committee is not necessarily a long slow process, nor is it a 
similar process in every industry, although the general line 
and objective are the same—^the organizing of the contacts 
into a department or shop organizing committee, the develop
ment from this stage into a grievance committee, and finally 
into a shop committee, always having in mind the building of 
the Union or League in that industry; or if there is no Union 
or League covering that factory, into a Trade Union Unity 
League of that particular factory, based on a dues-paying 
membership as the basis for the union that will be formed.

The development of contacts into organized committees to 
carry on work within the factory must be studied. For ex
ample, we have set up a number of committees for the or
ganizing of the stockyards, but they did not materialize. Why? 
Because we generalized too much, we tried to cover the whole 
stockyards, when we had contacts in a couple of departments 
only. In these huge plants the development of department 
contacts into grievance committees and, finally, into department 
shop committees, and the development of department strikes, 
is very important and can become the starting point for a strike 
in the whole huge stockyards factory.

The every-day grievance of the workers is the important 
basis ujx>n which must be built these struggles of the workers,
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not only the propagandizing of the grievances, but leading the 
struggles for the correction of the grievances. Sometimes 
grievances are corrected, wage cuts held back or defeated by 
the weight of the propaganda carried on in the factory by the 
grievance committee, which may not have been elected and 
which may be known to only a few of the workers, but never
theless have the full support of the majority of the workers. 
The objective, of course is to draw the workers of the depart
ment or factory into support and election of the grievance 
committee. When the organizing campaign has developed 
this far, the grievance committee, whether on a departmental 
or factory basis, develops into a shop committee. It n^ust be 
understood that we are not setting up a whole series of com
mittees—they merely express periods of development: contacts, 
development of contacts into elementary organizing commit
tees, development of organizing committees into grievance 
committees, development of grievance committees into shop 
committees.

SHOP AND STREET PAPERS

TN case the Dmly Worker, etc., were suppressed, the shop 
and street papers of the Party would become one of our 

main means of reaching the workers. We must therefore bear 
in mind the special importance of developing these means of 
mass agitation, not only by beginning the formation of an ex
tensive network of shop and street papers, but by taking definite 
measures to provide for their continuance and extension. To 
this end the following definite measures should be taken:

1. Every District and every Section should have a shop paper 
committee, extending this work, and exercising proper control 
over it.

2. Within one month every Section should own a duplicat
ing device. (Details on the type to get will be forwarded in 
the near future).

3. Launch a campaign for every important Unit to have 
a duplicating device.

4. Make a census of the equipment that can be put at the 
disposal of the units when necessary.
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The aim is that every Unit in the Party should either own a 
duplicating device or have one at its free disposal in its terri- 
toiy. Various mass organizations will permit the units to use 
their machines; sometimes these organizations buy new ones 
and discard the old ones, some of them have old machines 
which they no longer use, stored away somewhere, which can 
be put in shape with a cost of a few dollars and used by the 
unit.

It is easy to see how useful this will be. If ten units issue 
shop or street papers at a thousand each, we already have ten 
thousand papers without the cost of printing.

In Hamburg the German Party had 500 shop and neighbor
hood papers early in 1930, when the Party organ, the Ham
burger Volkszeitung was suj^ressed for a period of ten days. 
During this period our shop and neighborhood papers came out 
daily with an average circulation of 1,000 each, which meant 
that the 30,000 copies of the Hamburger Volkszeitung were 
replaced by 500,000 copies of shop and neighborhood papers 
during this period of suppression.

While the American Party is not yet in a situation to dupli
cate such an achievement, still we must have this in mind as 
our goal, and take steps to accomplish it.
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AGITPROP WORK
ON TRAINWG OF FUNCTIONARIES

By SAM DON

of the very first and immediate problems that con- 
'^front us is how to acquaint our functionaries with the nature 
of the tasks given to them and how they are to be carried out. 
The existing great fluctuation in our cadre of Unit, Section 
and District functionaries, is not only due to the poor selec
tion and ill fitting of comrades for certain tasks. It is also 
due to the fact that we do not explain to the assigned com
rades the nature of their tasks and how to carry them out. 
The result is that the assigned comrades become quickly de
moralized and pessimistic and the leading comrades become 
disappointed in their selections. We suggest the following 
immediate steps:

1. Separate classes with the following functionaries: Or
ganizers, TUUL Organizers, Fraction Organizers, Negro 
Work Directors. The classes should be held once a week, for a 
period of from four to six weeks. The study period should 
not last more than one to two hours. At these r1agsp<t must be 
taken up the general line of the Party in connection with their 
respective tasks, the immediate general activities and campaigns 
in line with their respective tasks. In addition to general ma
terial, these classes should take up the various immediate resolu
tions. These resolutions should be taken up in light of the 
immediate tasks and experiences.

While we do not suggest the establishment of regular 
monthly classes for the other functionaries, such as Agitprop, 
Woman’s Work Directors, etc., however, one or two meet
ings should be held with these functionaries to discuss with 
them the general nature of their tasks.

The above suggested classes and general discussion meet
ings do not by any means exclude the need of meeting reg
ularly with the respective functionaries in order to t-at-p up 
and check up on sfecific points. W^henever a new functionary 
is elected, the respective head must have a personal talk with
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the comrade, to acquaint him or her, with the tasks and en
courage these comrades to do the work.

2. In order that our functionaries should be able to mobil
ize the membership for the various activities and campaigns of 
the Party, they must have a broader foUtical understanding of 
the campaigns. We must, therefore, develop a system of func
tionaries’ conferences before we initiate important campaigns. 
Whenever the Party, as a result of experiences and study, 
adopts a new line of action, devises new forms of activities 
and improves on the old forms, it must first of all be digested 
by the functionary bodies in the various Districts. Every im
portant mass activity, strike, etc., must be studied carefully 
in line with the general resolutions of the Party and the C. I. 
The lessons drawn must become the property of the entire 
membership, and the functionaries .must be the first ones to 
digest the lessons. The functionaries’ conferences can become 
one of the training grounds for the raising of the political 
level of the active comrades.

3. The beginning of a systematic training for the active 
functionaries in the Districts was so far mainly confined to 
various District schools and haphazard, short-lived classes. It 
goes without saying that a most negligible number of comrades 
were involved in these schools. We therefore suggest the 
establishment of week-end schools. These schools should 
last for a period of from four to six weeks. The Sections 
should select the students, who must be approved by the Dis
trict. The following can be adopted as the basis for the week
end school: (a) Elementary political economy linked up with 
the present economic and political situation; (b) The organi
zational problems and the present campaigns of the Party; 
(c) Strike strategy; (d) Struggle for Negro Rights. From 
time to time lectures should be given on political current prob
lems. Reading material must be considered as one of the 
most important forms of study in these week-end schools.

The comrades, who are selected for the week-end schools, 
will retain their active positions for the period of the duration 
of the school. At the same time, we must be careful not to 
overburden them with work, and if possible, to release them 
from some phases of their activities, so that they may have 
more time for study.
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The iruiructors must take their resfonsilnlity seriously. This 
means they must frefare well,

4. On a limited scale we should attempt to organize a few 
self-study circles. The self-study circles will to some extent 
help us to solve the-problem of lack of instructors. The circles 
should be based on the study of some imjrartant resolution, as 
the Strassburg resolution, or some of the Marxist classics, as 
Value, Price and Profit, Lenin’s Imperialism, etc.

5. While in the headquarter cities of the various Districts 
some attempts are being made in the training of functionaries, 
insofar as their out-of-town sections are concerned, 
they are completely neglected. The establishment of circuit 
classes must he at once iniuated. The various forms dealt with 
above should be applied to the out-of-town Sections. Of course, 
they will have to be adjusted in accordance with the local 
conditions.

6. The reading of the Party literature, of the works of 
Marx and Lenin, must become the very basis of our entire 
system of trmning functionaries. In connection with the above 
mentioned forms the reading of literature must be placed in 
the very centre. Personal guidance and encouragement must 
be given. *The comrades should be advised what and how to 
read. After all, self-study must become the backbone in our 
system of training functionaries. And without the reading of 
the appropriate literature, no self-study is possible. Unless the 
comrades ‘ore made to understand the need of reading and 
unless the Party will frovide and make accessible to the conu- 
rades the necessary literature, all our talk and discussion on 
the trdning of functionaries will remain an emfty fhrase,

A TASK OF THE AGITPROP 

By R. B.

(District and Section Agitprop Departments Take Special 
Notice; Unit Agitprop Directors Especially)

TpyERY member of our Party must become a leader, an or- 
ganizer, a Bolshevik. To be worthy of membership in the 

Party of Lenin, to bear the proud name of Bolshevik, every 
member of our Party must strive seriously and systematically 
to understand the theory of proletarian revolution.
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Active participation in the class struggle under the direction 
of the Party is the basic prerequisite for membership in the 
Communist Party. But the prerequisite for effective activity 
is the understanding of Marxist-Leninist theory upon which 
the program of the Communist Party is based.

Every Party member must be ready to carry out every de
cision of the Party with promptness and precision. And every 
member must understand the meaning and implication of every 
decision that is carried out.

Regulation of Theoretical Growth

Just as the Party regulates the activity of each and every 
Party member, so the Party must guide and regulate the poli
tical and theoretical development and growth of every one of 
its members.

The basic unit of the Party decides in which mass organi
zation a member shall be active, on what committee he shall 
function, whether or not he shall speak or sell the Dmly 
Worker, his task in a demonstration, etc., etc. These activities 
are carried out as a matter of Bolshevik discipline, they are 
checked up and results noted by the unit. The unit further 
discusses the results of the activities of its individual members 
and how to improve the methods of work to attain still better 
results. But the theoretical develofment of the^ Party menu- 
bers is left to chance, to the individual irutiatwe of each mem
ber.

Reading and Study as Party 'Work

The old, time-worn and formal phrase of “raising the low 
political level” of members will only assume any meaning 
when the Party, from the District Committee down to the 
Unit Buro, recognizes that reading, discussions and study are 
Party work that must be planned, regulated and carried out 
the same as any other Party activity.

'When the Party tasks of an individual member are listed 
such as: attending unit meetings, paying dues, union activity, 
work in the shop, selling the Liberator, etc., the following must 
also be included: reading the Dady Worker, reading of a given 
•pamphlet, the Communist, Inprecorr, attendance of classes, 
etc.
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The Agitprop Director

The Daily Worker Agent in a unit insists that at least half 
of the comrades sell the Da^y Worker, the Trade Union or
ganizer demands that every Communist join a union, attend 
fraction meetings, etc.

But does the Agitprop Director insist that every comrade be 
given a task to read the Communist or a given article in the 
Commumst? Does he insist that at least one'evening be as
signed to each comrade to study, and further, does he inquire 
and check up on what each comrade reads and how he is 
progressing?

The Unit Agitprop director, among other things, is respon- 
ible for the theoretical development of the comrades in his 
Unit. Especially is this the case with new members. A new 
member for instance is so anxious to understand Leninism that 
he may buy Lenin’s volume on Empirio-Criticism and read it 
without any previous preparations.

You can imagine the results.

THE BOLSHEVIK PARTY

(Refrinted from Party Organizer, February, 1930)

' I 'HE Bolshevik Party always concentrated its attention on 
the work in the factories, and on establishing nuclei in 

them. Already in the period of the 1905 revolution and 
after, the Party Committee knew precisely how many workers 
there were employed at a particular factory, what were their 
conditions, and how many members of the Bolshevik Party, 
the Menshevik Party, and Social-Democrats, and the sym
pathizers with the respective Parties there were in the factory. 
It was principally in the factories that the Bolsheviks conducted 
their work. There they led the strikes and all the conflicts of 
the workers with the employers (mass trade unions arose in 
Russia only at the time of the 1905 revolution). This gave 
the Russian Social-Democratic Labor (Bolshevik) Party the 
opportunity to take the lead of the working class struggle and 
induce the masses of the workers to follow it. The Party 
organized meetings in the factories, or at the factory gates 
and it was from the factories that the workers streamed out 
to demonstrations and to the barricades.
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MATERIAL FOR PARTY STRUCTURE 
CLASSES

{Excerfts from Vassiliev*s Pamfhlet)

{Continued)

Department of Party Committees

The following are rules with regard to the internal struc
ture of Party Committees.

Party Committees must set up the most important 
departments and besides the departments, the most important 
functions of the general apparatus of Party Commit
tees should be distributed between members of the 
Party Committee. The departments which should be organ
ized under the Party Committees are those mentioned in the 
decisions of the 1st and 2nd International Organizational Con
ferences: Org. Department, Agitprop, Women’s Ekpartment, 
Trade Union Department, etc. These departments should 
be constructed as commissions. One of the members of the 
Party Committee should undertake the responsibility for the 
work of the department. But every department should be 
made up of several comrades drawn in from the most active 
and capable rank and file workers from the factory nucleus. 
Such departments are necessary*for two ends: first, in order to 
prepare proposes on any question for the tpeetings of the Party 
Committee. In accordance with the accentuation of repres
sion and the introduction of illegali^ for the Party, the prep
aration for the meetings of the Party Committee will take on 
a more and more serious importance. Already at the present 
time all Party Committees should assume the firmest course 
towards short sittings, well prepared beforehand—^half an hour, 
an hour, as a rule. In accordance with this, as a second neces
sity, we must begin to work up a firm discipline on the tongue, 
to learn and learn over again to talk as little as possible, not to 
waste time in long speeches. It is also important to aim firmly 
at short resolutions, as in this respect a real scandal is to be ob
served in our Parties. Endlessly long resolutions are written 
which in many cases, because of their length, are not put into 
force. As an example of the kind of absolutely impermissible
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relation to Party work it is necessary to point to the Bulgarian 
Communist Party, the Plenum of whose C.C. in 19—wrote a 
resolution 500 pages long. Naturally, even the members of 
the Central Committee cannot remember wLat is written in 
these resolutions, and even more, these resolutions are inac
cessible for the mass of Party members. How are they to be 
brought to the notice of members of completely Ulegal Par
ties? This is not to be thought of. As a result the Party re
mains without any resolutions or any directions. The Bul
garian example is quite an exceptional one because of its ab
surdity. But other Parties also write very long resolutions. 
If we look at the resolutions which the Russian Bolshevik 
Party wrote in their underground period, we can see that all 
these resolutions, including resolutions on the questions of arm
ed uprising, on the question of a provisional revolutionary gov
ernment, or relations with the bourgeois Parties, etc., at the 
very most do not take up more than two pages each. It is 
true that all these resolutions were written by, or in any case, 
edited'by Lenin, and Lenin of course stands alone. Let us 
suppose that we cannot write as briefly, but by real honest 
trying we can manage to write our resolutions not more than 
twice as long.

The departments should help the Party Committee to pre
pare the meetings of the .Party Committee in order that the 
Party Committee may decide as quickly as possible the ques
tions which are on the agenda. In addition, these departments 
help the Party' Committee to educate new leading workers by 
atttending the meetings organized by the department, and by 
taking part in the consideration of the questions which are on 
the agenda, the members will learn how to decide these 
questions, thus training themselves for independent lead
ing Party work. Through the departments the Party Com
mittee may single out and prepare new workers and with them 
strengthen the leading cadres of the Party.

Shock Groups

The practice of the Y.C.L. has recently given rise to the 
methods of so-called shock troops or shock brigades. This meth- 
of of shock brigades could be usefully carried over into the ac
tivities of the Party. The term “shock brigade” is not in itself
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very good. Shock brigades arc organized in the factories in the 
U.S.S.R., the Communists working in the factories organizing 
shock groups around which non-Party workers are gathered. 
But the Communist Party is the advance guard of the work
ing class, i.e., it is in itself the shock group of the working 
class; to create within the shock advance guard of the work
ing class yet other shock brigades is of course at bottom not 
correct. But this is what IS correct. In the Party organiza
tions of capitalist countries, numbers of Party members are 
not drawn into the every day work. Every Party member be
longs to a unit, which meets once in two weeks or once a 
month, and in between these meetings Party members do not 
perform much Party work, in many cases, in fact, have no 
Party tasks at all. This happens because in the given unit at the 
given time, there is not much internal work, while other sections 
of Party work may at the same moment have important mili
tant tas^ before them. It is for the Party Committee to keep on 
combining Party members into diflterent groups for the con
centration of forces upon the most important section. Having 
performed a given.task such groups or brigades are broken 
up or reconstructed into other groups for taking up new work. 
The general aim in creating such groups should be the 
strengthening of Party work in the big enterprises of the 
most important sections of industry. Here, on this problem, 
the full attention of the leading Party organs must be sharply 
directed in the near future.

The "Active” of the Party

Putting every Party member, every Party worker, in his most 
suitable place—that is the kernel of the question, as Lenin liked 
to express it, and the Party organizer, in order to hit the nail on 
the head, must learn to put every Party member in his right 
place, whilst remembering that Party members cannot be shuf
fled around like pawns or children’s bricks, which can be placed 
in any direction. One Party member is suitable for the organi
zation of an illegal printing press—he must be used for this, but 
he may not be suitable as a propagandist, and if he is sent to 
carry on propaganda, this will prove of such a nature that two 
other propagandists vrill have to be sent to put his work right. 
Another comrade, a fine propagandist and agitator, who knows
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how to explain in the most popular way the most difficult politi
cal problems, or the most complicated political slogan, is a 
bad conspirator and if he is assigned to conspirative work he 
will bring harm to the Party. Therefore, the Party nrganizer 
mtist in the most careful way study the human material with 
which he has to deal, in order to know to what concrete task 
that human material can best be applied. In the first place 
all opportunists, laggards, phrasemongers, bureaucrats, etc. who 
are stfll present in the leading cadres of the Communist Par
ties must be shown their proper place, which is not in leading 
work, and in many cases not even within the ranks of the 
Party. In the immediate future, if we are going to guaran
tee really a serious change in our Party work, we must carry 
out a serious renewal of the leading cadres by changing un
suitable workers for new forces, who have grown up, are 
growing up and will continue to grow up in the depths of the 
working class. In this direction we must be very bold, not 
being afraid to promote to leading work young comrades who 
have shown themselves capable organizers of strikes and dem
onstrations. We must be very bold in making use of the crea
tive experience of the revolutionary proletarian masses, for 
this experience has been and will always be the most decisive 
in the work of. the Communist Parties and the whole of the 
Communist International. It was not for nothing that Marx 
said that every practical step of the workers’ movement is 
more important than a dozen programs. Nobody can accuse 
Marx of underestimating the importance of theory in the 
working class movement, but if Marx, with all his great de
mands for theoretical clarity on the fundamental principles 
of the working class movement, nevertheless said that every 
practical step of the workers’ movement is more important 
than a dozen programs, that must emphasize the deep im
portance of using the revolutionary experience of the masses. 
We must remember, for example, that the idea of the Soviet 
power is not the invention of genius of our great leader Com
rade Lenin, but that this method arid this form of organiza
tion of the working masses and tlie organization of the work
ing class State was created by the initiative and creative sense 
of the working masses. Lenin, the leader of genius, took this 
idea which had been given birth to by the creative powers of
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the wide working masses, explained it and developed it. The 
lesson of the Russian Revolution must be a lesson for all Com
munist Parties and for all Party organizations. Every Party 
organization in the most attentive way must follow what the 
mass of the working class is creating in its revolutionary self 
activity, in the process of the class struggle, in order to put 
into motion those new forms which the working class creates, 
organizing around them the’ rank and file workers who have 
come to the fore, place these Workers in leading positions and 
in this way open new roads-to the working class movement, 
raising it to ever higher stages. A concrete example: the 
French proletariat without any directions from the C.C. of 
the Communist Party of France brought forward as a method 
for preparing a strike, and leading a strike movement, Work
ers’ Congresses. This was done first by the miners of the North 
of France in the autumn of 1928. Then the C.*C. of the C.P. 
F. and the Unitarian Confederation of Labor considered the 
question as to whether this was good or bad and with the help 
of the workers from the Congresses, carried thru an excellent 
mass strike, with a clearly expressed political character. In 
every Party all such facts must definitely be seized upon and 
made use of in the widest possible manner.*

♦In the May issue of the Party Organizer will appear the first 
instalment of a series of excerpts from Comrade Sorin’s book entitled 
“Lenin’s Teachings about the Party.” In the complete absence of 
material on this important subject,‘in book or pamphlet form, for wide 
circulation among the Party members,‘the comrades ar6 urged to care
fully preserve all the copies of the Party Oi^ganizer.
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An Explanation Due
Constitution of the Party is now completed. A special 

Commission of the Central Org Department has con
ducted a number of meetings and discussions and made a 
thorough study of the Constitutions of the Comintern and of 
the German C.P. and the C.P. of the Soviet Union.

Our old Party Constitution was considerably revised by 
this Commission after being examined in the light of the 
above documents.

Arrangements were made to have the Constitution approved 
by the Polburo in time for publication in the May issue of 
the Party Organizer. But, due to the fact that a series of 
important activities and problems intervened and a number 
of leading comrades had to leave for the Districts, the Pol
buro could not consider the Constitution in time so that the 
plan of publication as outlined for the Party Organizer 
could be realized.

The Constitutiony howevery will affear in the June issue of 

the Party Organizer.
In view of the fact that we planned a double issue for May 

and the 10 cents for each copy has already been collected, 
the May issue is enlarged and in place of the Constitution 
we are printing a larger section of Sorin’s pamphlet on Leninas 
Teachings About the Party. This is a translation from a 
C.P.S.U. org pamphlet and is very valuable material for new 
comrades, for classes and also for every Party comrade.

Due to the unavoidable change of plans, the June issue 
will be a regular size issue, will contain the Constitution, and 
will sell for 5 cents a copy.

Incidentally the comrades will be interested to know that

1
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the Party Organizer is growing in circulation each month 
as per the following figures:

February 
March 
April ., 
May

2.500
3.500
4.500 
6,000

Every single copy was sold out (cash in advance of course) 
and we were short about 400 each month.

C. C. Org Department.

Central Committee Assessment
^T^HE C.C. receives the bulk of its finances from dues pay- 

ments. Half of your dues is always turned over to the 
C.C.

With this income the C.C. finances all the expenses of the 
Central Ofiice, it sends C.C. representatives to Districts, helps 
the new and weaker Districts and Sections by subsidies, it 
publishes the Party papers and magazines, etc., etc.

With the growth of our activities, mass struggles and 
opening of new territories, the financial drain on the Central 
treasury greatly increases. Practically all the new Districts 
must be subsidized for the p>eriod until the Party and its mass 
organizations are firmly established.

The weekly dues payments were originally put into effect 
to make it possible for the C.C. to finance its extensive ac* 
tivities without special assessments. However, the deep eco
nomic crisis, unemployment, part employment and wage cuts 
have aflFected our Party comrades and our sympathizers se
verely and cut the dues income and donations by more than 
half.
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The number of Party members is steadily growing. The 
dues payments are growing in number. But the amoimt of 
dues payments is steadily declining. In the last year, for in
stance, the amount of money for dues payments has been 
cut in half.

Comrades who are unemployed receive exempt stamps and 
the number of these are increasing. Comrades who work half 
time naturally pay only half of what they paid before. Com
rades whose wages are cut again pay less dues. Our sympa
thizers contribute less because they are as bad off as we are.

But Our Work Must Go on
This very condition that cuts down our income increases 

the possibilities for Party work and puts greater responsibility 
on the Party and all its members.

The C.C. in this situation has made every possible effort 
to cut down all expenses without sacrificing the most vital 
activities. The wages of the C.C workers were long ago cut 
in half. At present many of our vital activities suffer because 
of lack of funds.

The Denly Worker as well as other Party publications face 
suspension almost every day. The situation is becoming des
perate.

The Central Committee is determined that our work shall 
not suffer because of financial reasons. In face of this situ
ation, the Central Committee is making every possible effort 
to raise the necessary funds.

The decision to put into effect the present assessment was 
made with full knowledge of the difficult situation of our 
Party comrades. Each Party member must recognize the ex
tremely difficult financial situation of the Party and promptly 
come to the assistance of the Party by paying the assessment 
in full as early as possible.

The assessment should be collected in its entirety during 
the month of May and imder no circumstances later than the 
first weeks of June.

The assessment will be five times the average weekly dues 
payment.
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We Must Develop the Initiative of 
Our Units

By J. H. {Section 10, District 2)

The question of overcoming the organizational weaknesses 
of the Party Units is the important problem before the 
Party. Our Unit Buros are still spending a half-hour in 

making up the order of business. Our Units are still spending 
more time in discussing technical questions than the real po
litical problems that are before them. The functioning of the 
Unit depends very much on how its work is prepared by the 
Unit organizer and Buro.

In order to be able to overcome this, we must be clear 
on what the functions of every functionary in the Unit are, 
especially those of the Unit organizer. At the last Unit Buro 
meeting I attended as section representative I found the fol
lowing: The Unit organizer came down to the Buro meeting 
unprepared. He did not read the Section letter before the 
meeting. He did not decide on the important problems before 
the Unit that were to be taken up at this meeting. He did 
not prepare his proposals on the dijSFerent problems. The result 
was that it took the Buro about 20 minutes to make up the 
order of business. Then*, after the order of business was made 
up, since no concrete proposals were prepared for the problems 
that came up, it took the Buro twice as much time to make 
up the decisions for the Unit.

It must be clear to every Party member and Unit organ
izer especially, that the Unit organizer as the most politically 
developed comrade of the Unit must always know what the 
important problems are before the Unit at this specific time, 
which are the weak functionaries who need more attention and 
guidance from the Buro, and bring up these problems before
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the Buro, call these functionaries periodically to Buro meet
ings and on the basis of concrete, prepared proposals, discuss 
at the Buro how to plan and carry out the work better. The 
Unit organizer must read the Section organization letter be
fore the Buro meeting. He must work out the order of 
business accordingly by taking into consideration the Section 
instructions and the specific problems of the Unit that must 
be taken up at the meeting.

At the same Buro meeting the Unit organizer, after work
ing out a concrete plan, proposed the following order of 
business for the Unit: Minutes, Report of Buro and discus
sion. In place of making out an order of business for the 
Unit that should reflect the problems that are before the 
Party as well as of the workers in this city at the given mo
ment, as May First, Election Campaign, and the building of 
unemployed branches around the concentration point and 
giving the Buros proposals how to carry on this work, the 
Unit organizer combines this under the ‘‘Buro report.” This 
mechanized way of taking up work at the Unit kills the ini
tiative of the members. The members do not see the im
portant problems before the Party. They do not see that 
at this given meeting the problems are:

(1.) How better to prepare the May First demonstration 
by connecting it up with the specific conditions of the work
ers in the city.

(2.) How better to bring the election campaign of the 
Party before the workers, exposing the Socialist Party and 
capitalist politicians.

(3.) By learning from the experiences of the canvassing in 
building the Unemployed Branch, the canvassing of relief as 
well as leading the unemployed workers in their struggles for 
immediate relief. We must drop this mechanical way of 
bringing down Buro decisions to Units by putting them on 
the order of business as “Buro report.”

W^e must make up the order of business for the Unit so 
that every Party member will see the problem of the Party 
before them at the given moment. This will develop the 
initiative of the members, draw them in to planning the work 
of the Unit and help to activize them in the work.
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General Structure of the 
Party—Chart No. 1

'^HE diagram on the opposite page gives a general picture of 
the relations of the Party Nucleus to the higher Party 

Committees and their relative positions. At the top we have the 
Central Committee with its various organs: Polburo, Orgburo 
and Secretariat which maintain contact with and issue instruc
tions to the District Committees. There are 18 Districts in 
the Party.

The District Committee through its Buro or the Secreta
riat maintains contact with the Section Commitees and issues 
instructions to the Section Committees.

The Section Committee maintains contact with and issues 
instructions to the Street and Shop Nuclei (units).

The Street or Shop Nucleus has a Buro which is the Party 
Committee of the Nucleus and plans work for the entire 
Nucleus and its individual members.

SAFEGUARDING THE PARTY—III

An essential phase of the safeguarding of the Party is the 
safeguarding of the Party leaders. “Every good leader 
enables the worldng class to save a mass of energy, effort and 

blood in the class struggle. . . . The Party must protect its 
leaders in the same way as the brain is protected against in
jury,” says Comrade Sorin in his pamphlet Lemnos Teachings 
ahouirthe Party.

The Syndicalists, I. W. W.’s etc. on the other hand were 
so impressed by the treachery of the rotten leadership of the 
Second International (Socialists), and by the danger of de
veloping a wide gap between the leaders and the member
ship that they altogether denied or minimized the role of the 
leadership. This was never a Bolshevik principle. Time and 
again, Lenin emphasis^ed the value of Bolshevik leaders.

Many of our comrades, however, still suffer from syndi
calist ideas on this question, and thus throw difficulties in the 
way of safeguarding the Party. Many comrades think that 
a demonstration cannot be called a real success unless it ends
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up with at least the District Organizer in jail. If he is still 
free to carry on the Party work, they feel that somehow or 
other he has shirked his task of “leading” the demonstration. 
This is, to put it mildly, sentimental nonsense, and has nothing 
in common with Bolshevism.

Despite this however, a case happened recently in one dis
trict, where despite the explicit instructions of the Central 
Committee that the D. O. should not personally lead a cer
tain demonstration, the District Buro voted that he should. 
In some other districts, the D. O.’s find it difficult to keep 
the leadership of the Buro if they try to carry out the instruc
tions of the Central Committee about not exposing themselves. 
All such nonsense should be stopped. We are not a Party of 
demonstrations, but a Party of organization and struggle. Our 
leaders are judged on the basis of their ability to organize and 
develop struggles, not on the basis of how many times they 
have been arrested.

This does not mean our mass actions are left without re
sponsible leadership. It is the task of the Buro to classify the 
leading comrades; those who are the best agitators and best- 
known figures among the masses should. lead such actions, 
while those who are the best organizers, or who have the 
organizational threads and connections in their hands, must 
not specially expose themselves, and should not become spe
cially known to the police. Once this classification is made, it 
must be stuck to. These are not matters of choice but of Party 
assignment and duties. Under no conditions should both the 
D. O. and the Org Secretary lead a demonstration.

Every leading committee must take all possible precautions 
against raids etc. Buro meetings should not be held in the 
Party headquarters. In addition, it is the task of every leading 
committee to insure continuity of leadership. In case most of 
the Buro members are arrested and kept in jail, others must 
be co-opted to take their place (with the approval of the higher 
committee). Even if all are arrested, the Buro must have 
nevertheless made such preparations that a new Buro begins 
to function immediately. In this way the attempt of the bosses 
to smash up our organization by depriving it of its leaders will 
fail and the organization will continue to function.
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Central Control Commis
sion Document

How to Act Under Arrest and Police
Terrorism

the continuation and the deepening of the crisis, 
” which is accompanied by a great sharpening of the class 

struggle, the fighting organizations of the working class are 
subjected to ever increasing vicious attacks from various gov
ernment agencies.

Injunctions against strikers, mass arrests, deportations, police 
raids upon workers’ organizations and gatherings, and brutal 
beatings of those arrested are daily occurrences in various 
parts of the country.

And while the Communist Party and the revolutionary 
unions, as well as other working class organizations, are fight
ing in the open, are not concealing their aims and tactics; it 
is the capitalist government itself that is trying to outlaw 
them, is trying to drive them underground.

Not only that, but in their attempts to terrorize the workers 
and to force them patiently to submit themselves to wage cuts 
and speed-up, and to unemployment with its attending mis
ery, starvation and suffering, the ‘^red squads” and the strong- 
arm thugs of the police pay no attention to the laws and con
stitutional guarantees of the capitalist government itself.

In this situation, it is of the utmost importance for all class
conscious revolutionary workers to have a clear understanding 
and firm determination as to certain fundamental policies and 
rules of conduct which they should follow in order to protect 
themselves, their organizations and their fellow workers and 
comrades from the frame-up and intimidation methods of the 
ruling class.

Every member, and especially every leading member, of 
the Communist Party, of the revolutionary unions, of shop 
organizations and strike committees, as well as of all other 
workers’ organizations, must be ready and determined to do 
and to bear everything for the protection of the revolutionary
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proletarian movement from the attacks of the capitalists and 
their government.

He must keep in mind and observe at all times the first basic 
general rule to safeguard from the police and from the agents 
of the bosses all important organization documents, instruc
tions, mailing lists, leading functionaries, etc.

He must not carry around with him such papers and ad
dresses any more than absolutely necessary.

He must not keep them in well-known and easily accessible 
places where raids and arrests can be expected.

When arrested and subjected to beatings and torture, he 
must insist upon his constitutional right to refuse to answer 
any questions before being brought to court, and he must in
sist upon his right to consult a lawyer, whom he can select 
himself.

He does not have to answer even such questions as to 
whether or not he is a member of the Communist Party or 
of some other working class organization.

At the same time, of course, he should realize the fact 
that his legal rights will not be respected by the police thugs 
and third-degree experts, and that the only thing by which 
he can defeat all their wiles and tortures will be his moral 
courage and stamina, and his steadfast will power not to 
give in.

He must refuse to give to the police any information what
ever, regardless of what methods and brutalities they may 
employ to break down his physical and moral resistance; not 
to believe their claims, or yield to their promises; not to give 
any promises to them, even though determined not to carry 
them out.

No credence should be given to the claims of the police that 
they have obtained “confessions” from some other comrades. 
That is a favorite method of the police, by which they try 
to sow distrust among the workers, try to break down their 
morale, and by which the police try to get confirmation for 
their conjectures and guesses, or for some information, ob
tained from unreliable stool-pigeon sources, which even in 
their own eyes cannot be trusted without confirmation.

Another trap frequently employed by the police, when all
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their brutalities and tortures fail to break down the refusal 
of the arrested comrade to give them any information right 
then and there, is to offer cessation of beatings and to promise 
immediate release against the mere promise of the arrested 
comrade to stop his activities in the revolutionary movement, 
or to leave the city, or to, report to the police in the future 
upon the plans and activities of the movement.

This is a clever stratageni on the part of the police, because 
the arrested worker may yield to it, may give the promise 
without intention of keeping it, and with the idea that this 
would be a good stratagem on his part in fooling the police.

In the end, however, such promises, though given in words 
only, do not fool the police, but serve their purposes, and are 
apt to turn out very detrimental to the movement and to the 
worker himself.

Having obtained such promises from one worker, the police 
will try to get them from others also, and, if resisted, will 
subject them to additional brutalities.

Having succeeded in breaking down the morale of a worker 
once, however slightly, the police will try to break it down 
further the next time they lay their hands on him, and will 
be so much more ruthless in their efforts to do so. Not only 
that, but the realization of this, the constant fear of reprisals 
from the police is apt to have very demoralizing effect on 
the comrade in his future activities.

And also, the information about the “promise” is apt to 
become known, to be spread by the police itself or by disrup
tive elements, and thus destroy the confidence which a worker 
must have among his fellow workers in order to do effective 
work for the movement.

The best policy all round, the policy that has been tested 
and found correct in many years of experience in the revolu
tionary movement in old Czarist Russia and in present fascist 
Poland and Italy, is to refuse steadfastly to give any infor
mation whatever, any promises, or any concessions or satisfac
tion to the police.

Later, when a comrade may be brought to a court trial, 
he should still remember that he cannot be forced to testify 
against himself.
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If he IS known as a leading member of the Party, or, if 
he is known even as only a rank-and-file member of the 
Party, denial of such membership may be futile and harmful.

While still guarding against giving any information which 
the government may want for use against the Party, or 
against other workers’ organizations, the aim should be to 
turn the trial into an open tribunal for the spreading and 
propagating of Communist ideas and aims.

In each particular case, however, the detailed plans and 
policies to be followed in court trials, are to be worked out 
by responsible Party committees.

Correction
TN the April issue of the Party Organizer, on page 18, 

appeared a splendid article on the Shop Committee, written 
by Comrade Jack Johnstone.

The line of this article expresses the position of the Party 
and the TUUL on the Shop Committee.

However, due to a typographical error a wrong formulation 
crept into this article. You will notice that on the last line 
of page 18 and continuing on top of page 19 there is a con
fusing sentence. This is a decisive sentence because it changes 
the meaning of the Shop Committee and confuses it with 
the Shop Branch of the Union.

The following is the corrected paragraph as approved by 
Comrade Johnstone:

^‘Thus we have the Mine Committee, the basic or
ganization for united struggle, elected by the workers 
in a mine irrespective of Union membership, and we also 
have the basic dues-paying membership of the National 
Miners Union, the Mine Localy which with its officers. 
Executive Committee, Membership meetings, its pro
gram, always strives to draw every worker in the mine 
directly into the Union.”
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Sunday night a YCL unit in Copeland Hall, D------ ,
^^had a dance. At this dance there were some 5 or 6 young 
Ford w'orkers. The unit was working on the organization of 
a sports club. Right at the dance we decided to make an appeal 
for all workers who wanted to learn any s{x>rt to come to 
a meeting on Monday, where everyone could learn and prac
tice. All workers were to be eligible for the meets and the 
games.

At the meeting we found these Ford workers among the 
crowd and when volunteers were asked to supply some equip
ment, amongst those who volunteered was one of the young 
Ford workers. Then a few minutes were spent in discussing 
the standing of competition and it was the amateur and the 
workers^ control of activities that won the greatest sympathy 
from those workers present. A definite precedent was set that 
only the majority vote of the club could decide any matters 
of the club.

At the first practice night these young Ford workers were 
amongst the learners. The only thing they knew was that 
they wanted to box and to play baseball. The practice nights 
following found these young Ford workers bringing some 
friends with them, all anxious to learn and compete in the 
games and meets. At the last practice there were about 10 
young Ford workers among the 25 or 30 present and most 
of them joined the club.

Now that these young workers are involved and drawn 
into the club they naturally aim to develop it and increase 
its membership. This is the orientation of the entire member
ship. Their contacts are Ford workers because they live and 
work in the same neighborhood. With the leadership and co
operation of a YCL fraction they will become more class
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conscious and active in getting more young Ford workers into 
the club.

This club may now be considered a Ford Factory sports 
dub. The future membership is a Ford workers’ membership. 
We must remember that a factory club is a club that has the 
membership predominantly from a given factory, although 
it need not be 100 per cent factory membership. Even the 
non-factory membership can be used to recruit the elements 
we aim to reach, if the YCL members are on the job.

On Fighting White Chauvinism
By W. G. B. (^Greenvilley S. C.)

A GREAT obstacle to organizing the workers in the South 
is white chauvinism. Race prejudice is so deeply rooted 

in many places that workers will absolutely refuse to attend 
meetings where Negroes are present. The majority of these 
whites are still full of ^Memocratic” illusions and white su
premacy stuff.

On the other hand 80 per cent of the Negro workers are 
apparently ready and willing to follow our leadership, when 
we prove to them that we mean what we preach. But very 
often they are skeptical; and rightly so. They will say: ‘Tf 
you mean what you say, where are the whites? Why don’t 
they meet with us?” Even one Negro comrade once remarked: 

would like to meet with the whites when they meet.” 
This shows that some of them still think we have them Jim- 
Crowed in the Unemployed Councils and even in the Party 
in spite of all our preaching about race equality. This is a 
very bad situation and one that must be overcome immediately* 

Why does such a situation exist? Because here in the South, 
both the Party and the Unemployed Council (our only mass 
organization) are mainly composed of Negro workers. In 
many sections we have failed utterly to win over any appre-
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ciable number of white workers, not because they don^t be
lieve in our economic program but mainly, as numerous white 
workers tell us, because of the ‘‘nigger” question.

Thus the breaking down of race prejudice, the fight against 
white chauvinism in all its hideous forms is the chief and 
immediate task of the Party and the revolutionary organiza
tions, and is a prerequisite to building mass organizations of 
both Negro and white workers.

This is a task that cannot be accomplished by dogmatically 
insisting upon the Party position and flaunting a few slogans 
of race equality, self-determination, etc. in the face of the 
workers. But it must be faced concretely and by constantly 
educating the workers and consistently fighting chauvinism in 
all its forms.

This hydra-headed monster crops up in various and unex
pected places, often by workers who claim to fully accept the 
Party’s position. They refuse to openly take a stand against 
white chauvinism when the subject is brought up; or will 
even say: “Well, I don’t mind the Negro myself, but I know 
the Southern people. They just won’t organize with the 
Negroes. We had better go slow.”

Such a tendency must be fought vigorously. But how to 
do this so as to win the white workers and not drive them 
away is very important. To simply expel a Party member is 
not enough. Nor is it enough to drastically criticize a rank 
and file worker or bitterly denounce his white chauvinist 
tendencies. Often this helps to drive white workers away 
from the movement. The problem is a deeper one: We must 
educate the workers to the basic reason of why race prejudice 
has been instilled and taught to the workers by the bosses, 
and show them the economic necessity for the unity of all 
workers upon an equal basis.

A point in question occurred recently in a National Textile 
Workers Union local. In this mill of 700 or 800 workers only 
four or five were Negro workers (firemen, janitors, etc.). 
Two of these wanted to join the NTWU. When the question 
of their application was brought up at least 50 per cent openly 
opposed taking the Negro workers in. Some even said they 
would leave the organization if Negroes were allowed to meet
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with the white workers. Only two, who were Party members, 
openly fought for the admission of the Negro workers. The 
arguments of the opposition waxed warm.

What should the organizer have done? Would it have 
been wise to dogmatically insist that the Negroes be imme
diately accepted and let 50 per cent of the members leave 
the organization? (Such has happened in some instances).

Here’s what the organizer, did: He asked that the question 
be left open until the next meeting for further discussion. 
In the meantime he visited as many of the members as pos
sible, talking to them individually, showing and pointing out 
to them the necessity of Negro and white workers organizing 
together; and explaining how the bosses keep the workers 
divided by means of race prejudice, etc. The result was that 
the next meeting there was a solid block that was prepared 
to argue for the admission of the Negro workers. Thus by 
perseverance and education in a concrete way white chauvin
ism was to a great extent broken down and at the same time 
the white workers remained in the union that otherwise would 
not have done so had a more crude and dogmatic method 
been adopted.

Our New Children’s Magazine
Party must now take up seriously how best it can 

help build the Pioneer into a mass organ among the work
ing class children. The issuing of this organ is the first step 
in the making of the turn in this important phase of Party 
work.

It is first necessary for all Party Districts to take a real 
hand and real control in the work of building up the Pioneer. 
Strict check-up must be made upon those youth and adult 
comrades engaged in the work. The fraternal, union and 
other mass organizations must be instructed to set up an ap
paratus within their organization which shall utilize their 
particular connections and contacts in order to distribute and 
build up the magazine.
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We should see to it that a corps of technicians be built up 
around the magazine who shall write for it, and at the same 
time be used in the actual organizational work among the 
children.

An intensive drive must be worked out in each District 
for subscriptions, since that is the one way in which we can 
establish actual paid circulation and regular readers. In this 
the Party must take a direct hand, meeting with those re
sponsible for the work, and giving them all assistance in mo
bilization.

The Party should instruct all fractions in organizations 
to have the magazine adopted as an official organ of the par
ticular branch, with a resolution passed to that effect. The 
organization at the same time goes on record for a certain 
amount to be ordered each month.

Adult organizations and Party units should arrange affairs 
for the magazine, in which the Pioneer organization must as
sist them.

In each District an apparatus on a District scale should be 
set up which is to handle the magazine, taking full charge of 
the campaign to build it, developing lively correspondence and 
involving technicians who will also be used in the organiza
tional work.

Our work among the children has long been merely a 
topic for discussion. It must now become a practical task. 
The Pioneer is being checked up regularly by the Central Com
mittee, and each Party organization must consider it a vital 
Party organ for which they are particularly responsible.

It is not only possible to use the Pioneer effectively in order 
to win the working class child. But it can as well be used to 
win wide support from all sections of the working class.
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Rooting the Party 
Shops

How We Built a Shop Nucleus
By H. G. {Birmingharn)

following manner of building a shop unit is 
^ one of the many ways shop units can be built. The sh<^P 

is a metal plant in the South, employing about 300 men, 
whom 200 are Negroes. The white workers, like in oth^^ 
plants, are given the best jobs with best pay, such as foremen» 
mechanics and hel^rs. White workers also have a separate 
place to punch their time clocks, sep>arate drinking fountains 
and places to eat. The Negroes are given the jobs as laborers 
and shovellers, etc. Their scale of pay runs $1.90 for ten 
hours’ work and they mingle with the white workers whil^ 
at work only.

The above unit was started by a comrade who reported he 
had six Negro friends who were buying the Southern Wor 
all of whom worked at this plant and wanted to 
join the Party. They showed their willingness to do Party 
work by contributing Workers’ Correspondence articles, dis
tributing the Southern Worker and Party leaflets inside the 
plant. These workers were called to a meeting and organi:&ed 
into a unit and this comrade assigned as the organizer of the 
unit. In a period of only a few weeks’ activity they had 
recruited four more members. The Party has started a con
sistent distribution of leaflets inside the plant, calling on the 
white workers to unite with the Negroes in the Metal Work
ers League, against discrimination, for equal pay for equal 
work, for safety conditions, etc.

Because of the fact that this southern city has prisoners at 
work on the chain gang, digging slag (forced labor), the 
vicinity of this plant is patrolled by armed guards, who among 
their other duties must see that the Communists create no 
disturbance. This requires, of course, all inside distribution of
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leaflets and papers. Comrades of the unit are given ^ 
lowing instructions for inside distribution: (1) ^
are never to be carried on the same day each week, but m 
be staggered. (2) Comrades distributing must have free a 
cess to department where they are to distribute their quota o 
leaflets so as not to excite suspicion by going from one cp 
ment to another. (3) When distribution is once started it 
must be carried on quickly, no leaflets to be kept in one s 
pockets, clothes, etc., in case of search. Names and 
of white Workers are turned over to white comrades 
discussion meetings of these contacts, explaining in ^
reasons why the boss constantly carries on propaganda in favor 
of race prejudice.

After Fish made his investigation this company is becoming 
peeved at the ability of the Party to reach over the ^
despite all their guards and spies to have its propaganda is- 
tributed in the shops. They have appealed to the Department 
of Justice for help.

In the following manner new members are brought into 
the Party: (1) No candidate to the Party is ever brought to 
a meeting of the unit without his membership being
at a previous meeting in which his voucher reports, ( / 
how long he has known him; (2), is he a member of 
the church or any other organization (this is necessary as the 
preachers are used by the steel trusts as spies); (3), was he 
ever a scab; (4), was he a member of a union or political 
Party; (5), what has been the nature of his Party activity 
before making known that he wanted to join the Party. The 
unit on this basis accepts or rejects the applicant.

As Was pointed out, there are many ways to build shop 
nuclei, but usually we overlook the fact that by instructing 
members to consistently sell Party papers to shop workers and 
systematically talking with them we can come in contact with 
cla^ conscious workers and draw them into the Party and its 
activities.
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Building a Y.C.L. Shop
♦HE Y. C. L. in C— 
cleus in the Premier was

The only

- was out to build a shop 
plant. The question 

The Premier plant is in a section called C- 
until recently the Y. C. L. had no contact, 
sympathetic organization there was a Hungarian Sick 
Death Benefit Society.

It was decided that a Youth Center be built in 
—^and through this to build up the nucleus in the 
plant. Through the sympathetic organization contacts 
gotten with a small group of young workers. A place 
found that was suitable for a Youth Center. These young 
workers with whom the League had gotten in touch, some of 
whom had joined the League, were not at all sectarian. Th^y 
knew that in order to have a Youth Center they had to g^^ 
clubs and sport organizations of young workers to make this 
center their meeting place.

They began to visit the clubs in the neighborhood. A sport 
club was formed that decided to meet in the Center. A club 
of Negro girls, who had been meeting in a Jim Crow hall> 
was visited and they were very much pleased with the idea 
of a young workers’ center, run and controlled by the youth 
themselves. Aside from visiting the clubs in the neighbor
hood and getting them to make the Youth Center their head
quarters, committees went from house to house telling rhe 
workers why a Youth Center was needed and asking them to 
support it financially and to make the Youth Center their re
creation center.

C------  has 10 big factories. Most of the workers liv
ing in this section work in these factories. By getting the 
young workers to support the Youth Center we were able to 
get in touch not only with many workers in the Premier 
plant but in the other plants.

The Y. C. L. in C------- , which started out with three
members, has grown to 25. The League in this section can
not remain a street unit. By recruiting the best elements from 
among those young workers who come to the Youth Center, 
the Y.C.L. got into its ranks youths from the factories in
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the neighborhood. The first shop nucleus has alrea y 
built—that in the Premier plant and there are ”l^en
bers in the League working in the other shops. This j
our first concrete experience with Youth Centers. ^ ^
C-------> we have talked much about youth centers, but
not built them. The building of Youth Centers must become 
an immediate task for every District as a means of carrying 
out their task of building shop nuclei.

Some Lessons of the Mining Strike
By F. BORICH

Mine Nucleus of 9 members was instrumental in
calling the strike of the H------  miners against a wage

cut. But the first day of the strike the Nucleus ceased to e 
a factor in the leadership of the strike. When the strike was 
10 weeks old the Party members fought against the Party 
line.

What was the main reason for this? ^
The District Committee and our organizers, instead o 

working out the policy with the Nucleus, mobilizing it for the 
leadership of the strike, proceeded to formulate and carry out 
the p>olicy without even consulting the Nucleus. The Nucleus 
met only 3 times during the 10 weeks of the strike. The 
result was: actual demoralization and liquidation of the 
Nucleus.

The District Committee, not seeing its own mistake of ig
noring the Nucleus, began to consider to secretly organize a 
new Mine Nucleus in an attempt completely to eliminate the 
old one, because ‘‘the members were no good.” But if the 
Nucleus was good enough, with a little help from the Party 
and the Union leadership, to organize the strike, it certainly 
was good enough, again with the help of the Party and the 
Union leadership, plus new forces that sprang up in course 
of the strike, to lead the strike.

The fault for such dangerous developments lies not so
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much with the Nucleus, but with the Party and the Union 
leadership, which entirely neglected the Nucleus.

In the G------ A------- miners" strike, involving 25,000 min
ers bitterly opposed to the UMWA leadership, practically the 
same mistake was made. For the first 7 days of the strike 
the Party membership played no role in the strike. All the 
work has been done by 3 of us ""organizers,"" but without 
actual results. The Party leadership was completely isolated 
not only from the striking miners but also from the Party 
membership.

When the strike was one week old a well attended Sec
tion Convention of the Party was held. There was a good 
discussion on general trade union work but no discussion on 
our immediate tasks in the strike. Therefore the Convention 
could not and did not mobilize the Party for a determined 
struggle to win the miners for our leadership.

After the Convention adjourned, the 3 ""organizers"" again 
began to do the work, the Party membership being excluded 
from the activity. Some of the comrades even went on a 
drunk for several days. The ""organizers"" were busy day and 
night, but again: no real progress.

Then we began to analyze the reasons for our inability 
to start a mass movement to fight against the betrayal of the 
strike. A general membership meeting of the Party was held. 
During the discussion it became clear that most of the com
rades did not understand the Party line. Some even disagreed 
with the line. One comrade admitted to Lovestoneites that our 
line was ""wrong."" Since the membership was not convinced 
of the correctness of the line it was impossible to mobilize 
them to carry out the line.

At the membership meeting all the comrades were made 
clear on the line and convinced of its correctness. Mobilization 
immediately began. Two of the comrades were assigned to 
organize a rank and file meeting in the mine where we had 
no meetings before. In several hours of work they succeeded 
in getting over 50 miners to attend—the biggest organiza
tional meeting held in the course of the strike. And what is 
still more important, they took care of the meeting them
selves, presented correctly the line of the Party to the miners.
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and mobilized them for a struggle against the betrayal of 
the strike. In other mines the same thing took place.

These experiences show: (1) That the Party membership 
must be thoroughly acquainted with the line of the Party; 
it must be convinced of its correctness; and must understand 
how to apply it; (2) that the first task of the organizers is 
to involve every Party member in the work, giving each one 
a specific task to j>erform every day in mobilizing the workers 
for our line; (3) that the Party units must meet as often 
as necessary to discuss new developments—and in present- 
day strikes there are new developments every day; (4) that 
only by involving the entire Party membership in struggle can 
we secure the leadership of the workers.
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SHALL WE ISSUE A DICTIONARY?

Conceive of a worker who just joined our Party and 
comes to a unit meeting for the first time. Assume that he 

overlooks all the shortcomings of the meeting, threats of 
trol commission, opportunism, etc., and just sits there quiet y 
and listens and tries to understand what is going on.

Assume further that he is the average new member w o 
doesn’t know anyone in the unit, and no one in the unit, ^ 
usual, pays any attention to him. He will listen carefully an 
wonder what we are talking about because every third wor 
we utter will be unintelligible to him and he will make mental 
notes of the following terms and abbreviations:

Comintern
IWO
Radicalization
Krestintern
Left Sectarianism
RILU
Agitprop
Polburo
Deviation
NEC
LSNR
Social Fascist
MOPR
WIR
Control Commission

Secretariat
Chauvinism
DO
YCL
LSU
Concentration
FSU
Profintern
TUUL
ILD
Proletariat 
Self-determination 
Inprecorr 
Worcorr 
Shock Troop
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Let us use plain, simple, proletarian language so that the 
workers can understand us and let us not be too lazy to 
say League of Struggle for Negro Rights instead of just 
LSNR, at least when new members are present.

READING SUGGESTIONS
Party Structure problems and methods of work are closely 

analyzed by Comrade Williamson in the May issue of the 
Communist. He deals principally with the situation in the 
Chicago District, citing some valuable experiences and meth
ods used by District No. 8 to overcome the weaknesses in 
Party work. District No. 8 is the best functioning District 
in the Party in many respects and each District has much 
to learn from this article.

Hs * * *

\Jnemfloyment Work of the Party is at a very low stage 
at the present time. All the aspects of this problem have been 
closely discussed in the Polburo recently. Most of the District 
Buros have discussed ways and means of improving this work. 
The average Party comrade who is called upon to actually 
carry out this work* rarely has an opportunity to attend the 
meetings where these discussions take place. However, in the 
May issue of the Communist Comrade Hathaway has an ex
cellent and simple article dealing with this problem from the 
standpoint of the role of the Party in mass work.

While Comrade Hathaway’s article deals principally with 
unemployment work, he also lays down the Bolshevik inter
pretation of the role and tasks of mass organizations as trans
mission belts of the Party to the masses.

Most comrades have an idea that the Communist contains 
heavy theoretical articles; however, this is no longer the- case 
as you will find when you read the May issue.

* * 5)C ^

Pioneer magazine is out and it will do you good to read it. 
Here is a fine Bolshevik children’s magazine that children 
can really read and understand. Buy a few copies and hand 
them out to some kids that you know.
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To Our New Party 
Comrades

(Note: Hundreds of new militant workers ar ‘ ning 
ranks of our Party daily. Many of these new com^rades 
had no previous working class education or organizational 
perience. It is very diflBcult for these new comrades to und®^"
stand our Party. The theory of proletarian revolution__IVdat^"
ism-Leninism—^is hardly understood by our old members. 
terminology (difficult words), the structure, the methods 
work, the duties of members, the traditions Of our 
Ae knowledge of all these most of us have gained after 
ing active in the Party for years. In this section of the 
Organizer we shall deal with many of these problems fron' 
the standfoint of the needs c/f neiv Party comrades. 
members are urged to write to us and ask such questions 
explanations as they require and every effort will be 
to answer these inquiries in each issue. The older Party 
bers are also urged to write for this section and raise 
problems that arise in their activities among workers who 
ready to join our Party )

JJEAR Comrade:

We surely expect that you have been given a copy of 
Central Committee letter entitled Revolutionary Greeting^y 
and have carefully read it. If by any chance you have not 
received it, write to your District Office or write direct to 
the Central Committee.

By joining the Communist Party you have become a mem
ber of the most powerful world-wide revolutionary move
ment that the world has ever known.

One of your greatest tasks is to retain close contact with 
your fellow workers in your shop, neighborhood, lodge and 
every organization or gathering place where there are work
ers. The power of our Party lies in the ability to influence 
millions of workers with whom we have direct and personal 
contact.
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You no doubt feel that you have entered a new world 
when you joined the Party. This is true when you view it 
politically and ideologically. But always remember that you 
are still a worker living in the present capitalist world, in 
which millions of workers live and suffer.

Your job is to win every worker whom you personally, 
know for the Party.

Don’t abandon your friends even though they still go to 
church every Sunday

Don’t sneer at your friends just because they are slow to 
accept our point of view.

Don’t isolate yourself from the many worker friends in 
the shop, in the club or whatever other workers’ organization 
you were a member of before vou ioined the Communist 
Party. ^

Go slow, but make a persistent effort to win everyone you 
know for the Party. Every Party comrade can bring at least 
one new member into the Party within one month. And write 
to us of your experiences and difficulties.

Fraternally yours.
R. Baker.
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Lenin’s Teachings About 
the Party

{Excerfts from Book by V. Sorin)

THE PARTY

WHAT is the Party? The briefest answer will be as 
follows:

“Our Party is a union of the class conscious, advanced 
fighters for the emancipation of the v/orking class.” (Lenin, 
Socialism and Reli^oUy 1905.)

In greater detail the answer might be as follows: By a Party 
is meant a voluntary association of people with similar political 
convictions and fighting by similar methods for the reorgani
zation of the life of society in accordance with their views, 
expressing the interests of a definite class. Once a certain num
ber of people with common political views and a common 
understanding of the social life jointly decide to fight together 
for their convictions, they constitute themselves into a political 
Party, organize a political union, organization, society. Such 
for instance is the Party of the Bolsheviks, the Party of the 
Mensheviks, the Party of Socialist Revolutionists, the Cadet 
(Constitutional Democratic) Party, etc.

“In order that the mass of people belonging to a certain 
class might learn to understand their interests, their position, 
to pursue their policy, it is necessary immediately and at all 
costs to organize the advanced elements of the class, even 
should these elements originally constitute an insignificant frac
tion of the class.” (Lenin, Hovj V. TLasulitch Is Killing Liqui-- 
dationismy 1913.)

“The organization of the advanced elements” is a Party. 
Here is what Lenin wrote about the Party:

“The Party is a sum of organizations connected into one. 
The Party is the organization of the working class divided up 
into a network of various local and special central and general 
organizations.”

The Party as such is an organization created by the work-
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ing class to defend its interests. The Party is divided within 
itself into a number of big organizations which are divided 
in turn into smaller ones. For instance, our Party (the political 
organization of the proletariat) is divided up into several doz
ens of provincial organizations. Each provincial organization is 
divided up in turn into several District or country organiza
tions, the latter into smaller bodies (nuclei).

Approaching the question from a different angle, it may be 
said that our Party is the Party of the working class. The most 
advanced, class conscious, revolutionary workers join it. They 
see further ahead than the rest of the workers and understand 
the interests of their class better than the others. For this rea
son the Party represents the vanguard of the proletariat, its 
advanced detachments, going ahead of the class and leading 
the latter.

Party is the class consciousy advanced section of 
the class, Hs vanguard.

The fower of this vanguard is ten, hundred and more 
times as great as its numbers.

Is this fossible? Is it possible for hundreds to excel the 
force of thousands?

It is fossible and it does so when the hundreds are or^ 
ganixed.

Organization strengthens the forces tenfold, , , ,

More and more forces of the froletariat are awakening 
to social and folitical activity. It is necessary fatiently to 
exflain to them the role and imfortance of the Party, to 
frove to them the necessity of joining the Party,

Non-affiliaiion with the Party is a bourgeois idea, Affili-- 
ation with the Party is a socialist idea?^ (Lenin, The So
cialist Party and the non-Party Revolutionaries, 1905.) 
The bourgeoisie train the workers in a spirit of indifference 

to the political struggle, in an anti-Party spirit. They try to 
make the workers think that they do not need any Party, they 
try to develop among the workers a prejudiced attitude to
wards the Party. The bourgeois views still influence many of 
the workers. We must combat these views and oppose them 
by our slogan: For the Party, for Party affiliation.
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The Class and the Party
It is very important that the two conceptions, that of 

class and that of the Party, should not be confused. In 
that there should be perfect clarity on this point, let us recall 
the strictly scientific definition of a class.

‘‘By classes,” Lenin wrote, “is meant a large group of 
people distinguished by their place in the historically de
termined system of social production, by their relation 
(usually fixed and formulated in laws) towards the means 
of production by their role in the social organization of 
labor andr therefore by the methods by which they get 
their share of the social wealth and by the size of this 
share. Classes,” Lenin adds further, “are such groups of 
people, one of which is capable of appropriating the labor 
of the others thanks to the difference of their places in 
the system of social economy.” {The Great Beginning3 

1919.)

The above extract has been taken from a pamphlet written 
in 1919. Here is another extract on the same question, written 
in 1902:

“The essential distinction between classes is the place 
which they hold in the social production and therefore 
their relation towards the means of production. The ap
propriation of one or another share of the social means 
of production and their use for private industry, for in
dustry selling its product, such is the basic distinction of 
one class of modern society (the bourgeois) from the 
proletariat, which is deprived of the means of production 
and sells its labor power.” (Lenin, Vulgar Socialism and 
Populism Resurrected by the Social Revolutionists, 1902.)

Between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat stand the petty 
bourgeoisie, who are particularly numerous in Soviet Russia 
(the peasantry): this is a class of small owners, of small com
modity producers. Such are the three fundamental forces of 
modern society: the bourgeoisie, the petty bourgeoisie and the
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proletariat. The classes are not divided uf by walls and do not 
refresent anything absolutely homogeneous. If a further division 
is to be made, say within the peasantryy we will find there at 
least three noticeable groups: (1) poor peasants with little or 
no land, approaching in their position the proletariat; (2) 
peasants (kulaks), the village bourgeoisie; (3) the middle 
peasants.

The city bourgeoisie may also be divided up into a small, 
middle and big bourgeoisie. The proletariat may also be pure 
and “connected with the peasantry.” Hence society contains 
numerous social “groups” and “layers,” but all of them come 
under the description of the three 'principal forces', the bour
geoisie, the petty bourgeoisie and the proletariat.

Among the advanced representatives of the class or group, 
ideas and thoughts arise giving expression to the conditions, 
sentiments, interests, strivings and tasks of the class or group. 
Thus is formed “class consciousness” or “ideology.’’

“It is not the consciousness of the people that deter
mines their environment, but on the contrary, the social 
environment determines their consciousness.” (Marx, 
A Contribution to the Criticism of Political Economyy
1859.)

People holding similar views group themselves around a 
certain political ideology. They form themselves into Parties 
expressing the interests of the given class or of a part of the 
class.

“Usually, or in the majority of cases, at least in the 
modern civilized countries, the classes are directed by 
political Parties. ^ (Lenin, Infantile Sickness of ^^Left-^ 
isml^ in Communismy 1920.)

The Party as an Organization of the l^nority
of the Class

The Communist Party represents the most class conscious, 
advanced, revolutionary section of the working class. It con
stitutes a minority of the proletariat, and this cannot be other-
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wise in capitalist society, where the working class is oppressed; 
after the overthrow of the bourgeoisie much time will pass be
fore the proletariat will become morally consolidated, will rid 
itself of the heritage of capitalism and will join in its majority 
the Party. Under capitalism only a minority of the workers 
are class conscious.

‘‘In capitalist society even the advanced class, the pro
letariat, is incapable of creating a Party comprising the 
entire class.” {The last words of the ^^Iskra^^ tacticy 
1905.)

At the second congress of the Communist International Le
nin explained this idea in particular detail to the foreign com
rades:

* “During the epoch of capitalism, when the working 
masses are subjected to endless exploitation and are in
capable of developing their human abilities, the most 
characteristic feature of the political labor parties is the 
fact that they embrace only a minority of their class. 
The really class conscious workers represent a minority 
of the workers in capitalist society. . . . Only this class 
conscious minority is capable of leading the working 
masses.” {Sfeech at the Second Congress of the Coinin’- 
temy on the role of the Communist Partyy 1920.)

Our Party too still represents a minority of the working 
class. But with the consolidation and development of our in
dustry, with the growth and development of the working class 
this minority will be growing more numerous every year. A 
few more years will pass and the Party will develop to very 
impressive dimensions. Still later it will embrace the majority 
of the proletariat.

The Party and the Leaders
“Political parties are governed, as a rule, by more or 

less stable groups of the most authoritative, influential 
and experienced people, elected to the most responsible
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positions and known as leaders.” (Lenin, The Infantile
Sickness of ^^JLeftisrn^^ in Communism.^

The Party as a whole, the Party as such, leads the working 
class; the Party is governed by leaders. If the Party is the 
vanguard of the working class then the leaders are the ad
vanced post ©f this vanguard. The wiser, more experienced, 
more devoted, more farsighted the leaders, the better for the 
working class. The importance of the leaders manifested it
self particularly in the case of Lenin, who enjoys an entirely 
exceptional, unparalleled prestige among the masses of workers 
and peasants throughout the world. Lenin’s great genius left 
its impress not only upon the entire activity of the Russian Bol
shevik Party, but also upon the entire international revolution
ary movement as a whole.

Every good leader enables the working class to save a mass 
of energy, effort and blood in the class struggle. The more 
experienced, authoritative and farsighted the leaders, the more 
confidently does the Party move, the more quickly does it find 
a way out of every difficulty, the more successfully does it 
maneuver and change positions, issue slogans to the working 
class, determine the current tasks, etc.

The Party must protect its leaders in the same way as the 
brain is protected against injury. The German workers failed 
to protect Liebknecht and Luxemberg against the white guard 
officers and this loss very painfully affected the development 
of the German Communist Party. The West European Com
munist movement has not yet produced any very great, influ
ential and authoritative leaders, and this circumstance makes 
itself very strongly felt in the development of the Com
munist Parties in Western Europe; they would not make 
one-tenth of their mistakes if they had leaders such as the 
Russian Bolsheviks have.

The bourgeoisie understands very well some of the things 
which the backward workers of Western Europe and America
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fail to understand, namely, that the leaders constitute one of 
the most important and essential elements in the development 
of the revolutionary movement. The bourgeoisie, therefore, 
deliberately and systematically strive to deprive the working 
class of its leaders; the assassination “according to plan” of 
Karl Liebknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, Tischko-Jochiges; the 
search for Lenin by the Russian White Guards after the 
“July Days” of 1917 for the purpose of murdering him, and 
the attempt on his life in 1918 by the socialist revolutionary 
who was a political agent of the bourgeoisie; the murder by 
the bourgeoisie of hundreds and thousands of leaders of the 
labor movement in various countries during the epoch of the 
capitalist offensive (since 1920).

In order to weaken, demoralize and disorganize the labor 
movement, it is enough to smash its head, to destroy its 
leaders; the bourgeoisie understands this very well. If it is 
impossible, inconvenient or dangerous to kill the leader, then 
it is necessary to undermine his authority among the working 
masses, to defame his name, to slander him. During the 
July days the bourgeoisie fabricated and published false doc
uments in an attempt to prove that Lenin was a German 
spy; the endless lies and calumnies published by the foreign 
white guard press about the leaders of the Soviet power, have 
the same end in view, that of demoralizing the working 
masses.

No serious movement ever takes place without leaders. 
Even a small strike is directed by some leader. Even a “spon
taneous” movement, a riot, has some leaders who unexpect
edly rise to the top and disappear as quickly and without leav
ing a trace. The bourgeoisie, too, has its leaders. It is fully 
aware of their importance in the class struggle. People such 
as Lloyd George and Poincare personify the entire experi
ence, the entire wisdom, the entire political artfulness of their 
class. Great, experienced, authoritative leaders (both of the 
workers and of the bourgeoisie) are not born in a day. They 
are developed in the course of the struggle, they grow with 
it, they are tested by the masses in the course of many years 
and decades, being thus filtered and singled out from among 
the mass of would-be leaders.
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The leaders are no “heroes” capable of miracles; the masses 
are not a “mob” whom the “hero can lead wherever he de
sires.” The leaders are not the “spirit” breathing life into 
the “dead matter” (the masses). Anyone who imagines the 
relations between the leaders and the Party in this way is a 
mystic and superstitious man who had better go to church 
and sing in the choir than belong to the Communist Party. Our 
conception of the role of leaders contains not a drop of mysti
cism in it.

Freedom of Criticism
Inner Party discussion of the various questions is impossible 

without a critical analysis of the different measures and their 
comparison with other proposals. What are the limits of criti
cism within the Party? To what extent is ^^frccdom of criti
cism” to be allowed? It is certainly necessary to criticize the 
mistakes and errors of the Party policy, institutions and in
dividual members but this criticism must conform with cer
tain conditions, namely, it must never depart from the basis 
of Bolsheviksy it must never deal a blow at its foundations, 
but must be constructvue and to the point.

If we are convinced Bolsheviks and uphold all the ideas 
of Leninism we not only can but must subject to ruthless 
criticism everything that appears as a diversion from or dis
tortion of Leninism. But the Party cannot help fighting by 
all measures that “freedom of criticism” which represents a 
“free” advocacy within the Party of petty bourgeois views 
and ideals hitting at the very foundations of the Party.

Freedom of criticism is a natural rule of Party life. How 
can the members of the Party fail to criticize the Party buro 
or committee if its work is poor, if it makes mistakes, etc.? 
How can they fail to criticize if they see blunders being 
made? Without criticism there can be no Party. There is no 
need of S{>eaking of such criticism; it is necessary, it has al
ways been allowed, and always will be. But the Party mem
bers must be warned against the special slogan of “free criti
cism.” The history of the Party shows that this slogan has 
always been used as a cover by the petty bourgeois groups and 
currents attempting to secure the right of “freely” preaching
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petty bourgeois views within the Party. This the Party can
not allow. There is a diflFerence between criticism and criti
cism. There is businesslike criticism and there is criticism that 
forces upon the Party petty bourgeois ideas. We are in favor 
of the former and opposed to the latter.

At the end of the past century and beginning of the pres
ent century a tendency existed in the Marxian literature which 
made its slogan ‘Treedom of criticism.” This slogan was 
“fashionable” and very attractive. Indeed who would have 
the courage to declare: “I am against freedom of criticism” 
and thus become branded as a reactionary? Lenin quickly 
exposed this tendency.

“Freedom is a great word but under the banner of 
Treedom of trade’ the most plunderous wars have been 
carried on, under the banner of Treedom of labor’ the 
working class has been robbed. Such internal falseness is 
contained in the modern meaning of the word Treedom 
of criticism.’

“ Treedom of criticism’ is freedom for the opportunist 
tendency in the social-democracy, freedom to transform 
the social democracy into a democratic reform Party, 
freedom to permeate socialism with bourgeois ideas and 
elements.” {What Is to Be Done? 1902.)

In our own days the slogan “long live freedom of criti
cism” serves as a cover for the opportunists, as was the case, 
for instance, during the last discussion when the opposition 
attempted to revise Leninism. When the opposition was made 
to understand this it replied: “Yes, you are afraid of free 
speech. Is there to be no criticism in the Party?”

Whenever the question of criticism is raised the workers 
must be careful to see what sort of criticism is being pro
posed, whether the kind that helps the Party to strengthen 
its foundations or the one which leads to petty bourgeois views 
filtering themselves into the Party.

Let us return to Lenin. Upon exposing the petty bourgeois 
tendencies of those who demanded “freedom” of criticism, 
i.e., freedom of undermining the fundamentals of Marxism, 
Lenin continues:
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“We are going in a close bunch along a precipitous 
and difficult path, firmly holding each other by the hand. 
We are surrounded on all sides by enemies, and we are 
almost constantly forced to move under their fire. We 
have joined together through a free choice precisely in 
order to fight the enemies and must be careful not to 
slip into the neighboring swamp, the inhabitants of which 
always condemned us for separating ourselves into a dis
tinct group and choosing the path of struggle rather than 
that of conciliation.”

In speaking of the Bolshevik attitude towards the “free
dom of criticism” we cannot help citing Lenin’s remarkable 
thoughts on this question expressed in 1905. When the Party 
began to go over to legal, open organization Lenin raised 
the question of subordinating the entire Party literature to 
the control of the Party, which had not always been the case 
in the past. Since there were grounds to exf>ect protests 
on the part of some “vehement supporters of freedom” Le
nin found it necessary to state the view of the Party on free
dom of criticism and its limitations within the Party:

“Everybody is free to write and say whatever pleases 
him without the least restrictions. But every free associ
ation (including our Party) is free to drive out those 
members who make use of the name of the Party to 
preach anti-Party views. Freedom of speech and press 
must be unabridged. But the freedom of association must 
also be unabridged. I am obliged to allow full freedom 
of shouting, lying and writing anything in the world, in 
the name of freedom of speech. But you are obliged to 
allow me, in the name of freedom of association, the 
right to conclude and cancel an alliance with people say
ing one thing or another. The Party is a voluntary associ
ation which would inevitably collapse, first ideologically 
and later also physically, were it not to purge itself of 
those of its members who advocate anti-Party views. 
But to determine the distinction between Party and anti- 
Party views there is the Party Program, the tactical reso
lutions of the Party and its Constitution, and finally the
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entire experience of the international social-democracy, 
of the free international associations of the proletariat 
whose Parties always contained certain elements or ten
dencies that were not entirely consistent, not entirely 
Marxian, not entirely correct, and who therefore always 
carried out regular ‘purgings’ within the Party. It will 
be so in our Party as well, the followers of bourgeois 
‘freedom of criticism’ must know this; now our Party 
has suddenly become a mass Party, we are now experienc
ing a sharp change towards open organization, now the 
Party must be inevitably joined by inconsistent people 
(from a Marxian point of view), perhaps even by some 
Christians, possibly also by some mystics. We have strong 
stomachs, we are die-hard Marxians. We shall digest 
those inconsistent people. Freedom of thought and free
dom of criticism within the Party will never make us 
forget the freedom of the people to group themselves 
into volimtary associations known as Parties.” (TA^ Party 
Orgamatwn and Party Literaturey 1905.)

There is no other place* in the entire Bolshevist literature 
so clearly, so precisely and so consistently stating the views 
of the Party upon freedom of criticism. By the way, Lenin 
fully realized that the entire Party cannot consist of simon- 
pure revolutionists, without the least petty bourgeois mixure. 
Formally, we are all members of the Party, all equals, all 
Bolsheviks, all Leninists. As a matter of fact, however, the 
petty bourgeois rivulet makes its way within the Party. What 
the attitude of the Party towards the petty bourgeois element 
must be has been adequately shown in the above quotation 
from Lenin.

One more quotation on freedom of criticism. In 1920 the 
Italian “socialist” Nobs advocated the freedom of supporting 
opportunist ideas in the Communist International:

“You are ‘free,’ Comrade Nobs,” Lenin wrote, “to de
fend those views which you are defending. But we are also 
‘free’ to declare those views petty bourgeois prejudices, in
jurious to the cause of the proletariat and useful to capital; 
we are also ‘free’ to refuse to enter into an alliance or as-
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sedation with people defending those views or a correspond
ing policy.” {False Falk of Freedom^ 1920.)

Party Unity
In order that the working class might maintain its dicta

torship in Soviet Russia the strongest unity is necessary in the 
Party. Were the Party to split up into several parts bitterly 
contesting for influence, the working class would be unable 
to keep power. Our power lies in the fact that the Bolshevik 
Party acts and fights as one man. The political enemies of 
the proletariat were divided up during the years of the dvil 
war into numerous Parties. They were opposed by a single 
Party of the proletariat, the Bolsheviks. One of the reasons 
why we were able to defeat our enemies was that we suc
ceeded in maintaining our ranks intact.

There was a great danger of a split in 1918 when a frac
tion of a group of Left Communists was organized. The 
question of the unity of the Party became highly strained in 
1920-21 when the Party experienced a grave internal crisis; 
the Party majority (Lenin, Zinoviev, Stalin, Kamenev and 
others) were forced to conduct a stubborn fight upon a whole 
series of groups and fractions which demoralized the Party.

For the third time the Party went through a serious crisis 
during the last discussion (November, 1923-January, 1924) 
shortly before Lenin’s death. The remnants of the old group
ings joined hands and with Comrades Trotsky, Sapronov, 
Preobrazhensky and others at their head started a fight upon 
the main group of Bolsheviks consisting of Lenin’s disciples 
and playing the leading role in the Party. The discussion was 
very bitter and revealed the presence of a petty bourgeois 
tendency within the Party. The labor nuclei in their over
whelming majority closed their ranks around the Central 
Committee of the Party, around the ^Teninists,” giving a firm 
and resolute response to all attempts to shake the unity of the 
Party.

Let us now pass on to a study of the resolution on Party 
unity adopted by the 10 Congress of the C.P.S.U. by a motion 
from Lenin. We shall deal with each point of this resolution 
separately. This resolution, which was written by Lenin, rep-
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resents one of the most important documents of Leninism; it 
determined the Party policy for the entire epoch of the pro
letarian dictatorship.

By the time of the 10th Congress the Party became clearly 
aware of the entire danger of the discussions connected with 
bitter group and fractional strife.

'^The solidification of the Party, the elimination of op
positions within the Party is the political conclusion to be 
drawn from the modern situation.” (^Sfeech at Tenth 
Congress of the Party^ 1921.)
Thus Lenin defined our Party tasks.

“The Congress draws the attention of all Party mem
bers to the fact that the unity and solidarity of its ranks, 
the establishment of full mutual confidence among the 
Party members and the securing of really coordinated 
work and of real unanimity among the vanguard of the 
proletariat, is particularly necessary at the present time 
when a number of circumstances have combined to 
strengthen the wavering among the petty bourgeois i>oj>- 
ulation.” {Resolution of Tenth Congress on Party Unity

Lenin demanded from all Party members unity and soli
darity above all. Within the Party there must be absolute con
fidence in each other, and confidence will exist only if there 
is real agreement among the various members of the Party, 
if all of them feel themselves members of a single Party. 
No confidence is possible if we belong to different fractions 
and groupings when we inevitably regard the member of 
any other group as a political antagonist, an enemy, an alien. 
If I am really a member of the Party, a Bolshevik-Leninist, 
I cannot of course have any confidence in people who set up 
groupings within the Party and demoralize and disintegrate 
it.

We must have team work, Lenin maintained, personify
ing the unity of the Party. When the Party splits up into 
groups and fractions carrying on bitter discussions there can 
be no team work among them. During periods of group fight
ing all constructive work becomes impossible for the efforts
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of the contesting sides are directed in securing victory for 
themselves.

Fractional strife (left-wing communism in 1918; the group 
of democratic centralism, the workers’ opposition, the discus
sion on trade unions in 1920-21; the Trotsky-Preobrazhen- 
sky-Sapronov opposition in 1923-25) always caused enormous 
damage to the Party work.

The Party must have unity; did unity really exist in the 
spring of 1921? Lenin says:

‘^Yet even before the general Party discussion on the 
trade unions certain signs of fractionalism manifested 
themselves, the appearance of groups with special plat
forms and with tendencies to isolate themselves in a cer
tain measure and set up their own group discipline.”

Sometimes the followers of groupings within the Party say, 
‘‘We are for groups but against fractions,” thus creating the 
impression among some inexperienced comrades that groups 
and fractions are different things. “Why,” they claim, “are we 
for fractions? Do we not know that fractions are harmful 
to the Party? We are merely for groups and this is quite 
a different thing.” This reminds us of the Spaniard who said 
that the belief in God is humiliating to all intelligent people, 
but that the belief in God’s mother is quite another thing. 
There is absolutely no essential difference between fractions 
and groups. Fractions and groups are one and the same thing. 
In both cases organizations are created within the Party which 
regard themselves as something distinct from the Party. If 
this distinction is not very sharp, if it has not gone too far, 
then we are dealing with a group; if it has, we are dealing 
with a fraction. But this division is entirely artificial and ten
tative. The “left-wing communists” for instance constituted 
a full-fledged fraction; they refused to comply with Party 
decisions, they published their own journal, they had their own 
buro, yet they called themselves a group.

Let lawyers engage in the “scientific” differentiation be
tween groups and f ractions, the Party is opposed to both groups 
and fractions. The Party is opposed to any of its members 
assembling separately from the rest of the Party, having their
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own committees or buros, drawing up their own platf^™s 
(resolutions, programs on any of the questions) establishing 
their own group or fractional discipline, etc.

^^It is necessary for all intelligent workers merely to 
realize the harmfulness and inadmissibility of any 
tionalism which inevitably leads to the weakening of t e 
team work and the strengthening of attempts of the ene
mies who have grafted themselves onto the governing 
Party to deepen the division and utilize it in the interests 
of the counter-revolution.”
It should be pointed out that Lenin went on record not 

only against fully developed and organized fractions but also 
against ‘^any fractionalism.” The Party must see the danger 
and nip in the bud all attempts at fractional organization.

The following must be clearly understood. It is not at 
all a question of the Communists always and under all circum
stances favoring unity of the labor Party, always condemnmg 
splits and fractionalism. Whenever a Communist revolution
ary fraction develops within any foreign social-deinocratic 
(menshevist) Party and starts a fight against the majority, go
ing as far as to spht the Party or withdraw from it, we sup
port such a fraction and such a breach of unity. Up to 1912 
we were in one Party with the mensheviks, always fighting 
them and splitting with them on several occasions. Such a 
policy was quite lawful, for we defended Bolshevism, Leni
nism, against the opportunists and collaborationists and worked 
for the creation of a powerful united centralized Marxian 
Party.

At the Second Congress of the Party (1903) where the 
social-democrats split up into Bolsheviks and mensheviks, the 
latter raised the banner of a ‘Revolt against Leninism,” con
stituted themselves into an opposition to Leninism. Lenin wrote 
on that occasion:

“An uprising is a splendid thing when the advanced 
elements revolt against the reactionary elements. When 
the revolutionary wing rises against the opportunist wing, 
it is good. But when the opportunist wing rises against 
the revolutionary wing it is bad.” Stei> Ahead,
Two Stefs Back, 1904.)
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That is just the point. Under Lenin’s leadership, the Bol
sheviks created a mighty Party of the proletariat, a genuinely 
revolutionary Marxian Party. As long as this is so all group
ings and fractions within the Party are anti-Marxian, anti- 
Leninist, anti-Bolshevik, petty bourgeois. And the Party can
not let them shake its foundations. For ‘‘when the opportu
nist wing rises against the revolutionary wing, it is bad.”

All the ho{>es of our enemies are based upon the expectation 
that the Party will split some day, that a strong petty bour
geois fraction will eventually develop within it and destroy 
its unity. Therefore every time that a fractional struggle starts 
in the Party the bourgeois attempts “to deepen the division 
and utilize it for the object of the counter-revolution,” as Le
nin said. In such cases the bourgeoisie will always praise the 
opposition, encourage it, advise it to fight to the end, etc.

“The utilization by the enemies of the proletariat of 
all diversions from the strictly consistent Communist line 
was shown with particular clarity during the Kronstadt 
revolt when the bourgeois counter-revolution and the 
white guards in every country of the world suddenly 
demonstrated their readiness to adopt the slogans even 
of the Soviet system if only this could be instrumental to 
overthrowing the dictatorship of the proletariat in Rus
sia, when the socialist revolutionists and the bourgeois 
counter-revolution as a whole made xise of the Kronstadt 
slogans of revolt, ostensibly in the name of the Soviet 
power, against the Soviet Government in Russia.”

The Kronstadt insurgents declared that they are Soviets 
without Communists, without the dictatorship of the proleta
riat. It thus appeared that they too recognized the Soviet power, 
only with some slight changes. The bourgeoisie immediately 
grasped at this “diversion from the strictly consistent Com
munist line” declaring itself in support of the Kronstadt in
surgents and of their Soviets.

“Such facts fully show that the White Guards success
fully strive to be more ‘radical’ than Communists if only 
it can weaken and undermine the bulwark of the prole
tarian revolution in Russia. The menshevist leaflets in
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Petrograd on the eve of the Kronstadt insurre H 
showed how the mensheviks took advantage o{ 
ferences within the Russian Communist Party t ^ 
age and support the Kronstadt insurgents, the so 
olutionists and the White Guards, representing 
as opponents of insurrections and followers of 
power only with some slight modifications.*^ ^ Soviet

Lenin then proceeds to define the tasks of our t>
agani.. I^op-

“The propaganda on this question must consist on th 
hand of a comprehensive explanation of the dam 
danger of fractionalism from the point of view 
unity of the Party and of the unanimity of the nr i 
rian vanguard as the fundamental condition of th 
cess of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and n 
other hand of the explanation of the peculiar char 
of the latest tactical methods of the enemies of the 
viet power.”
The chief danger of fractionalism lies in the fact th 

ery fraction or group is the embryo of a new Party 
the Bolshevik Party. If fractions were to be allo^S 
them would contest each other for influence and control i 
fraction would strive to establish those views which I
cates. But our Party is not a mere underground orJ^’
but a governing organization, it holds m its hands the 
erv of government, the trade unions, the Red Arm 
wo fractions to be created in the Soviets, trade 
army, the result would be that the Soviets, the trad "^ 
and the army would spht up into two hostile camps an.1 ^*'*°*»s 

r beiner sharDened it l m

ev-

and tne arui^ -------x * —v.conps anr^ • ^case of the dispute being sharpened ,t might be solved ^ 
force of arms. This would mean the end of the S 
and of the dictatorship of the proletariat in Russia^T? 
sheviks and Bolsheviks had also once constituted two f 
within an officially single Party, had also fought 
nation among the working class but in the end settled 7 
historical dispute by an armed fight. their

Lenin never tired of repeating that every dive.^; r 
the Party line, if not stopped in time, may lead too ia"
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“Every little diflFerence may develop into a Jg 
if it is insisted upon, if it is moved to the fore ro , ^ 
every root and ramification of the dispute is soug • 
ery h’ttle diflFerence may assume an immense impo a 
if it should serve as the starting point towar s 
erroneous views and if these erroneous views are com m 
by reason of new additional differences, with anarcnisnc 
actions leading the Party to a split.” {One Stef A > 
Tu/o Stefs Back, 1904.)

This was written during the struggle between the B^she 
viks and mensheviks after the 2nd Congress of Ae arty 
(1903). The same idea was repeated again in 192 .

‘‘A slight error may be developed into a monstrc^ly 
great one if it is insisted upon, if it is ‘led to the end. 
{The Infantile Sickness of ^^Leftism^^ in Communtstn,

1920.)

The danger of differences was again urged by Lenin ^wth 
great force and clarity in 1921, shortly before the 10th Con
gress, during the heat of the discussion on the trade unions.

“It is well known that big disputes frequently arise 
out of the most insignificant of the slightest differences 
of opinion. It is well known that a tiny wound or even 
a scratch such as any one of us has had on dozens of 
occasions in the course of his life, may develop into a 
very dangerous, sometimes even mortal disease if it be
gins to inflame, if it develops into blood poison. The same 
thing occurs in every dispute, of a personal charac
ter. It also happens in politics. Any difference of 
no matter how slight, may become politically dangerous 
if the possibility develops of its growing into a split, es- 
Pecially^ if it is a split capable of shaking and destroying 
the entire political edifice, of leading to a train wreck, to 
use Comrade Bukharin’s metaphor.” {Once More About 
'the Trade Unions, 1921.)

The diflFerences become particularly dangerous when they
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are connected with the formation of fractions isolating them
selves away from the Party. Every grouping may develop so 
far as to spht away from the Party, for every struggle has 
its logic. It is therefore necessary to remember Lenin’s de
mand for a comprehensive explanation of the injuriousness 
and danger of fractionalism from the point of view of Party 
imity.

Lenin also demanded that the ^‘peculiarity of the latest tac
tical methods of the enemies of the Soviet power” should be 
explained. What does this new p>olicy of the bourgeoisie con
sist of? Lenin explains this as follows:

“Having convinced themselves of the hopelessness of 
the counter-revolution under open White Guard banners 
these enemies are making every effort to utilize the dif
ferences within the Russian Communist Party to advance 
the coimter-revolution one way or another by having the 
power transferred to the political groups which stand near
est, by appearance, to the Soviet power.”

The bourgeoisie is incapable of overthrowing us in open 
battle. It therefore changes its policy and supports those who 
appear to be near to the slogans of the Soviet power, but who 
diverge just a little bit away from the Bolshevist line.

“The propaganda must explain the experience of the 
preceding revolutions when the counter-revolution sup
ported the petty bourgeois groupings most closely ap
proaching the extreme revolutionary Party in order to 
shake and overthrow the revolutionary dictatorship, there
by opening the road for the complete victory of the coun
ter-revolution of the capitalists and landlords in the 
future.”

During the great French Revolution the counter-revolution 
took advantage of the fractions formed within the victorious 
revolutionary (Jacobin) Party, supported the “moderate” 
wing against the “extreme” wing of the same Party, and thus 
ove^rew the extremists as well as the moderates. The mod-
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crates proved to be an unconscious weapon in the hands of 
the counter-revolution. The modern bourgeoisie would be 
very happy of course if a “moderate” wing were to spring 
up in our Party demanding the “mitigation” of the dictator
ship, etc., and overthrowing the “extreme” Leninist wing. 
But the hopes of the bourgeoisie will remain futile. Let us 
go back to Lenin’s directions:

“Every organization of the Party must strictly see to 
it that the absolutely necessary criticism of the Party de
fects, the analysis of the general line of the Party, the 
summing up of its practical experience, the verification 
of the errors, etc., should be directed not at a discussion 
in the groups developing on the basis of some “platform,” 
etc., but at a discussion by the entire Party membership. 
To this end the Congress directs the regular publication 
of a ‘Discussion Sheet’ and of special books.”

Lenin does not prohibit the criticism of the Party defects; 
on the contrary, he regards such criticism “absolutely neces
sary.” But he says: If you have anything to say about our 
defects, if you have any thoughts or ideas about the Party 
policy, about the methods of correcting our errors, do not 
pick up a group which meets apart from the Party, conspires, 
whispers into each other’s ears only to come forward some
time later with a “platform,” but submit your ideas to the 
entire Party membership for discussion. This is the only cor
rect way of deciding Party questions.

Defects in the Party must be criticized but at the same 
time:

“. . . anyone advancing some criticism must take into 
consideration the condition of the Party, surrovmded as 
it is by enemies, and must strive to correct the errors of 
the Party by direct participation in the Soviet and Party 
work.”

Lenin pointed out the limitations of criticism, stating that 
it must not have an irresponsible character. It must be re
membered that our criticism is heard not only by our friends 
and supporters, by the workers and peasants, but also by our
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enemies. Our criticism must be such as 
to discover and remedy its faults without f ^ Party
on into the hands of the enemies. Criticis ^ weap^
criticism is worthless. Do not merely critic/^ sake of
help to remove them by your cooperation defects, but

Fractions and groupings represent a &
Party but this danger is even enhanced danger to the 
penetrates the Central Committee of the f ractionalism
tion is headed by Central Committee 'when the frac-
themselves to the rest of the C. C. No cr who oppose
to develop among the leading Party la^^^^ ^ust be allowed 
the 10th Congress adopted, on a motion reason
ing decision kept until recently in secret* follow^
of the C. C. and the Central Control^o Session
empowered to reduce C. C. members to been
to expel from the Party any C. C. ^^^didates and even 
Party discipline or “engaging in the
sion requiring two-thirds of the vote, o-^ ‘leci- 
discussion the danger developed of ‘during the'last
within the Central Committee itself springing
ference (Jecjdid to make the above mint
Party unity public. ^ ^ resolution on

At the 11th Congress of the Party (1921)—the last Con- 
grcss ^ttcnd^d by Lenin representatives of the former labor 
opposition who attempted to organize a new group just be
fore the Congress, came out with speeches in justification of 
their activities. In this connection Lenin again dealt with the 
question of Party unity.

“There are some things with which you cannot play 
about; there are such things as the unity of the Party. 
We must not waste time playing at Party unity. We 
know that we are losing a good deal from this struggle 
within the Party. This lesson must not be forgotten!” 
{Sfeech at Eleventh Congress^ 1922.)
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Inner Life of the Units

unit. It is true that in many units the entire u 
changed since we discussed the role and task o 
A discussion in the unit as to how and why it is ne _
to change the situation is very important. A^ crw 
standing bad features of our unit meetings are:

1. Meetings start half an hour to an hour
they are called for, because the unit leadership is no 
there, or else we wait for more comrades to come.

2. In many units we spend hours to find out w et er 
the last week’s assignments were carried out or not, an 
to assign comrades for the next week’s work.

3. There is too much time wasted settling for literature, 
tickets. Daily 'Workers and dues.

4. The report of the unit organizer includes every ac
tivity of the unit for the whole week. The unit organ
izer gives this report in one breath. In one unit, for ex
ample, the unit organizer, using the Section org. letter as 
a basis of his report, spoke about the Scottsboro case, un
employed campaign, Oaily Worker Drive, Party assess
ment, shop activity. Then one comrade got up and pro
posed to accept the report of the buro and that settled 
the report. In the best case a very general discussion is 
started on all the various problems without any concrete 
results.

5. We have in almost every unit one or two comrades 
who will never miss a chance to take the floor. Their de
structive criticism and petty quarrelings disrupts the work
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The report is dull, dry and 
discuss the problems.

No wonder that a new member is quickly disUlusioned. 
Instead of a disciphned army of the working class he finds 
a loose organization.

The unit members must discuss this problem and sharp
ly criticize the Umt Burn if it fails to prepare the unit
meeting.

Criticize the Section or District Conunittee if they fail to 
give proper guidance.

Criticize the individual members if they continue to 
disrupt the unit meeting with their destructive actions.

Criticize the functionaries if they are not prompt, if 
they neglect their duties. And remove the unit function
aries if the criticism does not help.

What shall we do to overcome the very bad situation in 
the units?

1. The Unit Buro should work out concrete proposals to 
the units. The agenda should be made up on the basis of 
the problems to be discussed in the units—for example:

a) Scottsboro case.
b) Concentration work.
c) Daily Worker Drive.
d) Unemployment.
e) Discussion.
The members of the Unit Buro should divide among 

themselves the various points on the agenda, bringing the 
proposals of the Unit Buro to the unit—for example the 
Agitprop director reports on the Scottsboro case, the unit 
organizer on the concentration point, the org. secretary 
on the Daily Worker drive, etc. After each report the 
proposals of the Unit Buro shall be discussed, amended and 
supplemented.

2. The meeting must start promptly at the time it is 
called. The unit functionaries must be there at least half 
an hour before the unit meeting. Do not wait for more 
members. Start with those who know their bolshevik 
duty. Criticize the rest for their lateness. The meeting 
shall not last longer than 2*4 hours. The points on the
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agenda shall be timed—^for example; 40 **^“^f* 
Scot:tsl>oiro case; 20 minixtes for the Dnily /lis-
20 xnimites for the concentration work; one hour or
cussion■Ssion*

3. The Unit Buro must prepare the indiyidw*! 
ments and give them out to the members quickly. ^ 
members who are not present and who ate assigne y 
the Unit Buro shall be informed about the assignment y 
the captains of the groups of five.

The check up on the last week’s assignment can be done 
before the unit meeting starts, or even during th® meeting 
by the org. secretary in the following way. A comrade 
who is assigned gets a slip of paper about his assignment. 
He has to bring back the slip of paper at the 
meeting and give it to the org. secretary who ^.*5
thru the record activity sheet. Those comrades who did 
not attend to their duty shall be called to responsibility.

4. The settlement for tickets, dues, etc. shall be taken 
care of before the meeting starts. The comrades come to 
the unit meeting one by one and the org. secretary and 
functionaries should utilize the time before the unit meet
ing to take care of these technical matters. A special 
point on the agenda for 5 or 10 minutes will make it pos
sible to take care of those members who came late.

5. Transfers, leaves of absences, shall be taken care of 
by the Unit Buro.

6m The discussion shall be prepared a week in advance. 
The members shall be told what material they shall read 
during the week for the discussion. The reporter shall 
get guidance and material from the section agitprop di
rector for his report.

7. Prepare special discussions on unit problems. The 
work of the individual members in the shop, the inner life 
of the unit, mass work of the unit.

8. A lot of unnecessary discussion will be eliminated if 
the org. secretary would know what major tasks the mem
bers have and would know about their activity in the 
mass organizations to which they are assigned. The up- 
to-date record activity sheets will solve this problem.
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Distribution and Check
up of Party Tasks

We are reprinting below a copy of a letter sent to all 
umts m District No. 8 on distribution of Party tasks and 
check-up on their fulfillment. 'We are also reproducing 
the form Fraction Activity Card used in that District. 
As the problems taken up in this letter are characteristic 
of the Party genwally it is reprinted for the benefit of 
the entire Party. District, Section, and Unit Burns should 
consider it thoroughly.

COAIMUNIST PARTY—‘DISTRICT 8
This letter should be 

at Unit meetings 
ttnd studied

O ALL UNITS:
May 1^31,

Dear comrades:
Everywhere in the Party we meet the cry of too many 

meetings—too much work loaded on a few comrades and 
none on others. In the Unit, when it comes to assigning
work, excuses of every kind are given__some good, some
bad. In order to overcome this we are tellmg each Unit 
and Section, if any of their members have work elsewhere, 
so that they will be able to check up.

The following basic rules should be remembered:
1. To belong to the Party, one must be active where 

the Party assigns each comrade and not where individuals 
personally may desire to be active.

2. Every Party member must be active in a specific field 
of work. Those who are not willing to do work must be 
ousted.

3. The main emphasis on mass work must be in the 
shop to build and extend activity of Shop Committees, 
among the unemployed and to build Unemployed Coun
cils, and the building of the Party.

4. Every member must belong to the Unions or Leagues 
of the TUUL.
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jun«

July

Au8.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

April

May

FRACTION ACTIVITY CARD BookNa
Trade Union T. U. Fraction OtHer Mass Fract.
Attendance Attcadssc* Activity AttendEBce AcUrftr

Remarlc*

RULES FOR HANDLINO FRACTION ACTIVITY CARDS
1. The aBslgnineiit oC each comrade's main activity is for the 

Party to decide and not the individual member.
2. The nucleus orjganlzer should have a list of all members and 

what organizations they belong to and what organization their main 
activity is to be in.

3. Sach comrade in mass organization should be given a fraction 
activity card.

4. The number of the Party member's booh should be written 
on the Fraction Card to serve as an identification.

5. The fraction secretary is held responsible by the District 
Committee for keeping a strict checkup which is entered on this activity 
card.

6. The nucleus buro should review all fraction activity cards at 
least once a month.

7. To indicate attendance the fraction secretary should write in 
**yes*' with initials—if comrade did not attend leave space blank.

8. Record of carrying out activity decided upon by the fraction 
will be recorded by writing in “yes" with initials. If comrade fails to 
carry out activity write in **no*’ with initials. If no activity was assigned, 
leave blank.

Form of Fraction Activity Card used in Chicago District
(Liower part of cat is reverse side of card)
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In connection with the proper distribution of work 
among all members, the following basic rules should be 
applied:

1. Every member must be a member of a Party Nucleus 
and attend regtilarly each ^veek.

2. The Nucleus to which each member belongs is charg
ed with the duty of checking each Tnentber^s activity, re
gardless of who the member is, or what work he is doing.

3. Unless notified by District or Section, every member 
is at complete disposal of Nucleus. Statements by indi^ 
vtdual members that they are assigned by anyone other 
than District or Section Committee is to be disregarded 
by Nucleus.

4. In addition to attending nuclei meetings, every mem
ber who is assigned to fraction work in any mass organi
zation, or to Section or District work must give one night 
weekly to direct Nucleus work.

5. Members not assigned to a mass organization frac
tion or to specific Section or District work, must give a 
minimum of two nights weekly to Nucleus work.

6. When you are notified that a comrade is very active 
in some field of mass work, don’t elect that comrade to

our Unit Buro. Some comrades, even though assigned to 
mass work (providing it is not marked 'Very active”) 
can be utilized for Unit functionaries.

7. Don’t load work on a few comrades. Distribute the 
work and involve everybody. For absentees at meetings 
the Nucleus Buro has received instructions how to bring 
them to meetings.

8. In assigning work, distinguish between old and new 
members. Don’t daze the new member with too many 
tasks at once.

9. Every new member must be advised to read and 
study two nights a week. Nucleus must git/e nexv mem'- 
bers guidance in reading. Old members to have one night 
weekly to study as a part of their Party work.

10. Every member of a Party fraction shall receive a 
Fraction Activity Record Card, which is to be reviewed 
by Nucleus Buro at least once a month (see sample of 
card).

Immediate Attention
W'e are giving to each Section Committee the list of 

their members who have been assigned to specific fraction
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work in mass organizations or to Distri<^^ ^f^^and com- 
indicate the degree of activity. Take j then go
pare it with your Section Membership hs com-
throngh it yourself, assigning the main wo ^ yonr 
rades yon need for fraction work in orgam^ Indicate
territory. Do this jointly with Unit divide
also who is active as Section Functionaries. daily as-
and give list to each nucleus as a guide for i every
signment of work to members. Stress importai^ ^hich he 
member attending weekly and doing some t^ 
or she is best fitted for. Then see proper c e ^ 
control system is introduced. The Section mus 
on functioning of fractions in mass orgamza ion 
territory. ,

In case of any difficulties or problems, get in touc wi 
Org. Department of D. C.

Put this plan into immediate effect.
ORG. DEPT.

District Committee.

What Is a Plentim?
A Plenum is a
A PLENUM or a PLENARY SESSION of the District 

Committee, Central Committee or the Executive Com
mittee of the Communist International means a full meet
ing of all members of these respective committees.

AN ENLARGED PLENUM of a Party Committee is a 
session to which leading comrades, not members of the 
Committee, are invited to attend and participate in the 
proceedings of the meetings but who have no right to 
vote.
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Development of Self-Ini
tiative of the Party Units

By J. C.
among the greatest obstacles in the development of 

self mxtiative m the lower units is the mechanical 
way of pressing decisions from above onto the lower units. 

The umt must” u the usual expression used in communi
cations to the umts and by the representatives of higher 
committees to the umts. Our unit membership has the 
utmmt confidence m the correctness of the decisions of 
the higher committees, which is very good but though 
they get a dozen "the unit musts” at every meeting, little 
effort is made to give the unit any understanding of why 
and how they must do certain things. As a result of this, 
individual Party members leave unit meetings without an 
understanding of how all tasks assigned can be carried out.

Conducting the meeting on this basis, where all the 
directions of the unit must come from the communication 
or representative, usually eliminates the need of the unit 
membership searching for the most efiFective way of do
ing the work and also brings a situation of the Unit 
wherein it depends entirely on instructions before under
taking any activity.

Here in this District we have some outstanding ex
amples of this sort of unit functioning. The system of 
personal contact has been turned into personal conducting 
of meetings to so great an extent that in the absence of 
a representative to a unit it is certain that no meeting will 
be held. In one instance when the representative to the 
unit came late, he found that ten members were there 
about an hour ago and left without holding the meeting 
because of his absence.

We are now taking steps toward correcting this, first 
by holding meetings every week of the unit organizers to 
discuss with them the work of their units and to train 
them how to lead the unit meetings. We are instructing 
the comrades who are representatives to the units from 
higher committees to leave the comrades of the units to 
conduct the meetings, to train individual comrades in the 
units and to be responsible for the organization of a Unit 
Buro capable of leading the work in the unit.
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How to Stabili2;e Finances 
in the District

By C. ROSELLE

AS THE Party enters into and carries on mo^ orgam- 
zational work, it finds more and more dimcu ty^ m 

financing and keeping up the district apparatus, issumg 
leaflets, sending out organizers, keeping full 
tionaries, etc. The income of the dues of the Party is in 
adequate, due to the fact that many Party members are 
unemployed and receive lower wages, many of them re
ceiving exempt stamps. While more members come mto 
the Party the amount paid in dues is proportionally low
er. The income from the aflairs is smaller and in some 
cases they bring a deficit. Especially now, a good financial 
committee must be established which should work out a 
budget and plans as to how to cover it.

It was very correctly pointed out in the February issue 
of the Party Organizer we are still operating on a ''hand- 
to-mouth, we’ll get-through-some-how policy. A good 
example can be given from our district where the League 
organizer when told to get up a budget and to establish 
a Finance Committee answered, "What we need is the 
money, and what good will a budget and Finance Com
mittee do.” It took quite a while for the Finance Com
mittee in our District to clear the road for the stabilizing 
of the finances in the District, but we are now in a more 
or less better situation than we were before.

We have succeeded in drawing in quite a number of 
sympathizers who are paying regular so-called pledges, 
which amount to $300 a month, outside of supporting 
affairs and being themselves the initiators of affairs for 
raising funds for the Party. We have organized them on 
a territorial basis with committees in charge. Also a city 
committee has been established with representatives from 
all the sections.

\C^e have also succeeded in maiding the fraternal or
ganizations pay the Party 10% of the income on affairs. 
With a little pressure that was used lately in some of the 
organizations the motion for the 10 for the Party was 
fully accepted, and now it is unnecessary to send com
rades to them. They send their amounts in themselves.
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Central Control Commis
sion Document
Reminder on Finances

TN the February issue of the PARTY ORGANIZER the
Central Control Commission published a statement on 

the main requirements of planning and keeping records 
of organization finances.

Every Party member who has to deal with organization 
finances was instructed to comply with these require
ments, and especially, under threat of disciplinary action, 
was obligated to satisfy certain minimum demands as to 
financial records.

These demands are so simple and indispensable, that 
there can be no reason or excuse for non-compliance with 
them.

Neither is it permissible to delay the change that may 
be necessary to carry them out, until the old records are 
straightened out.

Minimum Requirements
Very briefly summarized, the minimum requirements 

are as follows:
For every amount of income of cash received, a duplU 

eating receipt must be issued on the spot, giving all ne
cessary information.

For every amount of expenditure, of cash paid out, a 
properly signed voucher must be obtained and kept for 
entry and auditing purposes, which also must give full 
information about the expenditure.

A CASH BOOK must be kept, into which all cash re
ceived and cash paid items must be entered chronologi
cally (day by day) and without delay.

Monthly statements of cash received and paid must be 
prepared promptly after the end of each months and the 
monthly statements must show the income and expendi
tures in an analyzed form (so much total received for 
dues, for literature, from donations, etc.; and so much 
total spent for dues, for literature, for wages, etc.).

A record of assets and liabilities must be kept.
Periodic audits must be arranged for, and in transfer-
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rmg an office to a new functionary all . systematic
records should be audited and transferred m a 
and orderly manner*

Immediate Check-up Necessary
Those comrades who have not yet acquamted t 

with the financial reqmrements published m the 
issue of the PARTY ORGANIZER, should do so now.

All leading committees, and especially all Distnc 
trol Commissions must make a quick survey and see o 
that all functionaries and technical assistants within ® 
jurisdiction are properly planning and keeping recor s o 
all organization finances entrusted to them.

Disregard of the rules laid down by the Central 
trol Commission is apt to reflect very harmfully upon t e 
political and organizational influence of the Party ana 
must not be countenanced.

Xhere Is No Struggle too Small
(Lenin)

(From Resolution of 3rd Congress of C. I*)

COMMUNISTS must be mobilized in full force, especi
ally in times of strikes, lockouts and other mass dis

missals of workers, in order to take part in the workers 
movement.

It would be a great mistake for Communists to treat 
with contempt the present struggles of the workers for 
slight improvements of their working conditions, even to 
maintain a passive attitude to them, on the plea of the 
Communist program and the need of armed revolutionary 
struggle for the final aims.

No matter horu small and modest the demands of the 
workers may be, for which they are ready a^nd willing to 
fight today with the capitalists, the Communists must 
ne'ver make the smallness of the demands an exctise for 
7ion^participation in the struggle.

Our agitational activity should not lay itself bare to 
the accusation of stirring up and inciting the workers to 
nonsensical strikes and other inconsiderate actions. The 
Communists must try to acquire the reputation among the 
struggling masses of being courageous and effective par
ticipators in their struggles.
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'^Serious politics begins not among thousands but among 
mtllions.**—Lenin. *

August First 
Preparations

August first this year must witness the most gigan- 
tic mobilization of the working class against imperial

ist war the Party has yet undertaken. Preparations must 
be immediately gotten under way. Part and parcel of 
the preparations must be the mass sale and distribution 
of the new pamphlet War Against Workers^ Russia. Fail
ure to order the full quota of these pamphlets and to 
organize their sale and distribution reflects a serious un
derestimation of the war danger, particularly against the 
Soviet Union, and lack of any serious preparations for 
August First. This pamphlet must be sold widely among 
the workers, particularly in the shops and in workers’ or
ganizations. It must be sold not only in the headquarters 
city but in every city and town where we have contact, 
laying the basis for broad, August First United Front Con
ferences and anti-war committees. Sections and Units 
which have not yet received this pamphlet should imme
diately inquire from their Section and District Committees 
as to their quota and what steps are being taken to get 
them. Section and Unit Buros must lay concrete plans for 
shop gate meetings and sale of this pamphlet, for canvas
sing workers’ organizations, and for cooperating with the 
Districts in financing large purchases of this pamphlet. 
The first quotas must now be doubled. At least 100,000 
of these pamphlets must be sold and distributed by Au
gust First, "^^erever serious attention has been given to 
this work, this excellent 32-page, two-cent pamphlet sells 
very rapidly among the workers.
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The Party Leaflet —
Policy and Construction

^ I ^HE Party leaflet is not a mechanically ^
^ vertisement for which a definite forinul^ ^^hich if 

plied, but there are some fundamental principles 
understood, can guide a functionary ^th
master the art of leaflet construction. It is y 
this view that the following is submitted. oc<!es

A leaflet issued by the Communist Party to ^
of workers (whether a general leaflet or one issue ^ •
specific section of the working class, such as wor ® 
a certain shop or industry, unemployed, 
military, etc.) is a political document in wWch t ® 
analyzes a given situation and tells the work»s ow 
to take advantage of the opportunity to figM> is
for some gains or to prevent losses. Because the ea 
a political document it must clearly and correctly pres 
the line of the Party.

Those comrades active in the drafting and formulation 
of leaflets should keep posted on all events of a loca , na
tional, and international character. These comrades 
make a regular habit of studying Marxist-Leninist 
the Communisty Inprecorr, and especially the Daily Work,- 
er. The **Daily’’ is not merely a newspaper for the^ masses 
of workers, but as the central organ of our Party, it must 
be utilized by every functionary as a source of informa
tion and political guidance. The Party policy on all sub
jects pertaining to the working class appears every day tn 
the editorial columns on the first page of the *'Daily.’^ A 
systematic study of these editorials will clarify the prob
lems before our Party, and the functionary will so learn 
to draw the proper conclusions from the various local 
problems arising continuously. Too often we lose wonder
ful opportunities for struggle because our comrades fail 
to understand their significance, and how to take advan
tage of them.

The mimeographed leaflet is the most popular form 
used by the Party because of its convenience and relative
ly low cost. While a printed leaflet may sometimes be 
rather lengthy (tho it should be avoided whenever pos-
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sible), the mimeographed leaflet because of its character 
should be short and snappy. (Sometimes it may be neces
sary to issue a special mimeographed leaflet dealing more 
thoroly and at greater length with some subject, but this 
article is confined to the type of leaflet generally used).

The mimeographed leaflet should be divided into 3 parts 
(sections): ^

1. The main issue (the present problem, wage cut im
pending layoff, etc.) ’

2. Linking up the present issue with the problem on a 
broader scale (developing a campaign, etc.)

3. The program of action (advising workers to join 
some organization of struggle, to support a campaign, to 
strike or demonstrate, etc.)

The formulation of the leaflet is an important considera
tion.

The leaflet should be addressed to the group of workers 
it is issued to. The salutation of the leaflet is not a main 
issue. Typed, or neatly written with a stylus, it should 
not (in most cases) be outstanding.

The three parts of the leaflet should have appropriate 
headlines attracting the attention of the workers to the 
purpose of the leaflet. The headlines should be carefully and 
neatly written with a stylus, using different styles of 
printing for the various headlines to lend color to it. The 
formulation of the paragraphs themselves is important. 
Care must be exercised in the choice of words, avoiding 
high falutin’ language, using short, clear sentences.

A praagraph underscored to give it prominence, or 
the use of caps; are all good methods of avoiding monotony.

The paragraph must have continuity. A leaflet must 
stick to the subject. Rambling from the need for toilets 
in a certain shop, to the Chinese revolution is impermissi
ble. Slogans must be chosen carefully. Abstract slogans 
must at all times be avoided. A leaflet loses its value if it 
is full of slogans, even good ones, if they are meaningless 
to the workers. The slogans must be closely related and 
must form a logical conclusion to the text of the leaflet.

These directives should give the functionary (especially 
those who have not been involved in practical Agitprop 
work) a basis to start on, but it is only the experiences 
thru persistent work that will teach us this work.
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DEALING WITH THE SOVIET UNION IN 
THE SHOP PAPER

Ho R. R. WoRKE-Rs are CareT) Fo r-

EmiTORIAL C0f/g4Eirr;In tlae U.S.A., the railroads,as T.’ell as all other industries, are oved in profits for themselves only. They exploit and drive' the workers to the limit,not giving a damn about the health of us, or that of otir families* In the Soviet Union,whelje the workers, have overthrown the bosses and have established a Workers* and Farmers* Government,the workers run the Indust±ires for their benefit.
In this country,the Communist Party, is the only party fighting for Social and Unenployment Insurance. We workers in the S.P. shops,who may still be working now, must unite with the unemployed ^workers, and support the demand for Social and Unenployment Insurance jpa id for by the bosses. DD40NSTRATE MAY 1 -for Unemployment and Social Insurances For a Workers* and Farmers* Government in the U.S2A.
JOIN THE ONLY PARTY OF THE WOHCING CLASS- THE COl/IMUNIST PARTY*

(From the ^^Headlight,” issued in the Southern Pacific 
Shops, San Francisco)—See comments on page 32

Dear Editor:- A SAN FPANCISCO DOCTOR 7FR1TES
I have ready your article in the last Issue of the ** headlight "oh the conditions in the hospital.I am writing this letter to give you some more information.

ABOUT THE SOVIET UNION.
Ralph A. Reynolds, a San Francisco Physician, who visited the Soviet Union, writes in the ‘’Reader*sUnion, writes in the ‘’Reader*s 
Digest” of Kovsnber 1930.

Since your article appeared the ”The railway companies in the Soviet Union which are operated by the state, protect the worker and his family by a system of Social Insure nee.This entitles the worker to many privileges, such as old- age pensions,partial support of the unemployed,extension of free medioal aid to all ill or cripled workers, vacations of workers on full pay, time off from work with full pay to care for a sick member of a v/orkers* family, and many o-her privileges. Such an all- embracing social responsibility is naturaxiy expensive, and anywhere from 15 to 20 percent of the v/agv bill of any b^siiness enterprise must be set aside from the proceeds

bosses in the S.P. shops have increased the Medical Fee from$1.00 to $1.50 a moiith.The main 
reason for it is that the bosses are trying to keep up thehospital at our expense. Since the number of men working hasbeen decreased, thece on the jobare being made to make up the difference, through increased fees.
At the same time the service in oiher privilegesthe hospital is worse then rocoen. A woiicer in the car shop depar*men< nearly lost his eyesight becauseof the rotten treatment he receivec In the hospital.
It was only after he- went to a private doctor, that his eyesl^t 
was saved. This worker got h\irt while working in the S.P. shops, and he lost several months pay, and received no compensation from the oompaAy. I certainly agree with you that we workers need 
organization.

of the business to cover this tax*

Th#^oW

An S.P. Worker.

Apply - 734 Harrison Street^ San Francisco, Calif.-
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Experience in Organizing 
a Block Committee for 

Scottsboro Defense
By J. MOGUL (Plula., Pa.)

COME comrades say they cannot speak English, and 
^ therefore they cannot be useful in organizing block 
committees and other organizational activities. This is 
merely an excuse. From my experience in establishing 
blodk committees, I can state the following: our Unit Buro 
picked a certain block in a proletarian neighborhood and 
the group of comrades assigned went from house to house. 
When the worker came to the door and asked what we 
wanted we didn’t have to speak to him in a particular 
fancy language to explain what we came for. We told 
him that we are from the L.S.N.R. and I read to him our 
platform. To some workers we did not have to speak, or 
read our platform. When I said we are here from the 
League of Struggle for Negro Rights and the I.L.D. which 
defends the 9 Negro youths of Scottsboro and asked him 
to come to a block meeting he said, *T’ll be there. I’ll be 
there, keep on going, keep on going, 1 am with you.”

When we were through knocking at the doors and we 
came to the house where the worker allowed us to have 
the meeting at 4 o’clock, and we found already about 15 
workers waiting for the meeting, I explained to them in 
my broken English the purpose in organizing the block 
committees. After a thorough discussion in which every
body participated we elected an Executive Board of 5, of 
the following officers; Secretary, Organizer, Financial Sec
retary, Liberator Agent. We also elected a delegate to 
the City Committee of the L.S.N.R. and 2 delegates to the 
Joint Conference. We decided to affiliate with the L.S. 
N.R. and they pledged themselves to campaign to free 
the 9 Negro boys from the legal lynching by the bosses’ 
government at Scottsboro, Alabama. We adjourned the 
meeting with enthusiasm to organize more block com
mittees not only to free the 9 Negro boys in Scottsboro 
but to help to free all class war victims.
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Rooting the Party
Shops

Some Experiences in Shop -Work
By EDITH BRISCOL (District 5)

^ I ^HE biggest problem before the Metal Workers Indus 
trial League at present is to utilize the 

paign of wage cuts now taking place in the me ^ 
steel industry for the development of ^
steel industry, for the building of the Metal j
dust!«-;o1 T T ___________ £_______ rttir comrades denysteel mdustry, for the building of the Metal ^ ,dustrial League. I beUeve very few of our comrades deny 
the fact that this is becoming an immediate pro ^ em.
^ higger problem yet is how to do it. Often m our 
tempt to develop struggles among the steel wor ers 'w 
begin with a lot of noise, with calling mass meetings, witn 
issuing leaflets which call upon the workers to organize 
and fight. This is just making noise not based on concr^e

^^e must, therefore, analyze the methods which have 
been used by some of the organizers in the field and which 
brought definite results in the building of the M.W.I-L.

For example let us take a steel mill where we have no 
®*^ganization whatsoever. We should remember that we 
cannot organize several thousand steel workers at one 
shot. Therefore, we must go about establishing the first 
link of the shop organization—the shop group. How can 
this be done? The preliminary step is to get the contacts 
from the shop. This can be done through various means. 
First of all utilize all the Party and Y.C.L. members, all 
the contacts from non-party organizations, the fraternal 
organizations, etc. Another way of getting contacts is by 
house to house visiting with the Labor Unity, talking to 
the workers at the shop gates and at lunch hour.

Once the contacts are acquired, the next step is to see 
every one of them individually, speak to them in their 
homes, answer all their questions personally and then in-
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vite them to a meeting. Meetings of this kind should be 
held in private homes, especially in small steel towns where 
the workers are well known to each other. This fact must 
be made known to the workers, in order to make them 
aware of the special methods used by the Union to safe
guard the jobs of the steel workers.

It is not so much of a problem to establish a shop group 
as it is to keep it going, to develop it and to sp^ad the 
influence of the Union throughout the shop. Too many 
times in the past we had shop groups established and then 
they disappeared after a meeting or two. Most of the 
time this was a result of the meetings, which did not ap
peal to the steel workers.

Let us see how the meetings should be conducted what 
should be taken up at these meetings? The first point on 
the agenda should be a discussion on conditions in the 
shop. All the grievances and issues in the shop must be 
brought out and thoroughly discussed. On the basis of 
this discussion demands should be worked out. Then the 
group should begin preparations to issue a leaflet on con
ditions in the shop at the same time popularizing the de
mands worked out by the shop group.

Another very important point on the agenda of the 
meetings should be the bringing in of new members. We 
must be careful not to be mechanical about assigning the 
members to bring in new ones. First, the question of 
HOW to bring in new members should be discussed. Then 
the names of the best, most trustworthy workers in the 
shop are to be brought out and every member is to be as
signed to bring in one or two. These assignments should 
be checked up at every meeting with every member giving 
a short report on his activities in the shop.

Aside from the points mentioned above, special discus
sions on the trade union movement and other educational 
topics should be conducted from time to time.

Here are just a few of the methods to be used in order 
to build the M.W.I.L. These methods, if properly carried 
out, will develop the group and spread the influence of the 
union throughout the shop. This will lead to the estab
lishment of real shop organization—the shop committee.
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Examine Our Factory Work

S. V. V.

IN SPITE of all directions, there are many Party 
bers -who have not any idea how to work in the 

AltHo it is generally understood that one is not to o 
worker and point blank and at once request 
ganize, strike, demonstrate or join the Party, 
what Party members inside the shop should do and say 
does not seem to be clear to our comrades.

Many party members working in shops have no 
nections with the workers in their shops but thinK «n 
their activities must take place somewhere else. 
are definitely afraid of losing their jobs and will 
kinds of excuses for failure to carry on work in the sHop 
where they work.

Care and tact should indeed be used m order not^to os 
the job. To lose the job often means failure, for in tna 
case often nothing more can be accomplished by ®,
connection and day to day activity inside. We must nna 
the correct method to carry on the work and remain on 
the job as long as possible.

In order to get the confidence of the workers we must 
be on friendly terms with them, taking part in their 
versation and their jokes, eating with them, etc. In the 
factory workers talk about shop conditions and comrades 
should be on the spot to push them still further in their 
observations and their dissatisfaction. Step continually 
to the left in conversation a step at a time bringing the 
workers along. It will take time and patience. It can
not be done in hours or days. They must see the perfect 
logic of your argument and you must speak not as a soap 
boxer or a seasoned Communist theorist for then they will 
not listen and you will be known too soon as a Communist 
before you have had the opportunity to get in all the 
necessary ground work. Little by little from conditions 
in the shops go on to the speed up, wage cuts, unemploy
ment and then to the need for organization. Don^t ap
pear too insistent at first. Just be one of the workers, 
which indeed you are.
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How the Communist 
Party of Germany Solves 

Its Problems
The following is an extract from an article in the 

May 15tb issue of the Communist International^^ en-^ 
titled ^^The Organizational Work of the Communist 
Party of Germany.This extract shows that the C. P. 
of G. has faced many of the organizational problems 
which face our Party. The article itself shows how 
the German comrades are solving these problems. 
Already their success is reflected in a doubling of the 
Party membership within a six months^ period. The 
membership is now around 250,000 with 1,524 shop 
nuclei. What steps are taken to overcome fluctua^ 
tions in membership? How is the work of winning 
the workers in non^Party mass organizations and 
tinited front organizations being developed? All of 
these and other questions are taken up in this article 
in the ^^Communist Inter national^* which should be ob-^ 
tained and read in full by every member of our Party.

it

WHAT ARE THE IMMEDIATE ORGANIZATIONAL 
QUESTIONS CONFRONTING THE PARTY?

^“^HE first task in regard to organization which stands 
before the Party is that of accelerating the tempo 

of development of the forces of the Party, intensified re
cruiting among the masses of the workers, especially in 
the factories, for strengthening its ranks and extending 
its mass basis among the various strata of toilers, and 
the creation of numerous new factory cells and improve
ment of our factory work in all spheres.

The most important central task of today is the rapid 
development of the Red Trade Union Opposition and of 
the revolutionary Unions in the struggle against the em
ployers, the State power and the Social-Fascist bureauc
racy. At the same time, it is necessary that the work 
of the Revolutionary Trade Union Opposition should take 
on a sharper political character through the strengthen
ing of the fractional activity in the Social-Fascist and
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Christian trade unions by introduction among them of 
revolutionary workers and the immediate taking up of 
fraction work in our own trade union organizations. Fur
ther, there is required more rapid working out of our 
fighting strategy and tactics through complete utilization 
of the lessons of previous struggles and the mass educa
tion of the lower and middle functionaries in our unions 
and in the Revolutionary Opposition.

The second task is the strengthening of fraction work 
in all the other non-Party mass organizations, which oc
cur in such great numbers in Germany and which are 
under Social-Fascist, semi-Fascist or open Fascist leader
ship. In connection with this, we must with greater en
ergy than up to the present, organizationally strengthen 
the mass organizations under the leadership of our frac
tions and direct them towards the solution of the newer 
and bigger tasks corresponding to the ever-sharpening sit
uation with which they are faced, particularly in the 
spheres of mass policy and of the struggle against the 
danger of imperialist war and against Fascist dictatorship.

Thirdly, we must develop more rapidly than beft^re, 
consolidate and improve the work of the various united 
front organizations such as Peasant Committees, Women’s 
Delegate Meetings, Unemployed Committees, Electoral 
Committees, Committees of Action and Strike Committees.

Finally, there are to be organized new, still more com
prehensive united front organs in and for the struggle 
against Fascism. These organs are:

(1) The revolutionary political representatives in the 
factories.

(2) Local, regional and district Delegate Conferences 
against Fascism and the Fascist dictatorship.

(3) Local and district Committees of Action against 
the Fascist dictatorship.

s**

HOW DOES THE PARTY ATTEMPT TO SOLVE 
THESE TASKS?

Already in 1929, as a result of the increasing radi- 
calization of the working class and the growing ex

perience of the membership, the recruiting activity of the 
German Communist Party began to achieve an increasing 
measure of success. Masses of workers began to enter the
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ranks of the Party. However, the Par tv wa® i t.« 
k«p a smaU number of these newly-recSteT^^ u 
the remainder went out again after a shorS?

““'•'"Up i» alm„”alTS!

«P—
.sSL'e'r'pi" It
meair^°i,‘*®?'^®r*^® fluctuation. By
S??! questionnaires sent out to factory
«us and local groups, by questioning workers who came 
mto the Party and went out again, material on the sub
ject was accumulated. It revealed a good deal that was 
not very creditable to the Party, e. g., weak political life 
u» the lower units of the organization, opportunism and 
sectarianism, feeble authority exercised by the lower lead
ership, superior attitude adopted by the older towards the 
younger members, neglect to draw in the newer Party 
members into Party work and, to some extent, personal 
quarrels and bureaucratic distortions which led to the 
new members not even receiving their membership cards 
promptly. Such were the complaints which again and 
again were brought forward by workers as the main 
cause for the fluctuation.

It was also no easy matter to make a fight against this 
state of aflairs. In the course of a protracted and ardu
ous inner-Party campaign, the leadership in eight districts 
and the subordinate leadership in innumerable cases was 
replaced by new comrades and everywhere new elections 
were held. A staff of instructors was organized for the 
Centre, and for the leadership of the districts, sub-dis
tricts and largest groups, which, while still comparatively 
weak, nevertheless furnished valuable work. As was 
shown later by the development of the membership fig
ures, the carrying through of these measures created the 
prerequisites for big successes. The defects shown, how
ever, have not been completely removed. It was only the 
last session of the Central Committee which resolved to 
do away with the grey membership cards handed out to 
new members during the first year of their membership 
and which marked them off as a subordinate class of 
members in distinction to the older ones who received a 
black membership card. Since March, 1930, stagnation 
has been overcome, but not yet fluctuation.
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Lenin’s Teachings About 
the Party

(Excerpts from Book by V. SORIN)

CENTRALISM
The Party Is Directed from One Center
(t ITHOUT a single leading center, without a

single central organ, real unity of the Party 
is impossible.” (The Workers about the Party Split, 
1905.)
The supreme organ of the Party is the Congress. The 

Congress elects a Central Committee which represents the 
highest Party institution between congresses. The C. C. 
enjoys tremendous power in the Party.

Our Party is based at present upon the principle of 
democratic centralism. This means that all the leading 
institutions and organs of the Party are elected from'top 
to bottom; the higher the Party organ, the greater a share 
of the Party it represents, the more power does it control 
as afFecting upon the lower ones.

^^Democratic centralism merely means that repre
sentatives from the local branches come together and 
elect a responsible organ of administration. . • . Dem
ocratic centralism consists of the Congress controlling 
the Central Committee, recalling it and appointing 
a new Central Committee.” (Concluding speech on 
CC report to 9th Congress of the Party, 1920.)
The lowest link of the Party, the one nearest to the 

masses, is the nucleus, consisting of the Communists of 
the given mill, factory, institution, village, or military 
unit. The general meeting of the nucleus elects its lead
ing center, a bureau, which may be re-elected at any time. 
All questions at general meetings or at the meetings of 
the bureau are decided by a plain majority. As soon as 
the decision is passed it becomes obligatory upon all the 
members of the given organization. The minority must 
accept the decision of the majority. Such is the basic rule 
of democracy.
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A group of nuclei constitutes a District or count? 
ganization with a District or county committee at 
head. Several I^trict and county organizations consti
tute a provincial organization which elects a provincial 
coi^ttee. The general Party Congress elects the 
tral Committee. Each Party institution is responsible fot 
its activity to the entire organization and to the higb" 
Party body.

federalism
The principle opposed to centralism is federalismy a P*^“ 

ciple rejected by our Party. Were the Party to be built 
upon the principle of federalism the various organizations 
would be independent of each other and their relations 
would be based upon agreements and understandings. Un
der federalism the part cannot be made to submit itself 
to the whole or the mmority to the majority. Each or
ganization is supreme in itself. The committees are based 
upon equal representation of all the organizations 5 o^y 
those decisions of the committee are put into eflFect which 
are accepted by ''our” representatives. Under centralism 
the Party committees have greater rights and powers than 
under federalism. Under centralism the Party is based 
upon the submission of the lower to the higher; under 
federalism, upon the principle of agreements between the 
lower and the higher. Under federalism there can be no 
strong and solid organization or powerful authoritative 
leading organs.

"Heretofore the principle of 'agreements’ between 
members of one and the same organization or party 
who are in accord on all essential questions of pro
gram and policy, has been considered a principle of 
anarchism. (The Third Step Back, 1905.)

The Bolsheviks are opposed to the Party representing 
a sum of organizations and groups coming to agreements 
with each other. Prior to the 2nd Congress (in 1903) 
negotiations were conducted with the Jewish Labor Party 
("Bund”) for its affiliation with the Russian social-demo
cratic Labor Party. The Bundists proposed an alliance or 
agreement between the two Parties. Lenin replied that 
there was to be no alliance but on amalgamation, no fed
eration but a single Party.
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*^In the struggle against the autocracy, in the strug
gle against the bourgeoisie of all of Russia, we must 
act as a single centralized militant organization, we 
must base ourselves upon the entire proletariat re
gardless of language and nationality, but solidified by 
joint and constant decisions of theoretical, practical, 
tactical and organizational questions, instead of cre
ating separate organizations each one following its 
own course; we must not weaken the force of our 
pressure by a division into numerous independent po
litical parties, we must not introduce alienation and 
separation and then cure the disease that has been 
artificially innoculated into us by the plasters of the 
nototious ^federation.’ ” (Does the Jewish Proletariat 
Want an Independent Political Party?^^ 1^03.)

Strict centralism in the Party does not necessarily mean 
the restriction of the lower organizations; on the contrary, 
each organization is fully independent as far as its inner 
activity is concerned, but it always remembers that it is 
not a distinct unit but a part of the whole. Only under 
centralism, in the presence of a single authoritative center 
governing the Party as a whole, which simultaneously ad
vances similar tasks everywhere and always pursues a 
single policy in every part of the Republic.

ON THE SLOGAN '^DOWN WITH THE 
LEADERS^'

It has already been stated that the labor leaders con
stitute one of the most important elements of the labor 
movement. The denial of the role and importance of the 
leaders and of their absolute necessity is based upon a 
simplified, vulgar conception of democracy, upon anar- 
cho-rebellious sentiments, upon a failure to understand 
the very essence of the struggle which requires that the 
class have its leaders in the person of the Communist Par
ty, and that the latter have leaders, just as an army has 
a staff and commanders to lead it. It only sounds very 
radical to say that *'we can fight for the cause of labor 
without leaders,” that we can secure socialism by ”cal- 
loused hands” and muscular arms. No serious movement 
is possible without a group of tried leaders and only those 
protest against leadership who either fail, to their own
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misfortune, to understand the conditions of 
or themselves profess to the position of leadership, 
case the cry ''Down with the leaders’’ is a mere 
subterfuge designed to overthrow the old leaders and re
place them by new ones.

Of course, in the intention to replace old leud^rs by 
new ones there is nothing bad in principle: the leaders are 
not sacred and inviolable and their replacement by 
leaders does not represent a sacrilege. The Party 
its leaders and it has the right to choose other leaders it 
it should so desire. This is clear. But from the point 
of view of Bolshevism there are two things that cannot 
be allowed: firstly, a denial "in principle” of the neces
sity for the Party of a group of tried leaders, the claim 
that we do not need any leaders, that we can get 
without "guardians,” etc. This is anarchism. Secc^dly, 
it is wrong to strive to replace good leaders, firm and hard
ened Bolsheviks, by bad unstable leaders, who fluctuate 
and easily fall under the influence of the petty bourgeoisie. 
This is opportunism.

Lenin always urged upon the workers the necessity of 
leaders for the movement and fought against those deny
ing the role of leaders and recognizing none but the 
masses. We have already quoted Lenin’s opinion of lead
ership, expressed in 1920. In 1902 Lenin, in combatting 
the views of the "deniers” referred to the German Social 
Democratic Party, whose hundreds of thousands of mem
bers know how to value their leaders (Bebel and Lieb- 
knecht) and defend them by all means.

Among the GermansLenin wrote, political 
thinking has already been sufficiently developed, suf
ficient political experience has been gained to under^ 
stand that without a ^dozen^ gifted (and gifted peo
ple are not born by the hundred) y triedy profession
ally educated and well trained leadersy working in 
full cooperation with each othery no class is capable 
of conducting a resolute struggle in modern society. 
(What Is to Be Bone? 1902.)

In 1920 the "left” Communists of Germany heatedly 
opposed the necessity of leaders for the revolutionary la
bor movement. We do not need any leaders, they claimed, 
the entire power rests in the masses! It is wrong to draw
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any contrast between them, Lenin replied. The class is 
led by the Party, the Party by leaders. You cannot di
vide them. And your shouts against the leaders are mere
ly due to your inexperience and immaturity. You are 
members of a young Party. Do some fighting against cap
italism and you will realize yourselves the importance of 
leaders for the movement. As a case in point Lenin re
ferred to the experience of our Party:

Attacks 7ipon the ^dictatorship of the leaders^ 
have altuays been knoxvn in our Party; my first mem^ 
ory of such attacks dates back to 1895, when there 
was still no formal Party in existence, but the cen^- 
tral group in Petersburg was already beginning to 
develop and had to take upon its leadership of the 
District groups. At the 9 th Congress of our Party 
(April, 1920) a small opposition attended, which also 
condemned the ^dictatorship of the leaders/ the^olU 
garchy/ etc. So that there is really nothing new, sur^ 
prising or terrible in the Infantile Sickness^ of the 
German ^left Communism.^ This sickness is not dan-- 
gerous and the organism becomes even stronger after 
it.^^ (The Infantile Sickness of ^^Leftism^^ in Com
munism, 1920.) The "small opposition” referred to 
by Lenin consisted of Corns, Sapronov, Maximov- 
sky and others.

PARTY STRUCTURE
The fourth element which interests us particularly in 

the Communist Party and with which we shall deal in 
detail in this pamphlet is the organization of the Party. 
We know that the Party as a union of political associates 
in itself represents one of the labor organizations in addi
tion to many others, such as the trade unions, the Soviets 
of workers’ deputies, the cooperative societies, etc. Every 
organization, including a Party, may be either strong and 
solidified, or weak and loose.

The Bolshevik Party is the most powerful revolutionary 
Party of the proletariat on the globe. Every worker en
tering the Party must ask himself: how is our Party or
ganized? Wherein lies its inner power? What is the order 
within the Party, what is its system? How is the Party 
built? What rules secure the power, strength and force



of the Party? What must we be o *j . 
make the Party homogeneous and snV j ^ order to

It is well known that our Partv * rock,
nist Party) differs from the other i t Commu-
mg also the Communist Parties in mclud-
the correctness of its policies but al * “o* m
organization. It is about these rules®® “* its unheard of 
ganization, about the structure of tL®u 
speak here. We shall not deal ^th o 
or tactics; they should be studied if ^
shaU touch upon these questions onlv
necessary for a better understanding this wJl b
ideas of Bolshevism and Leninism^ organizational

Lenm always attached exceptional importance to the 
organization of the workers. ^

JL prokei'UT^U’i’ nu uvnev 'tueci-t
gle for power except organization. 
Ahead, Two Steps Back,^^ 1904.) {''une ^rep

^^The power of the working class lies in its or^ 
ganization. Without organization proletariat is 
like nothing. Organized it is everything.*^ C^The 
Struggle with the CadeUlike Social democrats and 
Tarty Discipline,** 1906.)

^^The class consciousness of the vanguard manifests 
itself among other things in its ability to organize 
itself; by organizing itself it gains a single will and 
this single will of the thousands, hundreds of thou
sands, millions, becomes the will of the class.” (How 
V. Xasulitch Is Killing Liquidationism,** 1913.)

The wealth of Lenin’s ideas in the most diverse fields is 
inexhaustible. Among others, Lenin created the theory 
of the revolutionary Party of the proletariat. The Bol
shevist teaching of the Party is not limited to Lenin’s 
works, but may be found also in the resolutions and de
cisions of the Party Congresses and in the direct organi
zational practice of the Party. It should be remembered 
that during Lenin’s life hardly a single decision was adopt
ed on any important question without Lenin’s participa
tion and counsel. Lenin cannot be divided from the Par
ty. It is impossible to draw any distinction between Leni-
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them as twoiwm and Bolshevism, to regard them »=» T^Viin 
things. If no direct indications are found ^

any of the Party questions they shoul ^^jcles, and 
—__ ^ ■» « « __ ano a*^ ^

different 
works 

^ght
Party resolutions. Lenin’s speeches 
Party resolutions and decisions are two parts

setting
mutu

ally^ complementary and explanatory. first
Lenin’s teaching of the Party, it will be ^'^^gj-ent ques- 
of all, to quote Lenin’s own opinions on tne ^ ^ some
tions; in some cases we shall paraphrase Lenm , con-
rarer cases we shaU explain Lenin’s ideas or uir 
elusions from them.

flexibility of organization and

UNITY OF ACTION
At the very beginning of 1902 Lenin 

plan for the construction of the Party, asked. < ^ ^he 
of organization do we want? His answer was 
organization must be such as to

• . secure a flexibility necessary for a 
democratic militant organization, i ^ ^ 
quickly to readjust itself to the most diverse and rap
idly changing conditions of struggle? an a y 
evade a battle in the open field against an overwhelm
ing enemy that has gathered all of its forces at one 
point, on the one hand, and on the other, to take ad
vantage of the clumsiness of this enemy and attack 
him when and where he is least prepared for such an 
attack.” (What Is to Be Done? 1902.)

Flexibility, an ability quickly to rearrange one’s ranks 
-such is one of the principal demands which Lenin placed 

upon the Party. Many years afterwards, at the begin
ning of the imperialist war, Lenin declared that the West 
European social democratic Parties must change from le
gal organizations into illegal, secret, underground or
ganizations in order to carry on the struggle against the 
bourgeoisie. Here is what Lenin wrote about organiza
tion and its flexibility:

**Let us take a modern army. Here is a good ex
ample of organization. This organization is good sim
ply because it is flexible, because it knows how to
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Tod^yimpart a single will to millions of people. ^ different 
millions sit in their various homes at the Q^der 
ends of the country. Tomorrow a mobili2:ati
is issued and they gather at appointed

' for months
Today 

at a 
theyorder,

Tod^^y they per.
el. To-

they lie in trenches, sometimes 
stretch. Tomorrow in a re-arranged 
march forward to storm the enemy. To 
form miracles in evading bullets and To
morrow they perform miracles in open bat 
day their advanced posts lay mines under the 
tomorrow they cover dozens of miles what
with instructions from fliers in the air. 
you call organization, when in the name o 
ject, inspired by a single will, millions o ^ P 
change the form of their intercourse and arms
place and methods of activity, the weapons an 
in accordance with the changing circumstance
demands of the struggle.” (The Collapse of 
Internationaly 1915.)

Taking a ^^modern army” as **a good exar^ ^‘bilit ” 
ganization,” laying special emphasis upon the tlexi^ y 
of the military organization, upon its ability to impar 
'^a single wilP’ to millions of people, Lenin adds.

**The same is true of the struggle of the working 
class against the bourgeoisie.”
Organizational flexibility, and ability quickly to re

organize one’s ranks, to change from illegal form of or
ganization to legal forms and vice versa, while always
maintaining unity of leadership, will, action----such are the
principal organizational properties of our Party. ^ The 
Party does not believe in organizational fetishism, in al
ways maintaining a fixed form of structure no matter 
what the conditions and circumstances. The organiza
tional forms are subordinated to the demands of revolu
tionary necessity. During the period of underground or
ganization (up to the first revolution of 1905) the Bol
sheviks rejected, for instance, the elective principle with
in the Party, for in the absence of freedom in the coun
try it was impossible to effect inner Party democracy. 
But immediately the political life in Tzarist Russia gained 
certain freedom (after October, 1905) the Party changed 
to democratic organization. Later, during the period of
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the reaction (beginning with 1907), the Party again went 
underground, reducing its democracy to the minitwnm. 
The Party had one system of internal organization dur
ing the period of military Communism (1918-1921), and 
it has a different system at the present time.

The Party must adjust its structure to the demands 
of the current struggle.

”Every form of struggle requires a corresponding 
technique and apparatus. When owing to the objec
tive conditions the parliamentary struggle becomes 
the principal form of struggle, the Party apparatus 
inevitably adjusts itself to the parliamentary strug
gle. When on the contrary the objective conditions 
lead to a struggle of the masses in the form of great 
political strikes and uprisings the Party of the prole
tariat must adjust its apparatus to deal with these 
forms of struggle and this apparatus must of course 
be entirely distinct from the parliamentary appa
ratus.” (The Crisis of Menshevisnt, 1906.)

During the Civil War the Party organizations assun^d 
a semi-war character ('^The Militarization of the Par
ty”) : extreme centralism, the strictest discipline, action 
by orders. There was no other way of defeating the en
emy. The Party was therefore obliged to reorganize it
self on a military basis. In the course of its history the 
Party has had to change its organizational forms more 
than once. But each time that the Party was forced to 
contract itself, to reduce its ranks, or, on the contrary, 
to expand them, the fundamental type of Bolshevist or
ganization was always maintained.

''In contrast to Europe at the end of the 18th cen
tury,” Lenin wrote in 1913, "Russia furnishes an ex
ample of a country in which the old organization has 
proved its vitality and effectiveness. This organiza
tion has survived the reaction as well despite the de
fection of the liquidators and the endless number of 
Philistines. This organization, while maintaining its 
basic type, has been able to adjust its form to the 
changing conditions, has been able to adapt its forms 
to the demands of the time.” (How V. Zasulitcb Is 
Killing Liquidafionalismy 1913.)
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Just as an army continues to be an army 
its reorganizations, that is, it remains a powerful 
organization, just so must the Party retain its 
shevist type while changing its organizational forius* 
of leadership, will, action, organization—these j
constant elements in the Party. The Party lives au 
velops, never breaking with its past organizatious ^ 
aside that which has become antiquated and keeps * 
tal parts, creates new forms adjusted to the uc'W 
of struggle; it maintains successiveness in its i 7 
observes the Party traditions, that is, the lessons o 
previous revolutionary experience and always m^in a 
the basic type of Bolshevist organization.

Dealing with the Soviet Union in the Shop Pa^per

(Refer to cut on page 15)

On page 15 you will find an example of excellent tech
nique in contrasting conditions here with the Soviet Union. 
One letter gives conditions here, another in the 
Union. Our comrades give an editorial comment on both, 
drawing revolutionary conclusions. And the picture 
drives home the point.

The formulation in the last paragraph is a little un
clear, and fails to bring out the point that our figbt for 
social insurance is an immediate demand under the capi
talist system, and only through the overthrow of the pr^- 
ent government under the leadership of the Communist 
Party, can we get conditions such as the workers of Soviet 
Russia enjoy.

Note the appeal to join our Party, and the comrad^ 
didn’t forget to display the address of the Party promi
nently.
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From the Org. Directives 
for August First

International Red Day Against XITar.

August First is the International Red Uay of Strug
gle against Imperialist War.

August First, 1931, is the 17th anniversary of the Im
perialist War of 1914. On August First “all the forces of 
the international proletariat are mobilized by the Com
munist International into one vast world wide demonstra
tion against Imperialist War and especially against the im
minent war against the Soviet Union.

Struggle against the war danger is a day-to-day task of 
the Party and is organically linked up with every cam
paign and activity of the Party.

August First campaign is the intensification of our Anti- 
War and Defense of the Soviet Union activities and agi
tation over the period of several months, reaching a high 
point on International Red Day.

Coordination of Campaigns.
Today we cannot stop with statements that the August 

First Campaign must be linked up and coordinated with 
all other campaigns.

The District and Section Committees must explain to all 
Party units and Party members exactly how this coordina
tion can be achieved successfully.

No single campaign or acti'uity of the 'Party can stop or 
be weakened during August First preparations*

Unemployment actwities must be continued on the basis 
of struggle for immediate relief, unemployment insurance, 
against evictions, etc, in the form of mass resistance to 
eviction, hunger marches, and relief for desperate cases. 
But especially during this period must we emphasize the 
demand ''All War Funds for Unemployment Relief,’’ not 
only by use of the slogan but by explanations and formu-

1
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lation of demands on state and city governments that the 
specific appropriation for armories, militia, school military 
training, etc., be used for unemployment relief. National 
War Budget expenditures must be cited in speeches, leaf
lets, bulletins and contrasted with starving conditions of 
workers. Unemployed Branches must especially be brought 
into active preparations for August First by electing dele
gates to United Front Conference, sending committees to 
factories, especially war munition plants, at noon and be
fore and after working hours, and visiting workers or
ganizations always bringing forward the unemployment 
problem in the light of the war preparations.

Strikes which are now sweeping the country can best be 
utilized by pointing out that the bosses cut wages and at 
the same time spend billions for war preparations against 
the Soviet Union where workers have abolished capitalism, 
unemployment, wage cuts, etc.; that police terrorism, ar
rests, etc., on l^half of t^e bosses government is a part of 
the war preparations; that wage-cuts, speed-up, stagger 
system are a means of raising the competitive abilities of 
U. S. imperialism in foreign markets and are part of the 
war preparations to conquer foreign markets thru a new 
war.

Scottsboro Campaign to free the nine boys must be util- 
iz€^d to win the Negro masses, especially to struggle against 
the coming war of the white bosses who lynch Negro 
workers in **peace” time and on a wholesale scale in war 
times. Increased terrorism against Negro masses and for
eign bom is part of the war preparation plans to use Ne
gro masses as cannon fodder.

All other campaigns must be utilized in a similar way 
especially the Election Campaign. Detailed slogans and 
methods of linking each campaign with August First must 
be worked out by each District and Section Committee.

Factory Activities.
The main emphasis, the principal activity and the aim 

of all preparatory work for August First must be in the 
factories and at the factory gates.

Our task on August First is to bring the workers from 
the factories out on the streets together with the unem
ployed to demonstrate against war on the issues of unem- 
plo3rment, wage-cuts, speed-up, terrorism, etc., as a part of 
the bosses’ war preparations.
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Most of our Party units and revolutionary unions are 

now concentrating at thousands of factories, mines and 
mills with the object of organizing the workers to struggle 
against wage-cuts, speed-up, part time, etc. This work is 
to continue and must be intensified and improved. Our 
task is to link up our anti-war agitation with our immedi
ate economic demands in the factory. Our main task—^to 
organize the workers into unions, shop committees, griev
ance committees, factory groups and recruiting of the 
most advanced workers into the Party—continues un
changed.

In our shop leaflets, shop papers, speeches and conver
sation we raise the slogans against war danger and inter
vention as a part of and linked up with our immediate de
mands by specially calling the workers’ attention to the 
imminence of war and the bosses’ preparations for war. 
We further call on the workers and approach them individ
ually to participate in the organizational preparations for 
the world wide demonstration against war by accepting to 
serve on a committee (Anti-War Committee) to mobilize 
the workers of the factory for the August First Demon
stration.

In factories where ^hop Committees, Union factory 
branches or factory groups exist, our comrades and TUUL 
members in these committees raise the issue of the war 
danger and August First preparations for the purpose of 
sending delegates to United Front Conference, selecting an 
Anti-War Committee as a sub-committee, calling a meet
ing of all factory workers, issuing leaflets, conducting 
noon-time conversations, etc.

The existing factory committee (Shop Committee, Griev
ance Committee, factory branch) does not change its name 
or purpose. It assumes an additional task: preparing the 
workers of the factory for August First. The factory 
committees shall select Anti-W^ar (sub) committees com
posed of their own members who, however, must broaden 
these committees by selecting additional workers from the 
shop and this involving new elements into definite organi
zational work.

Unions and other mass organizations must be urged to 
call upon their members in the factories and factory com
mittees to carry out the above tasks.

Every member of the Party working in a factory shall 
be assigned the task (and told how to do it) of forming
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Com^ttee for August Fi„t in his or her
advanced workersc« be mvited to a comrade’s home to discuss this matter, 

or the discussion can take place at noon time or even dur- 
mg working hours.

In a factory where no co^ttees exist, we endeavor to 
mvolve a few friendly and sympathetic workers into a 
co^ttee to undertake simple activities of talking to 
other workers; giving them anti-war literature, inviting 
them to meetings and finally mobilizing them for the Aug
ust First Demonstration This is an elementary organiza
tional form with a specific task. This Anti-War Commit
tee is not a permanent body in itself, but provides the 
basis for the budding of a permanent factory group or 
factory branch of the union.

The basic task of involving the mass organizations in 
the August First campaign consists in getting the mem
bers of these organizations to prepare their fellow workers 
in the factories for the demonstration as well as their 
neighbors in the territories where they live.

Form of August First Demonstration.
All August First demonstrations to take place outdoors* 

Every effort to be made to organize marches and parades 
even tho of short duration. International demonstrations 
to be organized in border cities.

Where stationary demonstrations are held, organized 
groups of workers should march to demonstration.

Generally the demonstrations must be arranged for an 
hour when the workers from the factories can attend as 
well as the unemployed and strikers.

While the main slogans must be Anti-War slogans at 
the demonstrations and marches, it is of utmost importance 
that all main slogans of our campaigns be used in the 
demonstrations on August First.

Preparatory marches, demonstrations and meetings are 
to be held prior to August First especially as various events 
of a war nature take place during the next preparatory 
period, such as military manoeuvers, war budget appro
priations, intervention in colonies, anti-Soviet measi^es, 
articles, speeches, etc. We must immediately react to these 
events and utilize them fully in the campaign.

Note: What is your Section and Unit doing about get^^ 
ting its supply of August First pamphlets and organizing 
their sale?
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Improving Work of the 
Party Organization

Developing Forces
By R. M. (District 12)

ACKL of forces’* — who hasn’t heard the cry» How 
many valuable hours have been spent discussing 

''lack of forces” which could have been used to ^
vantage in developing Party and non-Party workers.

Basically the initiative of the masses must arouse . 
Latent or dormant forces can become dynamic forces an ^ 
it IS up to us to find methods whereby can more e 
ciently make the workers conscious of their power an ^ 
ability to improve their conditions and to change t e sys 
tern.

Strikes and the fights for unemployment relief set great 
numbers of workers in motion. We should endeavor o 
use this momentum by showing the workers how to con
tinue the struggle against capitalist suppression, propa
ganda and ideology in their every-day Ufe. i r u

This is very important because the political level of me 
Workers is much below that of the Party members and be
cause there are two thousand or more workers to evei^ 
Party member. Lack of knowledge of how to defend their 
class interest is a great handicap to the American workew.

One of the ways how the bosses’ propaganda holds work
ers back IS shown by how workers can talk with under
standing to a fellow worker about their problems, but 
W'hen it comes to speaking tQ^ a group they hesitate ■ 
don’t think they can do it ''good.” We must develop more 
writers and speakers among the workers by teaching them 
that it isn’t so hard to learn these things as boss educa
tion would have them believe. Workers must realize their 
ideas are the important thing in speaking if they want 
to speak to a group it is only necessary for them to think 
about what they are going to tell others, just raising their 
voice louder than usual.

The **gap’* — the difference between our ideological in
fluence and organized strength — and lack of forces ex
ist side by side. Many of our comrades are good agitators
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but when it com^ to the more careful and detaUed work 
of organizing, fad to qualify.

Here are some suggestions for developing our comrades:
1. More thorough su^rvision and guidance of Party 

m^bers’ readmg. Rea^g Iwt to be compUed by Dis- 
tncts with suggestions of reading material suited to de
velopment of comrades, Also a reading list to be made 
out in the center with two or three lines explaining con- 
tents of each book or pamphlet.

2. Greater utilization of District and local classes.
3. A more equal distribution of forces throughout the 

country and Districts so comrades can gain practical ex
perience and learn to be responsible for some part of the 
work.

It is up to every Party member to try to become more of 
a leader. Many of the Party members don’t understand 
the functioning of collective leadership and continue to 
”look up” to someone else for ideas and leadership, neglect
ing to make an effort to improve themselves for responsi
ble functionaries. Sometimes this social democratic habit 
is carried to such a point that those that like to have some 
one to '^look up’^ to get into the habit of expecting a par
ticular leader to also do most of the work.

Some developed comrades claim they don’t have time 
to fclittik politically because of being so swamped with 
work. This is a serious situation. Failure to develop and 
inspire more initiative and confidence in Party members 
and workers together with too extensive plans, help to 
create the ”lack of forces.”

A reaction from the above **cry” is taking place in this 
District (12) and we are setting about to end the bad 
habits as well as the cry. These are some of the methods 
by which we are tackling the problem:

1. Conducting a class in the A B C of Communism and 
one for functionaries.

2. Spreading forces at the center more evenly through
out the District.

3. Having our comrades work more in unions, clubs, 
fraternal societies, etc., and drawing more workers into 
activity.

4. Making more use of all public meetings pertaining 
to labor problems, by sales literature, discussions, etc.
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Work of a New Unit In New Territory
By D. W. (District 2)

^Jj^HAT do our experiences in working with a small 
unit of seven members in a new territory about ten 

miles away from the Section prove to us? First oi a > 
we had to give up the idea that the Section must plan 
work for us and that all the unit had to do was to 
it out. Instead of that, we developed our own imtiati 
and worked out our plan of activity according to 
territorial problems. This was approved by the Sectio 
Committee.

We immediately made up a list of the closest 
ers we knew of and every comrade was made <
for one. The result was that in three weeks we recrui 
three new members.

Then we decided to have open air meetings at least 
a week in the workers* section of our territory. For tiu 
we made sure that a committee was on the place at every 
meeting. At least five were to be on the committee, Mcn 
having a function. One comrade was to take care of the 
platform; one was to act as chairman; one was to sell the 
Daily Wwker and literature; and two comrades were to 
mingle with the crowd and make contacts. We also 
managed to get some non-Party members to help us sell 
the Daily 'Worker. At every meeting we got from five to 
ten contacts. The names of the contacts were given to 
the comrades at the meeting and immediately followed 
up the next day. We got some of them as subscribers for 
the^ Daily Worker and some of them for the L. S. N. R* 
This also gave us a start to build up the Daily W^orker 
carrier route.

In the process of building the Daily Worker carrier 
route, at first, used the old method of trying to get the 
comrades to come down every Sunday for canvassing for 
subscribers for the Daily. This was a failure. Since the 
comrades are occupied aU week with meetings it is physi
cally impossible for them to come out every Sunday. We 
found out that by giving the comrades a chance every 
other Sunday for themselves and every other Sunday to 
canvass for the Daily Worker we achieved the results 

wanted. This applies also to the open air meetings. 
It IS established now that when a comrade comes down to
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^ open air meeting on Saturday he is free on Sunday. 
The next Sunday he canvasses for the Daily Worker. With 
this method applied we were able to establish a Daily 
Worker carrier route of 50 in two months.

Another method of getting subscribers to the Daily 
Worker was this. We issued a letter to the readers tell
ing them about the DaUy. We put this into the copy of 
the Daily Worker which we distributed. We marked this 
^^Sample Copy,” so the reader would know that we weren’t 
giving him a present. In the letter we told him we would 

^ leave the Daily Worker six times in succession and after
I that we would come around and talk to him. We dis

tributed ten samples a week and out of the first ten we 
got four subs.

The next step was to build a functioning group of the 
L. S. N. R. We found that by using the old method of 
Calling meetings by mail proves to be a failure. By send
ing out 40 letters, only four came down. We found that 
by using the personal approach, that is by circulating a 
leaflet around an issue in the territory, and visiting some 
of the contacts personally, that we were able to obtain 
much better results. For instance, we found that a Ne
gro worker was attacked by the K.K.K.’s and accused of 
the old ^'rape” charge. By finding out all particulars we 
issued a leaflet convincing the workers that they must 
fight the bosses and that they must organize into the 
L. S. N. R. As a result of leaflet circulation and personal 
visiting about 25 came to the meeting where we were 
immediately able to start organizational work.

We were given a list of names by the Section. We 
immediately visited those contacts to organize a workers’ 
club. We found that some of these workers were not 
ripe for the Young Communist League, so we organized a 
Youth Branch of the International Workers’ Order with 
these elements and with the others we formed a unit of 
the Y. C. L. If we had proceeded with drawing all these 
contacts into the Y. C. L. the result would have been that 
those not yet ready for the Y. C. L. would have been lost 
to the movement.

When the comrades went out canvassing for the 
Liberator or Daily Workery they also tried to get con
tacts for the League. With this method we were able to 
bring in about eight Negro workers into the League.
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Organizing Strike 
Committees

By JACK JOHNSTONE

XN this issue of the Party Organizer I will deal with 
only one phase of revolutionary strike strategy, the 

organizing of the strike committees and their tasksy be
cause this is the weakest phase of the present miners* 
strike

In the miners* strike, one thing stands out: the rank 
and file have taken charge of their strike, i.e., in this 
strike, there is a much larger percentage of strikers, their 
wives and children involved in activities than in any 
other strike. But there is no clear plan of organization 
or continuity of tasks applied in these activities. The 
N.M.U. has enthused the strikers to a tremendous fight- 
ing pitch. But their activities are based on fighting enthusi
asm with the xninimum of organization.

In the miners’ strike the strike committees should take 
the following forms: elected local mine strike committees 
with representation from the women; section strike com
mittees composed of a minimum of 3 delegates (2 men, 1 
woman), from each struck mine in a given territory; 
central strike committee composed of three delegates, one 
a woman, from every mine in the strike area. It is obvi
ous that the local mine strike committee is the key or 
basic strike leadership. The weaknesses or strength of the 
mine strike committee reflects itself in the upper direct
ing strike committee and affects every task and activity in 
the strike.

The tasks of the Mine Strike Committee are the follow
ing:

1. To be responsible for the conduct of the strike, imli- 
tancy of the strikers and the carrying out of all decisions 
of the Section and District Strike Committee and body 
of strikers.
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2. To organize mass picketing.
3. To spread the strike in neighborhood mines.
4. To direct the collection and distribution of relief.
5. To organize and lead mine strike mass meetings.
6. To help establish locals of the N.M.XJ.
7. To register and check up on the activities of all 

strikers.
8. To elect delegates to the Section and District Strike 

Committee.
9* To organize the defense of strikers with assistance of 

the I.L.D.
It is comparatively simple during the period of enthusi

asm to elect a strike committee and to outline the tasks 
of this committee. The difficulty is to carry them out. 
This depends on the type of strike leadership that is 
elected to the strike committee. Generally the first com
mittee elected contains unstable elements, deadheads, etc. 
A conscious cleansing process must be conducted during 
the entire strike so that the best and most class conscious 
leadership is developed. Under no circumstances should 
a strike committee be allowed to drop members and coop^ 
tate others. The strikers must be told at their meeting 
why some members should be dropped and others elected. 
The development of new leaders must be a conscious pro^ 
cess by the workers.

The first duty of the strike committee is to draw all 
strikers and their families into strike activity in some 
organizational form. It must not leave the striker to 
decide for himself whether he should picket or not. The 
first organizational necessity is to organize everyone in
volved in the strike into groups with responsible cap
tains. The development of these captains is also a process 
of developing new leading forces. Those that do not 
function properly should be replaced. The extent that 
this elementary, but fundamental, group form of organi
zation is developed will, to a very considerable degree, de
termine the tempo at which we will be able to spread 
and consolidate the strike. From it will radiate the full
est energy and activity in every phase of the strike.

It is impossible to give proper leadership to a stidke of 
more than 40,000 strikers, totaling with women and chil
dren probably 150,000, covering a strike front of 70 
miles, with only a handful of organizers and strike strike 
committee chairmen who assume the responsibility for all
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tasks and if arrested or become sick have not trained 
others to step into their place. So it becomes absolutely 
necessary to draw as many strikers and their families 
into group activity. Many strikers will accept the lead
ership of a group of 10 but would decline to accept work 
as chairman or secretary of a strike committee. In a week 
he will probably be ready to assume a greater responsibil
ity. It is in this manner that we will develop a broad 
cadre of new leaders. In this we have so far failed in the 
miners’ strike.

The development of committees must start right from 
the beginning of the strike If possible this should be done 
during the preparatory work. However, one must use 
judgment. All needed committees cannot be organized at 
once.To stabilize and strengthen the work of the xnine strike 
committees, the following committees should be set up. 
All members of these committees need not be members of 
the strike committees, but the heads of these committees 
must be members of the Strike Committee.

1. Picket and defense committee.
2. Relief Committee.
3. Committee for Work among Women and Children.
4. Youth Committee.
5. Committee for Work among Negroes.
6. Literature and Publicity Committee.
7. Committee to Build the Union.
8. Committee on Unemployment.
However, the quantity and quality of work of these 

committees is determined by the type of strike committee 
that has been elected and the extent that this leadership 
has been able to direct the organization of the strikers into 
various activities. A committee of 3 or 5 cannot collect 
relief or distribute it, or sign up every strikers in the 
union alone. They must draw in hundreds and thousands 
of workers in an organized way. We should not depend 
upon volunteers to collect relief. They should be assigned 
by the strike committee. A thousand individuals cannot 
be assigned unless they are organized and assigned in 
groups. The Committee to build the union can best draw 
every striker into the union by having each picket captain 
to sign up his group.
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Our Experiences in Organizing Shop 
Groups

By J. STEUBEN

'X'HE recent experience of the N. Y. local of the Metal 
'Workers League in organizing shop groups can be of 

value to the Party and T.U.U,L. Without any high fai
ntin’ introduction, I will proceed to outline the methods 
as used in organizing shop groups. These groups were 
not organized accidently. Two months ago the Execu
tive Board of the local picked these places for concen
tration. The basis for picking the shops was their rela
tive importance and because we had some contacts, al
though extremely weak ones. As to how we went about 
our work, it will be best to relate by concrete examples.

B. N. Y. Shop
This is a very important place, especially in connection 

with our struggle against the war danger. About a year 
ago, several workers joined the Metal Workers Industrial 
League. They attended a few meetings but gradually be
gan to drop out. They were on the mailing list and were 
called to every meeting. Without any exaggeration, hun
dreds of circular letters were sent to them but the work
ers never responded. We began to write individual let
ters, but no response. We started to visit them person
ally—^they promised to come to the '^next meeting,” but 
never did. For a time we could not understand the atti
tude of these workers, because they were shy in giving 
reasons why they stay away and instead, gave promises 
to come.

Finally, we decided instead of the general membership 
meeting, to call these workers to a private house. One of 
the workers of the B. N. Y. Shop gave us permission to 
meet in his house. The meeting was called and we were 
shocked with the results. Five came to the first meeting. 
At this meeting we asked the workers to be frank and 
tell us why they didn’t come to previous meetings. The 
unanimous reply was: *'As much as we were with you 
all the time, we have families and could not endanger our 
jobs.” One worker told us that he was even spotted 
coming up to the headquarters, by a company stool pigeon.
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At this meeting a long discussion developed on the or
ganizational forms to be adopted, a program of work, 
what are the most pressing needs of the workers, etc. It 
was finally decided on a regular meeting night in a private 
house, a secretary of the group was elected. It was also 
decided to work out a shop program, which will contain 
a series of demands. It is interesting to note that it took 
more than four weeks to prepare the demands, not be
cause of the slowness of the workers, but because of the 
necessary investigations about conditions in various de
partments, in order to make sure that the demands were 
correct. It was also decided as a general rule, that new 
members can be invited, only after the names of these 
workers were proposed at a previous group meeting. The 
group is growing continually, and is starting to function 
as a shop organization. We have now fourteen members. 
There is not one Party member in this place.

£• M. C. Shop
This factory is notorious for its exploitation. Several 

strikes took place in the past. These were led by the A. 
F. of L. and were defeated. It was also one of the first 
metal shops to introduce the stagger system. Comrade 
M. has been a member of the Metal Workers Industrial 
League for about 6 months, but up to recently, he was 
(just like the rest of the members) never asked where he 
was working. However, after we found out that M. 
works in the E. M. C., we sat down with this worker and 
outlined to him in a simple way how to proceed to organ
ize a group on the basis of fighting the stagger system 
inside the shop. M. went to work and sure enough, or
ganized a group of four and now it has eight members, 
all paid up in dues and initiation. In this shop, too, there 
is not one Party comrade. At the last meeting of the 
group they worked on a shop paper, themselves writing 
articles, drawing cartoons of the bosses and covering all 
expenses for the paper. The group now meets regularly 
and is functioning as a shop organization, taking up their 
own problems.

O. £• C. Shop
When it’s busy, several thousand workers are employed 

in this factory. Unlike the other shops, we had a Party 
nucleus that has been in existence for more than a year.
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Shop Experiences of Two Comrades

Experience of Comrade M,

SINCE November, 1930, I sold 65 pamphlets. I started 
with talking to one worker in the department who is 

sympathetic. The starting point would be the progress 
of farming in the Soviet Union and comparison with this 
country. Many of the workers are from Tennessee and 
originally come from farms. So we have an easy start. 
He first told one sympathizer that he knew where he 
could get a book or pamphlet on the progress of farming 
in the Soviet Union. Then he would gave him five pamph
lets. The sympathizer in turn sold them and got in con
tact with other workers. They would tell me what they 
tbink about the Soviet Union.

Then I got acquainted with another fellow worker. 
With bim I have worked ever since. I went to his house 
and had discussions with him. He had quite a few sym
pathizers because of his long standing in the department. 
During the election campaign I took leaflets into the shop 
and put these leaflets into the tool boxes, the pockets of 
the workers’ coats whom I knew were sympathetic. This 
comrade would help me out a great deal.

I would also find out who is sympathetic to the Un
employed Councils and the workers who would speak 
favorably about our demonstrations and the activities 
of the unemployed. By this method I got 10 subs to a 
language paper. I also took along some copies of the 
Daily Worker. I got two subs. In the same way I would 
distribute about 10 copies of each issue of the shop pa
per. On this I would speak^ to the workers and ask them 
to write to the shop paper.

I would speak to sympathizers about our Party affairs, 
mass meetings, etc., and invite them. The next day I 
would let them know that I had seen them at the place.

I have now brought three new members into the Party 
through the activities in the department. The easiest way 
to speak in the factory is through unemployment and the 
Soviet Union. We are doing work for the Soviet Union. 
When I speak to the workers on the Soviet Union I take 
the Five-Year Plan and apply it to the metal industry and 
wage cuts; I also speak of the cultural part, and I can feel 
the response of the workers that they appreciate very much
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how the workers in the Soviet Union are bettering them
selves.

I sold 20 tickets for the First of May Concert in my 
department while selling only 5 on the outside. In the 
evening I checked up and found that qtiite a few of the 
workers came to the affair.

Experience of Comrade C.
(in the same department)

My activities date back to November, 1930, from the 
meeting I attended because of a leaflet given to me by 
comrade M. in the factory. By the end of February I 
started to collect names from the clock cards and so far 
got about 200 addresses. The best pamphlet we have sold 
here is ''Class Against Class.” I would buy a bunch of 
them and then mail one each to at least 5 or 6 workers. 
Many of the workers would tell me about receiving the 
pamphlet. I would ask them to bring it down and I 
would take it home and the next day I would bring it 
back with a favorable report. So far I have sold 54 
pamphlets in the shop and 10 outside.

For May First, to the foreign-born workers I would 
come and say: "in your country they are making quite a 
big fuss about May First. Did you receive any letters 
from there recently,” and then I would lead up to the 
May First demonstration in this country and speak about 
the First of May Concert, I would tell them that I knew 
a fellow who could get tickets. In this way I sold 65 
tickets.

I am specializing on the Daily Worker and getting 
monthly subs. 54 subs from the 29th of April to May 
24th. I work in a secret matter and speak to the work
ers. I always tackle one individual at a time. I have 
an easy line of approach, one for the foreign-born work
ers and one for the American-born workers.

The foreign-born workers I would approach in the fol
lowing manner: "did you get a letter from your friends 
in the old country lately? What do they say about un
employment? What is the general situation there? Are 
the people hungry? I would keep on talking to him, just 
depending upon his answers and then I would come out 
with the following: "There is a heavy unemployment 
and starvation everywhere except in the Soviet Union.
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Thin^ are getting pretty bad in tlds country, too. We 
are bable to be laid off any day. Did you eve^see a radi
os newspaper? I can get you a Uttle paper which costs 
30 cents a month.” And so on.

To the American-born workers I would say *'What do 
you think about the situation in the country this winter? 
You know the taxpayer’s money is all gone. This year 
many of the city and county governments have been 
spending money on soup and I am telling you that we are 
headed for a big revolution, and it won’t be very long 
before we will have it. Do you read anything about the 
revolution?” Then the workers, naturally, would tell 
me they never did. Then I would ask them if they had 
ever seen the radical paper called the Daily Worker'^ And 
they would say. No. Then I would say, ^'you know that 
the bosses don’t want us to have this paper. Therefore, 
if you are a friend of the bosses, don’t read it.” This, na
turally, would bring out the hatred towards the bosses. 
I have had some very good results.

From our contacts Comrade M. and I invite 2 or 3 
workers into our house on Saturday afternoons, and we 
discuss questions with them and see whether they are 
ready for the umon or the Party.

We have the sympathizers work for us. I have already 
gotten some sympathizers involved and one of them got 
2 subs for the Daily Worker for me. Another sold 10 
pamphlets, also some tickets. I can see that if they have a 
little success they have smiles when they report back to
me.I have been working for the Party for abo.ut 4 months. 
I started without being a Party member.

Note: No Party member can be capable of doing bis 
or her best work in developing organization and struggle 
in the shops if they have not read ^^Problems of Strike 
Strategy,Decisions of the International Conference on 
Strike Strategy held in Strassburg, Germany, January, 
1929. See that you get it and read it.
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Building the Revolutionary Unions 
Through Party Shop Pape^^s
M. K. (Section Mesaba Range, District 9)

T^HIS section has twenty units with a 
^ 188. But in spite of the fact that metal

the most important industry here, only two are 
units. The rest are either farm or town strce 
The composition is almost entirely Finnish. Umon 
was (and to a certain extent stiU is), the weakes P 
in our activity.

A few months ago the Section Committee 
the E. mine unit must issue a mine paper. 
unit was not a mine unit in the strict sense of tne^ ® •
It was composed of miners working in differei^ mm 
the same town. This unit continuously insisted on m ^ 
mg with the street unit and, consequently, neglecte 
work in the mines, union work, etc.

This mine unit (which was then the only 
the section) accepted the decision of the Section 
tee about the shop paper without much enthusiasm, 
apparatus was set to work, the Section Organizer 
to E., gathered information and came back and go^ 
the first issue of the «E. Miners’ Voice.” Although tlus 
paper contained some good material is was poorly con
structed. The paper was distributed, but because of the 
lack of understanding how to work on the part of our 
Party miners, nobody knew how our paper was accepted 
in the miners. The second issue came out on time the 
next month in the same manner as the first and with the 
same results.

We decided that we must involve the E. comrades m 
making up the paper. We called a special meeting and 
we discussed the possibilities. As the meeting the com
rades pointed out that the paper was constructed poorly 
and; that its appearance was bad; some of the information 
was not correct; it contained too much of Party phrase
ology, etc. A decision was made that our miners should 
write the articles themselves. Our next paper improved 
a hundred per cent. The appearance was xiice; a special 
comic page was established; the technical work was care
fully made up; the material was written in workers’ lan
guage; the involved Party terminology was eliminated.
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At the next mine unit meeting we discovered that the 
miners were accepting our paper with enthusiasm. The 
material is being discussed by the miners and they are 
awaiting the next issue anxiously. When the next issue 
came out one day late we were informed that twelve calls 
were made inquiring when it was cpming out.

At the next mine unit meeting plans were made on how 
our miners should approach other miners in discussing 
the bulletin. This planned activity resulted in a house 
recruiting meeting. Some miners were taken into the 
union. Now we can register the following successes. Be
fore this shop paper activity started we had a few mem
bers in the N. M. U.—all Finnish old-timers. Now we 
have shaft committees in three mines and the composition 
of the union changed entirely. We now have Bulgarians, 
Slovenians, Italians and Finns. Our paper became really 
popular. We received offers to subscribe for it by the 
year. In the last issue we printed a little song made by a 
miner ridiculing Charles Trezona, the steel trust captain 
of the E. mines, and also mayor of the city. And now the 
young miners are walking in the streets and singing it 
^^to beat the band.” Our influence in this steel trust 
town has improved manifold. When, for instance, a street 
meeting called by the Young Communist League in pre
paration for National Youth day was broken up and five 
comrades were arrested, the next protest meeting was 
attended by over a thousand workers from a town of six 
thousand population. And even after the fire truck was 
called out (for the first time since the 1916 strike) they 
could not break up this meeting.

Nofe; Have you gotten your copy of ^^The Shop Paper 
ManuaV^? This handbook on shop paper work should be 
in the bands of every comrade working in the shops or 
active in shop work. See that all comrades in your Unit 
have it.
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Lenin’s Teachings About 
the Party

(Excerpts from book by V. Sorin)

DISCIPLINE

The special feature of the Communist Party is its 
strictest discipline, Le., the unconditional and exact 

observance by all members of the Party of all directions 
coming from their Party organizations. A Party member 
may disagree with this or that Party decision, may con
sider it wrong, but once the decision is passed it must be 
observed. Failure to comply with Party discipline, dis
obedience and breaches of discipline are regarded by the 
Bolsheviks as a most serious offense against the Party and 
violations of the Party discipline are severely penihzed 
down to expulsion from the Party. Moreover, during the 
civil war, especially during times of danger to the Repub
lic, the Party imposed a war discipline upon its member
ship. There were even cases of Communists being shot 
for refusing to go to the front by orders from the Party 
which threatened to demoralize the other members of 
the Party.

Why do the Communists attach so much importance 
to discipline? Because without discipline the Party could 
not fulfill the immense tasks confronting it. What would 
happen if every soldier in the army were to be allowed to 
disobey the orders of his superior officers? The army 
would cease to exist. The general staff orders an attack; 
one section of the army decides to obey and go into battle; 
the other finds that it is wrong to give battle and refrains 
from taking part in it; still another section decides to 
quit the position and move to the rear. Such an army 
would be defeated in no time, for instead of discipline it 
has willfullness, lack of unity and demoralization.

Similar is the case with the Party. The Party will be 
strong if all of its members act as one, if they are abso
lutely unanimous. Were each Communist to be allowed 
to choose whether to submit to the Party discipline or not, 
we would have a debating club instead of a Party. Were 
each Communist to comply with only those of the Party 
decisions which he likes and to ignore those with which he
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4isagrees, it would be impossible altogether to create a 
Party.

The Party must be sure that each of its members will 
do what the Party tells him even if he disagrees with it. 
That is the whole thing: it is easy to obey decisions with 
which you agree; the difficult thing is to comply with deci
sions with which you disagree. That is just the meaning 
of discipline that each one must subordinate his personal 
will to that of the group, to that of the Party majority, 
must do what the Party considers necessaiy.

People join the Party voluntarily. They are free to 
withdraw from it. No one can be forced to join the 
Party or to stay in it. But once you are in the Paxrty you 
undertake the obligation to obey all the Party decisions. 
Party discipline is based upon the class consciousness of 
the Party members, upon their conviction that, without 
the minority accepting the decisions of the majority, with
out the subordination of the lower Party bodies to the 
higher ones, there can be no solid Party of the proletariat.

The Bolsheviks are proud of their Party discipline. This 
discipline was one of the reasons for the Bolshevik victory. 
In 1920 Lenin wrote:

*'By now it must surely be clear to everybody that 
the Bolsheviks could not have maintained themselves 
in power even two and a half months, not to speak 
of two and a half years, without the strictest dis
cipline, without a really iron^ discipline of our Party.

The experience of the victorious dictatorship of 
the proletariat in Russia clearly showed to those who 
are unable to think and who do not have to think 
about this question, that absolute centralization and 
the strictest discipline among the proletariat are one 
of the fundamental condition^ of its victory over the 
bourgeoisie.” (The Infantile Sickness of Leftism in 
Communism^ 1920.)

Throughout their existence the Bolsheviks differed from 
the other Parties particularly by their discipline. No Party 
has ever known such discipline in its ranks. The role and 
importance of discipline to the proletarian Party Lenin 
always emphasized. The Party must have unity of action. 
The entire Party from top to bottom and from one end 
to another must act as one man. Such unity is possible
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only if all the Party members will be trained for years and 
decades in the spirit of the strictest proletarian discipline.

The Party discusses various questions, treats them from 
their various aspects, sometimes submits them to the entire 
membership for discussion, but once the decision has been 
adopted all members of the Party must fulfill it without 
question.

DISCIPLINE AND THE PETTY-BOURGEOIS
ELEMENT

Discipline, firm and unrelenting, is necessary not only 
during the period of underground work and struggle 
against Tzarism, not only during civil war, but even dur
ing the more peaceful times, such as is experienced by the 
Soviet Republic at present when the Party is firmly in 
power and is dealing not with military problems, as was 
the case during 1917-1921, but with economic and agri
cultural problems. Let us see what Lenin had to say about 
the discipline of a Party effecting the dictatorship of the 
proletariat. We are struggling in a predominantly petty 
bourgeois country: the working class in Soviet Russia rep
resents a small island in a peasant sea. We want to estab
lish socialism, f. e., to abolish the division of society into 
classes, into groups of people with opposed interests.

^'To destroy the classes,” Lenin wrote, *4s not only 
to drive out the landlords and capitalists — this we 
have accomplished rather easily; it means to destroy 
also the small commodity producers who cannot be 
driven out, who cannot be put down; it is necessary 
to come to some arrangement with them, they can and 
should be made over, re-educated, only it will take 
long, gradual, careful organizational work.?
The re-education of tens of millions of petty commod

ity producers (the peasantry) will require years and dec
ades. This task can be accomplished only if the Party will 
always be able to resist the petty-bourgeois element. And 
the dangers which are connected with the proximity be
tween the working class and the many millions of small 
and petty commodity producers are very great.

**They (the commodity producers) surround the 
proletariat on all sides by the petty-bourgeois ele
ment, permeate them with it, corrupt them by it, con
stantly revive within the proletariat the petty-bour-
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geois characterlessness division, individualism,
changes from enthusiasm to dismay.’’

That the danger of the petty-bourgeois influence 
the proletariat and its Party is real rather than 
has been shown by the experience of all the oppositions o 
Lenin’s policies with which the Party has had to couteu •

Every one of these oppositions without exception (
*Ueft wing Communist of 1918, the ^^group of democra 
centralism” of 1920-21, the ^workers’ opposition” of 1^20- 
21 and the last opposition headed by Trotsky, Sap^*^®^ 
and Preobrazhensky in 1923-24) represented petty-bour
geois tendencies within the Party. The point is that the 
working class and its Party are not separated from the 
rest of the population by an impenetrable wall. There is 
a large number of transitional steps from the petty wor 
ing property owner to the pure proletarian of the big ma
chine industry. Among the proletariat too, there are 
groups closely connected with the peasantry and repre
senting semi-labor and semi-peasant elements. Nor can 
the Party consist of absolutely homogeneous elemen^. 
There are always people in it who fail to take up the 
standpoint of the proletariat to the end. The result is 
that at tunes of a political or economic crisis, change, dis
location, the petty-bourgeois element within the Party 
(the small commodity producers) begins to waver and be
comes agitated. The individuals constituting this element 
find themselves out of their depth, out of their customary 
economic conditions. They become agitated, nervous, they 
cannot find a place for themselves, their sentiments rapidly 
sink, they lose their heads and go to extremes. Such wa
verings may differ in character, degree, force and extent. 
Inasmuch as the unstable elements are found within the 
Party as well, they are particularly sensitive to the pres
sure of the petty-bourgeois elements and, under the influ
ence of the latter, they begin to advocate views favorable 
to the petty-bourgeoisie and essentially hostile to the pro
letariat. In such cases, we have manifestations of the 
petty bourgeois spirit within the Party on the part of those 
elements who fail to take up the point of view of the pro
letariat completely and without hesitation. But the petty- 
bourgeois element exerts pressure upon the Party not only 
during particularly acute moments, but at all other times 
as well as for as long as they exist it is impossible to get 
away from them. The petty-bourgeois influence manifests

PARTY ORGANIZER ----------
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itself in the penetration among the Party members of the 
views, sentiments and morals of the petty bourgeoisie. It 
is against the pressure of the petty-bourgeois element that

• • the strictest centralization and discipline is 
required in the political Party of the proletariat in 
order to resist it, in order correctly, successfully and 
victoriously to play the organizational role of the 
proletariat (which is its main role).”

Those who believe that, now that we have defeated the 
bourgeoisie, discipline has become unnecessary should be 
reminded of the meaning of the proletarian dictatorship 
and of the petty-bourgeois ''enemy” who is still to be de
feated. Lenin continues:

"The dictatorship of the proletariat is a determined 
struggle, bloody and bloodless, violent and peaceful, 
military and economic, pedagogical and administra
tive, against the forces and traditions of old society. 
The force of habit of the millions and tens of milhons 
is the most terrible force.

"Without an iron Party hardened in the struggle, 
without a Party enjoying the confidence of all the 
honest elements of the class, without a Party capable 
of keeping in touch with the sentiments of the masses 
and influencing them, it is impossible successfully to 
conduct such a struggle.”

The greatest danger to the workers’ Party in a coun
try such as ours is that of being dissolved in the petty- 
bourgeois element. At the present time the struggle is in 
certain respects more difEicult than it was during^ 1917- 
1920. It is a thousand times easier to defeat the big 
tralized bourgeois than the millions and millions of small 
property owners, who by their everyday, invisible, unno- 
ticeable, demoralizing activity bring about the very same 
results that are necessary for the bourgeoisie, that are re
storing the bourgeoisie”; and Lenin completes his thought 
as follows:

"He who weakens in the least the iron discipline of 
the proletarian Party (especially during its dictator
ship) actually helps the bourgeoisie against the pro
letariat.”
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DISCIPLmE^AND)^ TO

Discipline, fir^ess, strength of spirit, self-possession, 
clarity of thought are always required by Party members 
but particularly so at times of danger during the period 
of retreats, during penods of sharp changes when one is 
forced to leave the ordmary routine and go over to some
thing new, untried. In 1921 the Party abandoned its Mil
itary Communism and took up the New Economic Policy. 
This was retreat carried out under very difficult condi- 
tions. There were some individuals who became dismayed 
and began to shout that we were retreating, surrendering 
our positions to capital and that therefore everything has 
been lost and Communism has perished. Had the Party 
succumbed to such panicky sentiments, had it lost its 
self-possession, the Soviet power might possibly have per
ished. But under Lenin’s leadership, the Party moved over 
to new positions.

*'On the whole we carried out our retreat in f ahly 
good order,” though **there was no lack of voices 
representing the retreat as a panic.” (Speech at the 
11th Congress, 1922.)
Up to 1921 we had been in the main on the offensive. 

Then it became necessary to retreat. Here is what Lenin 
said about Party discipline during a retreat:

'^The most dangerous thing during a retreat is a 
panic. It is extremely difficult to retreat after a great 
victorious attack.. . . (During an offensive) discipline 
even if it is not maintained, leads to everybody push
ing on ahead by themselves. . . . (During a retreat) 
discipline must be intelligent and is a hundred times 
more necessary for when any army retreats it does not 
know where it is to stop but it merely sees the fact of 
retreating; here sometimes a few panicky voices are 
enough to cause everybody to run and the danger be
comes immense. When such a retreat takes place m 
a real army, machine guns are brought forth and 
when the orderly retreat develops into a disorderly 
one the command is issued: *Fire!’ And this is as it 
should be. When people cause a panic even if they

euided by the best of intentions, when a dimcul 
® . i_ -_____________ « toareretreat has to be carried out and it is necessary
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maintain order at all costs, at such a time the least 
breach of discipline must be ruthlessly, cruelly, mer
cilessly punished. . .

S^^catest enemy of discipline is the showing of pamc, 
the repetition after the bourgeoisie of sinister rumors, 

^^®rfering with the orderly and proper movemen 
of the Party to new positions. Gossip, nunors, invenuons 

of the weapons of the bourgeoisie. *'The 
viks have surrendered the railways to the capitalists, tne 
bourgeoisie spread the rumor about, which was a 
agitating for this surrender, and there were some dissp^- 
ited Coniiuunists who believed this and, becoming pamc- 
stxicken they began to frighten others by talk of the ne
cessity of '^surrendering the power” (the Bolsheviks want 
to surrender the Soviet power as well to concessioni^*'^ 
was the current joke at the time), thus creating a 
nervous and strained atmosphere in the organization. When 
the panicky elements were put to shame and prevente 
from demoralizing the Party they began to shout, o 
course, that they were deprived of the right of speecn, 
that they "merely” wanted to point out the dangers fac
ing the Party, etc.

Gossip, rumors, are not at'all trifles about which there 
ought to be no mention in a book devoted to pur Pajrt^ 
In Soviet Russia where the bourgeoisie has been deprive 
of the right to publish its own press, gossip and rumors aM 
the political weapons of the bourgeoisie. This should 
well remembered. Any worker knows that whenever the 
Soviet power of the Party experienced some difficulty of 

internal or external character (the last discussion, for 
instance) a mass of rumors and gossip immediately began 
to be spread by the bourgeoisie and the man of the Streep 
and sometimes, alas! some of the Communists also picked 
them up. Belief in bourgeois gossip is a sign of petty-bour
geois characterlessness. The object of bourgeois gossip is 
to spread confusion, suspicion, lack of confidence, hesi
tation. It is necessary to be able to withstand the bourgeois 
wiles.

THE UNOERMENTBSTG OF DISCIPLBSTE
^ The bourgeoisie fully appreciates the importance of dis

cipline in the workers* Party. The stricter the discipline, 
the stronger the Party, the more dangerous is it to the
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capitalists. The bourgeoisie IS interested in shaking and 
weakening this discipline. How can this be done? It is 
necessary to ridicule this iron discipUne of the Party of 
the proletariat, to defame it in the eyes of the weaker 
Communists and of the working class, to arouse doubt as 
to its necessity to represent it as the suppression of the 
free individual. For this reason the bourgeoisie keeps re
peating that discipline is the suppression and restriction 
of the individual, that it is a new form of slavery, that 
the Party is a prison, that it demands blind obedience, 
etc. Some of the less firm Communists who have not yet 
freed themselves from the influence of the bourgeois ide
ology sometimes succumb to these views. A certain Nor
wegian Communist wrote: ^Discipline, discipline! I can
not bear the work. There is something in it that lowers 
the dignity of the free man.” These words reveal a com
plete failure to understand the importance of discipline in 
the labor Party. But the Bolsheviks know well that with
out discipline there can be no militant, effective Party. 
And opposition to discipline is opposition to one of the 
fundamental rules of the structure.

Upon penetrating the Party the petty-bourgeois ele
ment not only attempts to break the discipline, to evade 
and sabotage the restrictive Party rules but to undermine 
discipline as a whole.

The petty-bourgeois elements do not always have the 
courage openly to assert that discipline is unnecessary. 
Such a position is too untenable. It is much more conve
nient and ^^convincing” to represent things as follows: **We 
are all for a strict proletarian discipline, but ...” and 
this is followed by the question: ^^What is to be meant by 
discipline?” These people do not want to take discipline 
in the simple, natural sense whatever has been decided 
must be done”) but convey to this word such a ^'mean
ing” that it loses its whole effect, that of solidifying the 
Communists into a single iron body.

A ''subtle” distinction begins to be drawn between "real 
discipline” and 'formal, mechanical discipline,” between 
"discipline proper” and "reasonable, intelligent discipline.” 
The meaning of these 'profound” arguments is that the 
Party decisions may be ignored on the grounds that the 
Party members know better than the Party which actions 
are necessary and reasonable and which are not, that the 
members know better than the Party what should and
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should not be done. Such views are completely repulsive 
to Bolshevism. The idea of a strong, centralized, disciplin
ed organization requires the subordination of a part to 
the whole, of the lower body to the upper one.

''You believe in strong discipline and unquestionable 
compliance with all Party decisions,” the Bolsheviks may 
be told, "do you believe then the higher Party institutions 
are infallible, that they are never mistaken, that their de
cisions are always correct? But you must surely know 
that the people in the 'center’ are like the rest of us and 
are also liable to make mistakes. Why, even Lenin himself 
admitted mistakes. It would be better for you to say that 
you believe in blind mechanical subordination and that 
your slogan is: 'I>o not argue!’ ”

All this is not to the point. The "justification” of disci
pline consists not at all of the Party as a whole or its in
dividual institutions and organs being "infallible” and 
never in the wrong. This is not the point. Of course, 
there are cases (though the more experienced and political
ly mature the membership of the leading groups, the less 
frequently do these cases occur) of decisions being adopted 
by a higher body as affecting a lower body or an indi
vidual member of the Party which are later reversed or 
changed. But is this an argument in favor of disobeying 
a Party decision? Not in the least. If the Party decision 
is thought to be wrong it is necessary to demand its re
consideration but it is wrong to disobey the Party on the 
ground that you disagree with its decision. A refusal to 
obey a decision has the effect of breaking the organization 
connections with the Party. To allow everyone to break 
the discipline is to destroy the Party as a body. The Bol
sheviks favor strong, iron discipline in the Party and fight 
against all attempts to weaken or undermine this disci
pline.

During the last discussion the opposition which acted as 
the spokesman for the petty-bourgeois sentiments in the 
Party, expressed entirely unbolshevist views as to the im
portance of Party discipline. "The speeches of a number 
of opposition representatives,” the 13 th Congress resolvecL 
"represent a crying violation of the Party discipline and 
bring back to memory the days when Lenin was forced to 
struggle against the 'intellectualist anarchism’ on orgam- 
zational questions and defend the fundamental rules of 
proletarian discipline in the Party.” In 1903-04 the Men-
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sheviks (Axelrod, Martov, Trotsky, who was then a Men
shevik, and others) displayed ^Hntellectualist anarchism” 
in their views upon Party structure, i. e., they undermin
ed, denied, ridiculed the idea of discipline. Something simi
lar to it took place during the discussion. The 13 th Con
ference decided to forbid ”all erroneous references to Par
ty discipline when the rights and duties of the Party mem
bers affecting the discussion and decisions of questions with 
which they are concerned, are involved.’^ The workers in 
the nuclei are able to discuss all questions of interest to 
them without interference. But inasmuch as the opposi
tion broke the discipline and established its own *^f raction” 
in violation of the decision of the 10th Congress, the Con
ference had to remind it that ^^freedom of discussion with
in the Party does not by any means signify freedom of un
dermining the Party discipline”; therefore '*the Central 
Committee of the Party and all Party centers must im
mediately take the severest measures to maintain the iron 
Bolshevist discipline wherever an attempt is made to shake 
it.”

It is also necessary to remember the following words of 
Lenin:

*'He who weakens to any degree the iron discipline 
of the Party of the proletariat (especially during its 
dictatorship) is actually helping the bourgeoisie 
against the proletariat.”

ABOUT AUTHORITIES
Very edifying is Lenin’s opinion of the importance of 

authorities in the labor movement. Among the intellec
tual youths, even those sympathizing with the working 
class, the following boisterous voices are sometimes sound
ed: *^Why do you always refer to Marx and Engels? Why 
refer to authorities at all? I recognize no authorities!” 
Those talking in this way consider themselves extremely 
**indejpendent.” In reality this ^'independence” from the 
principal ideas of Marxism, from the conclusions and les
sons of the preceding revolutionary period, reveal the de
pendence of these young men upon the petty-bourgeois 
ideas, and an "independence” in the worst sense of the 
word. Here is what Lenin wrote in 1905 about the im
portance of authorities, particularly of the authority of 
Kautsky who supported the Bolshevist tactics in 1905-
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1906 so that his opinion was highly valued by the Rus
sian workers:

^^Marxians cannot adopt the ordinary viewpoint 
of the intellectual radical with his would-be revolu
tionary abstraction: *I recognize no authorities.’ No, 
the working class which carries on a hard and stub
born struggle for its complete emancipation through
out the world needs authorities, but of course only 
in the sense in which young workers need the experi
ence of the old fighters against oppression and exploi
tation, of fighters who conducted many strikes, who 
participated in a number of revolutions, who have 
gained revolutionary traditions and a broad political 
outlook. The authority of the world struggle of 
the proletariat is wanted by the proletariat of each 
country. The authority of the international social 
democracy is necessary for us in order to clear up the 
program and tactics of our Party. But, of course, 
this authority has nothing in common with the offi
cial authorities of the bourgeois science and police 
politics. This authority is the authority of a 
many-sided struggle in the same ranks of the world 
socialist army.” (Preface to Kaufskys pamphlet, 
1906.)

The opinion of an authority is valuable of course, as 
long as it conforms with the demands of the revolution
ary struggle. If the ^'authority” begins to hold the work
ing class back he ceases to be an authority. For a long 
time Plekhanov was considered the greatest authority of 
the Russian social democracy, including the Bolsheviks, 
but when he began to preach opportunism, Lenin declared 
a ^^merciless war” upon him. Here is what Lenin wrote 
about Plekhanov:

^^His theoretical works, chiefUy his criticism of the 
populists and opportunists remain the common acqui
sition of the social democracy of all Russia, and no 
^'fractionism” can blind a man possessing any 'physi
cal mind’ to the point of forgetting or denying the 
importance of these acquisitions. But as a political 
leader of the Russian revolution, as a tactician, Plek
hanov has proved to be quite worthless. He displayed 
in this field such opportunism as might injure the
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social democratic workers of Russia a hundred times 
more than Bernstein’s opportunism injured the Ger
man workers. And upon this Cadet-like policy of 
Plekhanov ... we must wage a most merciless war.”

Later, during the war, the Bolsheviks parted ways with 
l^utsky as well, who joined the bourgeoisie. We con
tinue to value the Plekhanov and Kautsky of the period 
when they were still revolutionists and we give them 
their due. To that extent their opinion is valued by 
us. The best and most revolutionary contributions of 
Plekhanov and Kautsky have been adopted by our Party, 
but their opportunist ideas we leave to the bourgeoisie 
and its followers.

Note: The excerpts from the book by Soritt on Leninas 
Teachings About the Party are completed in this issue. 
They have appeared in the May, June and July issues. To^ 
gether they form an invaluable source of understanding 
of the organizational principles of the Party. Those com^ 
rades who wish to get these three issues can order them 
through their unit organizer. The three issues will cost 
15 c.
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The Miners’ Strike
The Lessons of the Struggle

By EARL BROWOER

All advance of the Communist leadership of the
ing class has its basis in struggle, in the lessoiw whic^ 

the Party and its membership learn in the course of strug
gle*

Most important of all struggles in the United States or 
many years is the coal miners’ strike of Pennsylvan^, 
Ohio, and West Virginia, which is conducted under c 
leadership of the National Miners Union and the Com
munist Party.

It would be a great mistake, however, to thi^ 
only by direct participation in a particular strike, an 
merelyy by such participation, it would be possible to leara 
all the necessary lessons. Besides participation in the 
strike, it is necessary to have study of the lessons of the 
strike. Bolshevism differs from all other schools ot 
thought precisely in this, that the Bolshevik always studtes 
the most intricate concrete details of every struggle? of 
every problem, and at the same time brings forth from 
this study the broad generalizations necessary. TVie Bol
shevik searches for the concrete peculiarities in each situ
ation, and finds within these the expression of the gen
eral laws of the class struggle.

This issue of the Party Organizer is a serious beginning 
of study of the problem of how to build the mass organi
zations and the Party in the midst of struggle. It is 
based upon the experiences already had in the minew 
strike. It makes available for the entire movement, the 
lessons to be found in the one strike. Properly used, these 
lessons can raise the entire movement to a new and higher 
level.

1
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Therefore the Party Organizer must be read with deep 
seriousness, not merely glanced through and then laid 
aside. The study of this issue becomes one of the most 
practical and immediate duties of every active Party 
member.

How the Present Miners Strike 
Was Prepared
By FRANK BORICH

OEVERAL months ago the Central Committee of our 
^ Party decided to concentrate on four most impor
tant districts. The Pittsburgh District was one of the 
concentration points. The purpose of the concentration 
was to build the Party and the revolutionary unions, to 
raise the partial demands of the workers and to develop 
mass struggles around these demands.

In order to carry out the correct policy of the Cen
tral Committee the Pittsburgh District Committee, with 
the help of the C.C., developed a ^^Two Months’ Plan of 
Work.” The very center of the plan was the concentra
tion on the mining fields of Pennsylvania and Ohio. These 
fields were selected because of the mass starvation of the 
miners and their readiness for struggle.

The Party Fraction of the National Miners Union, on 
the basis of the general Party plan, developed also a two 
months’ plan of action for the Union. At the end of the 
plan the District Conventions of the Union in Pennsyl
vania and Ohio were scheduled. The purpose of the 
Conventions was to broaden the leadership of the Union 
by drawing in new elements and to prepare the Union 
organizationally to give leadership to the developing strike 
struggles of the miners.

Organizational measures were taken at once to put the 
plan of action into effect. A general Party fraction meet
ing was held in Pittsburgh with 75 comrades present. A 
similar meeting was held in Ohio. The plan of action 
was discussed in detaU. A special Convention Arrange
ments Committee was elected to help the District Commi - 
tee of the Union to prepare the Convention.

This was followed by section Party membership mee -
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ings wKere a concrete application of the plan to every 
mine was discussed, including the building of the Union, 
mine committees, formulating strike demands, etc* A cal
endar plan of work was adopted for each section. The 
most active comrades in each section were put in charge 
of the work, and the Party units were mobilized. Revo
lutionary competition was developed between the sec
tions. A District representative was assigned to each sec
tion. Leading fractions of the Union met every day to 
check up on every detail of the work and to help the 
weakest sections.

The Union apparatus was mobilized in the same man
ner. Many Union members were involved in active par
ticipation. The revolutionary enthusiasm was felt 
throughout the field as soon as the machinery began to 
move.

In preparing the District Convention of the Union 49 
mass meetings were held in Pennsylvania attended by 
some 15,000 miners. A special leaflet was issued for each 
meeting dealing with specific conditions in each mine link
ing them up with the general slogans of the Union: **Or- 
ganize and strike against wage cuts and speed-up,” and 
**Don’t Starve—Fight!” Some 40,000 leaflets were dis
tributed. A detailed speakers’ outline was drawn up en
abling many new comrades to speak. In every case a less 
developed comrade spoke together with a more developed 

one.The mass meetings were followed up by organizational 
meetings the next day. Non-union miners were invited 
to these meetings, local unions established and delegates 
to the Convention elected. These were united front meet
ings. The same policy was followed up in Ohio.

Work among the unemployed miners was closely linked 
up with the work among the employed. Three local hun
ger marches were held. Meanwhile the Pennsylvania and 
Ohio State Hunger Marches were held. The success ^ of 
the Hunger Marches had an important effect stimulating 
all these workers and together with several small suc
cessful strikes won the support of the miners for our 
Union. The Party press played an important role by 
printing articles daily on various subjects, exposing star
vation and presenting our fighting program.

Finally the District Conventions were held—Ohio on



April 17tli and Penna. on April 23-24. Both, conventions 
were the best ever held by the Union. 75 delegates and 
about 100 visitors attended the Ohio Convention and 173 
delegates attended the Penna. Convention. At both con
ventions the question of immediate strike was raised as 
well as the struggle of the unemployed for immediate re
lief, of course combining the two. Broad Uistrict 
Committees were elected. The delegates left the conven
tions clear on the policy and determined to put the policy 
into efEect. ^

On April 25 th the Carnegie Coal Co. announced a waee 
cut to go into effect on May 1st. The delegates to the 
Union Convention and the Section Committee got to
gether at once and decided to call a mass meeting to con
sider the possibility of strike. The meeting was held at 
only one mine on April 25th and a picket line organized 
<$i3L the morning of the 26tii* The mine was s\mt d^wn 
100% and strike committee elected. The next day two 
additional mines of the same company were shut down 
100% by marches of striking miners and strike com
mittees organized.

This was the beginning of the strike of the 40,000 
miners*

Is tke Party in the Miners
Relief Campaign

By ALFRED WAGENKNECHT

Strike relief for the miners and their dependents is 
today a most decisive factor. Information now o-t 

hand from the National Miners Union and its relief dis
tributing committee states that it has been possible to 
place only 20 tents at the disposal of the many hundreds 
of evicted families and that the food distribution aver
ages only three meals a week per family. The failure of 
our Party district organizations to initiate broad and ef
ficient relief activities in the cities, large and small, makes 
our Party responsible to a large degree for the back to 
work movement that is now developing in every strike 
section.

The National Miners Union has taken drastic steps to 
stop this back to work movement. Mine and section strike
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^coTgsuaized £ot specif coiEMceaQ'CsraCwffija —s*- 4fwde^^ ^ewcaa— 
This means, in terms of strike relief, that food and
tional funds will have to be on hand to upon,
tents for the miners in the mines being ^ measure
so

a.V» XUC' Uie IHUJLCJLS JLE* o - -m . ^ meaSU><K>^
that when they strike, relief ’swll be Isstteo tents

that will keep them from starving. And s threat-
will have to be on hand to house all those vrU 
ened with eviction. ^ neces-

The situation today is that only become
sary funds for relief are forthcoming. Wh^ ^ work 
of the concentration program to stop the b»c 
movement if all Party units, sections and distnc 
to disregard relief activities for this most imports 
the T.U.U.L. has ever led? <*«;Md

In only 35 cities have relief committees been org 
and half of these function very poorly because o 
Party leadership. The immediate task of 
unit, section and district is to multiply city 
tees within the next few days so that at least 3 __
will be carrying on broad fund and food collections. e 
masses of workers are responding splendidly 
have active committees. The secretary of the New* xor 
committee stated that '^There are funds and food on every 
street, all we need is enough collectors to get it.’* Every 
Party unit and Party functionary should place ^*Organ- 
izing Miners Relief Committees in all Cities” on the agen
da. At the last meeting of the Political Buro of the Party, 
miners^ relief was the central point.

How the N. M. U. Is Being Built 
During the Strike

By JACK JOHNSTONE

Pennsylvania-Ohio miners* strike, based on the 
United Front from below, presents problems that our 

Party will face in all strikes, especially in the basic heavy 
industries. Here 1 wish to take up one problem that is of 
vital importance: the buUding of the Union, its role and 
tasks in strike struggles.

The miners strike although involving some 40,000 un-
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organized miners, was not a spontaneous strike in which 
the Party and the National Miners Union assumed leader
ship after the strike began. Originating in the strike at 
Atlasburg against a wage-cut, it was rapidly spread by 
organized marches to other mines. The Union, although 
leading the strike, had only a few functioning mine lo
cals. Therefore, the task of spreading the strike rapidly 
depended entirely on the elementary form of organized 
marches. The building of organized mass rank and file 
strike committees and the organizing of mine locals was 
not an easy task, and it is only within the last three weeks 
that organizational consolidation is being pushed forward. 
More than 120 local unions have been formed, or reor
ganized during the strike, although they are not yet func
tioning as they should.

Among the first organizational instructions sent out 
by the Central Rank and File Committees to all mines oxi 
strike was the following:

^^Build the Union. The central organizational task is 
to build the N.M.U. To accomplish this as speedily as pos
sible the following inunediate steps must be taken: Call 
a meeting of all members of the union immediately to in
stall the mine local, elect oflGicers, present the charter and 
issue membership books; take up the applications of new 
membership, and set the date for regular meetings of the 
mine local; initiate the new members.

Tasks of the local union during the strike.
1. Must be the driving force in all the strike machinery.
2. Must be the driving force in all relief activity.
3. Carry on a constant recruitment campaign until 

every miner has become a member of the union.
4. Lead the educational work during the strike.
5. Build Women’s Auxiliaries. Build Youth Sections. 

Build Negro Department.”
The leadership of the strike, of course, is the Rank and 

File Strike Committee. The union is the driving force 
that develops this leadership and strengthens it by devel
oping its responsibility and initiative. There is no con
tradiction in saying that the N.M.U. is the strike leader, 
and that the broad Rank and File Strike Committee is the 
leading committee of the strike.

The danger that the Union will liquidate the Strike 
Committee, or that the Strike Committee will liquidate
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resentatives from locals of the U.M.W.A. from minorities 
in U.M.’W'.A. locals, from the unemployed, from miners 
Women’s Auxiliaries. The building of the Union in the 
present strike, extends the scope and power of the Union, 
which in turn extends the United Front, developing new 
demands, leading to a national strike. This demands a 
careful study and application of United Front tactics and 
the role and tasks of the Union in the United Front, and 
in strike struggles.

Building the Party in the Mine 
Strike Area
By A. MARKOFF

STRIKE situation such as the present coal miners’
strike in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia offers 

the greatest opportunity for the building of the Com
munist Party, for a mass recruitment into the Party from 
the ranks of the striking miners.

While this is clear to the majority of our active Party 
members, there are wrong tendencies manifesting them
selves here and there. One of the tendencies is to wait 
till the strik^ is over to build the Party. This tendency 
is incompatible with the basic functions of the Party and 
arises only out of lack of understanding of the role of the 
C. P. in the present strike as well as in all struggles of 
the working class.

The other tendency is one of extreme cautious approach 
to the strikers. Some comrades say that we must be very, 
very careful as to whom we recruit and therefore present 
an orientation of months of propaganda, of careful selec
tion, etc.

Such a view is a result of bad training, of non-confi
dence in the masses—^we must reject it. In this period of 
struggles, the Party must be built rapidly.

Here we must guard against the other extremes where 
comrades working in the field are carried away with 
enthusiasm and begin wholesale recruiting, without even 
explaining the difference between the Party and the 
Union.

One more point in connection with this is the opinion
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that a union field organizer during the strike must not 
build the Party at the same time for fear that he will 
become known as a Communist and the Union will be 
branded a Communist union.

To these we can say this: a Communist, a member of 
a Communist Party is first and foremost a Communist, 
no matter what work he is engaged in; that the first 
thing to be considered is the building of the Party. Does 
that mean that he should build the Party in preference 
to the Union? >To. At this time when the N.M.U. is 
leading such an important struggle—the building of the 
Union is of prime and paramount importance. But one 
cannot successfully build the JV-M.U. or lead the strike 
without at the same time building the Party nucleus, 
which is one of the strong pillars of the Union and the 
strike. The successful building of the Party nuclei in 
the strike area means the firm consolidation of the strike 
forces; it means the strengthening of the Union.

Who is to Build the Party?
To this question there is one categoric answer—^the field 

organizer, and every member of the Party active in the 
strike must build the Party nuclei. The organizer is the 
one who is constantly in contact with the striking min
ers. He is in touch with especially the most developed, 
the most militant elements, those who are on the various 
committees,—the strike committee, the relief committTO, 
the picket committee, etc. It is a simple matter to dis
cuss the immediate problems of the strike binding it up 
with the immediate experiences explaining the role of the 
state with which every miner is in daily contact in his 
experience on the picket line, in the brutal attack of the 
state forces, etc.

Through these simple talks with individual mineWjW'e 
prepare them, make them ready to accept the Party. Whra 
three, four, or five individuals have been thus prepare, 
they are called together and a talk is given explaining the 
role of the C. P., in the strike, the relationship between 
the N.M.U., and the C.P.; the conception of the class 
struggle, etc. This is done in an elementary 
language which the miner understands. The talk should 
not be too long, and must be as concrete as possible, al
ways bearing in mind the strike and illustrations arismg
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from the experiences of the miners. My personal experi
ence was that I find the miners extremely interested; 
they often show their approval by interjections here and 
there during the talk.

Questions may and may not follow the talk. The min
ers, at first, are slow in asking questions. It is up to the 
speaker then to ask them questions, to make them express 
themselves as to what is their opinion about the Party, the 
Union, the strike, etc.

By formulating the questions simply, the workers will 
be ^awn into the discussion.

At this first meeting it is best to sign them up, to fill 
out the application blanks. It is also advisable to give 
them literature ^*Why Every Worker Should Join the 
Communist Party” or a similar pamphlet.

Unfortunately our Party is poor in such literature. We 
have many pamphlets published, but the language is in
accessible to the average worker. The day for the next 
meeting is decided upon and the workers are asked if they 
think it would be advisable to bring some more active 
workers, whom they know to be reliable, whom they 
would like to have in this group.

In every one of my meetings the miners suggested one 
or another and at the next meeting I had three or four 
more miners present who joined the Party at that meet
ing. For example: at one meeting of five miners who 
were recruited into the Party several days before, five 
more came invited by the first five and thus a nucleus of 
ten was formed; at another meeting four miners newly 
recruited brought three more, and so on.

At the second meeting if new comers are present a short 
introduction must given explaining what the Party is, 
what it stands for. These workers have been already 
talked to by the first group, so the ground is prepared 
and all that is required is the clarification of some of the 
problems which are not as yet clear.

At this meeting we also take up the structure of the 
Party, we explain what the nucleus is, what position it 
occupies in the strike, in the mine, in the Union, the rela
tion to the higher organs, such as the Section Committee, 
District Committee, the Central Committee. Something 
should be said about the Communist International. Then 
the organizational form of the nucleus is discussed, we
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elect a Buro of three consisting of an Organizer, a Secre
tary and a third comrade who for the time being is 
charged with taking care of the Daily Worker distribu
tion and literature.

We must guard here against formalism. These workers 
cannot immediately understand such offices as Agitprop 
Director, Industrial Organizer, etc. The tasks outlined 
must be simple. The Secretary is told that his duty is 
to take care of the membership books as far as stamps are 
concerned, he is to get stamps and supply them to the 
members; he should keep a record of the decisions (min
utes), etc.

Likewise we explain to the Organizer his duties and so 
on. We must bear in mind that usually the best and 
most active workers in the strike are the first to join the 
Party. These workers are already charged with many 
responsibilities and cannot be over-burdened. Therefore 
it is necessary to the organizational structure of
the unit simple.

The idea of working as a fraction within the strike 
committee, the relief committee, etc. can also be explained 
at this meeting. A regular meeting date must be agre^ 
to. Also the conception of discipline can be introduced. 
I found that it is very easy for the workers to under
stand the meaning of discipline. The struggle itself teach
es them the necessity for discipline.

Training of the New Members
The training of the new members recruited in the 

present strike presents a special problem. We cannot 
apply methods used in units of New York, Chicago, et^ 
Many of the miners are foreign-born, and do not speak 
English well; others, born or reared in this country have 
had little opportunity, if any, for education. We, thei^- 
fore, must go slowly with the theoretical training. ® 
training, at least for the first two or three months should 
consist in taking up the current topics and presenting 
them in the light of the Communist conception, linking up 
the subject with the immediate struggles of the miners 
and other workers, using plain workers language. ^

Should we organize classes for the new members in t e 
strike area? My opinion is that we should not. My ex
periences in the field convince me that regular classes are
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not the thing at the present time in t-k 
Later, when we have a number of znemU 
units, classes can be and should be establ^^ 
scale, but at present the training ^

meetings. We can also train the ^ i 
the units by getting together a large 
niiners and talking to them on a too;? t 
them or reading aloud articles from ^he%^ork^* 
For escample, the Lament Conference i« \irV* 
the mine operators; the Doak ConferScTw^^^presen- 
tatives of the U.M.W.A., the war dancer c ^
This paves the way for the organization ’ i;uu^-
The following fact will illustrate this poi^t * I 
day to a group of miners in the N.M.U. relief headq^**" 
ters. I spoke about the st^e, the picketing, linkea i« 
with the recent arrest of 230 strikers, wh»e the federal 
immigration inspectors became active, discussed the "P" 
pression of foreign-bom workers, the activities o£
C. P. against deportations, introduced the war daoS®*” 
and August First. Some comrades warned me not to rooo- 
tion the C. P. My talk where the Party was placed as the 
leader of all the workers had its efFect. Several days 
later, the Org. Secretary of the Pittsburgh District suc
ceeded in establishing a nucleus of ten members: all the*® 
were present at the meeting mentioned above. The strik
ing miners understand and accept our Party if it is placed 
in the proper light.

Another important method of training our new 
bers is to give them literature and ask them to read 
together.

Mine Papers
It is my opinion that we can have a number of mine 

papers launched shortly. It is necessary to suggest to the 
nucleus at the third or fourth meeting that a paper
be started. The members respond readily. Two mine 
papers are in preparation at the present time. The ar
ticles are to be written by the miners themselves. The 
District should have them mimeographed and give them 
to the unit for distribution.

In the Pittsburgh District as a result of the strike many 
nuclei are established. Every week more nuclei are be
ing organized and the membership of these nuclei grows* 
But these nuclei must receive the closest attention of the
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Party leadership* Comrades must be assigned to meet 
with them regularly at least for the first two or three 
months* Neglecting these newly formed imits of the 
Party will lead to rapid disintegration*

Building Party Units in the Coal 
Strike Area

By LEO THOMPSON

^ h ^HE building of Party units in the coal strike is one 
of the main tasks of our comrades in the Pittsburgh 

district* Unfortunately, because this job was sorely ne
glected until now, the strike had to face tremendous 
difficulties that would not exist were Party units func
tioning in the field prior to the strike*

It is no exaggeration to say that the overwhelming 
majority of the difficulties in the strike are mainly due 
to the lack of a conscious organized motivating force 
the Communist Party units*

In the last two weeks a turn was begun and the 
trict Committee has succeeded in establishing 5 new units 
in our Cannonsburg-'W’ashington section* In the first 
period of the strike without Party units and members, it 
was very difficult for the comrades to systematize our 
work in the strike* We had no departments in the strike 
committees, our picket lines were weak and spontaneously 
formed, our relief work met with numerous complaints, 
etc*

But with the first beginnings of newly organized Party 
units, the strike situation itself always reflected improve
ments in all these different phases of strike activity* Altho 
we did not have fully developed Party units, we at least 
had a fresh energetic core of the best fighters among the 
miners in the Party who could be used to organize and 
reinforce picket-lines, who are sent out to speak at mass 
meetings, organize strike committees at various mines, 
take charge of relief work, organize demonstrations 
within very short notice, break up the U*M*W.A*"s mass 
meetings, etc*

For example, in Meadowlands where we have a 
unit of 6 (altho still loosely organized) and where we still
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have many obstacles to overcome—the work is much more 
satisfactory that in those mining camps like Cuddy (near 
Westland mine) where we have no Party unit. The same 
is true in Washington, where a small core of 3 Party 
members is able to push the miners to more consistent 
activity. In spite of only having 3 comrades there, still 
the workers realize that the Party is their leader.

How were these units organized? The Party does not 
repeat the same mistake made in the past, that is, by an 
indiscriminate mass circulation of application cards. This 
merely boils down to a mass signature campaign. What 
we must do (and are trying to do) is to lay the basis for 
a real mass recruiting drive in the coal fields on the basis 
of our present contracts in the numerous strike commit
tees. In our section, none of 5 new units have more than 
six or seven members. But they already are doing con
siderable good work in pushing and leading the miners 
in the strike and recruiting new members. In Meadow- 
lands, for example, I sent out a new Party member to 
Bishop to organize a local union of the N.M.U. and to 
make connections for the Party. The same comrade or
ganized a Youth Section of 13 and a Miners’ Children’s 
Club of 33. In another instance, we learned that the 
Pittsburgh Coal Company was shipping 300 strike-break
ers on a train to Montour mine No. 10. I immediately got 
in touch with the new Party comrades there who at once 
organized a strong reception committee, which succeeded 
in turning back a good percentage. In Washington, 
where we held a mass hunger march of about 20,000 min
ers and steel workers, the Party is following up the hun
ger march by daily house-to-house distributions and sales 
of 100 Daily Workers. At the present time, the main work 
of the Party units is to push the August First Anti-War 
Demonstrations, four of which will be held this year in 
our section, that is, in Washington, Cannonsburg, Hill 
Station (Montour No. 10) and Cuddy (near Westland 
mine). All other units get rid of their Daily Workers, 
selling about 75% of them and giving out the rest free. 
This kind of work lays the basis for mass recruiting to 
follow.

However, we must give more attention to small de
tails, draw these new Party members into concrete lead
ing work in the strike, raising their prestige among the
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miners. These new Party units must be the basis for 
functioning Party fractions in the N.M.U. that will give 
daily leadership to the work in the strike and after the 
strike is over, at the same time steadily recruiting the best 
miners into the Party.

How the Unemployed Were Drawn 
into Strike Activity

By R. WOODS

^ I ^HE strike of the coal miners in Western Pennsylvania, 
^ Ohio and West Virginia has shown us in practise 

how the unemployed workers can be drawn into strike 
activities and the slogan of unity between the employed 
and unemployed concretely put into effect. These ex
periences are of great value to the revolutionary move
ment, especially in the present crisis with its widespread 
unemployment, strikes and struggles against starvation.

The Washington, Pennsylvania and the Pittsburgh 
ger Marches are outstanding examples of this. Thousands 
of unemployed miners and steel workers participated m 
these marches. This was possible only because of the 
correct formulation of the demands, presented to the au
thorities on both occasions. Demands such as free 
and gas, unemployed relief and others were presented 
side by side with the strikers’ demands directly concern
ing the strike (withdrawal of armed forces, the 
picket, against the injunctions, etc.) But demands alone 
are insufficient to bring about the complete unity of ac
tion. Organization of the unemployed in the Unem^oyc 
Branches in mining and steel towns, branches of the 
unions, in cities, and in neighborhood branches) and 
rying on of a consistent campaign, for relief for the needy 
families, against evictions, and for the participation o 
the unemployed workers in the mass picketing of t o 
mines, must go hand in hand with the struggle for the 
demands of all the workers.

More outstanding than even the Hunger Marches, m 
expressing the solidarity of the striking miners and un
employed workers is the militant struggle, conducted ^ 
the Unemployed Council, against the shipping of scabs
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to the strike area. Under such slogans as* • 
against starvation!” «Don’t Scab!” «Fight fo 
the city!” hundreds of unemployed Worker^ from
Jized for this struggle. Daily picket lines mob-
lished at the scab agencies, which kept estab-
away from these places, ^veral times the j scabs 
the agencies were smashed forcing them 
Truckloads of scabs were attacked at their ^ 
parture, resulting in pitched battles with the polT^

While the unemployed workers, especiallv in 
instinctively feel the close relation between the st*^*^^l* 
against wage cuts, speed-up, starvation wages and 
fight against unemployment and for reKef, it is necessarv 
to organize this feeling into actual expression bv t* ^ 
in order to establish the desired relations between ^the 
strikers and the unemployed. Leaflets explaining the sie- 
nificance of the strike for all the workers, were widef^ 
distributed, not only at the employment agencies but in 
the neighborhoods, at the breadlines, etc. Meetings were 
held at the scab agencies both inside and outside. As a 
result of one such meeting, the whole crowd of workers 
at one of the agencies, marched to the office of the ”Poor 
Department” to demand relief.

W'e must also remember that in order to keep the un
employed workers actively engaged in the support of the 
strike, including the collecting of relief not only must a 
consistent struggle be carried on for unemployed relief, 
but attempts must be made to involve the branches in 
collecting food for the active members as well as for fam
ilies in extreme and immediate need. These methods have 
resulted in Pittsburgh in a complete revival of the un
employed movement, which before was without life or 
mass character.

The !• L. D. in the Coal Strike
M. STERN

SOME very valuable lessons on the role of the Inter
national Labor Defense in mass strikes have been 

learned during the present strike. The role of the I.L.D* 
has been misunderstood by many comrades and not until 
some bitter experience was it possible to correct the wrong
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practices. At the same time this strike has demonstrated 

the correctness of the I.L.D. policies.

Some Wrong Practices
The wrong conceptions which existed at the 

of the strike were; (1) that the I.L.D. was the m 
dent legal department of the N.M.U. All casw o ® ^
and persecutions were promptly referred to the Uidon 
such a manner as to give the impression that 
had nothing to do with such work and actually 
concern itself about such affairs An outstanding ex 
in this respect is that when a group of miners came to 
of the Section strike organizers reporting arrests ^cr 
gesting certain actions, this organizer said, **Don t ® ^ 
about this. Just call up the I.L.D. and they 
care of it.’^ Actions like these gave the rank ^ oficc 
miners the impression that the I.L.D. was some mg ^ 
in Pittsburgh, full of attorneys, unlimited 
money, ready to rush out at a moment’s 
necessary. AJter this illusion was created me 
were greatly disappointed when the I.L.D. could no 
up to this reputation. For instance, on the 
Wildwood mine went on strike and two miners’ *wves 
fined, the miners thought that all they had to do 
send a committee to the I.L.D. and get the money. - 
could not understand why we could not give it ^

(2) Only legal matters were referred to the I.L. • 
was very difficult to bring mass defense policies befo^ 
miners. Mass protest meetings were arranged *^th 
exclusion of the I.L.D. A protest meeting against 
shooting and killing of Comrade Zigaric, under the 
pices of the N.M.U. and the I.L.D. was decided upon, ^ 
then, leaflets were rushed off, unknown to the I.L.U.j 
calling a meeting under the auspices of the T.U.U.L.

(3) The Union was not involved in the defense in any 
shape or form. When the attorneys advised getting a 
transcript of the injunction which served as an excuse o 
the shooting in Wildwood, the Union refused to 
anything to do with the financing of it, on the groun 
that it was ^^legal matters.”

(4) The I.L.D. was compelled to pay fines.
case where we were forced to pay fines for two miners, 
in the Brownsville section, the next day six more nuners
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were fined ten dollars each; four paid their fines and de
manded that the I.L.D. refund the money. ,

* result of the wrong conception of the role ^ 
policies of the I.L.D., the rank and file miners 
t^ wrong opinion of the I.L.D. also. At the same 
those comrades assigned to I.L.D. work were kept DU^ 
^th purely legal and technical matters that there w 
little time to carry on any other work. Mass actmn 
badly neglected. Prisoners were not taken care of. 
miners’ confidence in attorneys was not undermined^ no 
was the class character of the courts exposed. The p®F* 
ment of fines was not discouraged.

The shortcomings in the defense of the striking miners 
not only demonstrates the results of wrong conception 
of the role of the I.L.D., but also the weaknesses of tne 
IJL.D. itself. The I.L.D. did not put up a fight against 
wrong tendencies, nor did it fight sufficiently for a correct 
understanding of its role. The I.L.D. was slow in spread
ing its policies and tactics among the miners. It was slow 
in rooting itself in the ranks of the miners.

Correct Role of the I.L.D.
The disastrous results of the wrong practices forced 

I.L.D. and the strike leadership to review and 
wrong conceptions and practices in defense work.
Union and the strike apparatus were made primarily 
sponsible for the defense of the striking miners an 
I.L.D. was charged with the assistance in this work an 
guidance in establishing a complete defense apparatus m 
the strike machinery, with the object of directly involv
ing the strikers and the strike committees in defense worK.

(1) The defense work has taken on a different /orm. 
Defense committees of 3 to 5 have been organized in the 
majority of the mine strike committees. These de^nse 
committees in conjunction with the I.L.D., have been 
able to raise about one million dollars in bail. Out of 
approximately nine hundred arrests, about 175 are 
in jaU. Relief of imprisoned miners and their families has 
been started. Through the participation of these Defense 
Committees in hearings and court actions, the miners are 
getting a clear conception of the role of the courts, and 
a proper estimation of legal defense as a supplement to 
mass activity.
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(2) The Mine Defense Committees are becoming the 
connecting links between the Union and the I.L.D. The 
defense of the miners is becoming more and more the joint 
affair of the H.M.U., Strike Committees and the I.L.D. 
The raising of funds for defense is becoming one of the 
tasks of the Union.

(3) At the same time the basis for the organization of 
a mass I.L.D. is being prepared, because hundreds of min
ers are involved in the day to day defense activities of 
their Defense Committee, under I.L.D. guidance. Aliners 
are now on the District Committee of the I.L.D. The 
I.L.D. apparatus has been strengthened. The time is al
ready at hand to start building branches in the mines.

Much is yet to be done. Mass action is still insufficient. 
There is still insufficient understanding by the rank and 
file miners of I.L.D. policies. Aliners still insist on paying 
fines occasionally. There is not enough relief to prison
ers, etc.

Unity of Negro and White Workers 
in the Strike

^ B ^HE recent waves of strike movements have demon-
strated more than ever the correctness of the Party’s 

line in its struggle for Negro rights. The strikes taking 
place in the coal industry have shown a high degree of 
unity of Negro and white workers who are struggling to
gether on the economic field to obtain certain definite de
mands. In the present strike we witness that Negro work
ers are among the first to strike, they are among the most 
militant on the picket lines, they take leading roles in strike 
committee discussions and readily accept responsible posts 
in the strike. On the other hand the white strikers accept 
the active role of Negro strikers with enthusiasm and dis
play no trace of chauvinism or prejudice. This unity, 
which on the surface appears to be spontaneous is never
theless a conscious move coming from the masses of worl^ 
ers, which proves that the Party and the T.U.U.L. and 
its unions and leagues have been the subjective factor 
through the propularization of their programs in causing 
the workers to realize that only through joint struggl® 
will they be successful. The Party and the N.M.U. have
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confidence in them and recognize their ability and capacity 
to become their leaders. This must be capitalized upon 
and extended to other fields of activity.

All racial barriers and discrimination appearing be
tween native and foreign-bom workers must be broken 
down and they too can most easily be overcome during 
the course of struggle.

Ex-Servicemen in the Strike
TN the course of the present coal strike the need of or- 
* ganizing the ex-servicemen among the strikers assumes 
serious importance.

Large niunbers of the strikers are foreign-bom work
ers.

The operators and the police lay great emphasis on the 
prejudices of sections of native bom strikers and urge 
them to repudiate the ^'foreign agitators and trouble mak
ers.’* The operators especially appeal to the ex-service- 
men in the American Legion and among the strikers to 
express their patriotism by fighting against the pickets on 
the grounds that they are '^foreigners.” The American 
Legion has been mobilized in several instances to break 
up the picket lines. The deputy sheriffs and mine guar^ 
are constantly boasting of their records in the war and 
are urged by the operators to use war experiences and 
methods in fighting the strikers.

On the other hand there are many instances where pro
letarian members of the American Legion refused to do 
the bidding of the operators and declared solidarity with 
the striking miners. Ex-servicemen among the miners of 
their own accord point out to the strikers that after fight- 
lug ^'over there” for "their” country they now must unite 
to fight the bosses and their armed forces here.

There are thousands of striking miners who fought in 
the Imperialist War. They are among the most aggress
ive and militant fighters. But on the whole they are 
fighting as individuals. They do not oppose the oj^ra- 
tors’ appeals as organized groups. Their organizational 
experience is not utilized. Their fighting capacity is not 
organized and brought forward. Their special interests 
(bonus, insurance) are not even mentioned in the strike.
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How August First Is OrgaJii^^ 
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^JI^HILE the Party is leading a mass strike of 
^ miners through the Union and the Strike 

^ees it is relatively easy to involve these masses
campaigns. -

How the unemployed and striking miners were
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m tliis struggle is dealt with in another article 
a splendid example of how to link up tw'O major 
ments into a united front. ^ ^

Our Anti-War campaign is also being weU 
with the strike struggle both organizationally an g.
logically. And further the Pittsburgh experience 
trates that it is possible to conduct more than one 
paign simultaneously with a major mass struggi®*

Basis for the preparations for August 
by the broad distribution and sale of the Daily _ »
(every day) in the entire strike area. The 
IS very popular among the striking miners and tney 
ognize it as their paper. Our Party comrades wno sp^^ 
at mass meetings of the strikers are given weekly ou 
^d instructions how to link up the strike issues wi . 
War Danger, Defense of Soviet Union as well 
^portant campaigns. About a month before

Central Strike Committee (with delegates 
all struck mines) adopted a resolution to 
ust First as the International Day of Struggl® ag 
Imperialist War and instructed all the mme and *
^rike committees to organize demonstrations on ^ 
First. About twenty thousand pieces of war 
Were sold and distributed among the strikers in a 

leaflets by the Union. Strike Committees, Party
Units.

. The role of our units and Party fractions in 
situation is simple enough after the proper basis 
laid. Our Party comrades on the mine strike conum 
will make sure that adequate preparations are made 
the demonstrations in the field.

^ No doubt the best and largest August First demonstra 
tions will take place in the strike area because our com
rades knew how to utilize a mass movement for economic 
demands and skilfully link up one of our major cam
paigns with the struggle.

Similar steps must be^ taken in all such struggles an 
Imk up the Scottsboro, Protection of Foreign-Born, etc., 
"^ith the strike movements.
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About Picket Lines
present coal miners’ strike teaches us many lessons 

^ about mass picket lines. The strike began by throw
ing a mass picket line at one of the Carnegie Coal Co. 
mines in Avela (see article by Frank Borich in this issue 
about preparations for the stxike.) The strike was spread 
by massing the striking miners into picket lines and 
marching them from mine to mine.

Mass picketing, as against few paid pickets, is one of 
the basic strike tactics of revolutionary unions which has 
as its purpose the involving of all strikers into active par
ticipation in the strike, and is further extended to include 
in its ranks the wives and children of miners as well as 
the unemployed miners.

A well-functioning, organized and properly led picket 
line is indispensable to the proper conduct and winning of 
any strike. During the early phase of the strike, while 
enthusiasm runs high, daily mass picket lines are mobil
ized with little effort or organization. This generally 
leads to the underestimation of the need for organizing 
the picket line with the result that after a few weeks the 
picket line dwindles, loses its enthusiasm and firmness and 
often crumbles before an attack or in face of other diffi
culties (shortage of rehef, decline of tempo of strike, 
police terror, etc.)

Importance of Organization
The picket line, like every other part of strike ma

chinery, requires utmost organizational attention. En
thusiasm and spontaneity must supplement organization 
of the picket line and not take its place. On the other 
hand, proper organization will fully utilize, sustain and 
direct the enthusiasm and the militancy of the strikers.

During the course of this strike we witnessed picket 
lines running into thousands and marching tens of miles 
from the early hours of the morning. However, after 
the terror increased and the strike received its first break 
and relief became inadequate, the picket lines dwindled.

The leading committee of the strike took the following 
steps to consolidate the picket lines:

1. The strikers were registered and given activity cards. 
Each morning the cards were punched on the picket line
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and only those strikers who showed picket activity were 
given relief.

2. Strikers were organized into squads of 10-15 and 20 
with a captain and assistant who were responsible to mob
ilize their squads each morning for picket duty unless 
assigned for gathering relief or other special work. After 
the gathering of pickets was addressed by the picket line 
leader the squad captains were given instructions and the 
squads were called into formation one by one and marched 
o£E or loaded into trucks for picket duty.

With the organization of these smaller units the picket 
lines became firmer, more mobile and more militant. 
Singing and shouting of slogans was more successful, 
spirit higher and greater initiative was developed.

The selection of hundreds of captains and assistants for 
responsibility for their squads and the conduct of these 
squads resulted in the creation of a larger group of active 
leaders whose potentialities for leadership were revealed 
and developed for the first time.

Developing Leaders
^T^HE Pennsylvania-Ohio-West Virginia miners^ strike, 

ithe developing strike in Harlan, Kentucky, the strikes 
in the textile industry, the wave of smaller strikes, side 
by side with the growing unemployment movement, the 
Scottsboro campaign and the generally increasing activi
ties of the Party and the revolutionary unions raise the 
problem of forces, organizers and leaders more seriously 
and sharply than ever before in the history of the Party.

Into the mining strike the Party and the T.U.U.L. have 
sUjpped about 25 experienced organizers for strike ac
tivity. This drain on our forces is already seriously felt 
in several districts where strike struggles have devrfoped 
or are in the process of development.

Important sections and districts send in fervent appeals 
for forces, promising alluring developments of strikes and 
struggles in their territories if their requests are granted.

Where to Get New Forces
The shortage of forces is traditional in the revolution

ary movement. Lenin as far back as 1905 polemized 
against committees and organizers who explained their in-
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ability to conduct struggles because of absence of forces, 
wbo always looked for trained forces to be sent from out
side while overlooking the vast reservoir of new fresh 
potential forces in their own movement.

Systematic and planned development of new forces is 
one of the weakest points in our present strikes. Our 
tendency is to have confidence only in our trained and 
tested leaders and organizers. Responsible posts are given 
solely to organizers with previous successful experience. 
New forces are drawn into responsible work only if they 
show remarkable activity on their own initiative, or if 
they force their way into front ranks.

During the strike situation the workers develop mili
tancy and class consciousness at a very rapid tempo. The 
best elements among the workers are brought forward in 
the picket line, strike committees, mass meetings, etc. The 
first task of every organizer is to assist in developing the 
potential capacities of the best strikers, to encourage and 
cultivate those with organizational and political qualifi
cations and to utilize every possible way to develop the 
initiative of the foremost elements. Experienced strike or
ganizers must surround themselves with the best elements 
and teach them how they can combat the leadership of 
the strike after he leaves.

Committee Work
The tendency of our organizers to work out all propos

als and plans alone and present them to large strike meet
ings in complete form does not contribute to the develop
ment of new forces. The inexperienced strikers may mar
vel at the ability of the organizer but will never realize 
that they are getting the benefit of the experiences of 
hundreds of previous struggles of all the workers.

The experienced organizer will discuss all his plans and 
proposals with the small executives and subcommittees so 
as to involve the new elements in the development of plans 
and proposals and make them understand how they are 
worked out and that they can assist and contribute to the 
plans. The policy of getting less experienced members of 
the committees to make proposals already agreed upon 
will raise the self confidence of the new elements. Respon
sible tasks are to be given to all members of the commit
tees and the organizer should discuss these tasks with
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them, assist in carrying them out and teach the new forces 
how they are to be carried out. While irresponsibility and 
neglect must be sharply combatted the organizers must 
differentiate between neglect due to inexperience and dif
ficult obstacles and neglect due to irresponsibility. Mis
takes and neglect are more costly during a strike than 
normally; however, the mistakes of less experienced work
ers must be treated firmly but constructively, with the 
aim in view of correcting and developing and not of 
destroying.

Coal Strike and the Strassburg 
Resolutions on Problems of 

Strike Strategy
The successful preparation, organization and conduct of 

the coal miners’ strike by the N.M.U. is not an accident. 
On the contrary, it is the concrete example of our abUity 
to correctly understand and apply the line and policies 
of the R.I.L.U., especially as outlined in the resolutions 
adopted at the International Conference on Strike Strat
egy held by the R.I.L.U. in Strassburg, Germany in Jan
uary, 1929.

Already the beginnings of the correct policy and meth
ods were demonstrated in several smaller mine strikes in 
the Pittsburgh mining district in January of this year and 
further developed in the Lawrence textile strike, the pres
ent miners’ strike and, simultaneously, in the Pawtucket 
and Paterson strikes, not to speak of scores of smaller 
strikes.

While we must carefully study the experiences of aU 
the strikes, at the same time every Party member should 
read and study the Strassburg Resolutions as the basic 
guide to proper preparation and conduct of strikes which 
are breal^g out or are on the verge of breaking out in 
every District and every important industry.

The Strassburg Resolutions on Problems of Strike 
egy are available in pamphlet form and can be secured 
from your literature agent or direct from the Workers 
Library Publishers.
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Miners’ Relief and the Steel Workers
By EDITH BRISCOL

During a strike in one industry, relief can be well used 
in order to organize workers of another industry. In 

the case of the present struggle of the miners it has been 
shown that relief is one of the best issues to be used in 
the steel towns to organize the steel workers.

In sections where the steel mills are situated right in 
the striking area, like McKeesport, Cannonsberg, Carne
gie, etc., the steel workers are not merely watching the 
strike, but are taking an active part in it. Many of them 
are leading the picket lines. Still more are active in col
lecting relief for the starving miners and their families.

From actual experience it has been shown that the re
lief campaign in a steel town not only brings food for the 
starving miners, but it brings hundreds of contacts of 
steel workers for the M.W.I.L. (Metal Workers Industrial 
League). It actually helps in the building of the M.W.I.L.

For instance, in one of the steel towns close to the strik
ing area we started the relief campaign in the following 
way: we rented an empty store, put up a sign outside: 
^^Miners’ Relief Station; Support the Miners’ Strike 
Against Starvation.” This attracted the attention of 
many steel workers in the neighborhood. Many of them 
came inside the store; many brought food and money 
with them.

Through these contacts we succeeded in building a re
lief committee. Then we began a systematic relief cam
paign, every-day collections of food, visiting warehouses, 
visiting organizations, arranging affairs and picnics for 
relief, etc. As we went along our relief committee grew 
larger, more representative.

Most of the members of the committee worked part- 
time in a steel mill. We called a special meeting of the 
best elements where we took up the conditions in the steel 
mills and explained the role of the M.W.I.L., connecting it 
up with the struggle of the miners. As a result of this 
meeting everyone present joined the M.W.I.L.. Once the 
group was established, the members began activities right 
inside the mill. Again they used relief as the major is
sue (collecting money inside, recruiting more members
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for the relief committee, etc.)* Through this they were 
able to get a number of valuable contacts who were later 
brought directly into the M.W.I.L.

In steel towns where we already have some organization 
of the M.'W’.I.L. the problem is much simpler. There re
lief should be used to activize our members. They should 
be the initiators in the campaign and build the group 
through relief activities. We found that one of the best 
ways to popularize the issue inside the steel mills is by 
holding open air shop meetings just before pay day and 
then follow up this by using collection lists inside.

This struggle of the miners is bringing the steel work
ers closer to organization. With the growth of the Na
tional Miners Union the steel workers are also looking 
forward to a umon of their own. It frequently occurs 
that delegations of steel workers appear at the meetings 
of the miners’ strike committees, without our union hav
ing done anything to induce them to do so. The major 
reason for this growing militancy of the steel workers 
and for their quick response to the call for relief is the 
worsening of conditions among the steel workers. The 
issue of relief should be raised among the steel workers 
in connection with their own conditions in the mills. We 
must connect up the struggle of the miners with their 
own struggles for better conditions, and for the building 
of a strong, powerful Union in the steel industry.

Read the August Issue of the 
Communist

^T^HE August issue of TJbe Communist, the central 
^ ^ theoretical organ of the Party has been prepared with 

a view to popularizing the lessons already learned in the 
course of the present great strike of 40,000 soft-coal min
ers. An article by Comrade Browder, examines our ex
periences in this strike, in the light of the decisions of the 
Eleventh Plenum of the Executive Committee of the Com
munist International. Comrade Foster writes an article 
that deals with some of the fundamental problems in this 
strike as well as all strikes that take place in the present 
period. Another article deals with four basic problems 
of the present moment as discussed by the Communist In-
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ternational. In the Marx-Engels-Lenin section, which is 
a regular feature of the Communist, there are reprinted 
some interesting and important excerpts from Lenin’s 
famous pamphlet **What is to Be Done?” in which he 
deals with the relation of political activity of Communists 
to the economic struggles of the workers.

Comrades who fail to read, study and understand the 
lessons of our struggles; those who do not understand the 
basis for the policies and tactics which the Party applies 
in these struggles, cannot properly represent the Party be- 
for the workers.

Every Communist and every revolutionary worker 
should read the Communist every month. Be sure to 
read the August issue and to place it in the hands of as 
many workers as possible.

On Going to the Soviet Union

OUR Party is engaged in leading more and more im
portant mass struggles of the workers of this coun

try. Unemployment, Scottsboro, strikes are a few of the 
important mass movements under our leadership. In the 
course of these strugles the Party is being built up into a 
mass party and already exercises mass influence.

New forces are constantly coming into our ranks, work
ers from the heavy industries, native workers and especi
ally Negro workers.

The tasks of individual comrades become greater. Com
munists today must actively lead these struggles. But 
here and there we find members of our Party who resist 
active participation in these struggles. Most of these 
quietly drop out and the Party proceeds even faster into 
mass struggles because new healthy proletarian forces join 
our ranks regularly.

We still have in our ranks comrades who see the solu
tion of their personal problems in the American class strug
gle by going to the Soviet Union. Often these comrades 
arrange to secure jobs for themselves in the Soviet Union, 
buy their steamship tickets and on the day they catch the 
boat come to the center and ask for a transfer to the 
C.P.S.U. In all such cases the comrades are refused trans
fers and if they leave without transfer they desert the 
Party and the class struggle.
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No Communist bas the right to leave the country with
out the permission of the Party. A Communist who goes 
to the Soviet Union without Party permission deserts the 
Party.

There are certain conditions under which the Party per
mits its members to go to the Soviet Union. The xrules 
and regulations are known to the District Committees 
which pass judgment on all applications. However, no 
decision is final until the C.C. gives its permission for 
comrades to leave.

After this has been called to the attention of the Party 
for over a year no comrade has a right to claim that he 
was not informed.

Party members cannot arrange for jobs in the Soviet 
Union without Party permission.

Party members cannot leave the country or make ar
rangements to leave the country without Party permis
sion.

Dictionary of Abbreviations
We are printing below a list of abbreviations common

ly used in the life of the Party with their meanings. This 
is done for the benefit of the new as well as the old mem
bers. It is not done with the idea of encouraging use of 
these abbreviations. In fact the use of these abbreviations 
should be discouraged as much as possible particularly 
when new members are involved.

AAAIL—^All-America Anti-Imperialist League.
CC—Central Committee.
CCC—Central Control Commission.
Cl—Communist International.
CO—Central Organ—Central Office.
CP----Communist Party.
CPSU—Communist Party of the Soviet Union.
CPUSA—Communist Party of the United States of 

America.
DB—^District Buro.
DC----^District Committee.
OCC—^District Control Commission.
DO—^District Organizer.
DW—^Daily Worker.
Comintern—Communist International.
ECCI—^Executive Committee of the Communist Inter

national.
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the

—^International Control Commission 
—^Executive Committee of tli^^ national. Conunua»s«

—^International Labor Defense
Prop.g„d. of

IRp—^International Red Day—'Aueno..
—^International Workers Order ^**'®**

IYD—^International Youth Dav.
KIM—See YCI. ^
LSNR—League of Struggle for ^
LSU—^Labor Sports Union. ^ ® Rights.
MWIL—^Metal Workers Industrial T 
^•IWIU—^Marine Workers Industrial Tt^**
NB—Nucleus Buro.
NC—^National Committee of the YCL 
NMU—^National Miners’ Union

NYD—^National Youth Day.
Orgburo—Organizational Buro of the Central ^oio- 

mittee.
Polburo—Political Buro of the Central Committee. 
Profintem—See RILU.
RILU—Red International of Labor Unions.
SB—Section Buro.
SC—Section Committee.
SO—Section Organizer.
SW—^Southern Worker.
TU—Trade Union.
TUUC—^Trade Union Unity Council.
TUUL—^Trade Union Unity League. *
UB—^Unemployed Branch.
UC—^Unemployed Council.
UP—^United Front.
UFL—^United Farmers League.
USSR—Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
WESL—^Workers Ex-Servicemen’s League. 
WIR—Workers International Relief.
YCI—Young Communist International.
YCL—^Young Communist League.
YPA—^Young Pioneers of America.
YW—Young Worker.
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'^Every Factory a Fortress 
of Commitnism’’

I
What Were the Decisions of the 13 th Plenum

slogan ‘‘Every factory a fortress of Communism” 
•characterized the p>olitical line and the decisions that were 

made at the 13th Plenum of our Central Committee at the 
end of August. The importance of this Plenum for the 
whole Party and beyond it for the American working class 
lies in the clear recognition of our Party center of the neces
sity of concentrating the whole work of the Party on the line 
of firmly rooting itself in the most important industries and 
large factories of the country. The Party center is conscious 
of the fact that the main task of the Party is to win the most 
imp>ortant sections of the working class (the miners, steel 
and metal workers, railroad and transport workers, automo
bile, textile and chemical workers) to the leadership of the 
Party on the basis of mobilizing them for economic struggles, 
linking these struggles with political actions, in order to win 
the majority of the American working class under our leader
ship. This is the strategic line which was laid down by the 
13th Plenum in conformity with the decisions of the Com
intern. It is a conscious continuation of the policy which the 
Party has been pursuing, especially since its 12th Plenum, of 
mobilizing the workers by means of partial demands, and 
through the economic struggles, to win the workers for Com
munism.

This line at the same time furnishes the only possibility of 
putting the working class, and especially its most decisive sec
tion working in the war industries, into motion against the 
policies of the capitalists, of their agents, and against the 
capitalist government, and thus to carry on an active struggle 
against the imperialist war danger and for the defense of 
the Soviet Union.

1
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Successes and Weaknesses of the Party
During the last several months, which includes the period 

between the 12th and 13th Plenum, the Party has achieved 
a number of successes in mobilizing and winning certain mass
es of workers in the country. The Party set into motion large 
masses of unemployed, it led a number of economic struggles, 
the most important of which was the big struggle of the 40,- 
000 miners, which greatly raised the prestige and the author
ity of our Party and of the revolutionary union. It carried 
through a wide protest movement around the Scottsboro case 
and aroused wide masses of Negroes into action. The mass 
influence of our Party is large, but one of the main weak
nesses of the Party is that we have not understood how to 
organize this mass influence. Another weakness lies in the fact 
that we have not sufficiently concentrated our work on the 
most decisive territories in order to thus build up for our
selves strategic points of power for the further struggle. Our 
work was not planful and concentrated enough. The strategic 
line of policy, of securing a foothold among the industrial 
workers of heavy industry which would enable us to beat back 
the enemy step by step has not been systematically carried into 
effect.

Here a turn must absolutely be made. We must be con
scious that we cannot be satisfied with the successes we have 
thus far had. We must not any longer measure with the 
yardstick of the past but must bring our work up to the level 
of the big tasks which stand before us in order to really be the 
decisive revolutionary factor in the coming big class battles. 
The sharpening of the class contradictions, the growing strug
gles of the workers and the growing imperialist war danger 
demand special efforts from the Party membership, especially 
when we consider the leading role of American capitalism in 
capitalist world politics.

II

Wkat Do the Statistical Facts About Our Party 
Organization Show

A. The orgamzational basis of the Party is not in the shofs. 
The statistical facts submitted by the districts in the recent 
period show that the street nucleus, that is the residential unit.
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IS the basic organizational unit of our Party, Excluding the 
recent growth in the Pittsburgh district, we have about 652 
street nuclei and Party groups, but only 75 shop nuclei and 
these few shop nuclei comprise only 4% of our total member
ship. This proves that these few shop nuclei are extremely 
weak and that all our leading committees have done very little 
to root the Party in the shops. We have a large number of 
giant factories in which there are no shop nuclei, though Party 
miembers and a large number of sympathizing workers are 
engaged there. These figures also show that the successes we 
have had in mass mobilization were mainly based on our agi
tational work by means of effective utilization of the great 
spontaneity and activity of the American working class. It 
shows that we have done comparatively little in preparing and 
organizing the struggles and that lacking or failing to build 
organization in the course of the struggle has excluded us 
from maintaining many of the gains we have made.

5. The social comfosition of our membershvp is not good 
because we are not rooted in the big factories. The insufficient 
Bolshevist organizational policy and practise of the Party is 
reflected in the social composition of the membership. If we 
check up even our most important Party organizations we 
find that we have mainly only workers of the lesser impor
tant industries who are subject to strong petty bourgeois in
fluences. In addition we have often only the workers of small 
shops in the Party. This expresses itself in the New York 
district, where we do not have the workers of the large metal 
plants, the harbor and transportation workers, the workers on 
the subways, street cars and elevateds. It shows itself in the 
Pittsburgh district, where we had only a weak base among 
the miners until recently, but where we have very few steel 
workers. Our Pittsburgh city organization consists mostly of 
unemployed members. We have had only five steel workers 
in our Party organization in Pittsburgh. We can review the 
other districts and generally find the same picture. This situ
ation calls for a radical turn. The situation is extremely fav
orable for the Party. A wage-^cutting offensive on the steely 
mhnngy textilcy rubbery automobile and other workers is und^ 
way. The workers are resisting and searching for leadership. 
The Party and our revolutionary unions must utilize the dis
content among these strata of workers to prepare the struggles
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m these industries, to work out , *i,ve
and lead these masses of worker*; ^^rnands, to m^bi________ worker*; ^^^ands, to
ploiters. In the big mine strike J1 against
many thousands of miners into thp t- org^
and to draw about 1,000 miners miners’ ^
burgh disrtc,. W. mrrst mabuil “
organizationally penetrate into the wor?^ Uant
industrial groups and organize the^ for
the revolutionary unions. We m Party and
mobilization and by means of the^^f
committees win the most militan. unempW^
the Party and for our revolutionarvworkers 

r 'TL L ^ unions.
1 he weakness of our lenA;^ . ^/r/

dearth of actk>e Party cadres. It is cil ^'^^‘^ult
to get the necessary cadres for the m^K'r^^*^ •'* 'party
masses and for the mobilization and ^Lrs
in heavy industries and the large •'T°/-nm-
position of our membership fe not changed ’^The strengthen
ing of our social composition would env5 u w ff our 
mass work many-fold. How can we f ‘I'" 
mittees and a good Party cadre in «, active 
of heavy industry as Pittsburgh if ^ rt-ake at
once to change the social composition of ourParty member-

non of the Party apparatus.” ThiQ i*c -r j inthe p.,e™„ silk-workers strike A "'i ” 'Us
adopted at the heginning o, A„g„^ Cfago Pa"?
orgamzat,on which stated that oS Party appUtus showed
3n'!h. T ."’‘■'’“■“hO" of the Tners in Illinois 

s Uggle against social fascism. These are serious 
warning signals. To this is added the further fact, that in 
consequence of the extremely big dearth of cadres we are 
veiy often not able to build up the leading committees and 
their departments and that we have not enough leading forces 
in our lower Party committees and nuclei. The consequence 
of this is not only bureaucracy, passivity in mass work of a 
considerable section of the membership, but also a strong 
fluctuation within the mass of our members. In the Party as 
a whole we have a fluctuation of over 77%. During the first
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half of this year more than 4,000 workers paid initiation dues 
to the Party. According to the dues-accounting of the in
dividual districts, only 900 members, however, were really re
tained in the Party. The other 3,000 newly-won members 
were lost.

IV

What Is to Be Done?
This question is unequivocally answered by the 13th plenum 

of the Party. The Plenum put before the Party the task of 
organizing the most important strata of the workers of the 
war and heavy industries, of setting them into motion for 
their economic demands, to fight against wage-cuts and 
speed-up and to thus mobilize them for political actions; to 
set into motion the million-fold masses of unemployed in the 
struggle for immediate relief and unemployment insurance 
and to provide an organizational basis for this struggle. At 
the present time we have in the entire Party only about 173 
unemployed committees in 85 cities. The Plenum called for 
the unity of the employed and unemployed in a common fight 
kgainst wage-cuts and part-time employment, for unemploy
ment insurance and for relief against hunger and starvation. In 
this systematic mass mobilization we must defend the inter
ests of the most oppressed strata—the Negroes, the women 
workers and the young workers—in order to attract them to 
our Party and to the revolutionary unions.

The Party center therefore decided to carry on in connect 
tion with the preparation of these economic mass struggles the 
most intense recruiting to build the Party in preparation and 
as a whole part of the mass struggles. The Party Central 
Committee has decided upon a systematic recruiting of work
ers from the large factories for the Party and for the revolu
tionary unions. We must, therefore, during the next four 
mbnths aim to double our membership by the winning of 
these workers. This is entirely possible with the big rnass in
fluence of our Party and the favorable situation. This work 
must be commenced already in connection with the rmntng 
and steel campaigns and must be carried out on the basis^ of 
concentration upon the most important industries and districts. 
Only then will we have the possibility of improving the com
position of our Party, of building up the organizational con-
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nections with the important strata of workers 
ganizational advances in the most imoorto^- ? *i^fke or-

1 1 . , . , . . -------- - *** tne lacroricaand thus raise the political activity of the Party, and strengthen 
the drawing power of the Party among the broad masses of the

Thus the 13th Plenum of the Party decided to raise the 
entire level of organizational work, to activize the member
ship and Party units in the mass work on the basis of the fac
tories and towards this end to carry through a Party r^gistra^ 
tion and control^ to carry on a concentrated fire against the 
formal and bureaucratic methods of work which stand in the 
way of mass development and to change our methods of work 
to correspond with the possibilities of the organization of huge 
masses of workers and successfully solve the big tasks ahead 
of us.

RECRUIT MEMBERS FROM THE BIG FACTORIES

workers.

in the

November 7th Campaign!

BUILD SHOP NUCLEI!
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General Registration of 
the Party Membership 

A Mobilization for Mass Struggle

October 12 — November 16 
*J^HE 13th Plenum; of the Central Commitee issued the 

directive to the entire Party to organize the broadest 
masses of workers particularly in the basic industries (steel, 
coal, marine, transportation, chemical, etc.) and in the big 
factories for resistance to the hunger ofl*ensive of the capi
talist class and its government.

To make the turn for the fulfillment of this task, the first 
beginnings of which have been carried through in the recent 
period, it is necessary in the ranks of the Party to carry through 
a general mobilization of the membership. Our Party is faced 
with the task of giving leadership to the working class. It 
is therefore necessary to know to what degree our Party mem
bers are active in preparing, organizing and leading the strug
gles of the workers in the shops, in the mines and in the coun
tryside. For the carrying through of the political tasks of the 
Party it is not enough to place these tasks before the mem
bership. It is necessary to know our strength and weaknesses, 
io organh^e our forces for the realization of the tasks, to 
strengthen the leading Party cadres, to establish firm contacts 
with the workers in the factories and the unemployed, above 
all to recruit members for the Party among the workers in 
the shops. That is why the Central Committee has now de
cided upon a general registration of the Party membership. 
It is self-evident that we can best prepare and lead the strike 
struggles of the workers against wage-cuts and speed-up, 
against the sharpening oflFensive which is now under way, 

comrades are organized in factory* nuclei so that they 
can concretely unite the masses for revolutionary mass work.

Today the Party stands in the midst of mass struggles, but 
the Party membership too largely confine their activities (not 
to the factories, to the unemployed councils, to the trade 
unions), but to the agitation and routine work of the street
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nuclei. Through the registration, all leading organ of 
Party and the entire Party membership must be imoelled 
concentrate their energy and attention to the organi^tion 
shop work, particularly in the big factories.

The recent big struggles in which the Party scored a 
ber of successes (miners’ and textile strikes, the hunger march-' 
es, etc.), all lead to the same conclusion: the Party does 
have sufficient strength and utilize the possibilities in the 
tories, in the trade unions, in the language and other mass 
ganizations in order to organize the masses to the utmost, 
order to wrest the masses from the influence of the bour
geoisie and social fascists by means of active and functioning 
factory nuclei and Party fractions. The crassest example 
in the unemployed movement. Many comrades are unem
ployed, probably more than 25 per cent of our memberships 
yet we have very few well organized unemployed councils- 
On the other hand the strike of the miners, the mobilization 
for strikes which is going on among the steel workers, shoW 
that we have at the present time tremendous possibilities 
overcoming our weak position in the factories, trade union or
ganizations and unemployed. The broad masses of workers 
are everywhere showing the greatest sympathy for the Party 
and revolutionary trade union movement. But this is not 
widely realized nor utilized by all Party comrades, nor all the 
leading organs of the Party.

Have we not won in the mine strike many thousands of 
workers for the revolutionary unions, and are we not at this 
moment witnessing a rising tide among the steel workers, which 
is moving in our direction so that it is p>ossible to organiz^e 
thousands of workers into a revolutionary union of steel work
ers? Have we not won over 1,000 members in the Pitts
burgh areas for the Party and established 60 new mine 
nuclei?

The Party is on the march. But we must more flanfuUy 
organize our forces. We must strengthen our p^ition in the 
factories and mass organizations if we are to utilize the pos
sibilities for tearing loose the working class from the bour
geoisie and their agents, win them for Comlnunism.

How Shall the Party Registration Be Carried Through
The Party membership registration must be prepared po-
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litically and organizationally. It must not be a m^ere technical 
frocedurcy a mere filling out of a questionnc^e. In order to 
effectively carry through the registration in the shortest pos
sible time and with the utmost smoothness, it is necessary that 
the District and Section Committees hold functionaries meet
ings at which the political significance of the registration be 
explained on the basis of concrete example from the life and 
situation of our Party organizations. It is necessary that the 
registration be combined with the task of mass work, of the 
fight against wage-cuts and speed-up, with the struggle for 
the organization of the workers into revolutionary unions and 
the building of opp>ositions in the reactionary unions, with the 
task of mobilizing the unemployed masses, of organizing the 
most oppressed sections—Negro, working women and youth—- 
in a struggle against the hunger offensive of the capitalists.

The questionnaire which every member is to fill out con
tains many questions, but all Party comrades must realize that 
this information is vital, if we are to know the activities and 
situation of the Party units and members. The responsibility 
for the proper fulfillment of the re.gistration, assistance to 
the Party comrades in understanding and filling out the mate
rial, rests upon the leaders of the units, who must be guided 
by the section and district committees.

Special meetings of the Party units, for which special let
ters must be sent out, must be held for the registration. If 
special meetings are to be called, at which the registration in 
connection with the main tasks is taken up, the political signi
ficance of the registration as a mobilization of the membership 
for mass work, will be lost and the effectiveness of the regis
tration lessened. For members who do not attend these spe
cial meetings an extra effort must be made by the Party units 
to register them, either by setting aside a further date at which 
comrades can register or by the establishment of special com
mittees of the unit that will visit these comrades at their homes, 
have them register and determine their reasons for non-at
tendance in the unit meetings. Thus the registration will be 
a means of activizing passive members of the Party.

The registration will require intense efforts on the part of 
all leading organs, but this will bring results in the intensifi
cation of the mass work and in the strengthening of the in
ner organization of the Party.
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The Xlth Plenum of the E.C.C I. 
the Question of Organization

From the Main Report of Comrade ManuUsky 
JJINALLY, the fourth form of backwardness is the

zational lagging behind of the Communist Parties co***' 
pared with their political influence. This is an old and deeply 
rooted ailment of the Sections of the E.C.C.I. and it is h^f^l 
to deal with, in spite of the enormous number of decisions 
this question.

The Comintern has succeeded in liquidating the relics of 
social democracy in the political sphere, but it has not been 
able to liquidate it in the organizational sphere. This contradic
tion between “politics” and “organization” is explained by 
transition period through which capitalist society is passing 
from the bourgeois dictatorship in the form of democracy 
the bourgeois dictatorship in the form of fascism.

At the present time, they drag in and wish to preserve in the 
Communist Parties the organization forms of a hostile class. 
What can the proletariat put up in opposition to the power 
of finance capital with its trusts, its cartels and its fighting 
cist gangs? Only organization in the factories. The stmggl® 
for the factories will be the most dramatic page in the history 
of the struggle between Contmunism on the one hand and 
the bourgeois dictatorship with its parties of fascism and social 
democracy, on the other. The further sharpening of the class 
struggle, the imminent threat of imperialist war and military 
intervention against the U.S.S.R. raise and will continue to 
raise before the Communist Parties the question of the best 
organizational form which can guarantee both successful de
fense and also the victorious attack of the working cla^. The 
iesi and most flexible form is the reorgamxaiion of the C. P't 
on the basis of the factories. The difficulties in the way are 
very great. The fact that in view of unemployment, only 
25-30% of the members of the C.P.s remain in the factories is 
a difficulty of no small importance. But this Plenum must 
declare war on organizational opportunism just as mercilessly 
as the C.P.S have frequently carried on war against political 
opportunism.
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From the Remarks of Comrade Piatnitsky
What should be done to reduce fluctuations of membership?
1. Improve the work of the nuclei, district committees, city 

committees and provincial committees.
2. Set practical work for the new members.
3. Form circles and short courses for the new members.
4. Instruct the C.C.s of the C.P.s to study the causes of 

fluctuations and to remove all causes which make it impossible 
for Party members to remain in it.

5. Reconstruct the system of statistics of Party members in 
such a way that it will be seen how many members are in the 
Party, how many pay membership dues, and chiefly, how many 
ha^ue been drawn into acliue Party work. The greater the pro
portion drawn into Party work, the smaller will be the pro
portion of those who leave the Communist Party. We can 
and must keep such statistics.

The general conclusions from all that I have said today 
are as follows:

(a) The bad work of the Party organizations increases fluc
tuation and prevents us from bringing in the militant revolu
tionary workers.

(b) The absence of a great change in the matter of trans
ferring the center of activity of Party and trade union work 
to the factories does not really make it possible for the C. P.s, 
the red trade unions and the trade union opposition to fight 
against the influence of the social democrats and reformists in 
the factories, to enlarge their membership by an inflow of work
ers from the factories to know the feelings of the workers, 
to organize the struggle against the attack of the capitalists. 
When the active elements of the C.P., the red trade unions 
and the trade union opposition are removed by the bourgeoisie 
during the time of war, the only jxissibility for successful 
work in the industrial centers, in the factories, will be on con
dition that there are well functioning nuclei (the revolutionary 
delegates in Berlin during the world war of 1914-18 carried 
on a tremendous amount of work, and they showed how 
necessary it is to have revolutionary organizations in the fac
tories.)

(c) The absence of strong and energetic committees and 
councils of the unemployed and of systematic work among 
them—abstract slogans and abstract agitation among the un-
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employed, the prevalence of demjonstrations while other forms 
and methods of concrete work are not adopted—does not make 
it possible to organize the broad masses of workers for the 
struggle, to recruit them into the red trade unions, the trade 
union opposition and other mass organizations and into the 
Party.

(d) In view of the weakening of the work in the reform
ist and other trade union organizations, the absence of the sys
tematic publication of factory papers and the wide distribution 
of the Party press which, unfortunately, does not increase but 
decreases, we have not been able organizationally to seize on 
the growing political influence of the Party among the masses.

Unemployed Work Must Be Built On 
a Broad United Front

^TT^HE question arises with the relation of the unemployed 
committees with the unions. Can we say that our unions 

exercise too much leadership in the work of the unemployed? 
We can not. However, we raise the question that the unem
ployed branches must be organized on the broadest united front 
basis and not merely by ajfiliating themselves formally to the 
T.U.U.L. unions. That does not mean that the T.U.U.L. 
any more than the Party will not have the task of leading 
these unemployed organizations—^not through formal affilia
tion but by convincing every worker who does not yet believe 
in the T.U.U.L. nor want to belong to a red union, mem
bers of the A. F. of L. unions, every unorganized worker, 
workers who belong to the Catholic church, convincing them 
that this unemployed organization is a broad united front body 
in which every worker, irrespective of his political party, ir
respective of his union or nationality, has a place, that this 
organization will fight and defend his interests. In this way 
it will be possible to broaden out considerably the work of our 
organization.
From the Re fort of Comrade Stachel at the \3th Plenum.
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From the Practical Work 
For the Practical Work

In this Section of the Party Organizer the comrades of the 
shop nuclei, fractions and street nuclei speak. Send in your ex
periences in all fields of Party work to the Party Organizer, 
P. O. Box 87, Station D, New York City.

Rooting the Party in the 
Shops

Organizing to Flold New Members
TN THE strike of the coal miners, the Party in the Pitts- 

burgh District gained 1,000 new members. A new Par
ty exists in the Pittsburgh District, and therefore the training 
of new members and the consolidation of the Party organi
zation is of first importance. The big task consists in hold
ing the new members that have been won for the Party. 
There are 90 units now in the Pittsburgh District, most of 
them new, and most of them shop nuclei with at least 75% 
of the membership having joined the Party in the last three 
months.

The establishment of Section Committees as the leader of 
all phases of the work in the Section must now come for
ward. The role of the Section Committee as the leader of 
all campaigns and in the coordination of all the work is not 
yet fully understood by the Party membership. Section com
mittees have to be strengthened by putting on the strongest 
elements as members by having all organizers—^j'outh, union, 
defense, etc., work through the Party Section Committees 
when in the field.

The Section Committees are responsible for the political 
and organizational leadership of the work in the Section and 
are responsible for the building of the fractions and the guid
ance and functioning of the units.

To train the new membership, new methods are required.
(1). Long letters to units must be entirely eliminated.
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Regularly weekly directions are sent to the Section C 
tees instructing them on the current campaigns and th 
ling of the units. Communications from the Distri to 
unit will be sent at longer intervals. These lette^s^wiU 
one-page letters giving brief and simple directions covering 
one or two important points.

(2) Agit-prop work in the units has been organized on 
basis of establishing in each Section a weekly “class” at whici* 
all unit functionaries and Section Committee members are 
attend. The subject of these “classes” is based on the cain' 
paigns of the Party and each unit functionary is supplied wit^ 
an outline of the discussion which he takes back to his
unit meeting and conducts a similar discussion in the uni* 
meeting. The first three discussions will be on the electing* 
campaign.

(3) All meetings of the Section Committees are being 
tended by members of the District Bureau.

(4) The Org. Department will pick out the most
tant shop and mine nuclei in each Section, and give direct 
guidance to these key units from the District. The other units 
will be guided by the District Bureau through the Section 
Committees. The Section ‘‘classes” are in reality section f unc- 
tionaries* conferences held weekly, which make a closer con
nection between the District Bureau and the units, and raise 
the ideological level of the Party membership, as well as tak
ing up the important organizational problems with the units.

5. The District School which has just begun, and which 
will run one month full time, with 25 students, will train 
Section Committee members. Section Organizers of the union 
and Party, Unit Organizers, etc. Too many times, the ques
tion of training new forces is put in a general way. These 
new forces as well as many others must be further developed 
through the method of collective leadership, that is. Section 
Committees and District Committees must consciously draw 
in to their committees, the most promising new elements and 
assign them concrete tasks which are simple enough for the 
new members to performi, for example, the collection of data 
for shop-papers, making of signs for demonstrations, the sale 
of pamphlets, etc.

6. Just as the Org. letters as previously sent out must be
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discontmued, so the methods of agit-prop work must be 
changed. Long agit-prop outlines are useless in District Five. 
Agit-prop discussions must be very simple and based on the 
practical tasks of the District.

7- The organizational work of the District will of course 
have to be closely connected with the mass work. The im
portant campaigns: (a) the struggle for the demands of the 
miners and the building of the N.M.U.; (b) the steel cam
paign; (c) the defense campaign; (d) the election campaign; 
(e) the children's campaign, etc., must carry with them or
ganizational consolidation, for example, election campaign— 
setting up of election campaign committees; unemployment 
campaign—setting up of unemployed councils and Party frac
tions them, and developing of functioning mine units.

8. The recruiting drive of the Party has to date continued 
successfully. However, not enough of the miners who went 
back to work during the strike have been recruited into the 
Party, and not a large enough proportion of women and Ne
groes—^and the emphasis in the recruiting campaign must be 
shifted to these elements.

9. The consolidation of the Party necessitates now great 
emphasis on the organizational structure in the Party, union 
I.L.D., etc. The dues stamp system of the Party requires im
mediate attention. When we consider that approximately 75 
per cent of the Party membership consists of black-listed and 
unemployed, the imjx)rtance of this problem is readily seen.

In those Sections (Cannonsburg) where the Party was un
able to immediately throw the Section into mass work and 
mass campaigns, the entire Party apparatus became weakest 
organizationally and began to disintegrate. It is in these min
ing towns and Sections where the Party was not quickly 
enough thrown into mass work, that right errors were more 
numerous, the units stopped functioning, the Socialist party 
gained strength, and the comrades began to quarrel among 
themselves over relief, etc., (Cannonsburg, Washington Sec
tion). In those Sections where the mass campaigns were vig
orously continued, the recruiting drive of the Party was most 
successful and the organization of the Party became the 
strongest (Allegheny Valley). By mass work and direct guid
ance which trains the unit functionaries and draws in the 
members are we expected to hold the new members. C. P.
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Recruiting Party Members During 
Aug. 3-8th Events in Chicago

Neglect of the Chicago Stockyards
events of August 3-8 in Chicago has added fur- 

^ ther proof that, particularly in the present period, the 
smallest struggles if based on the burning demands of the 
workers and properly organized can quickly arouse the largest 
masses.

We must first establish the absolute inadequacy of the re
cruiting, either for Party or the mass organizations. In the 
period while the bodies of our murdered comrades lay in state, 
there were special committees in a side hall on the job all day 
and night, signing up applications. Some 3,000 names and 
addresses were secured for the Unem,ployed Councils—500 
for the Party and nearly 200 for the Young Communist 
League.

Because of these methods of recruiting, which brought in 
applications, to a large extent, of workers never before seen 
or reached with our agitational material and, more particu
larly, through personal contact we have been confronted with 
many problems, such as:

(a) when visited or reached, some workers state they
signed in a moment of enthusiasm and would rather 
wait a while.

(b) addresses were not legible, which shows that even
such recruitment could be improved by the com
rades themselves writing the name and address of 
applicant.

(c) too slow a tempo in reaching the applicants. A full
week elapsed before the first steps were taken and 
our apparatus moved very clumsily. Not all were 
visited personally, but most received letters which 
are far less effective.

(d) there was no concerted effort to reach white work
ers on the south side, therefore the majority of 
applications were Negro, raising sharply the prob
lem that in some territories the unit is practically 
all Negro comrades, which could be misunderstood.
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The outstanding folitical and organizational shortcoming 
was the failure to fenetrate the factoriesy farticularly the 
stockyards. The August 3-8th events shook not only the un
employed but also the employed and proper attention could 
have resulted in building both the T.U.U.L. and Communist 
Party inside the shops.

The most burning problem is the absorbing and keeping of 
all the new members. The greatest danger is the slow tem
po. Instead of calling the new members immediately to the 
units, they were called in groups to a preliminary meeting ac
cording to territory. At the first meeting out of 177 letters 
sent, 27 responded, but interesting was the fact that these 
27 applicants brought 43 more new workers with them. After 
seriously explaining the role and activities of the Communist 
Party at this first meeting 52 actually signed Party application 
cards. Approximately the same experience was had in the 
other meetings. Names of all those who did not respond 
were then given over to the nuclei to systematically visit. The 
new members when accepted, were either assigned to existing 
nuclei or to some of the new nuclei which it became necessary 
to organize.

A burning problem which we have been confronted with, 
and which will be solved shortly, is the fetrijied state of some 
of our old street nuclei, which are actually territorial units and 
in which members, belong rather through custom, friendship 
or tradition, rather than actual residential or work in shop. 
This occurs because of insignificant mass work, particularly 
shop, and also poor check-up. It will be necessary and possible 
now to organize street nuclei in every fourth block. This 
will also facilitate concentration in the shops and Unem
ployed Councils of the territory.

In order to develop a better understanding of the Party, 
classes are being conducted each week. The main prob
lem of keeping the new members, is linked up with the ex
periences of Chicago and other districts previously related in 
the Party Organizer of namely, improved inner life of unit 
—conducting proper class work, individual attention without 
overloading new members, engaging in mass work from be
ginning, and most basic of all, better methods of recruiting 
which will guarantee better and rmore stable elements. J. W.
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More About the Chicago Stockyards
Formal Methods Must Go!

^"l^HE events of August 3 in Chicago aroused the mass in
dignation of the Negro and white workers. But as yet 

the Party mas not able to take full organixational advantage 
of these events and utilize them to penetrate into the shops 
and especially in the stock yards.

In the early part of July, a small shop nucleus was estab^ 
lished in the stock yards, around which a small shop group 
of the T.U.U.L. was established, but during all these events 
no organized steps were made toward organizing the workers 
in the stock yards and undertaking any campaign in that 
direction.

In the stock yards a large number of Negro and foreign- 
born workers are employed. Recently a wage cut of 5 cents 
an hour took place among some of the workers. A meeting 
of stock yard workers was called by distributing a few hun
dred leaflets in the morning calling upon workers to come 
to a meeting in the evening. About 60 workers responded, 
including more than 30 stock yards workers. Six of these 
signed applications for the Food and Packing Workers In
dustrial League. All others were very sympathetic towards 
the building of the organization.

This alone indicates that the workers in the stock yards feel 
the need of organization through which they will be able to 
undertake struggle against wage cuts, speed up, stagger sys
tem which, as applied in the stock yards generally among the 
majority of the workers, working from 1 to 4 days a week, 
means starvation wages.

At a group meeting of stock yard workers, at which 12 
were present, a representative of the T.U.U.L. in a typical 
bureaucratic manner, informed the group that they could not 
organize into a Packing House Workers Industrial League 
until they would recruit 25 members. Needless to say that 
no steps toward the direction of recruiting these 25, and that 
the demand that 25 members are to be recruited first before 
a local is set up, is also wrong, which resulted in some of
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the workers feeling discouraged and they did not come to 
the next meeting of the group.

At one of the meetings of the group we took up the prob
lem of how we are able to carry on organization work in
side the stock yards, namely, setting up grievances commit
tees in the departments as the first step. After a short dis
cussion it was clear that one of the steps to be made is to 
hold meetings in the houses of the workers, in the neighbor
hood in which they live, personally inviting workers who are 
working in the stock yards. Secondly, that dances are to be 
arranged on a small scale, inviting workers from the stock 
yards, in order to get acquainted with them, get their names 
and addresses, and utilize these as the first steps toward the 
organizational drive.

These steps outlined are being carried on now. There is no 
question that the carrying out of these tasks will enable us 
to reach some workers. But this is only part of the task. 
Workers in the stock yards belong to many fraternal organ
izations, and through our fractions inside of these organiza
tions, we will be able to reach these workers. Workers from 
the stock yards, in discussing with us, veiy clearly stated that 
the safeguarding of those who become members of our or
ganization is one of the mfost important tasks, as the spy sys
tem is very highly developed. Therefore, all precautions 
have been made not to expose members of the grievance com
mittees and Party members and give them definite tasks on 
how to develop work in the shop without being exposed.

In line with the decisions of the District Committee, a mem
ber of the District Committee has been assigned to the stock 
yards and to Section 2, having stock yards as their point of 
concentration. The fact that just now we are making our 
first steps toward organizational work in the stock yards 
shows very clearly that the Party in Chicago did not under
stand the importance of penetration of the shops and did not 
see the influence of the events of August 3 and 8, on the 
workers in the shops, and therefore missed one of the oppor
tune situations to penetrate into the shops and build the or
ganization. We are now very slowly, overcoming this, but 
as yet there is gross underestimation of this task.

B. G.
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The History of a Shop Nucleus
TkiTANY districts, for example the New York District, have 

been concentrating upon a number of shops for several 
years and record very little success. Indeed doubts are cree{>- 
ing into the minds oiF many comrades whether shop nuclei can 
be built in the giant fortresses of American capitalism. There 
is no reason why we cannot penetrate the big factories, but it 
is indeed doubtful if we can do so with the present methods 
of work. Take, for example, the history of a shop nucleus 
in this district. This nucleus in a large auto plant of 6,000 
workers was organized in 1929. It began its work well and 
soon after its formation had 5 members. It issued some leaf
lets and several numbers of a shop paper and even built a shop 
committee. But then its work began to lag. The shop paper 
was issued from time to time and finally stopped entirely. The 
last issue was gotten out in November, 1930. The represen
tatives of the section committee and the district attended the 
nuclei meetings at the beginning then every now and then 
and finally entirely forgot about the nucleus. The nucleus 
membership dwindled to three members in 1930. The shop 
committee fell apart for want of systematic attention. Then 
the section com/mittee, evidently highly satisfied with the situa
tion, expelled one member for failure to “down tools” on May 
the first. The district never heard of the expulsion.

Things drifted. The working force was reduced to 3,000. 
Dismissals of workers took place but this went unnoticed by the 
Party. Conditions grew worse but no actions were undertaken 
by the Party organization. A member of the shop nucleus ar
rived one day at the section headquarters and asked the organ
izer; “Why don’t you come down to the nucleus—are you a 
bureaucrat?” He promised to come down and was given $2 for 
the Daily Worker which it was promised would be distributed 
by an unemJ>loyed comrade. Nothing happened. No Daily 
Workers arrived. No unemployed comrade was on hand. 
Things continued to drift. One of the two surviving members 
of the nucleus appealed to some comrades in the National Office 
for aid. He was referred to the District Committee. The com
rade hesitated to go to the district. Would they give him 
assistance in such a matter as a shop nucleus? Finally he went 
and was assured by one comrade that matters would be han-
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died. Several months again passed and nothing happened. No 
shop papers were being issued. No leaflets. No agitation. 
The workers were correctly asking where is the Party and 
were saying that it comes around every six months and then 
disappears again. At last out of the clear blue sky the district 
evidently to make up for lost time, sent a telegram to the com
rades of the nucleus to inform them that they had been at
tached to a new section. After that some work was begun.

Are we not correct in asking, can nuclei be built with 
such casual, haphazard methods lacking in any degree 
of seriousness? Not at all. Is this an exceptional 
case? No. For it can be duplicated in this district and other 
districts of the Party. These methods are by no means a dis
trict “exceptionalism.” Yet the history of this nucleus shows 
that it is possible to win new members in the shops. The com
rade who related to me this history told me that he whistled 
one day the ‘‘International” and discovered a former Red 
Front Fighter in the shop. Another day, by another device, 
he discovered a former member of the British Party. Attend
ing an open-air meeting, he saw 4 workers of his factory 
coming to the meeting reading the Daily Worker. A leaflet 
recently distributed against wage cuts and speed-up brought 
several names and addresses. Thus, if work is done, it brings 
results provided it is systematic planful, serious work.

{From the refort of comrade Weinstone on the C.C. and 
District Plenums at the New York functionaries meeting on 
Seftember 12th).

Shop Work—The Weakest Link 
An Illustration

What about shop work? The weakest link is the shop 
work. In Chicago district, the most industrial section of the 
country, we have 12 shop units with 45 members in them. 
There is no activity in the shop. Occasionally we distribute a 
shop paper or the Daily Worker, but as far as organization 
work, as far as raising and developing struggles inside the shop, 
this is absolutely absent. And why?

I think Comrade Browder put the question correctly. We 
don’t pay attention daily to the work of our shop units. We
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are paying more attention to some language groups, language 
organizations and workers’ clubs than to the shop units. 
That is why. The same energy was not given to shop work, 
and if it was, the shop work would progress. I will give you 
only one illustration:

In the stock yards we have about 100 workers reading our 
press, members of our organizations and if we were able to 
just get together these 100 connections, we would be able 
to establish a stronger Party than we have, on the basis of 
a factory branch of Pacfang House Workers Industrial 
League. What is true in that particular factory is true in 
practically every factory where we have some contacts.

—B. Gebert^ from Remarks at the C.C. Plenum.

Shop Work Demands Systematic 
Follow-up!

In Fisher Body, we were taking up the problem of building 
grievance committees and the union. Some workers took seri
ously what we said in our shop paper on this and on two occa
sions formed grievance committees and took up a fight about 
the stagger plan workers coming to the plant waiting for 
work for hours and days. They went as a committee to 
the foreman and took up the question with him. But no sus
tained follow-up was made after this action of the workers 
and the thing naturally collapsed. This shows the actual 
possibilities yet our failure to give leadership.

In the McKinney Steel in Cleveland, the shop nucleus form
ed a grievance group or some form of economic organization. 
The shop nucleus collapsed. The comrades were fired, but 
the committee still exists. The problem is how to make it 
function. But we are slow in taking up the specific griev
ances. In Warren, where we have an old shop group of 100 
workers there, we at first did not have a shop nucleus. Now 
we have one. The fact that we have established it helps 
considerably in the work in Warren. In some instances we 
have succeeded in building a shop organization first, then built 
the shop nucleus and in some cases we have built the shop 
nucleus first and then built the shop organization.

From the remarks of Sam Don at the C.C. Plenum.
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Not Reliance on Spontaneity But 
Organization is Needed

HAD the problem of organization and lack of ap
proach from below in the agricultural work. Our dis

trict is chiefly an agricultural district, fruit, vegetable growing, 
etc., and in California state alone there are from 280,000 
agricultural laborers all year round to 400,000 workers at 
the height of the season and these are largely Mexican and Fili
pino workers especially in the more basic sections of the fruit 
industry such as plowing, pruning, picking, etc. A number of 
spontaneous strikes took place which involved some 3,000 
workers. These workers readily accepted our leadership and 
in fact from time to time when a strike was called they got in 
touch with our organizers who were in the field and brought 
them into the strike area. But a totally wrong orientation 
grew up in one instance, and there was a lack of understand
ing of the necessity of realizing that we must use the situa
tion for mobilization and try to build the Party units and 
form committees of the Agricultural Workers Union. The 
comrades developed the theory that the radicalization is pro
ceeding so fast that we don^t need this concentration on the 
San Joaquin Valley or Sacramento Valley or any special con
centration at all. All you have to do is issue a call for a gen
eral strike and all the workers will come out anyway. Of 
course we fought these comrades and insisted on the building 
of the organization. And it was precisely those comrades 
who had the theory of the '"general strike” who did not have a 
single farm committee, not a single local of the union. 
Whereas those workers who were not so politically developed, 
such as one non-Party Filipino comrade who did not under
stand the high-falutin^ phrases we use, understood it was 
necessary to establish organizational bases in specific sections.

From remarks of S. Darcy at the C.C. Plenum.
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Lack of Democracy in the 
Unions—Aristocratic Attitude 

the Masses
^NE of the most important things that seems to retard t^e 

growth of our movement, in spite of the wonderful 
possibilities among the workers, is the lack of democracy 
unions and the Unemployed Councils which the 
organizes.

We try to force issues into the organization by the lead^*'^ 
of these organizations automatically bringing them up 'With
out actually trying to involve the membership into discussion* 
Some comrade makes a lengthy report, a discussion is call^^ 
for, two or three members of the Party take the floor, 
the masses of non-Party workers do not seem to comprehend 
what it is all about, and as the result they do not seem to 
enthusiastic. It is my belief that if the organizers would spend 
more time talking to individual non-Party workers, and 
ting them on the basis of the discussions that the Party mem
bers have with them, to bring up the propositions there would 
be more of a response to the Party’s policies.

It seems that some of our Party leaders, especially local and 
on the district scale, take a aristocratic attitude toward the mass
es and single out workers here and there, who, while they 
do not understand the Party, are willing workers and classify 
them as dumb-bells, unreliable and ignorant. While they may 
not be doing this consciously yet the fact remains that they 
do it, and in that way they destroy rather than build up. Then 
they wonder why we once start a movement, it starts with a 
bang and we cannot keep its mass character. Such is the 
case in our Unemployed Council where this weakness has in
variably cropped up in our work.

When we bring in a member into the Party we immedi
ately shove him into T.U.U.L. work, which would not be 
bad in itself, but then comes the I.L.D., the W.I.R., the L-S. 
N.R., and a half dozen other activities and we completely 
gleet to give him a theoretical understanding. Then, after get
ting some very discouraging results at one time or other, the 
worker who joined the Party loses faith, and, after two or
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three months of intensified activity, he drops out of the move
ment. This has been one of the reasons that I have found 
for the big turnover in the Party membership.

Next thing, we send out an organizer into a new territory. 
He becomes the Party organizer, he becomes the T.U.U.L. 
organizer, the I.Lr.D. organizer, the W.I.R. organizer, etc. 
The result is that he is so confused he actually don’t know 
where he stands. I believe that we should have our Party or
ganizers involved in every phase of the work yet they should 
be more or less in a leading capacity, that is, leading and direct
ing the work in the other organizations without taking on too 
much organizational resjx>nsibility, going too much into 
detail. There should be more of a tendency to shove even 
inexperienced non-Party workers into resfK>nsible positions. 
Even though it may hurt the work for the time being, it will 
strengthen the movement in the future.

George Papcun

Enrolling the Unemployed in 
Election Work

An Example to Follow!
We got on the ballot on Sept. 11, after having gotten 2,000 

signatures in two days. This great achievement is not only 
due to the good work of our comrades, but to the splendid 
help of the Unemployed Council menrbers and to the general 
support of the zvorkers. As a Lithuanian comrade from 
Kenosha put it at the membership meeting, ‘‘It was the easiest 
thing to get signatures.” Workers were suspicious at first, 
when we asked for signatures, but when they found out that 
it is for the Communists, they signed gladly. Two members 
of the American Legion signed their list and promised to take 
up our endorsement at the Post.” This happened in the 
“Legion-ridden” city of Kenosha, where 10,000 of its 55,000 
population is unemployed.

E. G., Wisconsin Section.
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Not Drawing in 'Workers
matter how small an undertaking involv®^

^ we find that there are a thousand and one details 
nected with it. Occasionally we let one or two details sl»P 
through our fingers, thinking that they aj-g 
but if a careful study were made of any of our 
tekings we would find that every minute detail which h*® 
into the long chain of “follow-ups” helps to bring »hout 
better results, and none of them should be considered 
small.

In this article I want to take up the parents’ conaf^h*®^ 
for relief which we set up in one of the poorest 
schools.

To call the first meeting of parents of School No- 
was necessary to get a hall or better yet the school audito
rium. We set out to get the auditorium. This required the 
signatures of several parents who have children in Sch^l 
No. 32 attached to a letter to the Board of Education. Five 
parents were found, but instead of drawing up the letter 
with them and calling these parents to the home of one of 
of these workers, we took the road of least resistance and asked 
the parents to come up to the office of the C.P. This the 
parents did. The letter was made up by the Y.C.L- organ
izer, and the parents were automatically asked to sign it> 
after it was read to them. This they did likewise. Xhe audi
torium was given for the meeting. After this was granted, 
we mimeographed 1,000 leaflets addressed to the parents of 
School No. 32, but again the members of the Unemployed 
Council, C. P., and Y.C.L. distributed this leaflet. Xhe five 
parents were not involved at all.

We also realized that in order to make the meeting look 
like a parents’ meeting, and not another C.P. meeting, we 
would need some of the parents to sit on the platform and 
to deliver the speeches, also to run the meeting. However, 
once more, we visited these five workers and asked them to 
come up to our headquarters. This they promised, but didn t 
do. The committee of 5 should have been increased to at 
least 15 or 20, immediately after the letter was sent to the 
Board of Education. A meeting should have been held in
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one of their homes, the leaflet drawn up there, and these 
15 or 20 involved in reaching other parents, of course, with 
the assistance of the above named organizations. But think
ing that this was too j>etty a task for us, we did all the work, 
and though the results were good----^250 attending—the re
sults could have been better. Only about 5 minutes before 
the opening of this meeting we spoke to one of the mothers 
and asked her to sp>eak. She was not at all prepared and so 
said only about 15 words and sat down. Also about 5 min
utes before the opening, we told the comrade who was picked 
by us to be chairman that he would have that function for 
the evening. He, too, was unprepared and therefore made 
a bum job out of it. Though 80 parents signed up and about 
ten took the floor in discussion, the entire meeting was run 
by Communists, from the chairman to the main speakers, to 
the collection of the names.

The workers are not afraid of the Communists. They 
respond splendidly to our call. But it is necessary to learn 
to involve these workers in the actual work.

Now, instead of us doing all the work, we are involving 
the captains of each street to call their neighbors together, 
all these captains forming an Executive Committee of that 
Council. It will require only two or three comrades now 
to give guidance to this mass of people, and other comrades 
will be relieved to start the same work on another school.

E. S.

Organize the Unemployed 
Councils!

CARRY ON THE DAY-TO-DAY FIGHTS OF THE 
UNEMPLOYED!

Organize the Hunger March to 
W ashington!
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Agit-Prop Work
How to Conduct Study Circles

QRGANIZING the study circles throughout the entire 
Party has naturally brought forth o i ^ «her of in

experienced comrades as leaders of the cirS" ”^e training 
these comrades wdl get ,s of great valuffo‘r the Party but 
at the same time we must see to it that the study circles are 
not sacrificed to inexperience. Therefore a review of our short

comings, and suggestions how the study cTrZ can be im- proved, is now necessary. ^
1. The success or fadure of the circle depends to a great 

extent on the selection of a permanent leader^ne who can 
^ depended upon to read and seriously prepare for the circles. 
This comrade must naturally have an understanding of the 
fundamentals of Communism. In other words, the life or 
death of the circle falls mostly on the shoulders of the study 
circle leader. Why is this so.? Because our comrades com
ing from a hard days work are too tired or have no time to 
read much. What is more, there are many workers joining 
the Party who are not interested or else are not able to read.

The complaints by the leaders that the comrades don’t 
read wiU not solve the problems of the study circles. On the 
contrary, let the leader make the lesson more interesting and 
the desire for reading will improve despite the obstacles men- 
tioned. ^

2. The leader should not lecture and the following are 
the reasons. It requires much more experience to lecture than 
to ask questions. And, even if the leader has experience, the 
fact remains that after a lecture the comrades forget half of 
the points touched on and do not understand many of the 
others. You may even call for questions after the lecture, 
but very often a comrade, sure he understood the lesson, is 
wrong in reality.

3. The question and answer method has brought the best 
results but here too the theoretical questions, unless brought 
out in the light in the daily experiences of the comrades, are too 
abstact and not understandable. The average comrade is un
able to answer the control questions, or if he has read the
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assignment, he answers the questions mechanically without 
really understanding their meaning.

4. If the answer of a question is not correct or is incom
plete or perhaps not clearly stated then a discussion should be 
(leveloped which will involve all the comrades and in this 
way all the misconceptions will be cleared up and a correct 
understanding reached. Another way to bring life into the 
discussion is by asking, for example, ‘‘What is the attitude of 
the Socialists towards nationaliztion ? ” And when this is an
swered, follow with “Why are they wrong and why are we 
right?”

5. The discussion on questions should not take longer than 
is necessary to clarify the answer to the control questions. On 
the other hand it is contrary to the interests of the circle to 
rush over the lesson in order to finish it in one evening. In 
the last case the remainder of the lesson is finished at the 
following meeting of the circle. If a sharp controversy de
velops over a point it is useless to enter into long argument 
which usually reaches no agreement. Better organize a read
ing circle which will have the task of getting the proper read- 
injg material, digging out the answer and bringing it to the 
coming lesson.

There are many other p>oints which might be touched upon 
but the article has touched on those which are most impK>rtant 
and if carried out will make the study circles interesting and 
a real contribution to the life of our Party units.

BUILD THE LIBERATOR
Into a Mass Organ of the Struggle 

for Negro Rights!

PREPARE FOR THE CIRCULATION DRIVE!
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Work Among Women
Attitudes Which Hinder the

QNE of the leading men comrades in the mine strike n»ade 
the statements, “no comrade with an,, u-i-. «rnuld 

women’s work” and “any woman is a -vvoin®”**
work.” It is not surprising, therefore, to find th t the vvotneti 
comrades in the mine strike were not asked t ^ ake reports, 
were not given any concrete help in fornmilathig pl^ns 
work, and carrying out the plans, and that the women com- 
rades had to fight every inch of the way.

Any comrade active in the strike could easily see that even 
two women on a picket line of a few hundred put pep. 
thusiasm, and fighting spirit into the strike. Among those 
arrested were always a number of women

For these reasons women as a factor in the strike received 
mention. However, mentioning in speeches, or instructions, 
or articles that women should be drawn into leading virork 
in the strike, and should be put on committees, is not suffi
cient to build women’s auxiliaries into a permanent function
ing part of the union.

Not sufficient energetic steps are taken by the union to 
overcome the stand of the miners in certain sections that wom
en should stay out of the relief kitchens, and even agreeing 
with the sheriff and deputies that women did not belong on 
the picket lines, that they were in the way, might get hurt 
and cause trouble, ’

Not only the men but also the women comrades sneer at 
drawing women into the stmggle. The situation in the tex
tile union is even worse than in mining. We have women com— 
Textile Workers Union are women. We have women com
rades as organizes in textile and these comrades “don’t want 
to be bothered with women’s work.” Women’s work in this 
case means building the union by using special methods of 
work, special demands, to draw women textile workers into 
the union.

It is about time the entire Party, men and women, got a 
new slant on how to draw the women workers into our cam
paigns and struggles. We should stop stating policy and then 
adding “and the women, Negro, and youth.” C. D-
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Winning the Yonth
What Must the Y. C. L. Be.
League does not understand that in its compK)sition it 

m>ust be a mass organization, that while the League is a 
Communist organization this does not mean that every member 
of the League necessarily must be a Communist. On the con
trary, our League must be composed of all young workers, of 
all the elements of the toiling youth who are ready to fight 
for better conditions and who want to learn to be Commun
ists.

The program of the Y.C.I. states:
^^Tke Y.CJL. is tU>t an organisustion of the elitey it is a 

mass organization* Its task is to organize zuithin its ranks not 
only the adzjonced elementsy but the broad masses of the tod-- 
ing youth*^^

Our League cannot be narrowed down into a small or
ganization but must be much broader and larger than the 
Communist Party.

This wrong conception of what the Young Communist 
League must be, is found not only in the League, but in the 
conception of sections of the Party towards the League. For 
instance, in the struggle centers, comrades were always com
paring the growth of the League with the growth of the 
Party. The Party gained 100 members while the League 
gained 60 to 70. Well, that is proportional. This is only 
true if we fail to realize that the League must be made much 
broader than the Party, that the League must from the begin
ning, recruit more members than the Party and be of a broader 
character than the Party, otherwise it will not play its neces
sary role in the class struggle. It will only be a youth dupli
cate of the Communist Party.

These tendencies must be fought very sharply at the present 
time because they express themselves in the daily work of the 
League. In the Chicago district we had the struggle in the 
South Side, where during the funeral 200 young workers 
signed applications for the Young Comunist League. What 
hapi>ened in the plans of action that our comrades developed 
in the Chicago district after the funeral? That is, plans from
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for
the

August 15th to November 7th. We finH i <.1 set 
the district as a whole is 150 new members^* 
entire narrow sectarian outlook of our Lea" ^ its 
to understand how it must build itself in lid **
must grow in the struggles. 200 applicationrSToiTe an<J
yet 150 new members in a period of nearly three months time.
K I comrades, into most important question
before this Plenum and that is the question of the Pa^y 
lations to the League and the task of the P rt in building 
of the League. The comrades can readily \ee that in 
past months our League wagon has also moved a little although 
not much and in the moving of our League wagon, i« 
important to be able to use the power of the Party as I would 
call it the Mack truck, in order to pull the League out of i» 
slump and to push it into the proper direction In my opinion 
the Party doesn t sufficiently understand its role in doing 

The 11th Plenum of the Comintern brought very sharply 
before all the Parties the question of the youth and the 1 l*h 
Plenum stated that the Parties must be responsible for all of the 
work of the youth. In our Party that is not being done. While 
our League has received much more cooperation and guidance 
from the Central Committee, we find that down below this 
has not as yet seeped into the districts and into the membership 
and units. On the contrary, we find in certain places that the 
Party and the Y.C.L. act like opponent organizations. Instead 
of the Party helping the Y.C.L. wagon, moving it out of t e 
ditch, we find instead the Party truck usually pushes the Y.C.L. 
wagon further into the ditch and grabs all the people that were 
on this wagon, puts them on the truck and rides away to the 
destination. In the Pittsburgh strike we sent in as many 
as 10 or 11 youth organizers. There were many problems con
fronting the Party in the strike and as soon as the strike de
veloped, the Party grabbed all of these organizers, put them 
on the Party truck and liquidated the Y.C.L. overnight.

This is also shown in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, 
where at every moment when a special problem arises, youm 
organizers are taken from their main work among the youth. 
There is no conception of developing youth forms of wor 
and no understanding of the role of the youth in the strugg 
of the workers.

From the report of Gil Green at the C.C. Ptenttm.
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For Clarity on the Forms of 
Organisation of the

Unemployed
'T'HE struggle for immediate relief and unemployment ii^ 
*•“ surance through local demonstrations, hunger m^ches and 

other forms of action are going forward but the x'arty stiU 
lags behind in the organization of the unemployed workers. 
Aside from the underestimation of organization ^o« gen
erally which was marked by the 13th Plenum of me Central 
Committee, this lagging is due to the lack of clarity 
gard to the forms of organization to be adopted and the lack 
of knowledge of how to begin this work. _ In m^y places 
branches of the unemployed are called councils,^ in other places 
neighborhood councils are called block committees, etc., but 
in very few places are the forms of organization called for 
by the resolution of the 13 th Plenum of the Party b«ng put 
into effect. The Party Organizer is therefore publishing 
a considerable part of a new resolution of the Central Com^ 
mittee dealing with the forms of organization to be adopted.* 
We also ask the comrades to read Comrade Piamitsky^s article 
on forms of organization of the unem|ployed published in 
Imprecor No. 43 which also outlines the relations between the 
T.U.U.L. and unemployed councils. u j •

We ask the comrades to study the document published in 
this number and to adopt the forms of organization accord
ingly. The basic forms of organization indicated in the reso
lution are the setting up of committees located at points where 
the unemployed workers gather, such as unemployed com
mittees set up on a particular block which should be called 
Block X Unemployed Committee, or at a municipal lodging

^Tlie jfull resolution will be published in the Dculy Worh^m



<^ed Unemployed Committee ofTeT'' Z
the establishment of neighborhood ® caUed by
name (such as South Chicago Unemnir. council grook-

u:;n.p.oH

The Council, which should include rprwr» » ^Ves of trade
« n.r”ea% *"■»

How should the work of forming a committee be begun? 
This IS indicated m the resolution in the following way: Party 
comrades m units m the particular blocks or in the vicinity of 
a lodging house, a registration bureau, soup kitchen, etc., should 
form themselves into an initiative group and call together the 
unemployed workers at those places and on the basis of the 
demands which they should formulate to call upon the work- 
ere to elect committees to organize and lead the struggle of 
the unemployed for these demands. Party members, members 
of the T.U.U.L., or sympathetic elements in the fraternal 
organizations in this neighborhood should be elected into the 
committee in order to give it leadership. -

Clarity on the organizational question of the unemployed 
will hasten the struggles of the unemployed worker^ an 
rwult in strong organization for the fight for immediate re
lief and for unemployment insurance.

How to Organize the Unemployed!
From C. C. Resolution

^T^HIE organizaAon work of the Party and the revolutionary 
unions, particularly among the unemployed rem^^ins 

femussably weak. This must be decisively overcome by utiliz
ing such broad mass organizational forms as will conform to 
the need for a mass movement embracing millions of work
ers who are ready to struggle for unemployment insurance 
and immediate relief. The decisions of the R.I.L.U- and of 
the Prague Conference on the question of unemployment 
clearly set forth the basic forms and methods to be applied.
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In all 'places where the unemployed come together groups 
of unemployed members of the red trade imions and Party 
members, living near bread lines, employment ofSces, flop 
houses, etc., should be formed, and under the leadership of the 
nuclei. Party committees and trade union organs, which should 
together constitute one fraction for this, they should call 
meetings of all unemployed workers regardless of their poli
tical and trade union afliliation at the given employment agen
cy, soup kitchen, etc. At these meetings the initiative groups 
should formulate the demands of the unemployed workers and 
prepare that cominittees be elected to organize and lead the 
struggle of the unemployed.

The timghborhood committees^ on receiving the chief atten
tion of the Party, must be increased in numbers and greatly 
broadened. They must investigate the actual conditions of 
the unemployed workers in the neighborhood, ex|x>se the in
adequacy of the charity relief given out, lead the fight for 
more and better food, against evictions, against the shutting 
off of gas and light, etc. They must reflect every need of 
the unemployed and formulate and organize a broad mass 
fight for the unemployed workers’ demands in the neighbor
hood.

Activities in the neighborhood cannot, however, become a 
substitute for the setting up of committees elected hy the worh^ 
ers at bread lines, soup kitchens, flop houses, employment of
fices, and other places where masses of unemployed workers 
gather. These committees must be set up and must likewise 
reflect every need of the workers and carry on the struggle 
for their demands. At the flop houses, soup kitchens, etc., 
these committees with the approval of the workers, must 
raise the demands for the administration of these institutions 
through committees chosen by the workers. The basis for 
such a demand should be the exposure of the bad food, the 
insanitary conditions, etc.

Representatives from these committees (neighborhood, flop 
houses, bread lines, etc.) should set up the local unemployed 
councils, which should also include delegates from workers 
mass organizations (trade unions, workers’ fraternal bodies, 
etc.). These councils should lead the work on a city and sec
tion scale, consolidating the work of the various committees.
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unitmg them in demonstrations, huncer for l®"

demands, linking these up, howfv etc.,
bonal demands. with the *****
. ^ addition, it is advisable, in viei» r a na

tional unemployed center, to set up a s/ ^^leading
committee or council on a district scale . ^reng^"
en the wort nf fliA ____ _ . ^ ffuide anden the work of the local councils in a7d^ •/" f 
tart centers, to organize and lead the T* Tapfro-
ff^sttons for the unemployed and , SS^e for sto for the convening of a natiS conf e^^^^^^ S'*" fficieS-

ly broad basis has been laid at which ®“i^center
can be established. " * national c

Special attention should be eiven s-fie-
cial committees (Departments) in the 1 1 setting upefls. Her. d.e U »ne„,pl.Ar;tfe'S'\“"^7i°’'lw«<l 

m the cerr,.„g oa of the ij, work J S. Wed coun-dls. These should include IfoodcLl^ the
collection of food and the feeding oTS"" rfhe unem
ployed and workers in extreme nefd L ^ ^orrundt-
tee to lead in the setting up 7f add7"^r""'‘‘^7eeT^d 
branches and to keep in close contact w°trlheT7or the or- 
gnizabon of meetings, marches, demonstrations, picketing, 
defense groups, etc., a houshtg committee to orTan^U the mass 
fight apnst einctions, for turning on of caf and light, to 
s^e housmg for evicted families, etc., a TadTurdol corru-
^d tn affiliation of the unem-
SfTht’A ^^^de union bureaucrats
of the A. F. of L., the Musteites, etc., to develop the trade
m should be established
to meet the needs of the movement. Through such bodies, 
which must be elected by the workers and always contain 
ffie most active fighters, the Party must carry on the struggle 
for every need of the workers.

It is advisable to faster the members of the unem
ployed committees and branches. Such a registration should 
include not only the name and address of the workers, 
his Party and trade union affiliation, the factory where he 
worked, etc., and should be used to draw such workers into 
special work in the trade unions, at the factories, etc. If ef
fectively used, such a registration can be extremely useful in
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establishing contacts with the employed workers, with trade 
union branches, etc.

It is advisable that local united front conferences should be 
called periodically by the local unemployed councils; in the 
preparation for which energetic agitation and organizational 
efforts should be made to secure delegations from all workers* 
mass organizaiions—^A. F. of L. unions, Negro organizations, 
workers* fraternal bodies, etc., which are ready to carry for
ward an energetic fight for our demands. Such conferences 
should be called by the local unemployed councils to org^anize 
the fight for social insurance and on single burning local issuesy 
as for example, graft in the administration of relief, cutting 
off workers from the list, etc. Such conferences should be used 
to broaden the work of the councils and not become a perma
nent organization. They should not be a talk-fest but must 
have as their objective the drawing of these organizations into 
the Councils into concrete action, demonstrations, hunger 
marches, the sending of a deputation to the council, etc.

Complete the Registration 
—^Prepare for the Recruit

ing Drive
^T^HE registration of Party membership which is being car- 

ried through as a means of mobilizing the Party for mass 
work has already been well begun in many districts. It is neces
sary now to complete the registration and to make use of the 
material for the better organization of the.work of the units 
and the m'ass work of the Party. Completion of the re^tra- 
tion means that the units must register every member, visiting 
those who fail to attend the meetings of the units. No Party 
member must go unregistered.

What use must be made of the registration by the units? 
The unit buro must examine very carefully the results of the 
registration of the Party membership in the units.
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(1) They must, together with the representative of 
Section, transfer members belonging to shops in which othe*" 
members are working so as to form a shop nucleus

(2) Members who have no tasks must be assigned .pccifl' 
work, trade union, unemployed work, work in fraternal 
ganizations, work in concentration groups upon partic^l^^ 
shops, I.L.D. or W.I.R. work. Daily Worker distributi^>^> 
etc., etc.

(3) Members who are eligible for trade unions must 
told where to join and given a specific date by which the corn" 
rade must join the organization under pain of discipline.

(4) Members who are unemployed and qualified for unem
ployed work must likewise be assigned to initiative groups m 
form unemployed committees in the block or neighborhood in 
which they live, in accordance with plan of unemployni^^^ 
activities by the unit.

(5) A list of names eligible for the trade unions and sep
arately a list of names of those who belong to trade unions 
should be made up by the unit and sent to the Section Org- 
Department and District (in big cities) in order that the
ter follow up the work and organize the comrades into the 
uniorts and Party fractions.

(6) Taking into consideration the need for strengthening 
fractions in the fraternal organizations in the neighborhood 
of the units or in the section, comrades must be assigned 
work in the most important fraternal organizations and must 
be organized into a fraction for that purpose.

(7) The registration will show many new members whu 
have not been assigned for work. The Unit Buro or the Unit 
Organizer must discuss with these comrades what work they 
are best fitted for as already indicated upon the registration 
and assignment must be made in accordance with their caps^c- 
ity of work, their inclinations, and their training. The regis
tration will also reveal comrades, new members of the Party> 
who have not had training and who by receiving such train
ing will be qualified for better work and the Unit Buro 
should make arrangements for such comrades to receive the 
necessary education.

(8) The Unit Buro should determine the number of com
rades that read the Dcnly Workery Party Organizer, and
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language press and make arrangements for stiniulatu^ 
reading of these Communist papers, placing upon the o 
business of the unit the question of Communist 
reading of the Communist press and after an explana o 
the situation in the unit, take organizational measures 
crease the reading of Party literature and the Party p . ,
only in that way can comrades be informed of the po i i 
line and tasks and be able better to carry through their wor

(9) The Unit Buro in shop nuclei should consider 
tivities of the unit in the light of the registration an ^ 
measures for stimulating mass work within shops, oi carry g 
on agitation, the spreading of literature and the organi
of trade union groups, the issuance of shop papers where 
exist, the possibilities for organizing general committees, e c., 
and the task of winning new members to the shop nuc

(10) Of great importance at the present time is t e 
strengthening of work in the A. F. of L- organizations an 
therefore the unit must determine which comrades belong to 
the A. F. of L. organizations and are not active and ta e 
measures to direct these comrades how to conduct their work 
in these organizations and to submit their names to the sec
tion or the district in order to form a X.U.U.L. group in
side these organizations.

A careful examination of the results of the registration by 
the Unit Buro will show the need for recruiting, on a large 
scale, of workers from the big shops. It will show to what 
extent the unit is isolated from the factories which must be
come the basis of Party work. Hence the Unit Buro must 
take measures to mobilize the Party comrades in preparation 
for the Recruiting Drive in accordance ’with the plan now be
ing developed by the Districts in connection with the program 
of a national drii^e to recrvut workers from the big factories to 
the Party and to make the factories the fortresses of Conumun-

tsm.
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First Steps in the Orga»i" 
zation of Factory Nuclei
The emphasis which the Party is now lav,„ u <-i-ans-

fer of Party work to the shops and „ of
factory nuclei is everywhere raising the question^^Wh^t are 
the first steps to be taken for the oreani'^o*- f^^torY

cations of how to proceed. The units and Party comrades 
mi«t apply these d>«ctives to the particular factory or area in 
which they are workmg. The problem of establishing a fac
tory nucleus IS the problem of recruiting members and carry
ing on work in mobilizuig and organizing the workers f»r 
struggle in connection with a particular factory mill or mine.

I
(1) The conwades must aim to get contact with the work

ers in the factory upon which they are concentrating in every 
possible way. This means that use must be made of our con- 
tam in mass organizations (trade unions, unemployed com- 
niittees and councils, LL.D. branches, fraternal organizations, 
etc.) The units and sections must set themselves in contact 
with the fractions of these organizations which must place 
upon the order of business “the organization of shop nuclei in 
locular shops.” This is relatively easy in small towns and 
cities. It is more difiicult in large cities where the numbers of 
shops are extremely large and the units and sections by no 
means correspond to the union fractions. Here the trade union 
and unemployed fractions must assist. They must have a re
cord of the shops to which the members belong or in the case 
of the unemployed in which they last worked and make this 
available to the units and sections. The workers who are sym
pathetic must be systematically canvassed and enrolled into 
the Party hence into the Party nucleus.

(2) Use must be made of readers of our press, delegates to 
conferences, signatories to place the Party on the ballot, mem
bers of Daily Worker clubs, etc. W^here the numbers of read
ers of our press is large, special meetings of these readers can
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be called to enroll them into the Party. The establishnaent of 
regular meetings of press readers can help considerably in wm- 
ning members for a shop nucleus.

(3) A third way, more difficult at the present time, is to 
send workers into factories. Despite \memployment this has 
been and can be done.

(4) The unemployed committees and counts can provide 
abundant contacts with workers in shops if this is systemattc- 
flly exploited. Unemployed workers can give veiy valuable 
information on reliable workers in the shop in which have 
been last working.

(5) In order better to carry out this work then the existing 
street nuclei, it is advisable to better organize this work. The 
district and sections must attach leading forces for concentra
tion on particular shops, and thus establish direct contact 
through the section and district Organization Departments. 
Such leading comrades must be freed of other tasks to enable 
them to give the necessary time to this work.

(6) The work of concentration of street nuclei must be 
better organized. It is advisable to form special concentration 
groups of the nucleus, which will consist of the most capable 
comrades. The task of these comrades must be to get acquaint
ed with the workers in the factory under concentration, to 
reach them around the factory gates, when they leave the fac
tory or on the way to the factory with our agitation and prop
aganda. They must use all the means suggested above in or
der to recruit members into the Paity and form a nucleus. 
This requires some skillful and planned work but it can be 
done and a nucleus formed.

(7) The issuance of leaflets and shop papers are a further 
means to establish contacts and recruit members. But this work 
requires great care. The leaflets and shop papers must contain 
striking and accurate facts about the situation in the shop and 
a means must be established to recruit members. A means 
must be found to establish the effect of our leaflets or shop 
papers and quick and energetic follow-up activities are neces
sary to make use of this work for the building of a factory 
nucleus.

(S) -^n many shops we have one or two comrades but no 
nucleus. The problem of building a nucleus in this case con*



sists in the activity of the one or two com
rades must get acquainted with the
ment, make friends with the workens „t the
belt, in the shop or in the restaurants an!f which
workers are sympathetic, militant, and in*””®* r "I strug
gle and by cultivating these workers ^°*nto the

Party. Many of our comrades in the V manyyears but do not get acquainted with the remain

Si.'r.'X’S ;
II

(9) The above proposals presume that no organization of 
workers exets directly m the shop from which tofecruit tnetn- 
be^ But shop organizations of the workers do exist and this 
must be used to establish a factory nucleus. For example, the 
revolutionary trade union branches in the shops grievance com- 
ntittees, shop delegates, etc. Communists in these unions must 
make it a matter of the greatest importance to form factory

/ fnl" S." o'-ganizations exist.
(10) The steel campaign which is now being conducted is 

resulting in the formation of groups of the Metal Workers 
Industrial League, even where no Party units exist. From 
these workers that are recruited into the Metal Workers In
dustrial League, the members of the Party must be recruited. 
This can be done by a systematic and planful examination of 
the members who have joined the Metal Workers Industrial 
League and by personally visiting them, to draw them into 
the Party.

These first steps indicated are by no means the only ones. 
There is no quick and royal road to the formation of a shop 
nucleus. It can be done only by systematic planful work on 
the basis of a knowledge of the conditions in the factory, by 
the comrades familiarizing themselves with the grievances 
within the shops, by locating the places in which the workers 
live and by an intimate knowledge of all phases of their life.

The task of forming shop nuclei is the task of developing 
mass work, of mass recruiting, and of systematic, careful, 
skillful organized work.
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From the Practical Work 
For the Practical Work

In this Section of the Party Organizer the comrades of the 
shop nuclei, fractions and street nuclei speak. Send in your ex
periences in all fields of Party work to the Party Organizer, 
P. O. Box 87, Station D, New York City.

Rooting the Party in the

What the Registration Will Reveal
f CXJERE in Cleveland I discovered what I found many 

^ times in our Party, namely, that in the street units we 
have workers engaged in factories where we have three or 
four comrades or even a shop nucleus. I discovered again that

tories. These forces consist of members of mass organizations 
and readers of our press. For example, in the last four or five 
days the brigade which was formed to concentrate on the 
American Steel & Wire Company found that we have inside 
the mill Hungarians, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, Yugoslavs, and 
other workers belonging to the mass organizations under our 
influence and also workers who are close sympathizers of our 
Party who can immediately be used to build up the shop 
groups of the Metal Workers Industrial League with whom 
we can start the building of a shop nucleus.”

The Party registration will undoubtedly bring this out more 
clearly. This shows that it is necessary to transfer the com
rades working in factories and who belong to street nuclei 
into shop nuclei and it also shows the possibility of utilizing 
sympathetic elements and workers in mass organizations under 
our influence in order to form Red trade union groups and to 
recruit members for our Party.

From a re fort by Comrade 5. to the Central Committee*

while we are concentrating on the factories from the outside, 
we don’t know that we already have forces inside the fac-
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Wrong and Right Methods of 
Shop Work

Concentration on Departments and Shops

"D ECENTLY the District Bureau proposed to the mem
bership of Danville, N, C., tactics to be employed in 

doing work in shops. The District Organizer came per
sonally to Danville to assist in the work. After he remained 
here two weeks during which time we attempted to carry out 
the line of the Buro, we got httle or no results. Although 1 
am a rank and file member, still I am recently from a shop 
and feel that our past method of shop work in Danville has 
been wrong and in this article, I want to point out the mis
takes. The entire Party can learn from the mistakes made 
here.

In the city of Danville there are two large mills employ
ing five thousand workers in all. The Schoolfield mill is 
one and the Riverside is the other. We decided to concentrate 
on the Schoolfield mill. The methods of work to be used 
in the Schoolfield mill were never discussed with the Danville 
comrades. All we knew was that this mill was picked for 
concentration. We also knew very little of how to concen
trate. Accordingly when the leading comrade ‘discovered** 
that the mill was divided into five sections or five buildings, 
the word concerttraUon lost all meaning when methods of work 
were introduced tending to concentrate on all five sections 
or buildings. A general Plan of Work was drawn up and 
even a very general bulletin was issued for distribution among 
all the Schoolfield workers, taking in all the conditions of all 
the workers in every section and in every department.

Bit by bit our tactics drifted off into a general approach to the 
problems in the mill. This was because we tried to divide our 
work so as to take in all five buildings without once ever 
checking up on what we could do in just one building. A few 
days ago we called a special meeting of our comrades where 
we took up the question of our work in the Schoolfield mill* 
It was brought clearly to the membership by the comrades 
engaged in the work that in the past our mistakes were that 
we did not know the real meaning of concentration as proven
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by our work. Accordingly we changed our methods with the 
following steps.

1. We picked out a specific department of Schoolfield 
as the main point for concentration, putting our best forces 
to work on this question, meanwhile keeping direct contact 
with the other departments continuing our work there through 
leaflets, etc.

2. A bulletin is to be issued in the Spinning Department 
of Schoolfield and the general Danville Textile Biilletin to 
be continued if we have money enough to keep it going.

Although we have just made these changes, an improve
ment already is being shown in our work. The workers in 
the Spinning Department are aware of our organization and 
through our new method of concentration we are gaining a 
larger and better influence over the workers in the entire 
mill. E. Witt.

Good and Bad Sides in the Work 
of a Shop lindens

'Not Leading Economic Struggles
TN Section One of the Philadelphia District there is a Party

nucleus of three members in a shop of five himdred work
ers. This shop nucleus in a number of months of its existence 
has conducted some good activity, such as the collection of 
election signatures in the shops, collection of funds for relief 
work for the miners, have distributed literature, collected 
funds for the Freikeh, participated jointly with another unit 
in arrangements of open air meetings, etc. Nevertheless, the 
unit during this period has failed to grow, it has not issued a 
shop paper, nor has it taken up any of the issues in the shop 
and attempted to organize struggles in connection with the 
shop conditions. On the contrary, the tendency of the nucleus 
has been to underestimate the economic issues in the shop and 
for that reason it has not been growing in numbers nor has it 
found the necessity for issuing a shop paper.

Here you have the good sides to the work of propaganda 
and agitation, of support to the Party in the work of collec
tions and in other mass campaigns but at the same time we see
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the outstanding weak sides of the work of the nucleus which 
prevents its growth. If our nuclei are to grow they must not 
only conduct this agitational work but must take up the strug
gles in the shops. It must begin to issue a shop paper and 
increase its membership. When criticized on this account the 
comrades did not at all feel that the criticism was justified 
because they were carrying on activity. This again shows that 
they underestimate one of the most important phases of shop 
nucleus work, of giving leadership to the economic struggles 
in the shops.

Using Shock Brigades to Establish 
Trade Union Organization

TN THE steel campaign it was revealed that we are weak 
^ merely because, with few exceptions, the Party and the 
T.U.U.L. do not have connections in the steel mills. In 
Cleveland, for example, not one single worker of the Ameri
can Steel Mill in the Party or in a group of the Metal Work
ers Industrial League. For this reason in aiming to carry 
through the campaign against the wage cuts in steel, it was 
necessary to start immediately to find connections with the 
workers in the shops.

In order to establish connections with the steel workers and 
to prepare the sentiment of the workers for organization and 
to arrange a conference of steel workers, *ive formed a shock 
brigade of Party members directly responsible to the District 
Committee whose task it was to form shop groups of the 
Metal Workers Industrial League.

As a result, around these comrades a group, of eight or ten 
unemployed steel workers was built. The shock brigade was 
active only five or six days and already a number of connec
tions were made. At the same time we mobilized the frac^ 
Uons of the mass organizations in the city and a number of 
steel workers were found in them whom we have drawn into 
the Metal Workers Industrial League. This shock brigade 
method has proven a useful instrument already as a means of 
concentration and the building of the Red trade union group.

From a refort by CoTnrade JS. to the Central Committee.
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Improving Internal Life 
of the Party

Method of Keeping New Members 
in Chicago
A Proposal _JNsTRaH f • j- thp 13th Plenum decisions o

X , of, m discussing the . j dogmatic
^ fi'tctuation on new members in things can
be r’ be done by giving experiences m

_®fried through. ,. „ might say
the exDeriences in Section 2, ’ mpmbers into

-.vj^uiu oe none oy giving -----^^fried through. ,. „ might say
*he experiences in Section 2, members into

, ‘he question was, not how to recruit new ^
1. but precisely, how to keep ^ i gjj of workers
o 'nto the Party the hun^ even

Ued our application cards some of
. the new men»-

of the best ways we find in keep'«| jq,t only olj 
‘ « to establish the unit on a jj for quite a 1® g
» ^ho are supposed to work on t» at establish ’
,jj 3lso the new units as soon a / ^pjain)

e placed immediately on the pfo fyjjction, . 
^/hort talk to the captain as to th^r^“"^^arge to « 
^sponsible for the 5-6 comrades ‘^e «>«®‘^
; o^eeting, that to notify the m ^he ^ ^em

® not enough, but that the essen gjtions as to 
:\;«eeti„g and giving the captain sugg

em to the meeting. around hall
necessary the captains to ^ down-

« the meeting and to bring the p^^ticu a
o impress upon the meeting®' -„g the"'^eek they are to be at the unit m ^gei^ng,

in ^ *”^™ber is not ^bers comr^^®'
not to wait, maybe the m yjsiting t , y^its, ^.^^ting, but to act immediately, by ^ old

the captain system m^y
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it B most essential that the organizing of new units or the 
flitting of old into two, to be put on the proper basis ngW 
at the beginning.

Another essential point in keeping new members (and ^ 
goes particularly for the old units) is the starting and finisn- 
ing in time.

The strictest measures should be taken towards the ai^>
____ 1.. ...1.- __ t •_tnc the

are

------ -- dllULUU DC LaKCn ------

that not only the members are to come on time for 
unit meeting, but also in reference to any meeting they 
called, they are to be present and on time. r

The enforcing of the discipline is most vital in the 
Ae new members. A few disciplinary measures for brea 
it, even expulsion for some, if necessary, will in the ^ 
win us more new members and enable them to keep Ae » 
Aan Ae looseness with which we are treating some nacm 
bers now.

Another point in question is, the assignment of 
where new members do not quite know how to carry ’

ow to tackle Aose assignments, and, unless a proper eXp 

ation, and particularly, the proper suggestions, as to ca^ through Ae assignment will be given, the new co 
rades wOl feel disappointed by not being able to jt

roug , and not wanting to come empty handed to t ®
meetm^ they won’t come at all. . .ue

Against Aose instructions from “above” without
suggestions, we must fight most 

ticularlw^'V want to keep our new members, an
y 1 We Want to carry on our work successfully*

Retaining and Developing 
Members of the Party

First Steps
Arough its various campaigns 

r1«c r leading the straeeles of the vf .■’“'V taiUd, L only to devel 
Party. * ^ recruits in the ranks
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^hat are the basic reasons for the shortcoming *i*d

remedied?

Why Does the Party Lose Its New Party:®t us consider the fate of the average 
ha ** leading the struggles of the worlimg oiuch

^med the respect and confidence of the jggk to
the worked are not only XieVd

ranks, and thus, when they jom ^ ^ork.y* and the earnest desire to fo«het ■»

happens? . e ^he Party andc„ j ® recruit conies into the average imit which he
^ Sroup of strangers ittention to him

an?L ^ ynderetand. No one pays .r
he is therefore left very much to hi the com-

/ he meeting begins. The organizer rtanybegin tolquabble over the assignme^J » The re- 
®a^ns “why not” but veiy fevir reasons / n,ect- 

ino.‘\'^°"«*ers what the hell it’s all about a ^^^^giasni some- 
e> having learned nothing and with his

A u annff discovered that
*hey h meetings later (the hui’®*“ * wiUing » 
iVo4^^^®.a new member who is smc 

Ti; be is assigned work thus: 
fr Orsday^—Distribute leaflets. .„•«?. .1fj^ay—Sell Dailies at open * 
l^rday-Attend fraction of Unen.pKO' 
v»**day-—Red Sunday.
T°nday—Attend L.S.N.R. ,„,nloyed Council-
Vt^esday—Attend meeting of U" P j£ j,c

R, ®“"esday--Attend unit meeting- ^ capahle> i sq ^ *he Bureau does not consi er ^le ande^^l^^ted that he can give 
i,S5' » that he becomes disconrageJ, W 

^ drops out of the Party*

C tsr w ' and Can We Retain ana
fer-mprov. the lift JST«

the Bureau the I«>l«^Jd.e B“«"
^ '«<ier of the unit, thus enabling
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authority of the unit membership which will result in the 
elimination of squabbles over decisions and assignments of 
the Bureau as reported by the organizer.

Conducting meetings with dispatch and eliminate all tm- 
necessary delay.

Interesting political and organizational discussions on cur
rent topics that connect with the new members life.

Starting on time and short snappy business-like meetings.
Second—by assigning an older comrade to work with, 

train, study and to assist the recruit to adapt himself to his 
new life, for, he does enter into a new life.

Third—^by ideological, organizational and political train
ing through—

Unit classes, schools.
Discussions in unit and small social gatherings.

Making it fossible for recruit to read and study party literature.
How Should the Older Party Member XiTork W^ith the 

New Member?
The first prerequisite is comradeship. The older comrade 

refraining from adopting the attitude of ‘^professor to pupil> 
but as one comrade to another and should not always impress 
the fact that he is teaching. The impression imparted should 
be that of “explaining” and “assisting.”

The older comrade must also convince the new member 
that the Party is his whole life and his greatest ambition is 

advance the work of the movement and the ultimate aim oi proletarian dictatorship is the only goal to reach.
The recruit must be studied to determine: (a) his capabil- 

ity; (b) his political knowledge; (c) what he can do best} 
(d) his general outlook on life, tenets, etc.

It is needless to say that by the knowledge of the capability 
of the recruit, the Bureau can place him where he can do the 

best work and knowing what he can do best will enable the Bureau to assign him the work that the Party can benefit 

most by his activity at this task. ’
the Party to determine where to begin his political training- 

The Party, on the basis of such knowledge, can quickly 
dispel false impressions, bourgeois tendencies, misconceptions,
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j developing a val-
•> all of which, will assist in - of leaders in n'**’
)le addition to the inadequate number 
rty. . od assist to ^a*^ '
In assigning the new member, tea . work to 
t. Set tL examfle. Work with him. ^ to his
T example: LLflet distribu^^^^; He will not on^ 

use and go with him to ^jj^pressed by 
■Ty out the work, but will exawfl^- of
d seriousness. You will j.gasons why
Of course, there are many o ^^.g gome nl
w members, but these outline £ gthoughtj we « 
uses and wiJh a little effort and foret rec^ dr F
ate them and instead of 80 cent ^ into goo
ag out, 80 per cent will stay m
ommunisB.

EDrrOKUL NoTE-rW-
discussion on tha instil^p^f, ff-
Upon the important ma of tn jj-aivtng

■C.DITORIAL iNU iii—” t nuesuo^i , nor Party
discussion on this of party, tf

Jssrs into L actiuc, fT^^Uk, o, O'*”
larly in connection with ^h°? %^ture arttd^^
^ into the trade utdoti acU^ui 
these points.) --------- -

Checking the
of Decisions

dv been This is
m beginnings
trough of the P^bcy of ^ direct pe ijcy of 
tiff in m!irnr ^Iktricts by m ^Jooted a F Jes

:h= work directly m f ‘ distr.t''
. which can be appl'e<l by ^ ^„„g

retentadre «1
makes arrangeme ggnt and
m Organizers to be pros
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questions which are sent out in advance to the Section Org^" 
izers. These questions revolve about the most important cur
rent matterS) such as unemployment, struggle against the 
danger, trade union work, November 7th, fight against the 
Socialist party. Party organization particularly the establish

ing of shop nuclei and strengthening the contacts between thf distntt and sections and sections and units. The procedure is 
or e Section Organizers to report on these topics not engag 

mg m g^eralities but giving specific answers to the ‘1'^®®®°”
«ked. FoUowmg the report of the Section Organizer ther 
re questions asked by the representative of the Central Com 

mittee or by the District Organizer or by other Section Organ 

thereafter the discussion is suminari2^<l hy Di^nct Organizer and the representative of the Central Com
the w’ t ^ ^*^at points progress has been made, w
canT*^^®®®® ‘"dicating in what ways the weakne^
s^i, Such a review of the work is then
Ce?""!f in the work of the Distnc*
Bureau and the District Secretariat.
situa!ion™^*^k^ ^PPii®d by the district in reviewing
the Section ®®*^nons by sending the representative 

tend and^S which also unit organizers ^ ^
situation J °n the basis of a specific questionnaireerer dl Thl method, hoW

Work on the h^^’^ direct examination o^d by a oeric^r ®®n*i’ng comrades directly into the 
sections. ^ ®xammation of the work of the uni

The Value of Personal Guidance i» 
tlace of Guidance By Circular

^ P'^nWemTytrterTavT^r"''®

since it cleared im ^ ^ ^elp for the

the value of dm'^ many problems. In this respect ^the dis^Ltlo ‘ke weekly org.

tion guidance. institution of p®tsun
«t^ip is when it deals^^Xeacb'^ Aft®*"

With each section separately- ^
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I thought over and digested what was said and 
® hack to the section planned the work for the sec- 

Committee this morning which was a splendid meeting. ^

^ ^ refort of N.R. of Indianafolis to the Chicago Dtstrut.
Note: The above itidicates the value of 

^ Organizers to discuss the tasks withc^OTnrades of the district in flace of reliance ufon cir- 
liters from the distria to the section. A still more guidance is for the district leadersBf to take uf on the sfot with the section committee a^ umt Tins is aUo being developed in the Chicago

Examples of Formalism and 

Bureaucracy
J 1 /if the Unein-unemployed Negro worker, member
^s2^ed Councils, appeared at a him witl>

•Actions. The comrade at the worker was
*ortness of a school teacher, althoug gjj|]
only of having been beaten and arres e . jjut
R turned out that he needed foo paitv member.

* *oo timid to mention it. He was no ^ English* ‘ther worker, a German who speaKS o 

anted information from the Y ^ tjg had to pal■\at the desk, but without success, tna j,e lived
Carfare to come so oftentothecente,

*^uwn, and he had come several tim comrade at
leant nothing to the apparently har - . r^ation ana 

He was forced to go without the .n« 

off than before. . the
egro Woman who has been hgh^g ^ j ®oney 
[he N.A.A.C.P., went to the L L-^ fng^'

^^or the Scottsboro defense. .j-jjboard whose o 
'ay by the young lady at the s j^„»t no
*^o the request for information jjer, an
‘e Was rescued by a comra^ ''^ivfore import^ >
'''as Secured for the I.L.H*
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sympathy for the I.L.D. was re-established. All the above 
and bureaucracy.

e arty talks a lot about drawing new members and nev^ 
comrades mto the work. The Party has written reams abou 
developing new cadres for all phases of Party activities.
hesitanr*^^ K ^ There is continual and
hesitancy about actually letting go of anything and handing

chairman of bureaucracy. The organiz^f
any meerinl ^ unemployed council, or
cratir SoLT- '^ho does aU the talking, is burea^
member ari?” and file member or a ne^
impatience ^ his opinion, the organizer sho •

refused-to !vnt • did all the talking himself
bers In K—” the benefit of the neWplain plrtv dZ"T’ “ evidently a loss of time to- 

they did-not und^'^/^ campaigns to new members-
side of the unit ®^hld get their knowledg
members are The result is tha
they are notweV that they are a little dumb or^

to lose Party memK™^* dangerous, and a -gjis.The PartJ ”^^mber§ of affiliated orga^^ ^j,re
in the work but business-like action and >s . gu
the necessary oDDort^'^^t comrades will ®• ^^ce

ht the carrying^S^t ^TT themselves and ay ng out of the tasks. ,, yf.

organization in the shops 

strengthens the struggle 

against the war danger
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Agit Prop

_________ „ th. ®“***
--------------- ttc» y»“ tii>'

third winter of uneaploy»®“* jo to
‘ thfffeoaaee* nowepapera »<1»« part «■'“'*****' "^

Jobe to-day. And bo« ntny bU11»“" -
. year®

‘third or half ^at-a »ortcr «ar“

THIS IS THE THREAT SS?
HIS FAMILY THIS OOMIHQ ilHTER.

lET THB A0W«0OI-S«'

m «e I”*’!?!'®’’®'
why MOST WE STARVE IH ^
SEVHI ARD-A half BILLIOH D0LLAB5 ^ ^

WHY DOES THE GOVERHMENT PAY BAC*^F^R 0**
IH TAXES WHILB REFOSIHG TO Gl

There ie an Anawar to 

A Voxtere* Anewerl

«**“ \rl»‘
Co»« ^

,. is a good- leaflet -
attractive. 

the cMf.—Editor.
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Educating on the Basis of Practical
Work

Retaining Members by Raising Their 
Political Level

JR.1 cALcut I or tne citythousand™^ an influx of over a
Without un<l*” of miners and steel worked-
ods oT w ‘cannot understand the me*-
sections ordife^District""‘^“*""‘^ "

the^ade?-^Tk because they saw in ^

and fouJhr/^^''^k®*‘^ that the Party stoodthey mu^ h things they wanted and needed.
beSnTunrT P^tty activities. And they must
Sri ar ? , P"tty is their leader. These two
S TJh tip with one another,

self t r tiew members resolves rf-
Se unV politicalizing the activities of
but at L J members in Arty campaigns^
ampli't Th-’"' tinderstand Jnature of

the Eb;rsT^ °«ly on the basis of educating
the basis of the is, and should be done

Once a week nn *^hs required of them,

tionaries come tZ ^ “‘"‘‘“'t-wide basis, all the key unit fu» They are given an section headquarters for a ca
serves them as a attend,
fades back home transmitting the lesson to their co

1 * *

Communism, waJw” */" fundamentals ®

unit activities for that ZLTground and the political bpc*^f^“® nuire<*
to carry out. A^he‘be tasks they are requ»r^



i their own unit activity. ^th dieir own
mmunist program thus becomes mtert

2s and activities. . elerneo^’^ g.
These points are develope m a gyery-day je-
.ner, Ld so closely k"it with Aeir /. the comrades cannot fad “ be devd.^
tions. The subjects then,rf« „ U.eu ba* »
initely, but the fira lesson most
?So:Cwed^ .he ve.y-:itu°:int"'

unsolved problems and unan developo*^
I where certain of the poio Com®'*'
ne. nhase of , _ ^nedtion,

____________Ar,TT PROP WORK.

t. Lecturing, witn These''^°‘r"'racticaUy-ot have the desired eff i’but w> gjjtal effo > 
ines and mills eager to ^centra® conclos^”®
■ound for systemaoc and J cdJ
it five and six hours dis^u fhour ot
are developed logica y ^ggg af®r ^ political t e
they will tire and g*-°r/Sold®g
d, if made to follow the unt «
ecturer. hniaue is ‘l'!®*^*°aske<J hy.*?® uy
erefore, the teaching as Pf®®Juctor
1 to a high <l«g7f\g^,"swered 
.f the class should b requ*t®® P®^”«swhet'
lembers of the class. j^^gp jt pianatio**
illy guide the d*scuss^on own ? begins *
Sion. He must intervene ^ so®^ '
:he discussion goes o ^ si®pl® *^'*Lill su»P * * 
involved. Someti® gjudents, ^js

or event, directed a oairy**)^ j^uted,
iiack where it belong • f is be®S ’ up
here does the the ®y®‘. ctor ®**®. pistric*
’ At the beginnmg, AgitP^'P S ^irsonal a«e**«°"made is *Jbe®sel’^‘'®
^ork. The start pfee® «e
Where the section ore
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on the work after one lesson was given by the District repre- 
Mntative, and where the section organizer observed the teach
ing technique. It is the duty of the section organizer to con
sciously train the best and most promising elements that come 
to his class, to ultimately take over this work. When this 
has been accomplished, the section organizer will have de
veloped a section agitprop director. That is how District 5, 
wit its^ (^ing need for mtire forces, must begin to develop 
them right out of the mass membership. In some of the 
sec ions t e guidance of the district will be required a longer 
nme, b„, the objective must be the same.

ttot a system which can be instituted overnight. At 
the time of wnting, three out of eight sections have made
orerl?*?- °'l making their organizational
F^reparations to launch such classes. It is only a matter of
sectlonT'^^" P*‘opcr orpnization, when every one of the eight
act Sr? .K attempt to politicalize the
Tresh fore! ^
fresh forces will be developed out of these masses.

Gertrude Haessler-
Into the Shops with Our Party 

Literature
^ number of pamphlets on a wide 

the workersIn'tJ^^T these pamphlets to
Ways first of all ^ work in the shop we a
to us. Then her the shop who are closest
have more illusion^ are more backward an
questions on which th ” *^^*ting to the workers we hod t 

have particular confi ^ interested and on which they
pamphlet on this subjec^dilt is """ ""d^^that'we
can get it for them Vk ^ interesting and that
f pamX Mbl i '*‘"8 8uc care, «
there arise situationc • u ^ various subjects. T

ers, etc.) in which Ju * ^(wage-cuts, betrayals by campaigns to brina t! interested. Then we haV
of which we havener? ^^^tkers in the shop on the subje

pamphlets (unemployment, ’
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mnhlets dealing with
ivember 7, Me.) I^mch ’’reviewed ”

?r rKi " » d.«H

'“^=r e^-fTwoeb n ^ust see that tne
^wn systematic, ca distribution m neigh-rhat ,-s said about bterature the ne.g^^

with adaptations to all ^3^ tenants leagu ,
oods, in unions, unemployed 

nass organizations. pamphlet w ic
elow is a list of f “ i^Je ia y-'yo« 

If these are not ava are
ith your Unit Buro and se

et them. —' .............. -
itn your

■■ ■
A.FT AND trial • • ‘ Vr^r FAP^d®^®'
CE HATRED TOILIM^ ..............
mmunist call 1 ....... ;^;;tft unioi^ •
'E IN THE u. s. AR^*tHE SOVIEI ...........
[E DECISIVE ^^^^s^OVIET ^’^^’^AR '
,DERN FARMlN^J^g^THE FIVE YEAE.............
TI-SOVIET LIES AN^^^^E ‘' ..••••
)viET dumpingw CONDITIONS-N^^^ ^AR vs.

IN THE FAR ^^j^xJGGLR ^
VOLUTIONARY S .... •

pacifism • • • —-----^

.01

.02

.05

.10

.10

.03

.10

.10

.10

.10

.02

.05

.10

.05

ago the parry - | - numbers ot -
uf r*f recruiting 1^^^ . party than 2U
blem of re ^n . .j-e are drawn
ig them into Chicago p and aIS. In the city the ^ ganiza^ns ^
orkers who are act o^g ^ y. L-> ^
eadership. As j. L. D-
ach as the F. S. ^ >
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workers are not drawn into any of these organizations in any 
large number, and they are not brought into the leadership 
in these organizations.

The LL.D. improved somewhat in this situation by 
cruiting something like 100 Negro workers in Chicago. ^ 
far as the T.U.U.L. is concerned, its leagues and unions, 
here there is little attempt to win the Negro workers and to 
draw them into direct leadership.

Thus far, the only mass organization where the 
workers have been organized and feel at home is the 
ployed Councils. Approximately 40 per cent of the workers 
m the unemployed movement in Chicago are Negro workers, 
and they are in the leadership.

In Gary, where there is concentration in the steel industry, 
we find the following experience: . .

, ^ department Grievance Committee was organte^d 
^ Illinois Steel (a subsidiary of the •

a re«;n Consists of Negro workers only. They s o response to carrying on work inside of the department, 
to set ^ ^ is being made in an attemP
° set shop organization.

From a Report of the Chicffgo

Work Among Women
Working Women »» 

Children’s Relief Struggle
^ ’'“S"'™ an important pha*

to fight foj. injmpd'^’ oiobilizing working
In the Pittsburoi!*^ I®*" children. depa*^'

"'^nts for Work ^ Cleveland districts where th®, 
tit® Pioneers ''^^tnen had a joint working ^ ypcU-'

achSve^^t" ^nion and Unemployed Coun 

concessions to the d Throughmedical treatnfe"’^"'^® granted, such as f , 
Cleveland. to the children in Avella, P®* at
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These concessions, ^
tension of the fight, to hold succe^ ^ Cleveland at a wo-
ferences and children s , ^gs the majority of w oni
men’s conference over 60 and organizations
were Negro women, came participation mand work^ed o“< “PTCger S-* ^ ‘f 
hearings, the National S Hunger March, 
special women’s and children campaign, we

WhiU recording some .“‘’""^ shortcomings which are 
mnst at the same time point out
in the main: *„,rr(rle for immediate

(1) FaUure to ^"^^ly^mmedfate demand which effects

(2) The lack of political g , department
mittee (Cleveland). between Y.C.L-^ (HeW

<3) rw* n utmploycd Councds. etc
for Work among «»•” i„
^• nut in practice jjildren them-(4) Fadure to carry f of drawing of Wo-
Piiblgh plan. the

selves into direct pa , Commun-
men’s Auxiliaries on y* .^yj^hout the Y- • * on strike

We have s«‘"'’'“I chM‘'" ’’8''","*Hayes School in
ist Party leadership, th“ “ ,«„ple, the n y
for immediate demanus, ^
Hayesboro, Pa- ..„cnonse and demonstra-

We have seen the wh't' "> dem»*
workers and housewive ^glass women- T
tions and activities m workmg
which are daily pro^^lf" orgam*^«°"^ mobih^c 
is proof that even
roads among th campaig”" ^ a plan f j on
for the unempl^ school acOvi«"®^f ^ for
partmen^ should wi* inc udejhw ^
Among Women. Central mMO"-
the plan sent om J PAM
Work among Wom
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Defense Work
Defense Work and the Every D^y 

Struggles
Without Fractions—No Change in Defense

Policy

W® f";* ■"«» shortcommgs, as wall as the maj"'
oat of the incomct ^otornational Labor Defense, gto'
The Polburo recSv CM T 'a'™*'’ ,h^ I-T-

l^-> this whole cih J with the fraction m thstating our defe "i- ^ detailed resolution
according to the"rL^° districts- ’
given very little received, this resolution^«Hct w1 ;S"e^ many of the district.
committees or in the p discussion, either m the le ®

II 'underestimation o^ththe growing persecutm * importance of struggle ag 

very closely with our fK failure to connect this st S 
organization of the ° work,—strikes, election thefdemonstrations of hunger marches and

approach’to rMy’’p' j,?”' in correcting our
!“"« "f ClssT'® »f >'«»' “J'*-! b^»‘>
P'™‘“ma, court Sts'^?'™"®; the questious of bad. ^ 
*fimt steS^?’ “Pl^als, eK„ etc. We ha«J „„ 
^se questions, through our correct of

u*u“'‘'"S »m“ des r,' •PP'a'a. etc. etc.-t«o

"^theto,h.„,.^pmg boss class petsecutions. «” * „y 
Ptions to correct 5 m our defense work, ^n ^ p. 

r^d 'he SelT. »«"" made that the f>
ask. “Well,";;;,^"'* 't this is not done then the

tire//, ;?P'‘^h--Jlri L*' l-l-'O- f»t. any^Ij,
die exn/mass catrupat^^ . ^
and of The payment of

a^ers* fees [g sub~-f'^*^® ^Pt hail premiums, cuti eru^"’ 
'^t'tPted for militant mass protect stf



nFFF.NSE
gles, thus correaFli«i®^*‘

movement. Th,s are taking place
be carried out in this period when mass a ^ „f
in all our strike J j persecutions of the un-
fm^Wr^TSrrwi^y wVmust hafe^tacdons m the I.L.D.

'’Tut'a few words about "^PP^^'/Jjendous Ss wThavc

only 400 Negro members ^ also outnecLsary to mass struggB.^
emphasis on pure ^oncerlifd. Some com
are made to car X workers are concern
especially Negro worker must ”Ot ® arrested,
rades say that S immediately defense or-

jaa. he B«. ^ 5“ herwte, it i. ctaBt-*.his fine BUS P in his eye^ reserves special
gantotinn w'H !>' capitalist dass reKW t~

persecution, exploited section o white work-gro masses, the ^ workers, any ^ the South, 
cannot of jail or pr'son. ^®P must guar-

fXese harpining attacks aevelop^

Sf Of'^uf organizat^^®; of ou^ ""tckCass pro-r tr class persecutions oi ^^j.gflected m ‘1“'^''^. the

organizations are foto%ur organ^ 3hattered
°;^ur in day-to-day
developrnen« .pproacM^h ^ Scottsb^o^b^Xj.^^^.^

^hite^workers-—tbe 0^ pijll share or°PP^ Against evic-
spirit of our ^amP j unemploj^^ “ j^^gro

Sif ‘Vaarnn-nus *-«tWh

lions, as well as ^^ccipated
workers have no 
actually P«n
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There is a lack of functioning fraction leadership in 
Ranches to give adequate direction to the work of 
1 hough this was taken up in the resolution sent out

aucquare airection to the work ot the I.L-D 
1 hough this was taken up in the resolution sent out, it has no 
been remedied. To strengthen the mass work and organiza
tion of the I.L.D., to connect the I.L.D. with the every da]

the frartinnc 1_________ X.. i;r« onrl

J. Louis Engdahi^*
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Intensify the Organiza
tion of the Unemployed

Put Our Resolutions into Life!

^UE Nadonal V'S't
of thfuZp"4-d- /;aegrat"re":4tpiry^^^^

Hoover government capitalist class. The
make them ready t^h i ^ „at,on^
National Hunger March has b unemply d
mobilization by the ^ig weaknesses m
--es. At he overcome immed.ately after
orgam%ation work
the return of the t^Hegaf^^- ^y the most

The National Hunger stru<rgle for the local deman s
feverish "inemployment insurance. B“t ^
and for the fight for organise the work of the

T'd rrSia -«w x.h"r

houses, unemployed fe|>®^!J"°"building of the un-
around hop ^ unemployed. 1 ne d 6
gathering P a . developing entirely cneak in the
Lployed c;-«"'«ttees TTorkL Tllere is

u„e,„ployed comm of org»i;
name of th g j ^ith regard t unemployed
srilUoooarrowjnou^y of ""°r« J erod workon.
zation, too much ^ bers of the
committee dow • gtjon called for by t Execu-
The forms of ^^g^" , by the directives gw.^" ^ ^ the Hth
Central Committee and by Te Ve of march

Con.mi.e« »f AH. en-
Plenom most !>' P“* b„„ organwd. *' j 'employed
where the employed comm.....*
deavor to set up local

the

, set up local une. k ,
„.eme„.whawss-derelopea.s.
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!it^.

: t‘l

lized orgamzationally, most resolute steps must be taken to build the unemployed councils as. collective bodies having the 
unemployed committee as their base and containing representa
tives of trade unions and other workers^ organizations. T ^ 
unemployed councils must quickly pass* over from the stag^ 
of general struggles for immediate demands and unempl^X 
ment insurance and must take up the concrete struggles 
the most immediate demands by organizing in the unemplof ^ 
councils, food committees, committees for the fight against 
evictions, trade union committees, education committees, nn 
other committees which are called for in the resolutions of the 
v^entral Committee.

record that the organizational work in connection 
with the unemployed is entirely underestimated and that old

fZZ t are not taken to put th«lionf rxf ^^S^nization into effect which will organi^^ the ^ 
finall 1 workers. The Party organizations mfimUy break with the underestimation of organizational work.

Zlt organizational detail!, with theUW Ch"7 " ‘ho great queslion of orgnn^,
ment capable^ organization no stable consolidated mass na

■______ hig class struggles.

Study this Material on Unemploy*®
n , . Work

uiittee on Work Am ^ h
The

employment" hdd*^-^ ^oternational Conference on

August.
Part^h'uneVX^^"'"^^^ Line^^’and Activities o 
'Vorker of N. ^ork. Published in the I
,.Unemproy^;;;”'her28and30. . ,

Piatnitsky. K,. ^^e Communist Parties,
Publishers. P^*HpMet published by Workers L



ROOTING THE PARTY IN THE SHOPS 3

From the Practical Work 
For the Practical Work

In this Section of the Partt Organizer the comrades of the 
shop nuclei, fractions and street nuclei speak. Send in your ex
periences in all fields of Party work to the Party Organizer, 
P. O. Box 87, Station D, New York City.

Rooting tie Party in the 
Shops

Some Experiences in the Building of 
Shop Nuclei

Failures in Understanding Party Functions 
in the Shop

Ijyj £,INE with the decision of the 13th Central Committee 
Plenum of turning our face to the shops, e^cially the 

laree shops of basic industry, our district during the past few 
wSs hi made some very serious efforts .n the formauon of
«!hoD nuclei in a number of metal shops in the New or is 
shop nudei . helped us to locate a number of
tnct. 1 he rarty reg s r ^
comrades working m shops ^ —pd In this work, a

I want to give an example of one case, _

factoiy involving about 100 this, we sentrades are employed. When we jhe district

a letter to the comrades asking jjjgoffice for a meeting Twice the com-
question of the f"™'"'’" q ,hW ttoe, wh» >

^l^eS”ol» D. oA tx;:pr,sL-oi
fhVSut 1 foilow/ng veo' basic dtings

evident;
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from oK L ^ policy. It doesn't come wiui
can’t comrades below to decide.
"-d=» or "" '”^“”^b=r o«
worker ,-n • ^ until we have a number
ganization committee and then proceed to t e

Sivo up P.np aciviry.” fl an^ 

a shop nucleus LetC
Let usT! ; ' ‘he workL

rades. Upon reout ‘^ese statements of the
regarding the condi?”^ ‘^e comrades more inf®*^*” .j,ej

®very day. . *ud that they must report to
‘hey are given a bunS^*’ r around for hours b ‘ ^
“‘^hing froj^ $7.j?a ^ ^^ork. We have cases of 
around which the w J ‘^^ek. Certainly this « »n j 

the comrades soeaV mobilized and org^ ^

The next rv^* ^ ^ Wage cut? . t
Pan?" ^ ®hop'!IncleI^b speak of not
"id tS?- -Si take them * th
tinct f l^ft th« p definitely that there stdl
‘he old 7 un?o,^!7 -ork is som'ething apart ,

politics b ‘he Soci V Work. This is a re -jgd ^ 
and We 7® ^^Parated 7^* where the idea pr®
®*Peciallv that 7 struggles m ^^da’

'on happen^ ‘^"‘‘'rades^i^?' "‘^‘"hers, still have th^^^.^ 
^‘^er, if ^d to be cha group who expresse jjn
Involved7"^'^ he iner^*- members of our Party*,.pra^ 
“uusm. ’ T7'*^h their hlame these ^ppO^

yet Slip ®eems to tv. *^®^ments are concessions g fl
the Party as aPam It'"*'"® before the Party a ih'

"" ■■”» 3 r"iinside i""»>™ggles <>‘ basi^ <"
^ factories, inside th^
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U with the comrades in this
tries. The experiences I-"' ^ of the enomo«
shop must be an ’V district in the »ork of buad-
„sks that will he “f «h the general dectao^ o^

::f "p.;^a^e^Ud;ological »■»«" ““in: nnpor- 

the Party press pointing out to t e growing m of theifoTwi within ffifees. various o*«

workers into *e union, gr« ^ ,h. facto^groups inside the shop to mate t J „„^.rs for then

^ the York Pistrict
in the XN the
''tlefts i^Ve'fa^t^thTwe ha^

sphere metal
uf^ee to the shop eharact ’ on

air fi; - - V^"s ix;
”TOsTs'not only one ca« ,„ do the wo*

shop. This comrades don bringing be-
this is not e foun ^he work in
but because we hav ^ how t ^hat
fore the comrades ^3 „ot ^ own shop,
their own shop so union ^j.g gen-
they build the Party ggg^ this situation- ^^r

The shop "^,®he first pag^ ^^^l^Sems but on the
wol We have on tn general prot> ghop.

the shop papct®-
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comrade %regularly the district gets in touch
touch with th ^ P°r instance on recruiting, we i
anddor'ti 5" the shop nuclei on this qu

send out the general inct't*! 1 r» Mr»

we ge*- * 
lestioJt

anddonVc 7 the shop nuclei on this q^^-'’"don t s^d out the general instruLns.
^ Report of the New York Org.

Tn^7! SwhiTtoOur Shop Work
^ *™ssio„ i. seems .!«. shop

interesting to ohJ” w practice as a central point.
‘^^finite campaigns Hketh" That ^hen
campaign with Hunger March, even the a

for these campaigns as the Hu< 
feels that it must ^ behind it and the district lea 

however guidance. Insofar as
^^’■^"tious, pains’taLr'^^^^.'"^ don’t feel the same 
y'^oyk in those shoos attention given, especi^
"d-vidual comidTsM - "^‘'th r' >
" conference or a rT ^^''Se plants. When

ee that a neglect the district leaderships ^ -gfl
ot so far any detail might hinder the oa«^P jd

is n ®^’dance insofar as'^approach on detail* > j.]
eZ op ^ «hop work ifconcerned. Shopj;
ticaT?”''^’ the other^ in the same sp
colr^-^ are at of the Party. ^ f L ii
is no^'^*' 7'tlt our cu^ neglect of various ^ .^ud

stance "J^'^’f^^ted 7''^"* campaigns. The same »develon ^ alrea/^*^^^^'^^ towards shop work. . th
Place of Zl-t 7^ched, to an ex^t, a step
gle ^ootrades that if an evictiott^^^^g
Party^,,”?*’ check un raise the question of * .
a Wage rdeveloni unemployed branch a
shop nuol** place in u struggle against it. jgs
point of k where we have

to par?'^7P and orlf^ approach from t
Oal apn.^ ^'o^^arly ap-nj ^ ^ization for struggle. .
tiiat the wk^ ®ltop the question o

^ttentil Plenum emph
from a Party should be gi^^n

from Cleveland to th^



IMPROVING INTERNAL LIFE OF PARTY 7

Improving Internal Life 
of the Party

Why We Have No Adequate Forces
Weaknesses of Higher Committees — Lack of 

Shop Workers
district org. department as well as the district com- 

mittee and the district buro are composed mainly of Party 
functionaries. With very few exceptions have we actual 
workers from the sho]^. In the district committee we have 
about five, in the district buro we have only one and in the 
district org. department we have only one.

This hinders us greatly in taking up concrete shop issues 
as we are not directly connected with workers in the shop.
In addition v/e are not developing new cadres as we should 
be, by taking promising workers and giving them the training 
of being on these higher committees. At our last meeting we 
decided to add two workers to the district org. department, 
one from metal and one from marine.

We undoubtedly have scores of comrades who understand 
what we mean by “shop work” and ^‘developing shop work” 
but it seems we bury them. We must have a special digging 
committee to dig them out. We must develop a system in the 
immediate future where we send comrades from the district 
to the section and meet with all the comrades in the units and 
on the basis of that dig them out.

The question of forces is absolutely something that we must 
change immediately. To begin with, we must add members 
to the district committee and to the district buro and to the 
sections—workers. When I say workers I don’t want to ap
proach the problem mechanically—just someone who works in 
the shop and just because he is a worker put him on. I mean 
comrades who have shown in the process of struggle that they 
have the ability to develop and understand the line of the 
Party. We have dozens of these but simply haven’t looked 
for them.

From a Report of N. Y. Org. Dept.



to Recruit 
Into Our Party

mittee baspj October Plenum of our district
Were tha^” ‘^^C'sions of the Central Corn) 

trated as follows- campaign should be co

* separatf niembers into our Party canr
tasks of divorced and isolated ft°‘

i '■*ed on. On the ‘he important cainl
tion ^®“y must the recruiting of new t^c

> and carrying th ^ ^ **esult of our preparations, ofS‘
J' ““ «cnri„„ campaigns.

Sl?“''“'or?cm„ into our Potty-
■nuS^p”"'" C^'"“‘'ts from the shops. Negto ■ 

Worker We r organizations, into the
V.c T ^ ’*“0 the forget the recruiting of -
•lections^nize units League, to he^

-js. • especially at rk" v °P® ‘^here we have nuclei o 
g«ag^V'’«'=entrati' Y, and Z plants.

Negro neighborhoods
‘••••ons r^'^^^ited t^ot mean that no
^^'SeivJ *^'**’^ ‘he rant ‘‘^'^olutionary or reactionary 
"hh havr^**'^*' ® Leao-i* unemployed or the
h*ally he brought^'- contrary, more '

*' 4;' “to.the Party, because *e
^ y m the reactionary trade

*1 m . ^ Section Committees

of .k. . . .. be
wK^h*P®‘'al iriB • * ^ Section Committe<

«.i:^*'plaT''”«»fJe section commltt,

ing .fV««ng„r „ ' “PP"'

at
"’•‘•ons.
. 2. 4 - -«^:usse(i and appl
'"e of tb^^^hng of ,1, .

comni’it'Jee^'’®f'^'^'^‘®
> Where section o
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KuT'<«
nothing else « to be “P-

'I Each section committee 7 10 white and JNegr
assign *'>«'' "°?‘* iSuy° N'*"'Righ*Lr«"-

S'~88'' Ae l!s.N.R..

'Soron recmMng of Neg™ „^ani«.ion-

pven sh^) “p*J^7s«ion D j 

tion A, ^mittees are to cnecK uy
5, Section comm suiting campaign- n,embets

i„ ,hdr ‘1,te. i. to mnkt «.ly
<■■ '"■%»!““ W”n the t.cn.tang^«"-S gr«tn »«

of units are . gjven section. members and
the shock JpL of »rrr*Pam ■n««‘'” “
orgnntecd for the P „f „*er Party
drawing concentration on sh^P®- the shock group®.

:^tr.rrr-h^t^^--r.then,,. 

department. ^ system, where
discussions. rommittees are to es . basis, investi-

ft The section com ,igd in on a seen endorsed

*!;..“rw ^°W'to" eehnp. „ .
'T >1 rare f g ;.“rfo“r'weeks —.enths

^'‘;?:ThT:ction a-es ;-Slo and 50c) for .»« 

bois and init»fO" „^.n-

"■ The section committee meet gs
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unit recruiting of new members for
tions unpm u °PS> Negro section and language organize'

W.E.SX. (where same exist), 
language orL of sympathizers, Daily Worker an
called by the strTe^t nucl^^*”*^^*^^ Organizations to e

The d’ Negro Department
bring out concrete^^° ^®Partment in its plan of work must 
with its "oncTnTrlril'’'' campaign in connection

Partment at the serf' have a representative of the <le
'*tg campaign will nieetings where the recfui
in the orgalhStbn ^ help the section committ^

of Negro Workers to groups and assignments of
Special meetines to *he Party. ^ .

where the Party is m b >n the Negro neighborho<^»
*be Party carried on forward and recruiting f

The deoartm •
Ration points mentioned^ to the attention the

ittee, for assignments of ‘k *o the section co
S the campaign. ^ groups and forces for

"The T.U.IT.L
"• Tk. action “““P'-yed CouttcU Party Fractio»»

havT£^“! »'-'h *' ‘"f S
truiting ™ ™'"'"8s with w' >«'
that io^ fj is to be secretaries, where the
tive frarf' ^ ^®*^ty are to im nnd unemployed WO

ThX • be assigned to the
Smn„T?" «hich a'*' » “ K

a The f„;t„„t «““Wng campaign is •»

the Hi '^*^’ting is ^ otration picked out. . .'gs
^'^'tger Ma^T thfou
Party unit^ to serve '^^tole district. £
""-te 7 an?t:w^f

/or the Partv P ‘ .
y ^^futttng Drivs of



PARTjMCwrrMBSJ^
die Recniit>J*8 Dnve m 

Note o« g ^

THE a.c««

bers we '"™£ of°urmpi«y"‘

we recruit, vv jjnemfloy^
La .ypi-‘ '"”■’''' '4

SeP-^I^S ■:-'•' I9
^‘‘’‘Trsrf .................... 28£5!. ...
..r.s?=.C£;i£r?S

unemployed sections, ^ months. ^
.d workers. J> " ,«e, a complete

can see -J^^bein.
unemployed sections, ^ tn°"^''®'Je lack

tJ what^r %^ect^5 course, a complete 

serious proble f'l^en

'."£ssir3-.'sri;s;s:
££aS£s*-“'®-

been orga ^ust be ma fecruitinS’examination m ,^^55 rect^^

no nuclei.



the dues apparatus in such a way as to see that
p„ PutcW correspond the above.
^ecommendarions:

(a)
for existing shop^nucS recruiting new members

fluctuations in down the high
!• Wher *’™orubership by:

he called tHScil? recruiting, applicants shall

where before hp" of meetings—either 2 or 3l*igs We shall e^f '"to the Party, at these meet-
points concerning ^PPl'cants the fundamenta
hility in the r ^ struggle and their respo"®
■"'^^Xv Trr ’’“"y If <>>‘y'"t
«''>'tt drsir aLt ‘ ■>' '--d ov.i- to the uo«

lar procedure. voted upon in the reg
That

Partment attention of the agitprop
classes, ^ ^y^^^^atization of the new 

3^ That *
\tegularXedurr^ *"""‘'ngs shall be abolished^

be held. only on special occasions sha»

"'^^tings'on ro2rt°" be given to neighborho^

^n forums to take^^* Party units, as we
^*«ested in the nmthose workers who

P oed m the forefro ^"estion of recruiting shall 

prove th^ ““f* t“ that du«'^?’"'“’'°”t‘> apparatus in the

T ‘‘•""S th. to ,h. and th^
ections In ^ 6 tcrepancy which is appear’tS

, !■ ■0’« a onel '“'“tote this:

«i2'“slour"”''- lr>‘
secretaries on * ^ system of classes for 

District Org. Defartm^^^’



^pARTT^ECRUTTMEmiDR^

Passing Up Opport^**®*
1 assuig r j^g^bers

• If in a failure to 
f c >h ift the masses expresses ^ome to

Lack of faith realize that the wor
organize the behind our ^Y'^Ldsif we properly
our meetings and these deman s i
in our movemen
approach them. ^be circuit court

In Anderson. W-^ ^ a resuU
down on us in th 1 Unemployed ^ »
struggles led y porkers on the ,g attempt to re-
theless rallied ^big but not one sing ^ this
highly “ne member taken m a at-
cruit workers, not jj^ute culmination t
huge demonstration!, ag«^st the attempt
attending a m ^ ^^onstrations m pro ^ bt in an
n comniunists who^ „ 0^
to railroad two. party, the r jt all is one f
caK, only 1 i^' Whil' Win'* retni'f

«*tcon.-> <0 ns

or a very P bowing that c ^.^ers do not j-galizeof literature, ^ izing the workers, d to get
importance of n literature to
i^P"^^"”Hteraite is " their .r^P^^^tkers who come
that our masses? t fightingdeeper mto th hundreds j^oss.

to our meeting
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Why We Do Not Keep All Member*
Recruited

w■E have recruited a number of new members to the Party 

months but wfr ^ Youngstown, .©., for the last few 
why the comrades dr"°^ keep them all. After investigating 
the units, I found ^e° followbg-*"*^ attendance

council wafrecnd^!!^ ^egro comrade from the unemploye*!
two Party. After attending the first
(It was about the ®^«tion of new officer took placf-
The S^o^der’s article appeared m
new comrade as agit-proD!!-^^ Masses”), and we elected

and followed the wrrecM'** thought that they did a good jo 
Party member to an iTl P^^ty by electing a ne
this comrade? The oflSce. But what happened
some important office that he is elected
him fully, and he did what the office never explauie 
time he picked up a ^''t. In the mean'
come to the meeting TIwork and was not able t 
able to attend a cou^ nnemployed councils nor was 

One mornin/h°
things Were going headquarters to find out Im^
^n told him that if k ®®^retary of the unit met
“»eew he would be c II not come to the next ^
^ed him if he knows ^‘^count. I foUowed him a
swer was that he did *® responsible for. His a
elected to some office h^H ^e knew is that he v

nes not think he can keeiT* ^”ow the name of it,
"meetings. Only after a ? « is no use to come to
mise to come to the mp the comrade did he P

According to re
f® so far the unit meeting. ^
"g- This is how we kni j® ‘ke worker to the m®

’^•*1 good members.
—M. F*

un
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YouNe Fellows Amo 
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into the Trade Unions!
if*‘*'J?*“*’ 0“ly be Supplied»e .Organizations Through 

nc loning Party Fractions!

whiVh „ j , imponani: ihik.3
radesdonotknow whiftT ^wlmust state that in m r ^ fractions really is. ^
trade unions, the frTctiorh connection with t «
Party comrades take un th where
ticular union in orH ^ ^ Policy confronting them in the p*
and to draw in members 0^^°’^*’'^2'
tivity. The frarrinr, k ^ 'tnion into struggle and a
have tried in the last ? ^ political guide. While v/e
must admit that we stihT change this situation tve
turn the fractions inr ^ ^ do in order t
discuss it and brin? bodies to take up policy a"
'vhere hundreds of P We have a situation
the A. F. of L. uni^r^ '^ho are eligible to be ^
unions, do all kinds of*’ there or in the revolutiona^
strong tendency to a er^^*^ ^nd there is a ve^
union work and politlai distinguish between trad
"t’staken idea that tra^, ^°"ie comrades having the

We have situations "°t “political” work-
who are org. secretaries^/tk ^"'ts we have comra es
and women directors and *11^^ “nits and Negro work director^ 
^uld be active in the all sorts of small functions, and "Wh® 
Party work is more « "^^o consider that internaj
Nothing can be more “i ’'"P°“ant” and more “political* 
o bring the Party into “political” than

t»-ade unions. ^ leadership of the masses in th^

—Prom a Refort of w x,f »e New York District Org. Dep-
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Narrow Inner Outlook 
ExWes of NosUct of M«s Or*aoiz,.o«

►WHE dime.

retmted. The comra« Cleveland Distnct P^mters ^
s»«“ 'rfC'Jtte«d^r.
as a °f °“Lial andorsem«t a. a »»y V ^ „ „«
ference. Th» *e c.unc . Y« • „
to enter all tne ^^„rse we still nave a ^
'’one sufficiently. conference to t e Hussion

rj it nnw in reporting however, ^__

„iter all the ^e still have a
me sufficiently. conference to t e Hussion
, it now in reporting on the^^^^^^^ he^^^
At a unit 6 members of that un
ought out that 2 organizations jg to have a dis-
rious language attemp , fesoluUons.

mon on <*« *' f'“L"‘"'L«Va nthtrt ife•hat stiU ntof" 'rS, „a« » * ntembem

M ,ho„ a'd*'"'tU There ware a«H-rt, otdr ’”"'*'‘/',„„aing to the Fo»d „p,ed at the loea* 
the same unft Nor »aa '■ “““JJhat strPtes oae
,d with the |„g this pe'"’ a way “1“^'Vhh
ion meeting “\/party member* suggestion. Th
rticnlarly is that *' resolutions a "‘ hntly brmg 't

?rslm1 ^eeh
; war danger m emphasj^ ^rep
ssion mentioned, let ^jjj.^ugh g^ch organiytm”® ^

^r onr'^ht'SS; am^t^^i

th our anti-'’^^"
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The Fight For the Streets
By L. ALFRED

Introductory Note: In this feriod of sharfetthtg struS" 
glesy practically every demonstration must be frefared to ffdof^ 
defense measures against attacks. Under what CONDITIONS 
TO DEFEND, HOW TO DEFEND, HOW TO ORGANIZE AND PARE SUCH DEFENSE, these are some of the questions ansvjered 
in the following, which is the greater fart of an article printed 
tn the Communist International, No. 15, Seft. 1st, 1931.

*J*HE worst thing that can happen to a Communist is for 
him only to look on at the fight of the masses a”® 

not to fight actively with them. The question of demonstra
tions is a burning organizational problem of the present day, » 
quesuon of technique. The use of an elastic tactical meth 
by the revolutionary masses in demonstrations is urgently de
manded by the class struggle as it is developing today. . ^ 

The creative instinct of the masses in their fight for the 
bringing new experiences, new forms of 

these struggles that the cor 
mliS It '^"t"°"®trations will be worS out, and Com- 

XI fil be able to lead the massescarefXf 7 T « °tily on the basis of ^
fruitful ^ experiences of struggle that ^ J

'‘'"'““'rations at the
method free from°anv Knd ““ T h"*
been forced on the workedb?,h°-'’T”' ’'"'“'’''’‘whe" 
demonstrations are prohibited and class enemies. 
on illcMllv «,!, *""‘”0'teci and therefore have to be car*
ped for civil w °t*tgeoisie mobilize their guards 0^1“
fions have oI demc.strators, when demonstr;
•«b by X and“te °clet
that they must h<a * "'tirder-troops, then it becomes
more or less peacef^t^'^^v ^ different way ^^®Tlijig
years of capitalist processions of thecapitalist stabilization. It is absolutely necessary



_jraEnG5niF0RTHE£raEE« 

c,s. aside d.e -sages,
SsTbWrP--^”-'"'- da methods in the fighdag 

How taPf f at/l Sown by ,.he^"““ ^
onstrations of the ? ^ on Julythe failure of ^ ^ gSonst^tion was

1st of last year- "L acdve Fascist ele-
given in the P 1 g^oup and o^ ^ Helsingfors on
munist Party. T . ,g country gathered central square
ments from emoUa*-»" Com-
July 1st and heW a^j genate Ka«-^^ ^ ^ „ me« 
of the town, th any bett Helsingfors, by
munist leadership j„g the ° at the same time
this situarinn by mer-demonstr.tion at t_^
means of leaflets, ^ho up to t ^^^,on.
and place. But party, A**! ^^The^Fascists were a e
the calls made I*!" ^r-demonstration. lutionary demon-
There was no co^ j„3,ie„t counter-rev
to carry on witn .^^gj.ference. jj,asses to a
stration without any summon ^ j^„e was

I, was, of w e«ryW"8
countar-dMnonand-Jj ,hn „ „f a lea^J

zz riiw'a; d»« ^
was how they h&i j-gtribution of a . onstration. J come off. But the distr ^ dem prep.
means of organic |j^jjjder to assemble on jj,e
a particularly gr° porkers j^j^odthirsty section j
arL-on wbate« oonc^ „g.ra
Place, where the country fight, a„
Fascists from aU ^^y^lvers an leaflet “ho”'
with long to''” Sered the ,,.oause the ^ 
the police da ®n ,|,e »°'''-,wal '•'“"’“'Sow this ad'.ic'; 
assumption w of the jg did not wit "
estly” g»« *; that the «»*er „.my
to he wondered at <m= . force^ ,„ror
dtat they did not | orga»®"«, ^It of*' "
on, iiist assetiW'^ ,hat, as

Just because oi
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and. the deviations among the Communists, the spirit of the 
workers was low, the organizers of the demonstration should 
have set themselves, in the first instance, a much more modest 
task than a direct frontal attack on the heavQy-armed main 
forces of the enemy. They should have raised the self-confi
dence of the masses, they should have shown them that a mass 
struggle under difiicult conditions can be carried out, provided

P*-ovided that the first 
thmg that IS undertaken is a relatively easy task, and then,
sTZ*',M’' it it P^ib^to pti on to d.e
Ifat „?! Tv ttruggle. The W;

leL that the fin, ta,k u be unier-
“ "te /oelo™. end. werkint e "f *he\erker, in the «erk-

hi the tTorL°zt7:t
—« hed been tueh e, ,e iuL^,SZtt
which t^y march^off first assemble, and fr®'^
where they can be m’ where the working masses a »
are weakest: in the fa«^ ^^^racted, where the 
districts. This rule ic "^*5 exchanges, in working-^

« often -nd cannot be disputed, and
achieved with surprise* H ^ successes have ®

"'■'tt the den.oS^S„lT"“'’*'‘“"t‘ i" the center o( to«»^the streets near the cen» e®embled in small numbe« 
™strati„„ “nter. and then suddenly formed a ae»
“PPer classes.” B„ 1“ astonished police and^^

httl prepared i„ tnch demonstrations are as a t"
Although the . "'^'thiss districts. 

rom which the demom5 '^-^^* districts must be the 
selves^ ’“'ply that*^*'**^* • ^theiP'
onst "'orkin» H *^j“'°*’strations should lim»t

strations in Workin!'?®® On the contrary, d a
are^'to " ^ule only ^sS

teis in ^®”'°“strations ° *o penetrate the mid j..
ber of ''’‘log on t working-da
of the ^“d then streets the largest possi

l^Sht, which »en forward to the real o J ^
generally lies in a non-proletarian
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• today is not a political 
:er. The fighting revolutionaiy
)rocession, but a real meam special objectives *
>ressure. In recent demons^aaons the spe ^ 
truggle have been town ^ the politic^ situ^
)bjeSves of the struggle, of c , «7 proper that pi^^
on charges. But in be directed towj^
:tarian demonstrations should t ^he distncfi
u-ddle-class areas. A h” our o;,in.on one^
f the ^or to the aij-^/f.^ghtW demonstrauons at
le most successful fo
resent time. , , . ijjje the starting poJ

It is true ■'■'^iurking-dess
=r-j.trtu%rur*%«ie»

ecause this compels patrols as well ^lice
tin u„ extensive «'^//Jdsn.entd pnne^l' 
le police reserves* disorders forces and
ictics in suppressing . splitt*"S “P * , *^Qr that reason
f forces, the avoidanc piece-weal* gn-
lus allowing ^"advantageous ^hen the waj*
lere can be no w demonstrators, numding them to attack th point or
re called to one cent jj^j^j„gfors. for a
f points, as was don method o^
The decentralized, ^ent of ® ^ jice. Of cour^>

:monstration has .. . j misled '”^neous but is
lere are many PO®®**”Sch is not sP«"7”;;^n,rise to the p-
mass demonstration^ an a so^
F preparation can an L poliee

ration must be absolut X . gnts are t
F workers. Bu ^^'Jtration is “ P^’ exchanges,
lould know at ^ demons factories, . j.},e,rough what str^^^V^^rkers at vanous assemble w

Of vourse, »■*

:tmg nnder SP jjce ,t every house
lown to the P' y factory, 
helming forces^*
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cently special further, in some demonstrations
- deterS whose task is to
to keep the reserve! K ^ police reserves and in jn
™ass of demonstrato^'L^f^^

It used to be gaming time. j,
side the town and ^ demonstration to marc
open space or place ° meeting there, in ® ^
'“■•fa- traffic by garf'"'^

is not correcT ?”?’®" prohibited such a P ^
diegal demonstration f ‘eolation of the participant 
^"‘;ds of the bou " rest of the inhabitants £^j*
^g'ag a Wood-bath^'^'^iu*^* favorable
LT““" “ almost the effect of the
sel,^ entaely restricted to the parricipa-K tbe<»

’’here th • -•
*,V' ®'gtl*°Smtm" “perience in the or^"^; 

or in^^ corners wb’°"^’ demonstration is
suited 'vith a m numbers of people are , ^tefS ^“‘■^.l^ticmanoe ^^ys out which are

^ against provocativr^^^ organization ^ ^or^-
C ‘l^^tion of 2 «»ade on the demonst^present P^*'ticularly\u^H resistance against police and

llTl To p^r’"® °ne in demonstrationsaband^ T^^'^y^attacl-to workers who
against^®^d of the^ i police and
^mns by thi^ struggle. Proletarian
consciously ^ ^°*^5ecoisie ^nd volunteer mu i,6
bas not and le^^* permissible, but
Workb/;,‘ lor the Bot at a period when the
revolt ft there struggle for power by^gd
physical .'^^'^^ssary alsn , yet any question of ^ giy

^ resistance ‘‘^ise the issue of hoW ^
one wh” revolt att ! ‘^^rried, and at what cost,
current^ to apply ^ costs is essential. .^‘Vge i*J

the classl^®® ^^®o to physical resist Jof War” ^cnin^l\ ^ sectarian interpreta^^ . ^pl
is true alsn°*^f^® 'forking that strikes are a

demonstraf; «ot the war itself-
orations. A demonstration, m ^
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e, but uotV bruaJ X-

who does not be in a cost. What
n the masses, and whatever greatest
broad masses are prep ^t^\fense and re-
“cessary today is hination of attack, j -j ^ar

, so far as concern v }ds of the •’““^Tjemonstrations in ^^^gjjtance. It wf 
fter the first pendency to non imroedi-
ery soon overcame th demonstrators d ^ d on
afthe beginning h^iice. Theyjer/j^^ wiA
on the arnval of ^bere ^helming

lowing resistance j reassemble
:er poto dfeP=«'’ fll W *']T.he“ irfi i»aed .be
■ point. Tn^ . uyt in each P . resistance,Jce at ^"y /Xeu W'" “ “"LX rela*»
ion of how far ^ ^ situation an
mce with the con German

h Berlin organize®” ot having , ^be
>r example, t^ reproached f„ sprte
1st Party cpen phr^^^Jcks of the pobcC’^
nasses to n , provocative ® j the Pa^^ armed

shootings Vt turned into an
ion of the re jurrounde police. the
1 the building ^d forces of ^ j, similar to^^^
, by the conc^^ demon^^^ slogan " j of
fie question resistance. ^be gen ^ „ armed

„XCs X
•nstration m jctariat.
rminff cf th r
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mation into an armed revolt, and before the pre-conditions for
of pi«y>"g

demnn ♦ impatient elements demand the arming o
there is ^ ^^^cessary to look carefully to see whe ®

'"■ '>« »' »ill "O' go O" <l«
passivity Sr'" ‘"o" 'h"" "" Si
work \ “"waiuigness to undertake revolutionary 
work. It IS characterbtic that these elements ask the Party f" 
anm mstead of themselves findlT arlT

there «efe J""' of this year in many count"«
and the poli«"l*th' *^'woen workeis in <io'"ons''W^^
tl>emselv« wl i ““f .*'>“'> tlw demonstrators ^
and sim£r
workers disarmp/l • j- ^^®o occurred wher

weapons they took^^f*'^'*^*^^^ Policemen and made use o “off^’ to aL?h in their own defense. ^

We do not object -T
selves, but we raise ’n^’vidual proletarians arming 

Workers as a general ^ to the slogan ofripe for armed revolt slogan at a period which

onstrations,*^wrridlv^ initiative-groups »n
"'^'nber of the jo^apfPt the views of “K. F." in the AP 

“Themeth 0«nher.» Rewrites:
stration is* w forming groups within the deDOO®'
«ration a 4ter s^ff^-‘ &i^ng the whole dem®®
“"■fied and detU£‘"^’ ^“^hlfng if to act in a 

gamzation is required hitherto. No ®e^./P/rom
. ^ ^^'^cleus four to * quite suflScient if“■■able fo, Uu " k«?d »m,adl who ... pby"^ 

“8.*.. i„ u„ dCST “d know «u* „d..r W.U, ^
he separated by policf <io not allow themselves
and shout app«,pri hut always get together

nities to give ™aking use of suitable ®PP-j
PoinP'^t ^ framework means of such g
P nts, then it wrill k« the whole demonstration » jground, Xn ,1?“?** to get the masses to ^

appropriate reply t the police and to ®
IniHo»- ^ attack.”

'’''■g'»"ps in demo«,,a,i„„, therefore do not



--------------------------- * but are organs
sd,uu »y specul. “d W
of the Party units or of the correspu tbe^
revolutionary the limits J^^Sative

Nf“n Tohld be^ rm.d,^of -.e, ^ ^ ^

groups from the discussions on * ^ gtructions
being caUed together for jomt given their mst^^
ticular important ^ctmns ^nd ^e
together. This principle ^g*„,ass demon-
rect organization^ P® activities, mclu S party
leadership of politica the basic , cannot be
strations, must be con organizations „j^onstration
and other r.vol«t«»y "“j^'and tpe«l
handed over to any
meetings.”

• iFnr a Cowrs® on
Material F Questions 
Orgaiii^®^**^

' er*er <^1"^ ^

t etor-«»«'““ "
A. Why mull ‘ ‘ ber of P“‘

P‘'>y- ^.bor »■>«■”'"; place »i*»“;bt 

TN the hisiory have Co®"'""^’^ con-
^ Struggles and -^gj party ^ fi . ^pwround
existence of dSaS because ‘’p^f^V
revolutions were e ^trugg ^as no jj^^gar-
scious leadership ® .j^nal i^in Ger®*®”l[,'
of the entire fro® '"e RepnW« V"„„k, haJ
have other r***”^. the h® ’* «d leane*! to
fan Revolnrion “"^„munist nat»r'- “ * p,„y, a®>
Here we had a C»® orga®«“i,,,De®®”“bo®S«<-
no mass i"«“‘"“be ,«>chero® f ^ ^,„„d bV ..^anW"?
great extent on^W,,„ dro-«V,enecesr.'yf”

on this accoun p^rty ^
nrvi __ *viil niSt
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together the most advanced, the most class-conscious, the most 
determined, the most revolutionary sections of the proletariat, 
in order to lead the proletariat in the class struggle.

he Party is the most class-conscious vanguard of 
working class, ^

The majority of the workers are under the influence of the 
onW^h*^ Party can include in its ranks
minoi^ the proletariat, the most class-conscious

constitutes the leadership “composed of the best, most^consaous, most actwe and most courageous of its mem-
International). The 

whh k If ^ class, closely bound up
vanced” ’ separated from the class. The “most ad-
them In !T ^mistakes. In order to correct

ism). ^ ^i^ctsm ts necessary. {Stalin'.

C. Organized Troof.

acj; of A?;rrr »f *'*ng force and

tralism. Democratic cent'ei-’* guaranteed by democratic c 
firm unity central r most rigid centralizati >
mittee, toe ’etfef wkh°fleadership by the Central Com' 
of the lower Party ora activity and independence
revolutionary mass actio?"’?^u struggles a^
all the leading Party b !l°^ Proletariat. In normal tim 
These elections musf elected by the membership-
bodies. Discussion of1^0 I
permitted within the fra P^'^Wems by the membership 
sions. After the ouesti of the principles and o
body, no more discuSl decided by the highest
be carried out in discinl'” 'I Permitted, and the decisions nau decisions a„ carriiJ, is i„,psrative that all

y‘ l>igllor body (distri',^''TtteC.
Etecuove CommittL „f ^ c Ocnfal Coof^y
highest body is the PTrt ^^^nunist International)*

rty convention, or the world congress-



---------------- * ^i*e in

International discipline »
tional Parv i" monism » “”-
of aU renegades if That means a r
against intemanonaUi.^J’^^ largely ^"®'

lapse of the Second In«m 4 ”"*',3 ^1 n" ^
The wtMty of of the Patty j jj,e world

viction. The “" ^o, of the apins«
recognition “"J “a^ convention- |'”?r,otskyite con^^
congress and the i^^upings- V ^ity 
dom of opinions hevik unity isf ^ «The Party
tion of the Party . .^strength of the ^ ,l,„ents. 
practice as the ba^s of opport
is strengthened by wit
(Stalin: Lentwsnt^ )■ contact J

D. The P^y of ‘J" Jj'^^Thus
those who are J^embers^^^

ganizations (the nudei)’ ^PP^'J^the Communist I
'’?f'’moh?” TsSums of 

national, f^rough in RiJan Soci^'I^^“‘
whichLeninputtbt f ofthet^
at the Thirf ( _
Party in 1903.)
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F. The theory of spontaneity.The conception that the masses of workers will enter the 
struggle spontaneously, and that the Party will only need to 
place itself at the head of these struggles, is based on a fak® 
conception of the role of the Party. It signifies and undef" 
estimation of the leading role of the Party, will inevitably 
lead to a lagging behind the masses, and lead to an opportunist 
policy (tailism).

G. Fight against opportunism.To maintain the unity of the Party, its close contact with 
the masses, and its leading role, a constant, consistent, and un
compromising struggle is necessary for the line of the Party 
against all right and left deviations. Such deviations inevi
tably recur constantly because the Party is surrounded by a 
bourgeois environment and the pressure of bourgeois concep
tions are reflected among those sections of the Party which are 
unable to withstand this pressure. Right opportunist devia- 
nons expre^ themselves in yielding to the bourgeoisie and to 

ormism (legalism) ; underestimation of the fighting capacity 
f the masses, lagging behind the mass movement. The “left 

opportunist deviations reflect the pseudo-radicalism of «P' 
rooted petty-bourgeois elements which, isolated from the mass- 

have no understanding of the conditions of an organiz^ 
They demand measures and methods whic 

isolate the Party from the masses (sectarianism).
for^ Jw!rT^ penod of the struggle

cl hecoml'L T '-hen th! “left" dange
working J T"" ^fter defeats of th«

Party, are all imn • li ^g^^^tnent with the policy of
-H. rU or '

I' » cl«.r that, the sharper the class struggles become, th'
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. us the revohtienarymore dangerous tn become the methe bourgeoisie. «1'« ,ke revolution^ v«g««*
the bourgeon ' P‘ ’^as the fasfi““" ^ sntagon-
the Communist ra ty sharpening of removed,
greases in the conrK ntore ani
Ls, the of activity for the j j,
and the legal P®'’. “e The Party „ithin the
labor ■'“"“'"'/“T-mint to limit th' ®®" ^ „„uncia-
task during this -‘"''^“^that would m^V q„ *.
legal f rame-ivork of th J revolution party
tion of the orgamaat'o ^“‘^^rillegal condidonh
contrary, the task of under *e
work, is to carry at such ’danism)* ,
and not ta fad P^^jjgrs h! same task ^ ^broadest masses of ^f^ih exactly the sam 
legal Party is decisive majonty
Party, the conquest oi
classes only in the co jnajonty ’ gyuggle® ^ „
sel^s^nfto^h^^ orga^

when the cap>»l»s ’ j„g work g struggl"!jsj^g political 
talist state attack the ^ these ecoo°"^^^,Hes. ^^^Jith the 
means, especudly, . ^ and la S conne®”
on in important be »dth th j^. „ec«-
slogans of the j„ c.nn«'» dentonff^^s (ex-
economic demands. an_^;„j, ^,„dest n.
and political pa®f. „ gictatorsh'P jjjgal
sity of the ptol^rUnion)- the .'«®“”"of f>«»'’
ample of the Sov"' paty /" .,b the „g con-

The main Ja„iUio"»'^'‘7,o.t work is the firtn nroletat'aa spec'dr
workers throug p^j-^y vi strike
nections °^ '5lfunctioO’*^g ployed coun * ^ ^.^eta 
through well ^5 ''f creation of 
of mass work j^n, the
committees
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organizations, and above all the application of the proletari^ 
united front from below in the most diverse forms, etc. Tech" 
nical questions, such as the preparation for the going undei*" 
ground into illegality, here play a subordinate role (setting 
up illegal buros, places for meetings, duplicate committees 
in case of arrests, courier apparatus, cleansing of offices and 
residences of piled up material and addresses, etc.)

/. The significance of Marxist-Leninist theory.Is It necessary to have a special science (theory)? Is 
practical experience on the basis of our factory and trade union 
work, etc., sufficient? “Without revolutionary theory there 

"w A ^ /evolutionary movement.” (Lenin'. Collectf orks). The practical experience of the worker leads only 
to an understanding of the identity of his interests with those ^^^^^^-'vorkers in the factory or trade, develops h>s 

trJe ^ '^'11 lead to the fure and simf^in&uencp°^^* surrender of the workers to capita*>s
fend th " • ^ revolutionary understanding of hoW to ®
oveirolTt* *'"<1 the necessity of th"
the theorv ^ f "'*!t’le order of society, an understanding o 

““""“-Leninism is necessary. Without thn 
into «S„« “'™8«>e.,that is?^struggle conung

senseless actQ \ without conscious guidance, leadinggCin^^r'"LIT”,'”"’ •'"No;lattr. the pure trade'^"' (”t«hing the machines)

spontaneoutj Af. i ^ reformist labor movement. Isubordination /^/P^'^tit of the labor movement leads to i 
labor movement ‘ ideology. ... For the spontaneou

enslavement of th unionism. This means the ideologic 
iected Works) by the bourgeoisie.” (Lenin, '
consists in the i • \ ^'Herence between this and Communis^* eral results of th conditions, the course and
l^y l^^cxism-Leniiiism^^^”^*' niovement. This insight is

evitability of the coUa^J^ evidence to support it; (1) the 
°I.»ts internal contrlT capitalist society by the sharpened 
ening of the class stru^l^'°” l ^^P^'^ssed in the extreme 

necessity of the proleE^'^’Proletarian revolution; (2) ^~st as a transition - th!
y {Lenin State and Revolu^^
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“Leninism is Mancsm^^precisely: ^;S,eoTy and tf- 
roleurian «volat«;^ J„*n generA^^„,.. (S,«to-
ic of the prol«»"“ ^nhe prol'^" '"
ic of the dictatorship organization con-
.eninism.) • i e of Communist policyThus the Prinopl^® A^artial dem^d«>
ist: (a) working and raising^^^^^^^
laily struggles of th^ in the ;PP^!"^g the
he application o porkers, V^j-ijne; (c) ,l^(,rkers

T.g.=«.;on a--St:

ind proletarian m -j^ciples of ° ^ ^gt build up 
rise Bolshewk P^^P„ ,hat we «« perioas ^

,ble. That ;;;rone or-
:ion in nccordanc *”“**£. condin°”®' ^chematic^y
dons. Our orga specific be penod
nust adjust itself whole, th 8 ^^rious
.anization f-^^ ^:/od of time^^ ,„d eX-

separated, those masses ^
ire different ^ j sizing ^k. \Ve must ^
phases of ’^^'^!^“Jganization^;;^,„t up our °/e.
pression in ou ^ united buiiamg districts, .

Various f°''‘"® Whether'^.^f^rin f "^^es out P°f "f
„ate o.Jifftl-'SustrW
ganizations m ^ vve jjonal f®t
The ntata thm* organ'®'”
taak. and adjust
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work to these political tasks. Without a good policy we can
not have a powerful organization and without an active Party 
organization, we cannot have any concrete carrying out of our 
political line in practice. This mutual relation between policy 
and organization must be constantly taken into consideration, 
for otherwise our organizational work degenerates into schem- 
aticism and bureaucracy.

1. Why does the neglect of theory necessarily lead to op- 
portumsm?

2. Why does Lenin regard the pure trade union movement 
as a bourgeois labor movement?

3. Can there be such a thing as a Marxist without being 
a Leninist?

4. What is democratic centralism and how are these meth
ods changed in times of illegality?

5. Why is the factory nucleus the basis of the Party and
w y must we organize communist fractions in the mass or
ganizations?

6. Within what limits and under what conditions, can a

rz, f '’"■“S'' f
y IS ependence upon spontaneity opportunistic? 

References for Reading:
^Stalin: Leninism.
Lenin: Collected Works.
What Is to be Done?

Lenin on Organization.
^roTam ' ^nion Movement.

ogram of the Communist International.
*Lenin: Infantile Sickness of Leftism, 

nationir Congress of the Communist Inter-
tarian RevolutiL.’^ ^ ° Communist Party in the Prole-

Rosa Luxemburg: “Mass Strike, Party and Trade Unions.”

the rest of tht^"lltetature specially marked references, whil<
literature ,s mean principally for the instructor.

{To be Conduded in the Next Issue)




